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loudspeaker suite

is not an exercise in size and cost. It is
the first to solve the limitations of all
previous designs, ribbon, electrostatic
or whatever. It is nothing short of the
re- discovery of stereo; never before
has the humble compact disc yielded a
holographic soundstage in which the
musicians are placed within the sphere
defined by the listener and the radius
of the nn—ifin*/

. The image

is not stretched by phase anomalies,
nor compromised by room acoustics.
Conventional wisdom does not apply
here.
You have to hear it. It is impossible
to imagine home stereo without any
congestion of dynamics, compromises
of harmonics, distortions of phase
anomalies. Now, the first ' ,seidon
is on demonstration in
Britain. All you need is agood source
and a reasonable amplifier ( the passive
towers are very easy loads to drive).
For smaller rooms and tighter budgets
the award- winning

vnhon Cantata

speakers will win some new admirers.
The Audio Salon does not sell High Street
products, but real Hi -Fi at the same price
points: systems from under £ 3,000.

audio salon
4 park circus, glasgovv. g3 6ax, scotland

Phone Billy Armstrong for friendly advice
without obligation. Visit our no- frills
mail-order website for used and exdemo bargains: www.Hi-FiShop.com.
Demonstrations by appointment.

0141 333 9700
info@auchosalon.co.uk
www.audiosalon.co.uk
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hi-fi from around the world. But that does raise the question of whether finest
naturally means most expensive. My opinion is that it doesn't always hold true.
It also raises the question of what you are prepared to pay for ahigh- end
system. Like myself, many of you may only dream of affording the system you'd
actually love to have. It won't necessarily become a reality but that doesn't
mean that we dismiss the joy and knowledge gained from reading about crafted
equipment that just happens to carry an impressively hefty price tag.
To emphasise my earlier point about bringing you hi-fi from around the world
Tony Bolton has been getting to grips with Chario's Ursa Major speakers [ from
Milan), Ken Kessler has been looking at a French/Swiss
project in he shape of the Mimetism CD player, Paul Miller
has uncovered what he believes may be the best DVD player
yet made ( the Esoteric UX-1 from Japan), and Alvin Gold
tries out the Dali Euphonia MS4 speakers from Denmark.
Finally, Andrew Harrison has been examining the best
new hi-fi that will appear in 2006 ( see p21) including the
best new equipment from China, the USA and Britain.
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STEVE FAIRCLOUGH • EDITOR
e-mail us at. hi-finewsfaipcmedia.com
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WHAT'S HOT!
ITALIAN HI-FI - Yes, it's heavily
influenced by the recent visit of Ken
Kessler to the Milan show ( see pages
45-461, but the range and quality of
new hi-fi coming out of
Italy is quite staggering.

CLASSICAL MUSIC • Christopher Breunig

the names does help

HI-FI • David Allcock, David Berriman,

with some of the big players in

around the world for the delight of connoisseurs) we aim to bring you the finest

The sheer romance of

ROCK • Johnny Black & Ken Kessler

conversations I've been having

but two. In the same way that Decanter magazine brings you the finest wines from

KEY CONTRIBUTORS
JAll • Ben Watson & Steve Harris

been coming up repeatedly in

British hi-fi distribution - step forward Messrs Franassovici and Bozic, to name
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Editor- in- Chief • Mark Hedges
Marketing Director • Angela O'Farrell

The word ' connoisseur' has

well - Opera, Bellini,
Bolzano and Chario
to name but afew

FORMAT WARS - History repealing
tself is not anice thing to watch
,Jnd it's time the SACD/DVD-A and
Blu-ray/HD-DVD battles came to an
..Rnd. Sony has taken another step in
the battle by refusing to use
DVD-A on the flip side of
its DualDiscs ) see p6
news story). Either way
et's hope that quality
ind consumers win...

Tony Bolton, Christopher Breunig,
Martin Colloms, John Crabbe, Barry Fox,
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Newsl p
BACK TO BASIS AFTER SIX YEAR BREAK
After an absence of almost six years, Basis
turntables have found anew UK distributor
in Select Audio, writes David Allcock.
The Basis range uses high- mass platters
and ahighly sophisticated, fluid- damped
suspension system in all of its turntables
with large amounts of acrylic coupled with
state-of-the-art engineering. The UK range
starts at £ 3,275 with the Basis 2001 and
goes all the way up to the Debut Signature
Vacuum at £ 13,995.
Joining the established Basis models
is the new 2200 Signature at £ 3,995 which
features aplatter and suspension system
that's closely related to that used in the
Debut Signature. It also uses an identical
motor to the Debut Signature, but in amore
compact chassis with simpler construction
allowing this deck to be priced at less than
half the top of the range deck.
Basis Audio has also introduced anew
unipivot tonearm, the Vector MK. 3, which is
available with both standard VTA adjustment
and amicrometer calibration for £ 2,595 and
£,295 respectively.
For further information contact Select
Audio on 01900 818060 or e-mail to select.
audiofavirgin.net
The new Basis 220 turntable and the Vector Mk. 3unipivot tonearm in situ

SONY'S DUALDISCS PROTECT SACO FORMAT
SONY DUALDISCS

Sony-BMG, claimed: ' DualDisc

outing, alongside Yo Yo Ma

represents adramatic

plays Ennio Morricone,

Scmy-BMG has become the

expansion of the music

first major record label to

entertainment experience...

for Christmas 2005 included

launch DualDisc in Europe,

we anticipate astrong and

Will Young, Westlife,

,
%frites

extremely positive response

Eurythmics, Ricky Martin,

from both music retailers

Shakira and Aerosmith.

Barry Fox.

The new format discs
nave aCD layer on one side

and fans'.

and DVD on the other, so

Sony-BMG's DD launch

Further releases planned

DualDisc, says
Sony-BMG, represents: ' anew

play on either aCD or DVD

in mid- September passed

entertainment product with

player. Instead of using the

largely unnoticed because

two experiences.., adramatic

DVD layer for DVD-Audio ( as

the company made little or no

expansion of the music

promoted by independent 5.1

effort to alert the audio and

entertainment experience'.

Entertainment/Silverline when

video press and there was no

the first European DualDiscs

visible publicity.

were launched in April 2005)

The first batch of 20

How many consumers find
the new discs and experience
the experiences remains to

Sony-BMG is protecting

DualDiscs included Barbara

be seen, though. Many record

Sony's investment in SACD by

Streisand's Guilty Too, along

stores, such as HMV, have

puItipeDolby Digital surround

with titles from David Bowie,

simply racked the new

on the DVD side, along with

Good Charlotte, AC/DC, Usher,

discs with ordinary CDs

music videos, interviews,

Avril Lavigne, the Backstreet

and only Virgin had asmall

photo galleries, concert

Boys, Bruce Springsteen and

separate display with afew

Dualdisc: CD layer on one

footage and lyrics.

Britney Spears. Miles Davis*

words of explanation.

side and DVD on the other

Kind Of Blue gets another

www.sonybmgmusic.co.uk

Andrew Lack, CEO of
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R EFERENCE

SERIES

KEF's legendary Reference Series has always

arrays, with elliptical dome tweeters. Titanium

been different. As the name implies, it's about

dome Hypertweeters'". Ultra- low distortion

an absolute standard. Objectively verifiable

motor systems. Adjustable boundary

performance, not marketing hype.

control - the Reference Series bristles with high
end technologies to achieve one simple goal;

The latest range raises the benchmark higher

totally accurate reproduction of the

than ever. With aperformance envelope that

recorded signal. If this is what matters to you,

extends way beyond the limits of human hearing,

chose KEF Reference.

they're crammed with technologies found
nowhere else. Radical new Uni Q - point source

Created by KEF because only KEF can.

KEF Audio ( UK), Eccleston Road, Tovil, Maidstone, Kent, ME15 6QP U.K.

T: + 44 ( 0) 1622 672261.

F: + 44 (0) 1622 750653

wwwitet.com

NewsDesk
CLASS GLASS DUE IN MINI VERSION £,Yic
FERGUSON HILL SPEAKERS
HiFi News can exclusively
reveal that Ferguson Hilt
is planning ascaled- down
version of its mighty glass
FH001 horn speaker but at
the moment its just at the
prototype stage.
Comprising one clear
horn and asingle clear bass
sphere, the new model will
stand just 14in tall compared
to the original 1.65m height of
the FH001. What's more, the
new speaker will come with a
dedicated mini- amp measuring
14cm cubed.
As well as offering
traditional line- ins the amp
will also feature amini-jack to

Ferguson Hill was unable to

bass units and the FH003 bass

enable connection to an iPod

confirm an exact launch date

amplifier in the Ferguson Hill

FH001, shown here, is due

or PC. The cost of the package

for this product. When it does

product line-up.

to be joined soon by a

is expected to be under £ 500.

arrive the new scaled- down

Ferguson Hill • 020 7284 0969

14in-tall 'sister' model

At the time of going to press

speaker will join the FH002

•www.fergusonhill.co.uk

The original Ferguson Hill

CHANGING SIGNALS
,

MERIDIAN DSP SPEAKERS

British audio brand Meridian has added
the DSP3100 compact loudspeaker to
its range in place of the existing DSP33
model.
Like all other Meridian DSP speakers,
the compact digital signal processing
model keeps the signal in digital form

AMP
REVAMPS
AUDIO ANALOGUE

until as late as possible in the signal path
to minimise noise and distortion.
The DSP3100 is intended for use as

Audio Analogue has bolstered
its amp line-up with the

abookshelf or stand- mounted speaker

addition of new versions of its

(specially designed aluminium stands are

Bellini pre- amp [ above] and the

available) and they are said to be ' ideal

Donizetti Cento power amplifier.

for use as surrounds for aMeridian
DSP-based system'.
The vertical units also include a
Omnimount/universal wall bracket

The main difference on the
Bellini is the inclusion of an
off-line virtual battery power
supply ( an advanced version of

whilst the horizontal centre unit ( the

that found on Audio Analogue's

DSP3100HC) is designed to sit on ashelf.

Aria phono pre-arnp) and it also

The DSP3100 should be on sale by
the time you read this at £ 2595 for a
vertical pair ( stands are £ 330 per paid,
whilst the HC version will be £ 1565 with a
£190 stand.
In addition to this, Meridian has also
revealed afourth generation version of
the 800 optical disc player.

features abypass mode, olus
mm/mc phono caoabilly.
As its name suggests, the
Donizetti Cento offers 100W
per channel in adual mono
configuration.
The revamped Bellini amp
retails at £ 1795 whilst the

Meridian • 01480 445678 •

Donizetti Cento model ; s £ 1550.

www.meridian-audio.com

UKD • 01753 652669 •
www.ukd.co.uk
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The new Artikulat Loudspeaker System. Gorgeous.

• I•ce
in.

Linn Products Limited.
For more information or ademonstration call 0500 888 909

www.linn.co.uk

LINN

News Desk
VIVID RANGE SET
TO EXPAND IN 2006
similar styling to the

floorstander. The V1

Bi, K1 and Cl speakers.

will be £ 3950 in per pair

The Vivid range of

It will be available in

whilst the V1.5 will retail

loudspeakers is set to

five colour finishes as

at £ 4500 per pair.

expand further in January

standard - oyster grey,

2006 in the shape of

graphite. Sahara beige,

VIVID SPEAKERS

•The Vivid Kl review
in the December 2005

the V1 model that was

metallic white, and

issue of HiFi News

showcased recently at a

copper - and the product

was missing two tines

major London hi-fi show.

can be supplied singly or

from page 43 due to a

HiFi News spoke to

in pairs as required.

Vivid's speaker designer

The V1 will be out

last minute production
error after the file left

Laurence Dickie, formerly

in three mounting

our offices. The missing

of B&W, who told us: ' To

options - bracket mount

words were: ' It was at this
year's High End Show in

be honest it'll probably be

(V1w); desktop/stand

January 2006 before the

(V1p1; and horizontal

Munich that Ifirst saw.....

speakers are available'.

mounting [ Vi h). The wall

Vivid • 01903 530005 •

bracket mount permits

www.vividaudio.co.uk

The V1 keeps the
pistonic drive philosophy

50 degress of rotation

found on all Vivid Audio

horizontally and vertically.

Right: The new Vivid V1

products and maintains

There will also be aV1.5

speaker in copper livery

THE BIG WINNERS
HI-FI NEWS COMPETITIONS!
To clear some space in the Hi Fi News offices
-currently filled by large postbags - we have drawn
anumber of the recent competitions and can reveal
the names of the big winners....
The August 2005 competition to win a £ 1700
pair of PMC's FB1+ monitor speakers was won by
Mr. Leigh Hughes from Merseyside and the correct

bait*
TWIN- RIBBON
TWEETERS
JAS SPEAKERS

answers to the competition questions were ( 1) silk
dome; ( 2) 170mm; ( 3) cast magnesium alloy.
October 2005's competition to win the £ 1400

JAS Audio has just launched a
new twin- ribbon super tweeter

Arcam Solo integrated system with Alto speakers

-the Audio 100K - with 100kHz

was won by Simon McAdam from London. The

frequency response, aluminium

correct answers to the questions were ( 1) DiVA CD73;
121 80mm; and ( 3) cotton dome.
The November 2005 competition to win the £ 2350

cylindrical shape and aprice
of £ 649 ( pair). Specs include a
frequency response of 7kHz-

Naim DVD5 DVD-A player was won by M.J. Hood

100kHz, impedance of 98 ohm,

from York. The correct answers to the competition

and 92dB/W/M sensitivity at

questions were ( 1) BNC; ( 2) thrice; and 131 OVO A.

12kHz and 96dB/W/M at 16kHz.

Finally, the big competition to win El 5,000 worth
of stylish Italian hi-fi - apair of Opera Tebaldi

JAS- Audio Products are
distributed in the UK by Shadow

speakers and the Unison Research Performance

Dstribut.on but if you don't

integrated amplifier - has been won by

have anearby Shadow dealer

R. Wheelwright from the Isle of Wight. The correct

the company offers a30- day

answers in this case were ( 1) 1989 and ( 2) 40W.

money- back scheme to let you
audition aproduct in your home.

The gorgeous Opera Tebaldi ( right) speakers will
soon be on the way as part of our big ( 15k prize

Shadow Distribution •
01592 744779 • www.
shadowdistribution.co.uk
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BRIEFS

DENON'S FLEXIBLE FRIEND

VPI DISTRIBUTIOT‘',
Activ Distribution has been
appointed UK distributor of VPI
turntables, tonearms and record
cleaning machines. VPI has been
manufacturing high- quality analogue
replay hardware for over 25 years
Contact Activ Distribution 01635
291357 or visit www.activdistribution.
corn for more information.
KRELL PRICES
The prices quoted for the Krell
Evolution amps in last month's issue

111111MMIOF

should have been in fstiffing, not

Denon's AVR-4306 shares many features with its advanced £ 4000 AVC-A1XV model

Euros - apologies. For more details go
to www.absolutesounds.com

Denon Link 3 ( DL31 allows
the amplifer to receive high-

autoset-up/RoomEQ that is

FRENCH FANCY

The wraps have come off

resolution multi- channel digital

said to be the firs 1technology

Venus Acoustic is anew name in

DENON AV AMP

plus Denon's MultiEQ

Denon's new £ 1499.99

audio data directly from DL3

capable of generating a

the hi-fi world that is promising it:

AVR-4306 seven- channel

OVO players to enable quality

'sweetspot' of sound for every

'hopes to be in the UK in mthe very

AV surround receiver that's

sound from all disc formats.

listener or viewer ( up to six

near future'. Venus makes high- end

claimed to be: one of the most

SACO is said to be kept as pure

in total) no matter where in a

loudspeakers using drive units from

flexible and best- sounding

OSO all the way to the DACs.

room they're sitting.

the Danish company Scan Speak. The

Denon • 01234 741200 •

first models out in France are the

www.denon.co.uk

two-way stand- mounted Caldiera

AV amplifiers ever'. The unit
is fully SACD capable and the

Other features include
iPod connectivity as standard

and the three-way Cassippée 1
floorstander entry-level model. For
details go to www.venusacoustic.fr.

TEAC TAKES DAB RADIO ROUTE

MAIM ee NUMBER
Naim has installed anew telephone
system and has thus changed its main
contact number to 01722 426600.
The previous Naim number will soon
be withdrawn from service. For other
Naim contact information just go to
www.naim-audio.com.
AV ERRORS
Readers of last month's AudioVision
news pages may have noticed some
production errors on page 81 that
created missing text. The LG gold
TV story should have finished with:
*...plated 71in plasma TV and surround
system with the most expensive
price in the world. Well done LOU The
Football Tracker story should have

TEAC RADIOS

and the £ 80 R2 AM/FM

ended: *... difficult to see' and the

clock mono radio.
TEAC has announced atrio of

Blu-ray recorder story should have

The three models all have

ended: '... attracted the lion's share

portable radios headed up by

aluminium fascias and

of attention with its 400GB HOD and

the £ 120 TEAC Model R3

built-in rechargeable batteries

wireless networking capabilities'.

DAB/FM clock mono radio

and, according to the company,

which comes in ablack finish

concentrate primarily on audio

with LCD display, digital clock,

quality reception. All three

timer, sleep timer and 3in

models will be in stores during

The R2 [ above, left] and R3

will be held at the Radisson SAS Hotel

full- range speaker.

December 2005.

DAB radio [above] from TEAC

at Manchester Airport from January

The R3 is joined by the
R1 AM/FM mono radio at £ 70

TEAC • 0845 1302511 •

IT'S SHOWTIME!
The Northern Sound & Vision show

28-29, 2006. Call 01829 740650

www.teac.co.uk
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R. T. Services 32 Rawthey Avenue Didcot 0)(11 7XN Oxfordshire
www.rtsaudio.co.uk T + 44 ( 123) 5810455

Letters

YOUR VIEWS

Do you hate SACD or love valve amps? If you've got any strong opinions on hi-fi just
write to: Letters, Hi -Fi News, Leon House, 233 High Street, Croydon CR19 1HZ or
send an e-mail letter to: hi-finewsfaipcmedia.com - ptease mark it Letters'

HOME
IMPROVEMENTS

JURASSIC SPARK
Peter Williams ( Letters, October 2005) cannot go unchallenged.
He quite rightly describes himself as adinosaur. When will this

Here are my suggestions for

nonsense end that the only way to true hi-fi is through

improving Hi Fi News.
1 - Drop ' Sources' - or at

two- channel sound? Surely it is the quality of the equipment that
is paramount? My system comprises Theta electronics - that is,

least re- title it ' recycled press

Dreadnought, Carmem, Casablanca - and ATO loudspeakers. This

releases'.
2 - Drop the ' Hot 100', which

is ahigh- end home theatre and stereo system and to suggest

seems little more than avehicle

otherwise is clearly absurd.

to sell reprints. In addition

Like it or not the future is convergence. Ihave subscribed to
HiFi News since its inception and for this esteemed magazine to

reasons for inclusion are not

follow Mr. Williams' suggestion will only see it meet with the same

transparent - saying ' value for

fate as the dinosaur.

money' is not sufficient without

M. Muir, by e-mail

more explanation and is it really
updated every month?
3 - Force your reviewers to

BIG BOXES?

that all sincerely believe that

Ifollowed the feature on subwoofers ( HFN, Sept ' 05) with great interest but was worried by astatement

they offer an honest unbiased

on p83: ' aclosed box speaker with asystem resonance of 20Hz and aQ of 0.707. Surely such a

opinion but if, say, Ken Kessler

declare interests. Iam sure that

has been done afavour by

box would be enormous? Certainly alot bigger than the
sub-lcubic foot of the

.4.
eeee
===-

amanufacturer on pricing

am sure

excellent) Velodyne. As far as I

then Iwant to know about it,

understand these matters the system

if he continues to review their

resonance of very small subs is quite

products. What is unreasonable

high and the response retrieved by

about that?

ever increasing bass boost, hence the

1•••

much has hi-fi improved over

Mr. Howard did not give the
efficiency at 20Hz, referenced to, say

the last 25 years? We never find

100Hz. Is 1.25kW enough!

out because your reviewers
always use up-to-date reference

Yours is still by far the best hi-fi
are 1«kaReffial

Ile

4 - More features like that
on the Meridian - just how

colossal power requirement.

mag - Ihave just come back tc it after

equipment.
5 - You make much of your

15 years.

'exclusives'. In fact this does

Dave Macready, by e-mail

the reader adisservice in that,
if considering apurchase one

FORMAT OBJECTIONS

wants anumber of reviews,
not just one ( see 3above). And
reviewing aCD player which

I'm fed up postponing the

The September 2005 edition of

formats is objectionable,

Hi Fi News helped my search

precisely because it requires

purchase of adecent front-end

has ' 25 allocated to the UK' is

for aquality SACD/CD player -

audiophiles to waste time

player during format wars. The

awaste of time, exclusive or not.

the Marantz SA- 15S1 appears

fussing over technical

industry is at fault - it should

to fulfil my requirements.

minutiae, which time is better

be promoting the best format.

plenty of coverage elsewhere.

spent listening to music.

Paul Wizonski, Uxbridge

Richard Morris, Sutton

Idisagree with Ken
Kessler's column that

6 - Drop the iPod stuff. It gets

Coldfield

the confusion of formats
is enjoyable and keeps

Steve Fairclough replies: 'It's

audiophiles ' one meagre

an interesting point on the

push-button step away from

reviewers' interests. But Ihave

being one of the uncritical,

to say most journalists are

unquestioning, lowest-

professional enough to set aside

common- denominator morons

personal preferences and review

who have turned music into

with entirely open minds. Ido

wallpaper'. On the contrary,

like your ideas on how hi-fi has

the multitudinous array of

evolved over the past quarter of a
century. Watch this space!'
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4PAGE SUPPLEMENT

FROM FilFE

IN THE BIN

BLASTS FROM
THE PAST

Excellent new format - thankt,
Might Iencourage you to make
AudioVision' aseparate section

The Spendor BC1 article by Ken Kessler [ HEN Nov ' 05] was
another interesting look at great audio from the past. Keep it up
-the more the merrier.
Ihave acouple of suggestions for these articles. The more
information on the history and design of these products the

as was the in- car entertainment
supplement? That way it can be
filed in the same manner - in
the bin.
Ian McPherson, Cheltenham

better. Including acontemporary review of the product, especially
including your standard measurements, and comparing it to

eee

FINAL RESOLUTION

contemporary products would add further interest and insight.
This would only make sense if the example were in good
condition. Too many times we judge old classics incorrectly by

I've just read ' Letters' (
Hi- Ft News, October 2005)

listening to examples that are worn out and way out of spec.
Allen Edelstein, New Jersey, USA

would be useful if Iresponded to two letters that commented on

Classirkit

that details quieter than the noise floor are inaudible'. I'm afraid

thought it

bu I

my article, Good Resolutions' (
Hi Fi News, April 2005).
Jim Carlyle asserts that: ' He ( Lesurf) also blithely assumes
that Mr. Carlyle is incorrect. He misunderstood what Iwrote. In
fact, Ientirely agree with his point that we can detect signals
whose power is less than the noise in suitable circumstances.

Trolley
dolly
e.ys

His other assertion: ' He ( men doesn't seem to acknowledge
that CD noise is granite'. On this he may or may not be correct.
Alas, Ican't say for sure as thave no real idea what he means
here by asserting that noise is ' granite' ( aclear engineering

er•entereemàerrebetratereeteZ,

« -M

definition of his use of the term might help). If he has read the

o

.al

excellent articles by Keith Howard on topics like ' dither' he'll
be aware that CD can provide recoverable signals whose power

Ile aelarteee are reeemerle.

Level is less than the wideband noise present, just like LP. I'm

--- • `":'*"

afraid that Mr. Carlyle's assertion, ' but your CD player's granite

— 777e

sic noise floor is 100% coherent at the sampling frequency!' is
incorrect, misleading, or uses ' coherent' inappropriately.
Steve Giess is quite consistent with what Iwrote. His first
point is perfectly plausible speculation. His second point is also

AUDIO FREAK

quite reasonable. However, Iwas considering the situation when

Ah, yet another new look! Iv,

I'm also interested in films. Sc,

seen many since Istarted

Lt,ignal power levels well below the noise power level, and is not

Ihave acheap LCD projector

buying Hi Fi News to assist

necessarily the same as becoming inaudible. As he indicates,

and apull- down screen and

the levels at which this may occur does depend on the duration

the signals are so faint that different possible signal patterns
may become essentially indistinguishable. This may happen at

me in evaluating what amp

surround sound. But Icouldn't

to move up to after my NAD

bring myself to buy asurround

of the signals, so that signal patterns which extend over many
,amples may be identifiable even when well below the noise.
Jim Lesurf, by e-mail

3020 - the Musical Fidelity vs

amp - all that Ilistened to in

Audiolab article back then was

my budget area were musicaliy

most useful, but in my own

awful. Inoticed that my Denon

subsequent listening test the

universal player had separate

MF had all the power needed,

lines out for all the channels, so

offered the best sound and

Igot busy on e- Bay. Inow have

acted as asmall heater: a

three stereo systems stacked

winning combination!

to offer all the amplification

On the subject of winning

needed. It sounds great on all

combinations Ihave to say

formats and Iget to crawl under

that in today's marketplace all

the projector beam to twiddle

magazines have to expand the

with three volume controls. How

areas that they cover and HFN is
to be applauded for the diversity
of coverage and reviews. Iam
still at heart an ' audio freak'

re. :e'er

Does the LP offer plat«
debut rn absolute terms than
aeq., replay system or n
ernolob but background
chstorbon ano noose act

--

f f. ft
the
enemy. ! Ills Isn't a/wayb the ca

etc, audtbler
boas at the endence

much fun is that?

r.

Ithink the new look is going
to be awinner. Itoo sometimes
disagree with Ken Kessler, but

who dreams of owning Audio

he is one of the most honest

Research or Unison and, sigh',

writers on the hi-fi scene.

MartinLogan electrostatics. But

Stephen Bell, by e-mail

It'
ll

7. .1

4 slyly imam« to mum
nal areal »Mope mime like
LP leas letialle resoled..

n

eat..
••••••

• Correspondents express their own opinions, not those of HiFi News. We reserve the right to edit or shorten letters for publication. Correspondents using e-mail are asked to give their full postal address (which won't be publishedl.
seeking advice will he answered, in print on our 024 pages, but we regret that we're unable to answer questions on buying specific items of hi-fi. We regret that we cannot answer hi-fi queries over the telephone, by post or by e-mail.
_
alIef•f•
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imagine inviting 3 beautifully
connected award- winners
into your home
The HT- P1200 Home Theatre System delivers the
ultimate in home entertainment. That's why ii's won a
coveted EISA award. Why? It delivers incredible sound
and vision through the pure digital HDMi connection.
YH-J70 portable media player
best product 2005-2006
LE40M61EI LCD TY
best product 2005-2006

Also, the unique USB host connectivity allows you to link
other digital devices, such as the EISA award-winning
YH-J70 portable digital media player for stunning
playback of music, movies and pictures. Now that's
award-winning entertainment.

www.samsung.com/uk

at>

Objects of Desire

Audio Style
Glass and gold speakers, tiny PMP3 players, and the arrival
of afull Dali Ikon range of speakers are amongst the
recommended hi-fi bits to look out for this month

PERFECT 8SPEAKER
RANGE £ tbc
A visually stunning combination, the

BLACK RHODIUM SYMPHONY
CABLE • £ 95/1m

BASIS DEBUT SIGNATURE
TURNTABLE • £ 13,995

Swedish- made Perfect 8range claims to

Black Rhodium's newly updated stereo

Back in the UK after an absence of six years

interconnects come in pairs but are twisted

deliver Perfect music through sculptures
of glass and gold'. Like Ferguson Hill hi-fi

together to deliver: ' an enhanced musical

the Basis range of turntables is headed

performance with clarity and definition of

you ask what's that?' when you first see the

of the Basis range it features ahigh- mass

detail'. Featuring quality phono plugs for
easy insertion the cable is 5.7mm wide and

platter and asophisticated, fluid- damped
suspension system

comes in an attractive magenta finish.
www.blackrhodium.co.uk

Select Audio • 01900 818060

Perfect 8s. The range includes The Force
speakers and subwoofer, The Cube speaker
and sub, and The Point dipole speaker and
sub. The units are made-to-order.
www.perfect8.com
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up by this stylish player. As with the rest

CHIC AUDIO PIECES

•
°13:
.

04:30
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01:38:09
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0- BE

DALI IKON SERIES SPEAKERS
FROM €299 ( plus VAT )
After dipping its toe into the water with
the Ikon 6in mid- 2005 Danish speaker
maker Dali is back w th afull Ikon range
that comprises nine models ( including two
dedicated centre channel speakers and an
active 12in subwooferl. All speakers in the
range are available in achoice of either light
walnut or light oak high-grade vinyl finish.
Lovely units and highly affordable to boot.
www.dati.dk

OBE MP 3PLAYER -FROM £89.99
Yes, 1:'s not high- end hi-fi and you may not
be afan, but if the kids are bacgering you for
an MP3 player : his tiny delignt ( it measures
2.4cm wide and 18g in weight] might just
be the ticket. Finishes include silver, red,
pink, blue and black and the cube comes in
a512Mb version at £ 89.99 or a1Gb version
at £ 109.99. Supplied are headphones, acase
and aUSB cable.
www.q-be.net

JOAN ARMATRADING DVD •
£15.99
The first- ever live DVD from one of Britain's
most enduring songwriters was recorded
in Saratoga. California during her 2003 US
tour. Armatrading delivers 23 of her bestknown songs including Love and Affection
and All The Way From America (
the name of
the DVD). The only obvious song omission is
Drop The Pilot but then again Armatrading
always was more cf an album artist.
www.joanarmatrading.com
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True beauty,
revealed

At Leema Acoustics, we are
passionate about sound. Years
of research and endless testing
are reflected in every Leema product.
Perfection is a standard requirement.
When you listen with Leema, the
true beauty of your music is revealed.

LEEIVIA ACOUSTICS

LEEMA ACOUSTICS
UNIT 6&7
LIANBRYNMAIR W ORKSHOPS
LIANBRYNMAIR, POWYS
W ALES SY 19 7AA
TEL/FAX: + 44 (0)1650 521882
INFO@LEEMA-ACOUSTICS.COM
VVWVV.LEEMA-ACOUSTICS.COM

ListenUp

IN MY OPINION

Taking the portable
road down to Rio
Last month anti- cable Ken Kessler raved about wires and
now he turns his attention to the iPod and portable players

C

Micro MP3 Companion that used

ategorically, this brave
new audio world of

both AA cells and flash memory,

ours is portable-

the iRivers with removable

based, whether we like it or

batteries, and precious few

not. And I've yielded to it, too,

others. Iwant to know why every

driven by the need to cope

MP3 player or iPod doesn't offer

with aplethora of long flights.

the following:

Igather that iPod sales have

11A slot for either PC,

hit something incredible like

Compact Flash or SD cards,

35 million, which is nothing

to allow users to expand on a

short of unprecedented. Well,

filled- up player without having

however much Idespise Apple

to erase material or buy a

and everything associated with

new machine. 1GB-4GB cards

it, even Imust admit that the

are now so cheap that Icould

iPod and most of its variants are

envision music lovers not even

prime, nearly ineffable examples

wanting players hamstrung by
fragile mini- hard- drives, instead

of sheer marketing genius.
Leaving aside acouple of
hiccups - the scandalous price

Rio Karma:

carrying around ahandful of

holds 1000 CDs

cards or - in the case of PC
cards - extra micro- drives;

of replacement batteries for

2) User- replaceable batteries

the regular iPod, reports of the
new Nano's fragility - Apple

suppliers are in the audio

hasn't put afoot wrong. Why?

business, and are actually trying

Because they made the thing so

to enhance the iPod's sound.

covetable that even Itoyed with

But it's not all good news,

buying one for about ahalf-

especially if you're in the

second. ( And I'd rather castrate

po -table business. Apple's

myself with rusty pinking

lock on the market is so

shears than knowingly purchase

comprehensive that even the

anything from Apple.) iPods

mighty Sony is feeling the

work beautifully, look wonderful,

pinch. Shedding staff lately in

ooze chic and - astonishingly

multiples of thousands, some

-have yet to suffer the lack of

might concur that it's because

cool that usually accompanies

Apple has stolen the very

mass ownership by chays.

market once dominated by the
Walkman. And as for the other

However much
Idespise Apple,
even Imust
admit that the
iPod and most
of its variants
are prime,
nearly ineffable
examples of
marketing genius

like those found in nearly every
digital camera or mobile phone
ever made. To hell with sealed
players that need to go back
to the factory, to hell with not
being able to carry aspare
battery on along flight. What is
wrong with these people? How
is it that Nikon, Canon, Konica,
Nokia, Motorola and every other
digicam or phone maker have
no trouble whatsoever fitting
their phones and cameras with
removable batteries, while most
MP3 players are sealed?
My son finally broke down

'NORMAL HI-FI

MP3 player manufacturers, well,

dud purchase. And for myriad

Surely there's alesson to be

Idon't think Creative or iRiver

consumers, fed up with buying

learned here by the poor sods

are jumping for joy with their

into obsolescence, this is as

-doesn't care which, doesn't

making ' normal' hi-fi. Apple

MP3 player sales.

good areason as any, including

want over 5GB. He grew tired of

styting or price, to buy an iPod.

schleppling around asackful of

opened up the way for all

Which is ashame: the

What irks me no end, though,

and asked for an MP3 player

easy- to- scratch CDs. Me? Iuse

manner of companies to make

Creative and the Rio both sound

money on the back of the iPod,

better than the iPod, at least to

is the cynicism, the abject

anow- discontinued Rio Karma

from Monitor Audio to Belkin to

these ears, and they're just as

failure to make the iPod or any

which Iadore: sounds superb

Altec Lansing, with accessories

nice to use. What's inescapable,

of its rivals as customer- friendly

even with WMA files, drives the

ranging from external speakers

though, is the no bramer appeal

as they should be, in line with

stunning Sennheiser PX100s

to solar- powered batteries to

of buying an iPod - any iPod.

the obvious precedent set by

and its 20GB capacity means it

add-on tuners and cameras.

The consumer simply knows

digital cameras. Aside from the

will hold around 1000 CDs. Best

Some of the accessories

that he or she isn't making a

seriously- flawed Sandisk Cruzer

of all, it isn't semen- white. CI
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ProAE
STUDIO 110

A stunning new compact stand mounted design.
The Studio 110 takes it's place in the ProAc Studio range.
This new front ported speaker will excel on music
reproduction and is breathtaking on home cinema.

01280 700147 www.proac-loudspeakers.com

(NEW)

C

OProAc

pet fectly natural

Itit for 2006

NEW EQUIPMENT

Gear for the year
Peering into our quartz- locked crystal ball, we foresee a
wonderful year ahead for real stereo hi-fi products. All
manner of exciting turntables, CD players, amps, cables
and loudspeakers are queuing up for their star turn in
HFN. You'll meet many of them here first in our exclusive
and authoritative tests. Andrew Harrison investigates...

tnen

Arcam C31 pre- amp
:ram has been focusing

the company has ever made, it

end competitor, and you can

replaces the C30 pre- amp, even

be sure that that's exactly what

products recently that you'd

though it is said to be a

we'll be doing at Hi Fi News

be forgiven for thinking it had
forgotten about stereo hi-fi. The

clean- sweep design rather

when this pre- amp gets afull

than amere update on the 030.

review later this year! Keep your

C31 demonstrates otherwise:

In fact, Arcam invites us to

eyes peeled.

billed as the best pre- amplifier

compare the C31 to any high-

www.arcam.co.uk

much attention on its AV

Audiolab 8000 series
CD player & amp
TAG McLaren Audio's
spectacular failure in its stated
claim to create aworldrenowned high- end audio brand
has resulted in the return to
market of the humble British
brand it took over. Audiolab
was amainstay of the British
hi-fi scene through the 1980s
and 1990s, and with the
production lines now restarted
in China by IAG ( owner of Quad.
Wharfedale, and now Mission),
this may be the name to watch
in 2006. Look out for the
totally- new 8000CD, and the
8000S integrated amplifier,
the latter adevelopment of
what TAG had achieved with
this up-to-date integrated
amplifier design.
www.audiolab.co.uk
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let for 2006
Basis turntables
Lige amounts of acrylic
bupled with state-of-theart engineering. Yes, after an
absence of almost six years,
US turntable specialist Basis is
back in the UK.
Joining the established
Basis models is the brand
new 2200 Signature at £ 3995,
which features aplatter and
suspension system closely
related to that used in the Debut
Signature. Look out for HFATs
world- exclusive review of the
2200, coming soon!
Basis Audio has also
introduce anew unipivot
tonearm, the Vector Mk 3,
which is available with both
standard VTA adjustment and
amicrometer calibration, for
£2595 and £ 3295 respectively.
Select Audio • 01900 818060
e et

B&WXT Series loudspeakers
Sfim and stylish • litestyle .
loudspeakers are nothing
new, with companies like
Bang & Olufsen traditionally
staking out the ground for the
Chelsea set.
Now B&W is in on the
act, but early reports suggest
that these columns will even
preserve the respectable level
of performance that you'd
expect from this specialist
loudspeaker brand.
www.bwspeakers.com

Bolzano Villetri
Izetta loudspeaker
Mysterious new acoustic
technology lies within the
Bolzano Villetri range of
speakers, an amalgam of
Russian science inside with
Italian furniture styling outside.
The range extends up to the
£16,000 Laurana modet, standing
1.7m tall and using four 6.5in bass/
mid drivers and four tweeters aside,
but look out for the slightly more
down-to-earth Campanile model at
£3300, review coming soon.
www.bolzanovilletri.com
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NEW EQUIPMENT

Chapter Précis
integrated amplifier
Following toe impressive

combination of Chapter Couplet
and Chapter Two pre/power
amps, the bookish amp
specialist is introducing a
one- box integrated amp, the
Precis. It uses the same output
amplifier as the award-winning
Chapter Two power amp, but
uses alinear power supply.
Power is quoted as 125W into
8ohm and as well as the usual
RCA nad XLR ins and outs,
there's a3.5mm mini-jack input
on the front panel, for portable
music players.
www.chapteraudio.co.uk

Audio Destiny amp and CD player
reek Audio has been making fine anc affordable
hi-fi for decades, and now the company is ' trickling up'
its expertise by making asensibly- priced yet stylised highend range, namely the Destiny CD player and integrated amplifier.
Priced competitively at £ 1200 and £1100 respectively, these promise to
be the finest audio components ever to emerge in Creek's long history, and
we shall be giving them afull lab test and subjective listening test in 2006.
www.creek-audio.co.uk

dCS P8i CD player
Nc3.-une who's ileaui the complete
cr four- box dCS digital
_front-end can fail to be stunned
by just how much music can be
retrieved from aregular CD. Now
scme of that magic may be heard
from bLt asingle- box at aquarter
the price. A quarter of aking's
ransom is still the princely pay-off
of £ 6500, but this does include
the :_-ompany's unstoppable Ring
DAC: circuit, and the playback of
stereo SACD discs. Also coming
soon, we will be inestigating the
effect that the company's external
Verona master clock has on the
sound quality of the full dCS Verdi!
Purced/Eigar d.gital front-end.
www.dscltd.co.uk
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NEW EQUIPMENT

Musical Fidelity DM25 CD transport and
digital-to-analogue converter
Musical Fidelity's roadmap for 2006 is as
ambitious as ever, with beefy valve monoblocks
to take on Audio Research's offerings; aDAB/FM
tuner to swell the A5 range; another statement
CD player, top- loading ala Naim, with Philips
Pro mechanism and an estimated price around
£5000; atube DAC that actually uses valves for
switching and not just in atoken output stage;
asuper- performance integrated; and aone- box
amp/radio/CD player to take on the Linn Classiks
and Arcam Solos of the world, with apossibility of
making these products look under- engineered...
but until then, we have asneak preview of the
company's new two- box CD player, the DM25.
The disc transport includes levelling feet, to
ape the set-up of areal turntable, and the DAC
takes atwin AES feed from the upsampling
transport, then further upsamples the
24/96 input to 24/192. Watch this
space to see how it compares
to the opposition.
www.musicalfidelity.co.uk

Music First Audio silver-wound preIt may not be the prettiest little box to!çwell
within aserious hi-fi system, but the I
,
iit,usic
First passive pre- amp has asserted itseY4e,-i -.
one seriously great sounding pre- amp. So how
do you improve upon the already exceptional?
While other companies around the world have
started to take note of the sonic purity in using
transformers, Music First is now aiming to move
those goalposts, again with an all-s:lver wound
version. Review coming soon...
www.mfaudio.co.uk

Nordost Baldur cables
I- or many people tht have •
tried it, Nordost Vath'aila-PSIWe

r4'‘

epitome of atruly transparent
cable, albeit one with an hefty
price tag lbw( if you want
the best it's worth paying
for it). But Nordost has a
comprehensive range of cables
below Valhalla, now simplified
with the introduction of three
rew ranges. Riffing on the
Scandanavian myth theme, we
now have Frey, Heimdall and
Baldur ranges; the first two
using micro-monofilament,

Maim
We can t

player
dead- in- the- water' formats like DVD-A and SACD for

while the more attainable

making many talented audio engineers look back more seriously

Baldur speaker cable uses
an FEP ( fluorinated ethylene

at CD again. Some uniquely silky purses have been devised in the
last five years. Naim Audio already had the CDS3 as astatement

propylene) dielectric instead.

of what it could do with the original silver disc format, and now

A 5m pair of bi-wire speaker

it's building on that acheivement with the CD555 player, complete

leads costs £ 1265, while a1m

with new 555PS power supply, brass chassis, motorised door,

interconnect is £ 300. Look out

plus all- discrete analogue, filter and output stages. At aprojected

for an HFN exclusive soon.

price of well over £ 12.000 it will be interesting to see what sound
improvements are in store!

www.nordost.com

www.naim-audio.com
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"No PC
MP3"
And no, we don't mean Politically Correct.
What we do mean is you can now record MP3
copies directly to your MP3 player or USB storage
device .'without using your PC. Not only that, but
you can also record your CDs and DAB radio in
MP3 format. And playing back your music couldn't be
easier through the USB port or the AUX input on
the front panel which is suitable for iPod playback.
Our new Reference Series CRH255 CD Receiver
has total connectivity by way of USB front panel
connection.
All these new features coupled with the exceptional
build quality and component level of performance
that you have come to expect from TEAC.
So now you can connect directly to your MP3 Player
without the need of acomputer.

The new Reference CRH255.
DAB radio + MP3 record and
playback via the USB port.
Now you can get connected at your nearest retailer.
Contact TEAC on 0845 130 2511 or at info@teac.co.uk
*Please check with your retailer or TEAC for compatibility

1W 3q;l•

CD/Pause
Triei 0:3: 04

TEAC. CD ripping made easy

"Get
connected"

TEAC
MP3 player not included

www.teac.co.uk

SWEETSPOT

How one reader built up
amulti- thousand pound
system only to trade
in part of it for acar. A
decision he's regretted
ever since. Steve Harris
joins him as he sets off in
search of audio nirvana
one more time

26 www.hifinews.co.uk
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here comes atime in every man's life
nhe has to
choose - in Dave's case, between acar and apair of
loudspeakers. He'd agreed with his wife that if he had the

car, the speakers would go. So in came the Porsche, and out went
the Wilson System 7. He was still lamenting when we visited.
Intending to replace the System 7with the less costly Wilson
Sofia, while waiting for them he'd borrowed apair of Thiel CS- 2.4s.
These sounded very good, driven by Halcro DM10/DM38 with dCS
Verdi/Purcell/Delius for CD and aVPI Scout turntable with Lyra
Titan cartridge. Dave has certainly indulged in some spectacular
equipment, but then the bug bit him at an early age.
'I was about 11 or 12... aGarrard SP25 with an Alba amplifier and
pair of Wharfedale Dentons, bought out of acatalogue by my Mum.
It was Before
the family
that system,
we had a
but
radiogram,
twas the and
one th'
Iu sed
tused
to lie
it most
underneath
of the
and look at the valves glowing. But it was the'parrard/Alba thing
that got me going. Ithink Iupgraded the spe ' ers to Lintons.
Bought aTrio KD-1033 turntable, remembe hat? We heavily
modified it - it had an SME Series II arm on

in the end, with amatt

black paint job! It was fantastic, it sounded
After this Dave got apair of Wharfedale

good'.
enes high- efficiency

speakers, all black with big metal rings ro
.the drive units.
'They made aheck of anoise! Iwas int •avy metal at this
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SWEETSPOT

time, although Ihad Genesis

[Right, from top down]: Halcro dm10

tendencies, which my mates

pre- amp and dm38 power amp; VPI Scout

thought was very pansy.

turntable with Lyra Titan cartridge on SAP

'This was the late 1970s,
Fi Answers, so
the time of Hi -

Relaxa support; OUAD FM4 tuner: Gryphon
Legato dual- mono phono stage

the Linn LP12 was the thing.
Ihad afriend who lived two

or something, it used to drive

doors away and we were hi-fi

me round the twist.

mad. We ended up with Thorens
TD160s with amixture of arms

'I left school, then decided
to go back to college and do A-

-SME II, SME III, Hadcock, and

levels, and the hi-fi thing tailed

cartridges like Coral 777EX,

off. Isold the LP12, and bought

Ultimo 10X now Dynavector).

acar. Which you could in those

'Eventually, we made the

days! Ihad this pile of records,

leap to the LP12, amassive

but when Iwent to university I

leap. My friend lost aleg in a

had no means of playing them.

motorcycle accident and an

'My wife made me sell my

interim payout enabled him to

records because they were

go out and buy an LP12, Mission

clogging up the house. Igot

774 arm, Elite cartridge, Nytech

£100 from alocal dealer,

receiver and Mission 770s. It

for acollection packed with

was aHi Fi Answers dream

Mobile Fidelity stuff, all in

system. He bought it from

mint condition. [ Criminal! I

Bespoke Audio in Stockport, and

still haven't forgiven her. You

Idon't think they could believe

know how much it cost to buy

it when they turned up at this

them back?) We bought alittle

council estate to install all of it.

boom- box [ it's in my daughter's

It was fantastic. Imanaged to

bedroom now) and started

My wife made me sell my records
because they were clogging up the
house. Igot £ 100 from a local dealer.
Criminal! Istill haven't forgiven her
scrape enough money together

buying CDs. But eventually

to get an LP12. It had the SME II

Ithought,

on it with the Ultimo 10X and it

getting some hi-fi again, I'll go

wouldn't mind

was just stunning. Really good,

back to Linn -.This was about

with apair of Mordaunt Short

eight years ago'.

Pageant 2s and aSansui AU-

Dave went to Linn dealer

317. Iupgraded the arm to the

Billy Vee and came back with a

Mission 774 and Elite MC555.

complete entry-level Linn CD

'I've struggled to get back

system. He didn't like it, took it

to that sound. The LP12 was

back the next week, but came

always up on books, twiddling

away with abigger Linn system.

around with the springs. Or the
motor bearing cup was clicking

'I went Karik, Mimik, Kairn
and then to active Keilidhs,
three LK100s. I'm abig fan of

'Then Iwent on holiday to

pair of Zingalis standmounters.

the active sound. The bass was

Italy, and at the airport Ifound

It was a lovely sound. Itried

Room dimensions 21ft 3in x13ft 5in

very smooth, very nimble, a

acopy of Hi Fi+ I'd never seen

adding aLevinson pre- amp but
it made the sound worse.

[64x4.1m), with bay window behind

very good sound. No vinyl at all

it before and there was all this

equipment racks at the front of the

at that time. Then Iupgraded

hi-fi that I'd never heard of! They

room. The floor is solid wood, while to

to active Kabers, which was a

never mentioned Linn. It was all

vinyl equipment, so Ibought a

the right of the system along the entire

fantastic sound, Ienjoyed that.

Mark Levinson and Kuzma.

VPI Scout from Kenny White of

'But you never really got

'I was working for an

Cherisfied Records, with aLyra

wall are floor- to- ceiling bookcases.

'At that point Ididn't have any

the sound from CD that Iused

investment bank at the time and

Helicon cartridge and an EAR

to get from vinyl. The LP12

Igot my first bonus. Iwent out

834 phoo pre- amp, the one

had been the holy grail of my

and bought aMark Levinson

with the volume control. So if I

vinyl existence, so Ibought a

No. 39 CD player and aNo. 335

wanted to listen to vinyl Ihaa to

secondhand one. It sounded

power amp from Jack Lawson at

unplug : ne CD player and plug

terrible, so Ibought abrand new

the Audio Salon. They were just

in the EAR. Real hair- shirt! My

one.., and still couldn't get it to

unbelievable. The No. 39 is a

wife thought Iwas -completely -

sound very good. Istarted to get

great bit of kit. No pre- amp, just

mad. But that worked quite well,

very disillusioned with vinyl.

straight into the 335, and Ihad a

made agood sound'.
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power than he had available.

Q&A

The Levinson sat there and

DAVE K.

sweated, and the Halcro just
disappeared. So they had to
go. Meantime I'd been to the

What was the first
piece of hi-fi ever

Heathrow show and seen Peter
McGrath demonstrating the

bought?
Garrard SP25

Wilson System 7 - that was it.

turntable ( by his
mum: Dave's own

Ialso went for aWadia 861 CD
player. At first Ithought I'd made

first upgrade was aTrio KD-1033)

abig mistake. But Ifound out

First album bought?

that you have to leave it for a
month to let it settle down, don't

'Ride AWhite Swan' by TRex (we fall

move it, don't turn it off. And the

about laughing for about ten minutes)
What's your favourite piece of hi- t

sound became very beguiling'.

''ntlipment 9

He first heard the dCS setup

The Wilson Audio System 7Why
have I
sold them? That is my favourite

at aManchester hi-fi show with
Focal.JMlab Utopia speakers

all-time... I
can't believe I've got rid

and Spectral amplifiers. ' I
thought it was aknockout

of them!'
iat would be your dream kit?

sound. Ilet the Wadia go. Idon't

•A Rockport turntable. Ano-brainer
really. You can have the same piece

like the way the dCS looks,
but it sounds fantastic, it does
something with the music, it's
got avery natural sound'.
Dave also bought a

of music on CD, SACO... the vinyl
just knocks you out every time. Or a
Walker in black. I
suppose if I
could go
home theatre I'd go for some stupidly

secondhand Sony SOD- 1
purely to play Super Audio
CD. 'A beautiful bit of kit, built

expensive Wilsons around the room,
each one with amonoblock sitting next
to it But I've got amortgage to pay'

like atank. But SACD is abit
disappointing. Iwas expecting
it to be vinyl- style bandwidth.

Tekne. A friend gave me one of

put on an HDCD and -Wow!".'

aload of tosh!. The same people
also do alittle box with ablue

those intelligent chips, which is

[Above]: dCS Verdi transport sits on its own

small Heathrow shows, Martin

On the vinyl front, Dave was
now using aClearaudio Basic

shelf above dcs Purcell digital upsampler

Brewster (Audio Reference)
was playing tnem with the
Clearaudio Master Reference

phono stage, which he rates as
another giant- killer, but then:
'A trip to Midland Audio

turntable ard it sounded very

and Delius converter Gryphon power supply

Japanese brand called Audio

Ithink HDCD is much better.
When Ihad the Levinson, you

light on, you plug it in anywhere
within 15 metres of the hi-fi
and it supposedly cleans up the
sound. Icou,dn't detect anything
except the btue light.'
Dave enjoys awide range

almost every other VPI turntable

nice. Icouldn't afford the

Exchange and Icame back with
seven grands' worth of Gryphon

model, including Scoutmaster,

monoblocks

phono stage! World- class,

of music. ' Ilisten to alot of

Super Scoutmaster, Aries

stereo. Ithen bought the Music

deathly silent, extremely good'.

American Indie bands - not the

Extended, the massive TNT

First pre-amp, which Ithink is a
giant- killer. Fantastic bit of kit.

Later, having acquired the
Halcro Dm10, he felt that its

jangly stuff but Archer Pruitt,

(which needed aspecially- built

The only -eason Idon't have it
now is bone- idleness, having to

built-in phono stage was as

-through to Beirk, Tori Amos,

good as the Gryphon. Dave

get up and down to operate it'.

says he doesn't have time to
tweak, but had three Mpingo

alot of female singers. When
Ihad the LP12 it was all Judie
Tzuke and Joni Mitchell. Some
electronica. I'm abig David

Dave subsequently trier

Mana table) and HRX, even
entering the business with
Kenny far awhile and doing
some VPI trade distribution.
'Then Ihankered after Halcro
monoblocks. A: one of the

SO

Ibought the

He replaced the Zingalis with
ATO SCM50 passive speakers.
But they -eally needed more

Red House Painters, Idaho

discs sitting on top of the CD
transport.
'Well, they seem to make a
slight difference on everything
put them on. Ihad them on a

•VFI Sccut turntable
•Lyra Titan cartridge
•Shun Mook record clamp

•Halcro Dm10 pre- amplifier
•Halcro Dm38 power amplifier

rnta ble for awhile and they
lid tighten it up alittle bit. They

•Quad FM4 tuner

lefinitely make adifference

•Clearaudio Acarate power supply

•Thiel CS2.4 loudspeakers

•dCS Verdi transport

•Finite Elemente Pagode Reference

•dCS Purcell
•dCS Delius

tables
•Audio Tekne ilteiconnects, speaker

•Gryphon Legato dual- mono phono
staçe and dual- mono power supply unit

cables and mains cables
•SAP Relava stand for turntable

.n the CD transport. I've got
•
he Shun Mook record clamp,
:nd I'm abeliever in that. The

Sylvian fan. I'm in HMV and
Virgin every Monday, looking
at the new releases. Now I've
finally got acar with aCD player
in, Ican listen to it on the move
He doesn't have ahome
theatre system, just abig B&O
television in another room.
'I think if you try and have a
system that does both things,

-:AP support under the record
ieck is really there because of

it's acompromise. Unless you

ribration from the suspended
'loon Cable- wise I'm using a

and have them round the room.
Which is definitely adivorce!' D

buy five Halcro monoblocks
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audiolab
Have you been

missing something?

audiolab
LP I 8000 seties
The original 8000 series from Audiolab
started something of arevolution in value
and performance. When they disappeared
from the market, the hi-fi world lost a
well- loved and reliable friend.
Now, the new 8000 series marks a strong
return to the original brand values and
philosophy, These famous products have

enes
The new 8000 series offers a
definitive and genuine hi-fidelity
performance from ano-nonsense
approach to engineering

been re-engineered to create a complete
two channel range, including the famous
8000S, 8000Q, 8000M and 8000P models
as well as an all new CD player.
7.1 channel pre and power amplifiers have
been added to create a series of building
blocks capable of meeting your system
needs now and for the future.

audiolab
Audition them now and find out
just what you've been missing.

Sovereign Court, Ermine Business Park,
Huntingdon, Cambs. PE29 6XU
www.audiolab.co.uk
Tel: +44 (0)1480 447700
Fax: +44 (0)1480 431767

III- F1 NEWS COMPETITION

MUSICAL FIDELITY A3.5 CD/AMP PRIZE

Win! Musical Fidelity's A3.5
CD & integrated amp combo
Here's your chance to win the £ 1998 Musical Fidelity A3.5 CD
and amplifier combination in our easy- to- enter competition...

T

he prolific quality output of audio
equipment from Musical Fidelity

is closely related to that of the MF 45 amp

makes the brand aregular on the

2005 review David Berriman commented:

but has 3dB less power. In his October

pages of Hi Fi News and it's just three

'The 43.5 integrated amplifier delivers the

issues since David Berriman gave this
A3.5 CD player and integrated amplifier

same very low distortion sound at high
frequencies as the 45 and this is apparent in

combination a ' rave review'.

the lack of grain and clutter*.
Either together or separately the 43.5

Sitting just below the award- winning
45 IHi-Fi News Awards 2005, Best Digital

CD and integrated amplifier offer afine

Audio Source over E1000) the A3.5 CD

musical and sonic performance with

player is afully upsampling player with a

assertive, rhythmic, yet essentially

16-bit/44.1kHz upsampled to 96kHz. Housed

neutral and transparent sound. There

in the distinctive MF silver livery with black

are few better examples of affordable

'bookends' the CD player comes with a

quality audio engineering from Britain

remote control handset and uses aPhilips

and this is aprize that would sit proudly in

transport mechanism.

any hi-fi system.
•For more details on Musical Fidelity

The 43.5 integrated amplifier offers an
output of 150W per channel into 8ohms or

products call 020 8900 2866 or go to

240W per channel into 4ohms. Its circLitry

www.musicalfidelity.com

MUSICAL FIDELITY COMPETITION - ENTRY FORM
Complete this entry form ( please answer all the questions) and then send it in to: Musical Fidelity 43,5 CD/Amplifier Competition,
Hi -Fi News, PO Box 531, Croydon, Surrey CR9 2ZA. Entries must arrive no later than Friday, 6January, 2006!

Please answer the following three questions:
1. What is the upsampling capability of the 43.5 CD

3. Which company's transport mechanism features

player from Musical Fidelity?

inside the Musical Fidelity 43.5 CD player?

J

J

B&O

960kHz

01

Sony

9600kHz

01

Philips

J
J
J

96kHz

Marantz

96kHz

2. How many watts per channel does the 43.5

Name

integrated amplifier offer into 4 ohms?

Address

7 150W

Postcode

J
J

140W
240W

Daytime Tel

120W

e-mail

Competition rules
06
,x •
.
iged 18
•
id eve'. except employees of IPC Medro. Musical
delrty or their agents Overseas readers are
aeligible ro enter 2) there is no cash or other

prize is correct at tin brim of going to press. IPC
Media cannot be hell responsible for any errors or
discrepancies. di the winner will be selected shortly
after the closing date and Will be contacted by post
51 the Editor's decision will be final and binding and

HiPi News 6. the winnet should be prepared to cooperate with publicity arising as aresult of winning
the prize 71 Entry to this competition implies
acceptance of the rules NI entry forms submitted
become the ptoperty of 1PC Media

entry Would you like to recerve e
mails from Hi fm
News magazine and IPC containing mews, special
offers, and product and service information and take
part in our magazine research via e-mail. If yer
please tick here 3

your opinion on our magazines
here if you prefer not lo heat f
1PC may occasionally pat

I.
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ART Audio
ART Loudspeakers
Audio Analogue
Aurum Cantus
Audio Physic
Audionet
ATC
AVI
Bel Canto
Black Rhodium
Blue Note

relic) Consultants

An -r

/AIV 1

e'r 11,1.

Border Patrol
Custom Design
Croft
Eastern Electric
GamuT
Goldring
Graaf
Hovland
Hyperion
Isol-8
I
soTek

JAS Audio
JungSon
Living Voice
Lumley
McIntosh
Micromega
Musical Fidelity
Musical First
Nordost
Opera
Origin Live

Ortofon
Pass Labs
Pathos
Project
QED
Qinpu
Ref 3a
Resolution
Roksan
Shanling
Soundstyle

Stello
TacT Audio
Triangle
Trichord
Townshend Audio
Unison Research
VVadia
Whest
Wilson Benesch
Vertex AQ
and many more.

egh

LAILMINJedl.KCI

we think the sound is truly jaw- dropping and the emotion is without
doubt amust hear speaker!
The long-awaited new Loudspeakers from ART
Loudspeakers are finally here and it's all about
emotion. Designed by Derek / Ramsay Dunlop,
the Emotion loudspeaker is without doubt their
finest creation to date and they are rightly very
proud of this speaker — it took us at Shadow less
than 5minutes to see and hear why!
Many of you will have noticed on all the popular
Hi-fi Forums, the number of people talking
about the Emotion loudspeakers and everybody
is saying the same thing. No matter what you
have to do, what you have to sell, you just
have to buy the Emotion loudspeaker because
nothing else comes even close! For those of you
not convinced by the hundreds of forum posts,

AA .

•

Ar-• eq.

•

d.
IVIUSIL1

B... •
is

• a
Ars. • • ••••

call us to arrange ademonstration and hear for
yourself what all the fuss is about....
We at Shadow think the sound is — staggering,
awesome, jaw-dropping and its aspeaker that
no one can afford not to hear!
If £9,000 is more than your budget allows, all
is not lost for those clever people at ART have
designed three Emotion loudspeaker models:
Emotion (£5,000), Emotion Signature (£9,000)
and Emotion Silver Signature (£TRA). Even more
clever is the fact that the Emotion and Emotion
Signature can both at alater date be upgraded
to the next model(s) — truly ingenious!

I A! C

•

rwelity Kvv cenes
API

the kW 500 / kW SACD are limited production and may be getting low on stock.
Remember we give you a30-day money back guarantee* on both the kW 500 / SACD!

or

lo

a

kW 500 Integrated Amplifier - £3995

kW SACD Player - £3995

It's really simple the kW 500 is virtually indistinguishable
from the monster-killer kW monoblocs. The kW 500 is
one of the best five amplifiers in the world regardless of
price. It has super technical performance, loads of power
(more than 500 wpc). The preamp stage is super quality
and can withstand comparison with the best available.
All in all the kW 500 is just alxxit as good as you can get
except it doesn't cost the earth. When you listen to the
kW 500 it's easy to understand what all the fuss is about
Beautiful, neutral, limpid sound with no coloration
and virtually limitless perwer. In MF tests nobody could
reliably tell the difference between akW 500 and the
kW monsteramps. The kW 500 is alimited edition of
500 pieces.

The kW SACD has ameltingly beautiful sound.
It doesn't really sound like other disc players.
Its sound is most reminiscent of areally good
analog system but with no noise or dynamic range
problems. Once you've heard the kW SACD you
just can't forget that crystalline clarity coupled
with adelicacy and softness which give apalpable
real feel to the sound. You've got to give this one a
listen it's quite outstanding.
We bave the full kW Range on Demonstration.

a a

as anordost reference dealer, experience today how nordost valhalla can transform
your system with our 30- day money back guarantee*
VALHALLA interconnect cable
from Nordost makes the most neutral cable connection
ever developed. If you want to hear transparency and
musical detail with the most extreme accuracy Valhalla
is the only choice.
VALHALLA digital interconnect
represents another advance by Nordost in producing
areference digital cable of stunning performance and
astonishing detail.
VALHALLA speaker cable
Speed, Detail, and an incredibly realistic presentation
of the musical event are the qualities that set Valhalla

speaker cable apart. This cable is the most neutral
loudspeaker cable every developed.

14
.
41Selellee
:
„
r

VALHALLA Reference Power Cord
from Nordost redefines the standards of performance in
this category. The Valhalla offers adramatic sound stage,
tremendous dynamic range and superb articulation of
the musical event.
THOR Reference AC Mains Power Distribution
Thor is an elegant, full rack width, 6-way AC mains
power distribution unit featuring sophisticated circuitry
for dealing with mains noise and voltage spikes without
limiting dynamic headroom.

***** 0*• *
Co vir • ir •
114

SELECTED PRODUCTS COME WITH ANO RISK 30- DAY MONEY BACK OPTION *

ONDITIONS APPE.

Best Part- Exchange Prices
For full details of our extremely comprehensive range of products, our extensive
used listing, links to reviews, technical information and much more, visit www.
shadowaudio.co.uk
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Maestro

CHARIO CONSTELLATION URSA MAJOR • £4000

E

Star
Qualit
Italian brand Chario has been
working on audiophile designs in
Milan since 1975, culminating in this
top- of- the- range tower in the

DETAILS

Constellation series. Tony Bolton

Chario Ursa Major

tries out its Great Bear' floorstander

z
T

T

he top model from Chario's Constellation speaker range
is the Ursa Major in agroup that includes two bookshelf

er

designs, two subwoofers and three floorstanders. All

0

models share achoice of cherry or walnut finishes for the solid
wood panels, with adark grey finish to : he HDF frort and rear
baffles. The Ursa Major weighs 60kg, and, for ease of transport,
separates into two parts. The bottom contains two 170mm

[4000 ( pair),
walnut or cherr
www.chario.it
01942 790600
Smooth, superbly musical
Nothing whatsoeur

downward- firing subwoofers that sit in awell- shield position
above asubstantial built-in plinth, which has carpet- piercing

III
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LISTENING TEST

TECH SPECS
LF load
Way

vented 2pi sr
4

Sensitivity 91dI3 SP[/2.83V/1m
Frequency Id - 3dB

35-20,000Hz

Rated impedance

4ohm

Size

1400 x250 x610mm

Weight

(hwd(
60kg

spikes on its lower side. At
the top of this unit are four
elastomer puffers kid, which
act as vibration decouplers and
locating posts for the smaller
bass/mid/tweeter cabinet.
The driver layout has the 38mm
soft- dome T38 Wave Guide
tweeter positioned at the bottom
of the upper cabinet. This unit is
said to be the largest movingcoil dome tweeter currently
available, and its large size
is claimed to help accurate
energy radiation off- axis, and

Above: Atreated paper- woofer sits at top of upper cabinet

to extend dynamics at mid- high
frequencies. Above this sits a

Large, tall speakers tend
to dominate a room but the
triangular profile of the
Major means it slips relatively
unobtrusively into the home

130mm paper/carbon-coned
midrange unit, with a 170mm
treated- paper woofer at the top.
All drivers are made in-house
by Chario to the specification of
Mario Murace (joint founder and
Chief Engineer of the company),
and the overall attention to
detail and finish is exemplary.

side walls with the listening
position ideally about 3m in front
of the speakers. After alittle

UNOBTRUSIVE DESIGN

experimentation Ifound that
around 5° of toe- in produced

Large, tall speakers tend
to dominate aroom but the
unusual triangular profile of
the Ursa Major, combined with
awidth of just 250mm, means
that this 1400mm tall by 6lOmm
deep design slips relatively
unobtrusively into the home.
Recommended placement is at
least 1m away from rear and

rock solid images, and created a

outside the speaker
boundaries, and
be presented
with an angled
sonic image
similar to sitting

soundstage whose dimensions
extended to the left and right,
well beyond the speakers, as

from the iar

well as leaving the impression

speaker was rot drowned out

of alot of space behind them.
The dispersal of the sound

by signal from the nearer one,

the image. With the Ursa Major,

and central images seemed to

Ihad more of 3 sensation that
only was Imoving in relation

from the drivers surprised me.
Ifound that it was possible
to sit at the side of the room,

in abox at the
theatre Sound

retain their position, albeit with
aforeshortered perception of
stage depth.
The ability to place acohesive
sonic image in aroom and

Speaker is made up of two cabinets

to astatic image of the music
-akin to watking across aroom
in front of a stage.

Saint-Saens ' Symphony No 3in CMinor OP78 ( Organ Symphony),

retain it almost regardless ot
the listening position marked

The Philadelphia Orchestra/ Eugene Ormandy/ EPower Biggs
CBS Records 72132

very special. Most speakers

are as important as imaging
to the finished result and the

I've heard that have good
'holographic' abilities usually

equal to the task. Idon't just

Tosca 'J.A.C.',
0- Stone Records IK7 180LP
Various Artists ' History Of Ska 1960-65',
Studio 1Records GW0001
The Jacques Loussier Trio ' In Concert at the Royal Festival Hall',
Philips 6370550

the Majors out as something

suffer from the! tyranny of a
limited sweet- spot listening
position. Any movement from

FINISHED RESULT
Tonal textures and colous

Ursa Major was more than
mean that it avoided the usual
pitfalls of either shrieky - or
glossily- smooth - violins and

Duke Ellington ' Great Original Performances 1927-34'.
BBC Records CD643

that spot usualy destroys the
dimensions of the soundstage,
left or right movement

chesty cellos, out the micro
details of ambient noise from

Tipper ' Maximum Bass Broadcast', Redline RED / 12/4/99

producing asensation of

vital when it comes to creating

compression or extension to

the perception of listening to a
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the recording venue, which is

CHARIO CONSTELLATION URSA MAJOR • £4000

•LP12, Origin Live DC motor & PSU, Hadcock 242 Integra, Roksan Shiraz,
The Cartridge Man Musicmaker III/Shure M78
•Roksan Radius 5/Clearaudio Virtuoso Wood
•Pro-Ject RPM 9/Ortofon Kontrapunkt A
•Michel Orbe/SME3091Van den Hut The Frog
•Graham Slee Jazz Club/Elevator EXP
•Chord Balanced phono stage
•Pro-Ject Phono Box Il
•Njoe Tjoeb 4000 Reference
•TEAC VRDS 10 SE
•Musical Fidelity A5 CD Player
•Nakamichi Dragon
•Musical Fidelity KW500 integrated amplifier
•Inca Designs Talon
•Icon Audio LA3 pre-amplifier/2 xQuad 303 power amplifiers
•Icon Audio Stereo 4G Integrated Amplifier
•Music First Passive Magnetic pre- amplifier
•Chord SPM 1200C power amplifier
•B&W N802 loudspeakers
•Isotek Titan
•lsotek Elite and Optimum mains leads
•Philosphy Cables Organon Speaker cable and Hypothesis interconnects
•Chord Company Signature speaker cable and interconnect
•Atlas Cables Ichor speaker cable and Elektra interconnects
•Black Rhodium Oratorio and Oratorio OCT interconnects
•Nordost Valhalla speaker cable and interconnects

aware of the shape of the lower

speakers are listed as able to
reach down to around 35Hz

provided amore substantial and
agile low bass foundation for

parts of bass notes and the
greater precision in the stopping
and starting of sounds.
In short, this speaker has the
ability to take you on amus cal

the rest of the music. Ifelt more

ride like few others.

before hitting the — 3dB roll- off
point, but Ifelt that the Chario

±1)1:

1)4

•

THE TECHNOLOGY
Cables linking terminals of upper and lower cabinet; speaker as seen face on
mow>
live performance rather than

d

Ursa Majcir. Even when playing

recording of it. Ifound the Ursa
Major to be rich in all these
little sounds, but in an effortless

Saint-Saens iOrgan Concerto
with the volume control of the

manner, so that Iwasn't
always conscious of the act of

positior. Ihere was no sign of
any strair, overload distortion

kW500 well past the two o'clock

Compared with a pair of original
B&W Nautilus N802s the Major
sounded smoother, more lyrical

The crossover points between the cones are as follows: 2801800/1250/1450Hz.
This rather unusual arrangement, where the midrange cone covers abare octavo
before merging with the bass and tweeter is claimed to have two major benefits;
the first being that this close integratiom of the crossover points allows the
inevitable dips that occur in the frequency response, where the signal passes
from one cone to another, to be nearly edminated.
The second benefit uses apsycho-accoustic trick. Chario's research has
shown that there is afractional difference in the time taken for the signal to
reach each of the listener's ears. This is caused by the bulk of the head being
in the way as abarrier l
othe signal. By having the crossover points so close
together this time difference is exploited to cause a-confusion - in the listener's
mind as to the exact location of the source of the different frequencies, thus
creating the impression of asingle cone providing the sound, rather than three.

listening. On several occasions

or effort from either amp or

found myself muting the sound

speakers. Ialso compared

because Iwasn't sure if the

the Ursa Major with apair of
original B&W Nautilus N802

To be honest, I
have talen in love with the Chario Ursa Major. It has joined the

background was coming from
outside my house or was on the

speake-s, whic-i Ifelt to have

recording itself.
Ienjoyed the effortless

quite sharp sounding treble
compared to the smoother more

beautifully, has asmooth and balanced sound across the bandwidth and, most
importantly, makes music in athoroughly enjoyable and magical manner. I
would
go so far as to say that the Chario Ursa Major is among the finest loudspeakers

transmission of music from the

lyrical sourd on offer here. Both

low rumble of traffic in the

amore forward, and at times,

VERDICT
Quad ESL- 57 and the Kelly KT3 in my listing of favourite transducers. It images

that l
have ever heard, regardless of cost.
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Treat yourself this Christmas to an
Absolute Sounds Product from
Oxforc Aucio Consultants...

absolutesounds
audio research
cop and
darTZeel
dream vision
jadis
koetsu
krell
martin logan

mimetism
pr ma luna
sonus faber
the digital
transparent
wegg3
wi son audio

darT2eel
high speed audio buffer
NHB

108 nyxiel one

!t Eye

...and it won't just oe your system that's smilinc
Oxford Audio Consultants Ltd

WE LOVE TO LISTE
Cantav Home
Park End Street
Oxford
OXI 1JI)

Opening Hours
monfi: 10am - 6pm
( closed thursday)
sat: 10am - 5prn

Tel 01865 790 879
Fax 01865 791 665
intixoxf)rdaudio.covik
wwoxfordaudio.co.uk

( visit our web site fi r
the latest informatio 1on
new, used equiptnen

Established in 1988, Oxford Audio Consultants are one of the
leading specialist hi-fi outlets in the UK, specialising in audio,
home cinema, audio-visual and multi-media instalIctons.
We ore very proud to represent world-class product from Absolute
Sounds (www.absolutesounds.co.uk). As on Absolute Sounds Studio
Dealer, you con be 100% sure of our exceptional ;ervice, backup,
long-term support and awide-selection of many of the world smost
renowned hi-fi products.
From asingle component to acomplete system, Absolute Sounds and
Oxford Audio Consultants have the answers and ji..st as important,
the solutions.

REL STORM V • £ 1000

LISTENING TEST

Kicking Up AStorm
REL rebuilds its Storm Ill subwoofer from the ground
up with an all- new driver, an extra 50W of amplification
and aslam/depth control. Oh, and it even comes with
remote control. Jonathan Gorse gets the shakes

T

he REL Storm Ill
subwoofer has been

at the heart of my own
home cinema system for over
two years, during which time it
has out- gunned asuccession
of challengers. With its modest
size, exemplary build and ability
to generate sub- bass down
to 16Hz the REL has added

DETAILS
ICD Rel Storm Vsubwoofer
it £ 1000
www.rel.net
0

01656 768 777

drama, impact and realism to
everything from Floyd on vinyl

Finesse, punch, flexibily

to Star Trek on its voyage to the
final frontier. So when Iheard

Absolutely nothing

REL had revamped the Storm III
into Storm Vguise, Ijust had to

in the midrange being akey

hear the new model.

benefit of adding asub to a

The Storm Vis an unusually

system came true. The whole

compact sub, measuring 345

performance took on afeeling

x520 x370mm ( whd). It's a

of greater substance, the

sealed- cabinet design, with an

soundstage gained in solidity
and the band played notes that

entirely new 10in downwardfiring driver. Amplification is up

seemingly had better dynamics

from 150W to 200W, there's a

and far wider bandwidth. Bass

slam/depth control, and remote
control allows parameters to

guitars weren't recessed in the

be adjusted from the listening

powerful right down to their

seat. The Storm Vstill connects
via both high-level and low-level
inputs, although now there's a

lowest note. The sound was
more believable and ' live'.

sub- out connection to facilitate

SPEED AND TIMING

running two subs in parallel.

What truly surprised me about

delivered significantly more

the Storm Vwas its speed and

bass than the Storm III without

corner on its supplied spikes.
Time was spent calibrating the

timing. Even in the context of

any sacrifices in . autness.

In fact it's so good I'd rather

alightning- fast Naim system,

Indeed, the incredible transient

have one than aStadium III, the

roll- off and gain on the high-

the Storm was on the pace

response added greatly to the

next model up in the REL range.

level inputs while aYamaha

from note to note to adegree I

impact of percussive sounds,

And that's saying something. El

AX750SE AV amplifier handled
roll- off duties for the low-level

haven't experienced with asub

inputs. All speakers were set

evident on the punchy ' Highe'
Love' from Steve Winwood
where the Storm demonstrated

Ipositioned the Storm Vin a

to ' large' and the LFE output
routed both to the subwoofer
and Naim SBL main channels.
First up was ' Too Far from

mix, but remained punchy and

makes some seriously high- end
subs sound half asleep.

such as the impact of bullets
hitting the Omaha beach in

On movies the Storm V

Saving Private Ryan.
Make no mistake, this is the
best sub Ihave heard at £ 1000.

before. This was particularly

incredible slam and articulation,
particularly on drums. This is

VERDICT
REL has again moved the state of the art forward in terms of what is possible
in a £ 1000 subwoofer. While able to deliver avisceral punch in average sized
rooms when the situation demands, unlike many rivals the Storm Valso
demonstrates such finesse and speed that it provides asignificantly enhanced

Texas' from Stevie Nicks'

the fastest and most precise

musical experience in two channel music systems. The Storm Vis an absolutely

Trouble in Shangri-La. The old

sub- bass system I've heard.

outstanding product from the grand masters of sub- bass design.

cliché about improvements

It's exhilarating to listen to and

1
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COUSTICA
& HOME CINEMA

Ameon

rcam ART Audlolab AVID Aye BO.

Classé Focal.Y Lab Unn Products MJ AcoustIcs

ion\tor Audlo

Non Audlo Naut\lus PrIMare° Quadraspre Rega BEL Rotel
Slenlan

Spendor Sugden The Wadla

The fabulous g" ocal.JM Lab Electra Be range
is now at Griffin Audio in Birmingham, please call to arrange ademonstration

Acoustica
114 Wolverhampton Road
STAFFORD ST17 4AH

Acoustica
17 Hoole Road
CHESTER CH2 3NH

01244 344227
www.acoustica.co.uk

Griffin Audio
3 Gibb Terrace, Gibb St
BIRMINGHAM B9 4AA

01785 258216

0121 224 7300

www.acoustica.co.uk

www.griffinaudio.co.uk

"The story of the passive preamplifier has just been re-written"
"This box can stand ahead of active units three times the price"
"I feel the Music First pre-amp has the finest balance of virtues of any pre- amp I've heard date"
"For honest sound quality it warrants the best recommendation possible"
-Andrew Harrison, HiFi News

hiii

t: 0870 909 6/1/
info erealhi-fi.com
www.realhi-fi.com

"With its tremendously open yet finessed sound,
it's a veritable high-end audio bargain"
"...the best preamplifier ever made"
-David Prce, Hs Ft World

"Sometimes a product arrives that re-writes the performance available at a given price.
This is no ordinary passive pre-amp - it uses precision transformers for setting level,
takes balanced and unbalanced connections and is the
most transparent, musical pre-amp available
for under £5000. Stunning value."
-Hi Fi News November 2005

•

tour unbalanced inputs

• two balanced inputs
•

balanced & unbalanced outputs

•

100KHz banctwith

•

Custom options available

•

RRP £ 1500
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GROUP TEST

DAB RADIO TUNERS

co,

5
A

DAB Four
It's taken adecade - the BBC started DAB
transmissions in 1995 - but digital radio has
..-r•• V '
•
p•Neei ..••••••••

••••• % et

finally reached ' critical mass', even if it has yet
to reach the true mass market. In the next few
years, Digital Audio Broacasting will take over

•"

from analogue FM radio, although we don't
yet know when the FM transmitters will be
switched off. So it could be time to think about
buying a DAB tuner! Steve Harris tests four

ir

he DAB standard is supposed to allow broadcasters
to choose arange of quality levels, but in practice the
sound of DAB remains acontroversial issue because

broadcasters [ including the BBC) tend to use lower bit- rates,
which equate to lower quality. However, there are good quality
- -•••••..„

broadcasts, most notably on BBC Radio 3.
Ironically, perhaps, now that the demise of FM is acertainty,
we're seeing more multi- band DAB products. Of the four tuners
rounded up for this group review, three have FM reception and
two have AM as well.
In the early days of DAB, the BBC's publicity seemed to imply
that DAB would end everybody's reception problems and that
DAB signals would go where no radio waves had gone before to
provide aperfect signal even in the shower. As long ago as 1998,
the BBC announced that DAB transmissions now covered 60% of
the UK population, but the areas that historically had not been
served by FM were not servedl by DAB either - although recentlyannounced additions to the transmitter network will bring digital
radio to some of these areas.
In reality, as with FM, even in the service area you can't
always expect to get good reception from an indoor aerial but
if the signal strength is sufficient, there really is no need to go
building crows' nests on the roof, and most people expect to
be able to use atuner this way. So for this review, we used the
tuners' supplied indoor aerials but assessed the performance
in two locations. At one, in the south London suburbs, signal
strength was adequate for all the tuners on an indoor aerial.
Ancillary equipment used included Musical Fidelity's A1000
and Harman Kardon HK970 amplifiers and Rogers Studio 7and
PMC DB1+ loudspeakers.
We listened to avariety of stations but homed in on BBC
Radio 3for final comparisons, since it provided areliable quality
source at abit- rate of 192kb/s.
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ARCANI DT91 £449

AVI LAB SERIES DAB £899

ee

DETAIL5•

www.arcam.co.uk

than via its own front- panel

DETAIL.'

remote receiver, in which
case the tuner can be hidden

•

www.avihifi.co.uk

out of sight if desired. Also
•

01223 203200

e

Wide, inviting sound

appears at 48kHz sampling,
FM at 32kHz1 and an RS232

Tad brash at times

control interface. The supplied
handset is Arcam's CR 389D

01453 752656

was satisfactory at both

operate the presets on its
'plus' and ' minus' keys.

•

e

Smooth, involving

AVI does not recommend
the use of an indoor aerial

Lack of finest details

system remote. DAB reception
The DT91 comes in astandard

third- party remote, which is
pre-programmed by AVI to

provided are coaxial and
optical digital outputs ( DAB

•

(continental) stations as well.
The AVI comes with abasic

nor does it supply one, stating
that in the majority of cases
ahigh- quality external aerial

Physically, the AVI is very

will be needed. We were able

full- width Arcam case, 435

locations tried, using Arcam

different from the other tuners

to get fine reception from

x83 x320mm ( whd), which

own indoor antenna.

tested here. It eschews the

an indoor antenna at the SE

makes it the bulkiest unit

usual mass- market tray-

London location, though not at

SOUND QUALITY

and- cover construction,

my home in west Surrey.

is not exactly inspired, but the

On appropriate recordings,

with rather heavier steel

large 128 x18 VFD display

the DT91 clearly threw a

pressings plus a lOmm-thick

is good and readable, even

deeper and wider soundstage

aluminium fascia creating a

First impressions of the AVI

if it's an untrendy green.

than the other tuners, and

solid- looking box. At 310 x95

sound were very good. It is

here. The front panel design

SOUND QUALITY

Pressing the DAB/FM button

resolved subtle textures in

x340mm ( whdl, it is uniform

smooth, pleasant sounding

to change causes alarge

vocal sounds, for instance,

with the company's Laboratory

and involving, with plenty

'DAB' or ' FM' to appear on

that were missed by others

Series Amplifier and CD

of detail and real feeling of

the display. When receiving

This was associated with a

player. Inside, AVI has used

solidity and neutrality, with no

DAB the display will give the

slightly warm tonal balann,

the Radioscape DAB module

tendency to harshness - yet a

station name and, below this,

amounting almost to achesty

on ahigh- quality military-

bit more forward and gutsy-

the usual DAB programme

quality at times, aperceptibly

type circuit board and added

sounding than the Arcam.

type indication and scrolling

resonant effect on spoken

Wolfson 24- bit 192kHz DACs

Ultimately, though, Ifelt that

text ( dynamic label) - or, with

voice. This may or may not

and Burr- Brown op- amps for

it could sound just alittle

FM stations, it shows the

be correct, but it helps the

the analogue output stage.

transmission frequency and,

Arcam sound listenable, and

On the clean- and- simple

mechanical or even metallic ir
character, and on some voice ,

if available, the programme

it is just alittle more fluid

front panel is arelatively small

it seemed to suffer more from

name and text provided by

and communicative than the

but good- quality VFD display.

the speaker's unintentionally

ROS. For DAB, the display can

competition. On the other

At the back are mains inlet

emphatic sibilants. This was

be switched to indicate the

hand, it could get caught

and on/off switch, audio output

aminor effect, and possibly a

data- rate and MPEG mode of

out, for example on certain

phonos, optical and coaxial

criticism of the programme

the station being received, or

historic recordings, possibly

digital outputs, F- type aerial

engineering or mic technique

to show signal quality in the

emphasising abrash recorded

connector and two tiny buttons

rather than the tuner, but

form of abargraph display.

balance and seemingly laying

marked Tune ( press and

more noticeable was the way

In FM mode, this bargraph

bare some of that historic

release this to set up with all

that, although szill able to

simply shows signal strength.

distortion that would have

available UK Band Ill stations)

produce alarge soundstage

been better been left veiled

and Reset ( press this should

with afeeling of depth, the AVI

you need to do the tuning

simply did not highlight those

On the back, as well as an
F- type aerial input socket and

On FM the Arcam

two pairs of phonos for audio

produced asofter, noticeably

operation again). Holding the

subtle ambien: clues in the

output, is a remote- control-

warmer sound than on DAB,

Tune button for five seconds

way that the Arcam could, and

in socket which allows the

the general effect being

before releasing it will cause

so did not give quite the same

tuner to be controlled from an

'quieter' with less midrange

the tuner both to scan and

feeling of either spaciousness

Arcam DiVA amplifier rather

prominence on spoken voice

memorise all available [- band

or atmosphere.

SCROLLING
With DAB, the Arcam offers both the data- rate and MPEG mode of the station

The Info button on the AVI cycles through the DAB display options available

being received, as well as signal quality. The latter information is given in

which appear below the station name: scrolling text, static programme

the form of abargraph display that gives an inverse measure of the Viterbi

description, ensemble identification (such as BBC National OAF), asignal

error rate, ranging from zero errors (all segments lit) to 500 errors/second (all

quality bargraph, and finally date and time. The only other control button on the

segments off). In FM mode, this bargraph shows signal strength only.

front of the AVI is for Standby mode.
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DENON TU-1800DAB £250

*gum/
DETAILS

mode, receivable FM stations

www.denon.co.uk

the preset memory. When

•

01753 888447

turn the Tuning/Preset knob

•

Open, bright and airy

manually tuning in DAB, you

can also be named.

3ETAILS

are automatically stored in

On the back, again, is al

•

www.sony.co.uk

array of AM ( clip terminal),

•

01932 816000

antenna connections, plus

•

Bright, listenable

output and an optical digital

Not the sweetest here

to Denon's except for the

FM ( coaxial) and ( F- type) DAU

to find astation then press

e

it to start receiving. You can
also use the Tuning/Preset

Hard to fault

for other functions ( or the
Channel control on the

phonos for the analogue audiL

e

output - an identical line-up
absence of an electrical ( coax(
digital output.

remote) by pressing Menu
Outwardly resembling Denon's

first - for example to select

Sony's fascia, Wowing a

TU -1500 FM/AM model, the

DRC ( Dynamic Range Contrni

430 x85 x300mm ( whd)

happy receiving DAB on an

The Sony ST- SD B900 was

TU-1800DAB comes in a

reducing the programme's

case, is typically neat and

indoor aerial at the suburban

slim 434 x74 x286mm lwhdl

dynamic range on DAB for

well-proportioned. The

location, and was also fine

case. It receives FM and AM

listening at low levels).

display is clear, apale and

upstairs in Surrey, where boil

On the back are

comparatively restful blue,

the DAB Tune Aid and Quality

as well as DAB. Centred in
the fascia is alarge, clear

connections for AM, FM and

with the brightness well-

display sat at 100. Downstain

light blue display. Setting up

DAB antennae, plus the usual

judged and also dimmable.

the ' quality' indication still

is just amatter of pressing

analogue audio outputs along

The initial scanning procedure

hovered at 97 or so, but the

and releasing Auto Tune and

with coaxial and optical digital

involves afew more steps than

Tune Aid reading wouldn't

waiting afew moments. ( Hold

outputs. There is also an RDI

on the other tuners because

go above 50 - while 70 is the

the button for two seconds to

(Radio Data Interface) for

you have to first select Menu,

minimum suggested by Sony

scan for L- band stations as

connection to external data or

then use the large Tuning/

to ensure distortion- free

acomputer to access services

Select knob to choose ' DAB

reception. It seems the DAB

that may be added at some
time in the future.

init scan', press Enter again,

Tune Aid is useful, as it tells

then use the knob again to

you what's really going on.

well as UK Band III.)
You can have up to 100
presets for FM/AM and
another 100 for DAB stations.

display ' Yes'- but this hardly

Each preset memory holds

SOUND QUALITY

matters as you won't have to

SOUND QUALITY

either DAB or an FM station,

Using the indoor aerial that

repeat the process very often.

First impressions of the Sony

and selecting one will make

came in the box, the Denon

Once the DAB stations are

in isolation were of agenerally

the tuner change mode.

gave good DAB reception ir

scanned in, everytning works

good sound, fairly bright, quick
and certainly very listenable.

To select apreset station

both locations used for this

smoothly. DAB stations may

to play, you have to press and

test, although ( downstairs in

be found by turning the

But in comparative listening

release the appropriate button

west Surrey), Ihad to move

Tuning/Select knoo, appearing

it became clear that the Sony

quickly if you want astation

the aerial around abit to keep

on the display instantly, af -er

did not have the sweetness

from 1to 8, or press and hold

the bit error rate display figure

which las with the Arcam

and delicacy of the Denon,

for two seconds if you want

down to 0.01 or so.

here) you just wait asecond or

which always seemed just

astation from 9to 16. This

Open, bright and spacious,

so for the displayed station to

to have amarginally lighter

is great if you want to drive

the Denon has alight and

start playing

touch, and better ability to

your partner or other family

very listenable quality which

members insane. Just store

shone through on most kinds

Up to 99 DAB stations
may be stored, as well as up

or atmosphere. It would be

all the stations they like as

of programme material. In

to 30 FM and up to 30 AM

wrong to say that it departed

numbers 9or above and then

isolation, it was hard to fault,

stations. In FM mode, the

far from tonal neutrality, and

hide the instruction manual.

apparently neutral and vice-

tuner will automatically store

the differences here were

Auto Tune is used for the

maintain asense of ambience

free, with apleasing ability to

FM RDS stations for you so

fairly small, but it could sound

initial search of available DAB

produce wide stereo images

that they appear as presets

alittle on the brash side on

cations When pressed in FM

with depth and ambience.

in alphabetical order Presets

certain material.

READINGS
Pressing Display cycles the lower line of the display through scrolling text,

DAB Tune Aid gives areading on ascale of 100 for DAB reception status but

ensemble name, programme type, frequency, bit- rate and bit error rate - this

cycling through the display options usiig the Display button will give you a

last giving amore specific indication of signal quality than Arcanis or AVI's

'Quality' indication, again scoring out of 100 ( presumably indicating error rate).

bargraphs. If afigure higher than 0.05 is displayed, you need to try moving the
antenna - if you are using the indoor one supplied.

The other display options, in addition to the station name are the usual ones
-ensemble label, programme type, scrolling text, time readout and frequency.
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DAB RADIO TUNERS

REFERENCE
Musical Fidelity A1000

ARCAM DT91

integrated amplifier

Arcam was the first manufacturer to unveil aDAB tuner.

Harman Kardon HK970 amplifier

This was back in 1998 with the Alpha DRT10 while the

Rogers Studio 7and

FMJ 26 that followed was much the same beneath the Full

PMC DB1+ speakers

Metal Jacket casework. Arcam's next digital tuner, the
DiVA DT81, included some useful improvements, but has
now given way to the 0191 — refined and offering FM with

indeed -

RDS as well as DAB reception ( Band Ill and 1- band). This

Sony for its slightly sweeter,

sells for around £ 200 less than the DAB- only DT81!

lightfooted and open quality.

sou s wi

uvel

is

Taking other aspects into

e) •nee

account, the Denon TU1800DAB is aclear winner on
value for money. Although the
Sony is nicety made, has much

AVI Laboratory Series DAB

the same features and in some
ergonomic aspects is alittle

There is something innately comforting about AVI's

more elegant, the Denon's

Laboratory Series. You really do want to believe that the

sound quality just wins the day.

products are akin to scientific instrumentation. Well, it

Arcam's DT91, at [ 449, just

could be apose but the image more or less holds true.

flpout

AVI claims its no-nonsense, quality approach results

--found, but as adevelopment of

holds on to its laurels on

in products that have alonger service life than most of

the DT81 it now seems alittle

today's consumer electronics, as well as sounding good.

dated - eg, the rather awkward
implementation of 16 presets.
Also, for what this is worth, it
Lacks the AM section provided
by both Denon and Sony.

DENON 1800

FACILITIES

It's almost 15 years since Denon launched one of those

In terms of features and

all-time value- for- money classics, the TU 260 FM tuner,

facilities the AVI tuner is the

available today, in revised form as the TU 2601 II. It's no

'amplest here, and it also

surprise then that Denon wanted to be in at the beginning

coped less well with poor

of Digital Radio. But Denon UK's Japanese parent company

DAB reception conditions

couldn't justify the development cost of an early entry into

than the others. Idon't think

DAB, because DAB was seen as aUK- only product rather

anybody really needs the 99 or

than aglobal one. But now, at last, we've the 1800.

100 presets you get with the
Japanese tuners, but six does
seem alittle mean. On the other
hand, the no- frills AVI does have
acharm of its own. It is neutralsounding, it is simpler and

RAND

;
7
2)

TUNING LIOGE

DiSPUTIT

SONY ST-S

easier for older people to use
than the whizzy menu- driven

Sony launched its first DAB tuner in 2000, but then rather

alternatives, and it looks and

lost interest when it seemed that Digital Radio was going

feels well made - although to

nowhere. That early STD- 777E5 cost £600 but was still

my mind it could do with anice

cheaper than rivals from Arcam, Cymbol and TAG McLaren,

matching remote handset - and

and offered more facilities too. But the current ST-SDB900

of course AVI claims that it will

reviewed here is amainstream product and now faces

last longer than other products.

head-on competition from the Denon TU-1800DAB.

Can the AVI's old-fashioned
'quality' feel and claimed
longevity really make it worth
E899? Iwouldn't like to say. But

CONCLUSION

be to you - that depends on the

ability to convey atmosphere,

if, as AVI claims, the product

If you are after bstenable results

level of your system and also on

the Arcam Ifeel just wins over

really lasts longer than others,

on DAB, all of these tuners can

your music preferences. But if

the AVI - although the latter

the fact that it's DAB- only will

provide that. In purely sonic

the nuances are worth pursuing,

had asolid neutrality and

be abenefit one day. When they

terms, the differences between

here's how it panned out.

believability, which many people

do finally switch off the FM

them are not huge, and it's -lard

Taking the two UK models

to say how important they would

first, for its touch of warmth and
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will feel very happy with. But the

transmitters, you won't be stuck

Denon also sounds very good

with auseless FM section.

Reference Line
The revolutionary construction of MBL speakers
is capable of producing three-dimensional sound
that reflects the acoustic nature of real instruments.
This concept is as simple as it is brilliant.
Like musical instruments, the " Radialstrahler" radiates the sound waves omnidirectional - not only in
one direction like conventional speakers.
In combination with our stunning amplifiers, D/A
Converters and CD Transports, the Reference Line
provides aunique hearing experience.

MBL 101 Spaakers,9011 Power Amps,6011 Pre Amp, 1621CD Transport and 1611 DA Converter

temptation
MBL CDTransport 1621

Hearing is believing
Jazz, Rock or Classical Music;
words cannot describe the unbelievable
musicality of MBL audio systems.
Visit us at The Northern Sound & Vision in
Manchester, 28th and 29th of January 2006

Proudly distributed by

SOUND VENTURE
Audio Systems
MBL Distributor for the UK and Ireland
T: + 44- (0)1932 - 864548
www.soundventure.co.uk
email: sales@soundventure.co.uk

•

The Hi Fi Industry spans the whole of the world and their are so many
wonderful products, designed by truly passionate individuals or groups
that just never reach these shores...
With that thought in mind, Shadow Distribution was born to create a
bridge if you like between the UK and Rest of World. Abridge for those
manufacturers designing products that are more than just alittle special.
Only products that pass avery stringent set of requirements, which
include extensive listening tests are chosen and distributed by Shadow.
These are products at the top of their class, true excellence, sonic nirvana
and at aprice that seems almost unbelievable when compared to the
competition.
As the choice of HiFi products ever grows so to does customer confusion
as to what to buy. Shadow Distribution makes choosing the right product
simple and with our 30-day money back scheme you can be assured of the very
best long-term care and service.

jas audio

micromega

where beauty and sound
reside in total harmony with
one another

high- end high fidelity
hand-crafted in france

Combining exceptional workmanship
and the highest quality components, JAS Audio brings
to the world the 2-way speaker Orsa and Orior.
Both the Orsa and Orior are designed to deliver precise acoustic and
vocal as well as rich tonal balance. The deep soundstage and extended
frequency response are excellent for the enjoyment of HDCD and SACD.
It is widely believed that stand mount speakers cannot produce depth,
scale and deep bass. Listen to any JAS Audio Model and think again...
Every model is hand-crafted with quality and details that are seldom
found in speakers at any price. For instance, inside the cabinet, pure
natural wool is used for efficient damping/tonal signature and top grade
heavy gauge silver interconnecting wire is used for signal fidelity. The
authentic wood veneer and 14 coats of piano lacquer finish simply gives
aJAS speaker the elegant look to match its exquisite timbre.
Most of all, its price/performance ratio is without peer, an achievement
that JAS Audio are rightly very proud of.

unsat

since 1987
Micromega have had many firsts in
the Hi Fi Industry and continue to do so always
managing to stay one step ahead of the competition.
They delight in leaving people scratching their heads wondering
just how they produce products of this quality and standard for the
price!
Determination, passion and alove for music are the guiding principles
that ensure every Micromega product offers truly exceptional
performance in its class.
You can build aMicromega System to suit any budget, any application
and add additional components at alater date if required.
Its musical building blocks with total flexibility - now and for the future.

CHOC

For further information please call or visit www.shadowdistribution.co.uk

eastern electric

jungson

qinpu

great things can indeed come in
small boxes...

the spirit of the gong, the
pure essence of song

Eastern Electric is ajoint venture between US-based Bill O'Connell and Hong
Kong- based electrical engineer Alex Yeung, which began when O'Connell
met Yeung in the cyber world and eventually ordered one of his 5wpc MA- 1
amps with RGN2504 rectifier and 6L6 output tubes.The rest as they say, is
history and the results speak for themselves!

Since its introduction in 1993,
JungSon series rise to prominence
has been nothing short of astonishing! Never before has arange of
high-end products in China been so quickly embraced by listeners and
critics alike.

the heart of any system is the
amplifier- agood one never missesa
single beat!

Eastern Electric consists of arange of five valve products, all of which have
won numerous awards across the world from the likes of sixmoons.com,
enjoythemusic.com, renowned reviewers and customers alike.

More than 10,000 units of JungSon's JA- 1/1A-99c Class Aamplifiers have
been found homes of hi-fi enthusiasts and music lovers.The length
of sold JungSon cables would coil the Earth more than once along its
equator.

The level of construction, quality components, engineering and care that
has gone into each component is quite simply staggering for the price.
Product size leaves most people speechless for these products are some of
the smallest in the world allowing for areference system that needs very
little space in your listening room. In fact while it would be atrue shame to
do so, an Eastern Electric System can easily be hidden away from sight but
not from mind.
Designer Alex Yeung is known in Hong Kong as the'Golden Ear'and when
you sit down and listen to any Eastern Electric product its very easy to hear
and understand why! You never get tired of listening or rediscovering your
music collection all over again.
VERDICTIMINn
Finesse, adaptability & build quality.
Minimax Pre-amp
Ultimate affordable tube system:
Minimax CD Player, Pre-amp, Power Amp

An extremek snen and engaging
sounding, , aie amplifier, offering
fine build and redoubtable value
for money.
Minim. M520 11.-14

Unique 30- day money back scheme*
*subject to certain conditions

•

Even with the numerous number of most prestige awards, JungSon
Engineers never cease in pushing forward further technical innovations.
By working with some of the top world-class manufacturers such as
SONY, SanKen and Noritake ItronAnd, the next generation of JungSon
products have been born. Products such as the spectacular JA-2/JA100 and JA-10/JA-200. These are Reference amplifiers, that have been
named as the King of hi-fi amplifiers in China ( Super AV Magazine- Hong
Kong).
JungSon believe that the pursuit of perfection is relentless, even
excellence itself must be exceeded!

einglelj
e

What to look at first? The specifications,
the build or how about the price?
Remember the effect that the Pioneer A400 had in the UK when it was
first released? Reviewers and customers alike just sat down in shock and
disbelief at what they were hearing for the price.
The same is going to happen with Qinpu in the UK with both the A-1 Ox
and A-8000 Mk II models - just watch ! At £299 and £ 1295, we have never
heard products like it, or another product that comes even close.
Hidden within each beautiful all metal chassis is Innovative Class NAB
circuitry, ALPS motorized potentiometer, Matched Toshiba / Hitachi
transistors, Star grounding, and High-Current Toroidal transformer to
handle the most awkward speaker loads.
What is most unusual for aproduct at this level is the many hours
of intensive listening and fine-tuning by ear to find the very best
components working in true harmony with one another.

We cannot disagree...

The A-1 Ox and A-8000 Mk II are truly an astonishing achievement.
JungSon believe that the pursuit of perfection is relentless, even
excellence itself must be exceeded!

21 - 22 Cadham Centre, Glenrothes, KY7 6RU
tel: 01592 744 779 Ifax: 01592 744 710

infoeshadowdistribution.co.uk I
wwwshadowdistribution.co.uk
Dealer enquiries very welcome
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The recent TOP Audio show in Milan
attracted over 20,000 visitors.
Ken Kessler was amongst them and
here he picks out his show highlights

S

omebody pinch me, huh? Firancially-speaking. Italy is
supposed to be on its knees, and Gordon Brown keeps

telling us that the UK has the most vibrant economy

in Europe. So how is it that this market is dead, and the
TOP Audio show in Milan putted in 20,000 sound- and- visionhungry punters? It's as if the Euro never happened. Better
still, the show was bursting with pure audio products of the
two- channel, 12in black disc, glow- in- the- dark variety.
Reinforcing its role as the autumn show in Europe, TOP Audio
hosted not just the expected Italian launches, like Chario's
new flagship speaker and the sublime little Enigma from Audio
Analogue, it was also the launch site for the stunning Audio
Research Reference 210 power amplifier, the production version of
the ' 2K .McIntosh system and the new-look Quad ESLs.
Toys abounded, there were too many cables to worry about, feet,
spikes, racks, avalve cooler at asane price - you name it. And vinyl!
Acres of the stuff. For a moment, Ialmost believed it was 1988...

1. AUDIOGRAM RANGE • £ tba

4. CHARIO SERENDIPITY •

Audiogram's new line-up,

£15,000

the ultra- affordable ( from

Chario's Serendipity,

top) DVD-A universal player,

marking the company's 30th

PIERRE 6pre- amp and PW2.3

Anniversary. The tweeter is

power amp delivering 65Wx3;

said to go past 30Khz, which

there are also matching

means that the price is 50

2- channel 65W and 90W amps.

pence per Hertz...

www.audiogram.biz

www.chario.it

2. UNISON RESEARCH

5. MCINTOSH

REFERENCE AMPS •

2K SYSTEM • £ tba

£10,000/£22,5000

This is just one channel of the

The Reference- Pre pre- amp

McIntosh MC2KW, and, yes,

with phono stage and atube

that model number tells you

complement including two

the wattage!

300Bs, and the Reference

wwvv.mcintoshlabs.com

power amplifier, with four 845s
delivering 70W/ch. Single-

6. EAT COOL DAMPER • £ 15

ended and pure Class- A.

EAT has come up with this

www.ukd.co.uk

beautifully made valve cooler/
damper. Simply called the Cool

3. NEW QUAD ESL • £ tba
Side view of the new
Quad ESL, due later
in 2006, showing the

Damper, it's fashioned from an
aluminium extrusion and made
tuneable by the arrangement
of internal damping strips

rear support strut for

-clever! The Cool Damper

greater rigidity.

comes in various colours, too.

www.quad-hifi.co.uk

www.absolutesounds.com
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11. SAP's VF
7. TURNTABLE
PROTOTYPE • £ n/a

AUTOGRAPH TURNTABLE •
£tba

Don't get excited: this is

S.A.P. Audio's ebullient

unlikely to see production - a

Vincenzo Fratello with the

pity as it's pretty cool.

V.F. Autograph Special Edition
turntable, seen here with

8. ZION TURNTABLE • £ tba

Dynavector arm but generally

The Zion Turntable available in

sporting an SME 312 12in arm.

white marble or black granite

www.sap-audio.it

on request; name should go
down astorm in the Gaza Strip

1Z OH BY TUTONDO • £ tba
The speaker you see mounted

9 BLUENOTE STIBBERT

inside this futuristic chair. I

IMPROVED CD PLAYER • £ tba

don't know what was more

Bluenote - bless ' em: this

shudder- inducing: the thought

is the Stibbert CD player,

of another all- encompassing

24-bit/192kHz processing

listening chair - discredited

and adouble chassis for a

athousand times - or the

suspension to create total

blinding orange display!

isolation. Also available with a

www.tutondo.corn

valve output section,

d

www.bluenote.it
O. NAD M55

Just gorgeous: 1300mm tall,

UNIVERSAL PLAYER

135kg in weight and with a

• £ 1299

carbon fibre cone 11 in woofer,

HDMI output,

carbon fibre 5in mid and aring

24-bit/192kHz DAC,
bass management for

radiator tweeter; colour choice
includes Italian racing red and

DVD-A and SACD, and

eye- searing yellow.

Faroudja circuitry - nice!

www.eventusaudio.it

www.nadelectronics.com
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13. EVENTUS AUDIO'S NEBULA
SPEAKER • £ tba

Rogers'
BRITISH HIGH-FIDELITY

Sidee 1_947
Ur2CE tun -mn and mateLd to a
lie

lympadetie amp, de cRogvu JCS' 3a
„
tatns. out to te awolf in 3.12eep elothin.
9

wr'srir-.1:'

_LCS.3 a

Xen Nesstz%
(Hi Fi News, June 2005j

1.53(1 Loudspeaker
System Type
Impedance

:
:

Bass reflex
8 Ohms

Sensitivity(1W/1m) :

88 dB

Frequency Response

60Hz-22kHz

:

Nominal Power Handling :

50W

Maximum Power Handling

80W

Recommended Amplifier :

30-60W

Dimensions

197(W) x 302(H) x 194(D)mm

:

cSatiffaction

_.ecS. 5
'

guazarzteed

utwoofez syt

J.

e
AS501

c/Oczt9uis

r:

Marquis 1

AS502

AS503

i50

L6SW1

L6SW2

A5SW I

SE'tiEt

1.0
Gge

Fr?
Marquis 3

15602 •

15603

Rogers International ( UK) Ltd.

LS611

L5612

www.rogershifi.com

15613

01

For Enquiry: rogers@rogershifi.com

LAB TEST

French

accent
French with atwist of Swiss, Mimetism is

aCopland that's been forced

outputs, coaxial singled ended

being marketed in the UK by Absolute Sounds

through agoose's gullet

and XLR balanced digital

to create audio fois gras:

outputs and an RS232

minimalist yet comprehensively

socket for linking it to the

equipped, with only two rotary

matching integrated amplifiri

controls, adisplay and atray

or custom installations.

as part of its ' Studio' concept for system
building. Ken Kessler almost forgets his
deep-seated prejudice against France...

A

occupying the front panel.
IMMEDIATELY REASSURING

Naturally, there's a
comprehensive remote control

aah,
with this name,
b
Mimetism could only
efrom the land of

Marcel Marceau! ' Mimétisme'

This no-nonsense layout

that's the only part of the

land apositively luxurious

reaffirms afirst impression:

design that reeks of the

optional control that also works

there's something immediately

haughtiness of la Belle France.

the matching integrated

As for me, Ihave no problem

amp)

for all minor functions, but the

reassuring about the 20.1, ritr
least its mass and girth: 430

Iwith an ' e' and an accent)

with the company because

designers have managed to

118 x450mm ( whd) and 18kg.

is auniquely French word

the French half is balanced

squeeze in all of the basic on/off

To say nothing of its heritage.

that describes something
in-between chameleon- like
behaviour and pure imitation.
Of course, in the case of the
Mimetism 20.1 CD player,

It's nice to find a single-word description of a product,
and no matter how much Itry to escape it, the Mimetism
merits the term 'suave': charming, seductive, smooth

this refers to replicating the
signal off the disc. The change

by the Swiss component, thus

and transport functions into the

Mimetism was founded by

in spelling? A mere frisson

tempering my detestation of the

two rotaries by using them in

William Andrea and Yvan

of Gallic condescension: they

world's most perfidious nation.

push mode as well as for short

Coderev in 2004. Andrea worked

thought English speakers

Which is agood thing, or I'd be

arcs in the left- and- right planes.

with anumber of companies in

would have trouble with

missing out on what is actually

pronunciation if the spelling

amighty fine disc spinner. It

barren, yet complete: single-

beginning building active

were kept pure. Fortunately,

even looks sensational, like

ended and XLR balanced

speakers for SupraVox, for

48 vnenv.hifinews.co.uk
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Around the back, it's equally

both audio and broadcasting,

M1METISM 20.1 CD PLAYER

use by the French television

digital processing experts

digital signal exits

organisation ORTF. Andrea also

from Anagram Technologies.

via aCrystal CS8416,

designed and assembled the

Mimetism is the collaboration

to the Texas Instruments

Nuance and Plenitude amps

between the two, marrying

SRC4190 asynchronous sample

£3995

and pre- amps for FAMCO
(French American Company),
and the P- UN pre- amp and the
P.P-UN pre- pre- amp for Yves
Cochet. Then he joined Phlox
Electronique, where he helped
develop certain YBA products.
Later, at Vecteur, he designed
the CLUB 12, then the i6.2,

There's an eerie, airy legitimacy
to vocals that's bereft of artifice, a
sound so utterly charismatic that
you're sucked into listening even to
bizarre music not of your own tastes

DETAILS
Mimetism 20.1 CD player
£3995
www.absolutesounds.com

P6, A6 and the L4.2 CD player,
still regarded as reference

French savoir faire and

rate converter, acircuit that

components in Chiractand.

Swiss quality. The Mimetism

allows you to upsample from

Yvan Coderev Lives in

020 8971 3909

components are hand-

44.1kHz to 192kHz without any

Lausanne, Switzerland, where

made by ASM ( Audio System

concern for jitter.' The signals

he owns high- end retailer

Manufacturing] in Brittany.

then feed the Wolfson Delta-

LAudiophile SA. His long-

Fast, yet sophisticatec
Nothing

Sigma WM8740 hybrid converter.

standing passion for sound

TEXT- BOOK LAYOUT

and design led him to build

Remove the lid, and what you

advantage of this type of

Mimetism feels that the

his own specific supports

see is atext- book example

converter is the significant

and furniture for audio gear,

of clean layout and faultless

reduction in high- frequency

distributed in France under the

construction, with immaculate

noise in the output of the DIA

Vecteur brand name, which is

motherboards and top- grade

stage. Another advantage is

how he met William Andrea,

components. Using ahigh-

that ' power conversion is

whom he introduced to the

grade ATAPI disc transport, the

extremely well done ' resulting

JANUARY 2006
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DETAILS

Player offers both single- ended and
XLR balanced outputs to the rear

A,

/Aie-

J

11111111111111I\

•

Metal plate covers upsampling and
digital- to- analogue converter

S/PDIF output on asturdy RCA, and

Huge power supply section with heatsinked voltage regulators fills most of the largest PCB. This sits behind toroidal transformer, to the right

isalated from the digital power supply

of which ashrouded CD-ROM drive can be seen, fixed to the chassis with adamped U- frame using different densi:ies of rubber

in an ' easing effect' on the
analogue output stages. The
output stages deliver acrossdifferential balanced signal
and an unbalanced signal, and
yoL will find immediately that
the former is preferable to the
latter; you can NB this easily as
the output levels are the same
at 2V - no 6dB difference to
throw you. The output circuits
employ low- noise FETs, and the
balanced output operates with
the help of in-house designed
transformers. The balanced S/
PDF output is ' perfectly isolated
from the digital power supply:

EMI
Think classic valves, but without any smearing around
the edges. Think electrostatics, but with mass and
bass... sphincter- clenching, foot-to-the- sternum bass
For its power supply, the

outputs. You know the drill:

many forms, from charming to

REVIEW SYSTEM

20.1 uses alow- induction
toroidal transformer which

silent backgrounds, lower noise,

seductive to smooth. It starts

greater speed, more impact.

with vocals - there's an eerie,

•Ouad CDP99/II, Musical Fidelity

feeds six separate, regulated

Ialso used the Mimetism

airy legitigracy to vocals that's

X-RAY v3 and Marantz CD-12/DA12

power supplies to the individual

strictly single- ended, into the

bereft of artifice, asound so

CO players
•McIntosh C2200 pre-amp

analogue and digital stages,
and the unit boasts its own

PrimaLuna Prologue Two, but
my main concerns were how it

utterly charismatic that you're
sucked in:o Listening even to

•McIntosh MC2102 power amp
•Rogers LS3/5a and Wilson WATT

mains filtering network. There's
also an internal strap that can

worked in ahigh- end system.

bizarre mJsic not of your own
tastes. A major part of it is the

Puppy System 7speakers

be removed to separate the
earthing circuit if required.

SUAVE PRODUCT
It's nice to find asingle -word

palpable three- dimensionality,
exploited oest by recordings

•Transparent Ultra balanced and
single- ended cable

description of aproduct, and

from comoanies such as Chesky

•Transparent Reference

-via the McIntosh C2200 - to

no matter how much Itry to

or Telarc, who have agrip on

Loudspeaker cables

realise that this baby sounds

escape it, the Mimetism merits

the concept. Th sparticular

best using the balanced

the term ' suave in all of its

quality endows the singer with

50 www.hitinews.co.uk
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MIMETISM 20.1 CD PLAYER • £ 3995

asense of mass and space,

CONSziat.vi.

right down to authentic image
height, and it's uncanny. Better

•Marantz SACO SA- 11S1: only £2000

still, Mimetism preserves this in

and it plays SACOS, too! Asonic and

choruses and groups, blessing

visual knock-out.

the Persuasions with stagefilling presence, while the Anita
Kerr Singers have never filled
my room so convincingly
Add to this aseamlessness
that somehow avoids robbing

•Musical Fidelity kW25: Twochassis,

Upsampling technology is becoming

valve or solid-state output - agift at

de rigeur in high- end CD players,

MA20.1's frequency accuracy is a
full 670ppm adrift ( about 10x worse

£3996 the pair.
•Oracle CII1500 CD player It it were

if only because modern OAC

than expected) although jitter

hardware is optimised for 96kHz

remains insignificant at — 140psec.

and 192kHz data rather than the

Any clock error is probably

44.1kHz rates of old. The process

associated with the internal S/PDIF

of converting 44.1kHz I.PCM to

link from Mimetism's transport

192kHz is necessarily asynchronous

(why else use adigital input

any prettier, it would be illegal; within
reach at £4649

the forms of individuality, and
you have from the outset a
player that belies the cardboard

the edges. Think electrcstatics,

cut-out effect symptomatic of

but with mass and bass Real,

digital vs analogue.

bass, solid bass, sphincter-

But the Mimetism has other
strengths too. The player is fast,

clenching, foot- to- the- sternum

so hot with transients that you
detect ahint of schizophrenia
if you equate suavity with being
laidback. This player most
certainly is not sluggish, louche
nor casual, yet neither is it
deliberate. While it's fast enough
to convey ultra- crisp transients

LAB REPORT

and more complex than the route

receiver in aCD player?) but the

from, say, 48kHz to 192kHz.

significant, by modern standards,

Computational errors may explain

±0.3dB ripple in its response is not.

the high distortion measured at low

Its subjective impact is unlikely to

amodern arm via amoderr

signals (-50% at 1kHz/-90dBFs)
and equally high 5dB shift in

go unnoticed.
Download the full OC Suite Report

phono stage.
Idon't know how the hell
they did it, but the

low-level linearity. Other

from www.milleraudioresearch.

parameters, including the wide
106dB A-wtd S/N ratio and the

comlavtech

bass. Think Ortofon SKI in

snail- munchers have come
up with aCD player that ranks
alongside the best. And they're

low 0.002% peak level distortion
(falling to 0.00095% at - 10dBFs)
point to arobust analogue output

Just balanced vs single- ended.

stage. The balanced outputs are
boosted to ahigh 3.1V, incidentally.

guitarwork - it does not achieve

HAND-PICKED

can only be achieved with ahigh

this at the expense of its

There's something else

come- hither sound.
Intriguingly, its importer

you should know about : he

commented on its abilities to

hand-picked as the digital

retrieve detail as aprimary
virtue. For me, this is not a
quality on apar with, say,

source for apackage that
represents adeparture from
conventional methods of system

tonal authenticity, because

building. Absolute Sounds bas
created anew civision called

00psec

'the Studio', which will offer only

dOpse

-the new Rory Gallagher ' best
of' provided plenty of incisive

occasionally, it can mean
fatiguing, hyper- clinical sound
bereft of warmth. No way does

not even that sensitive to cables.

Proving the lie that low jitter
tolerance crystal clock, the

Mimetism: it's been
200psec
160psec

it lose its sense of perspective.

only provide asingle product.

THE REAL MAGIC

20.1 for three reasons. The

OK, OK,

first is that it sounds simply

of speed- dating, while at the
same time avoiding lethargy.
Where the real magic enters is

0.003%

120psL
Manulacturer s
spec not

HIN sp
1Ops,

0.002%
il sec.
002%

suppled
8001%
Riled spec
1299%

fantastic, especially with the
other Studio components Ito
be announced...). Secondly,
the 20.1 embodies all of the

I

11018

i

100d8

Mmetism MA20 1
OlgItal Distorfion
11(Ht/-60dBF s

They chose the Mimetism

that seduces on the right side

Smellsm 1020 . 1
lIgItal OlstortIon 50/0181,

can be purchased separately,
the brands they represent will

we have amachine

0.004%

one system. While each element

the Mimetism give up on the
details; conversely, neither does

so

0005%
Kmesm 1020 1
eer

10508

Mrnet,sm MA201
Aned S,gnalto-Nolse

95d8
HIN
82%

90d8

in its cohesiveness. If one of the

Studio values: high perceived

secrets of reproducing music

value, exclusivity, elegance,

with realism is to re- assemble

and the sense cf ' boutique'

the digits so as never to divulge
the slice- and- dice nature of

presentation. Thirdly, the
Mimetism sells for £ 3995,

VERDICT
Gorgeous styling, faultless

for error in the complete 'Studio'

the format, the 20.1 has its

elevated enough to be thought

system, Absolute Sounds has made

processing well under control.

truly selective and ' of the high-

ergonomics, superb construction, a
defensible price and thoroughbred

Ichose the silkiest recordings I

end", without being so absurdly

performance mark Mimetism's UK

audio's credibility amongst non-

could muster - vintage Dino or

expensive as to alienate sane

debut as noteworthy.

hobbyists.

Frank on Capitol, some Ella, a

individuals of means.

slew of soundtracks - and the
Mimetism filled the room with

My advice? You must

glorious, glowing sound.
Think classic valves, but
without any smearing around

asmall 's' - it's that good.

Absolute Sounds is positioning

adecisive move toward restoring

With the 20.1, Imust say that

the Studio system in-between

the concept is off to aperfect start,

consider this product whether

conventional midfi and utter

for this is an exceptional player

you're buying into the Studio
concept, or merely 'system' with

esoterica. By removing any margin

regardless of context.
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LISTENING TEST

sheer Art
Attack
Taking elements from its high- end
MegaLine and Grand Series, Dali
spearheads its thrust into the UK
market with its more room- friendly
Euphonia range of speakers.
Alvin Gold hears the MS4...

sk he question of across-section
auclicphiles, and I've no doubt that you will
- be toA, with feeling, that the last thing
we need is yet another brand of loudspeakers.
Okay, so Dali is not really new. The company
was founded back in 1983 by Hi -Fi Klubben, a
Scandinavian retail chain. But on the whole Dali
was invisible on the world markets, even though
it has long been spectacularly successful on its
home turf. This all began to change towards the
end of the 90s, when Dali ran out of domestic
growth potential and turned to other markets to
feed its desire for growth.
ZEST FOR SOUND
Ivisited Dali some months ago, just before a
wholly- owned UK subsidiary was set up in the
UK, and found amedium- size producer, highly
motivated, and led by engineers and audiophiles
with areal zest for good sound. Production is very
human scaled, with two strong workgroups taking
production from raw materials through to final
product ( everything bar drive unit manufacture for
all except the entry-level range is done in-house).
Iwas also impressed by the sophistication of its
designs. If the MS4 is representative ( as it appears
to be) here is arange of loudspeakers that will
shake things up for the more familiar brands, and
is arguably the most significant newcomer to these
shores since Focal.JMlab.
The Euphonia MS4 is a3.5- way design, though
Dali describes it as 2.5- way, adiscrepancy arising
from the tweeterisupertweeter array, which Dali
counts as asingle unit. It isn't of course. It consists
of amore or less conventional dome tweeter and a
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1FTAILS
Dali Euphonia MS4
£6999 pair in cherry,
maple. £ 7499 pair in alpi
www.dali.dk
0845 6443537

e

Subtle, revealing, musical
System dependent

DALI EUPHONIA MS4 LOUDSPEAKER • £ 6999

WE LISTENED TO
Madeline Peyroux, Careless

using the slightly off- axis

Bernstein/Vienna

orientation described. The
bass is well extended and

Philharmonic, Bruckner

even better integrated, and

9 ( COI
Sacred Feast Gaudeamus

this is agenuinely tuneful,
that knows how to drive a

Boulez/Vienna

(SACO)
Rosalyn TureckLIS Bach Goldberg

Philharmonic, Mahler 6 ( CD]

Variations ( CD)

completely integrated and of
apiece when doing so. The

Love ( CO)
-- Tracy Chapman,
Tracy Chapman ( CD)
Tom Waits, Alice ( CDI

SYSTEM USED
•Denon PMA-2000 integrated amplifier

•Nordost Valhalla Reference

•Denon DCD-2000AE SACD/CD player

interconnects and loudspeaker cables

•ECS EA- 2monoblock power amps

•Harmonic Technolcgy interconnects and

•Krell KAV-400xi integrated amp

loudspeaker cables

propulsive loudspeaker, one
song forward, and that sounds

overall effect is relaxed and,
with the right music, relaxing. I
found the speaker suitable for
rock thanks to its integration
and good timing, solo vocal

Above: two drivers cover the hiph

and instrumental because of

frequencies — a10 x55mm ribbon

its negligible coloration; its

'supertweeter' for 15kHz and upward, plus a

way with well- recorded vocal

regular 29mm dome tweeter from 3kHz

ribbon supertweeter, both with

The sandwich construction

material such as the Madeline

compact neodymium magnet

baffle consists of a16mrn outer

Peyroux recording ( try ' Dance

assemblies which allows them
to be placed closer together

layer and a22mm panel behind.
The crossovers are hard- wired,

Me to the End of Love') is
exquisite; and classical thanks

on their common aluminium

screwed or glued to amounting
plate and housed in asealed

to its enormous dynamic range
and unusual transparency.

baseplate (which doubles as

This is a truly tuneful, propulsive
speaker, one that knows how to
drive a song and that sounds
completely integrated and of a piece

This is aspeaker that suited
whatever Iwas listening to
but it's alittle fussy about the
system used to drive it. It will
show only too readily what is
wrong with inadequate sources
and amplifiers, and it worked

a heatsinkl. Dall claims that

cavity to reduce microphony.

particularly well in asystem

the supertweeter is to ensure

Quality bi-wire 4mm binding

that included apair of ECS

posts are fitted, and finish

monoblocks and Harmonic

Above: the main drivers are 160mm

standards are sLperb.
As far as possible, the

Technology cables. The overall
balance is very refined, but

'low loss' designs using long- throw

acoustic design of the MS4

very open, and the music

cones; these double up in the bass

story, but reducing group

is intended to ensure the

has areal physical presence,

delay around the crossover
points appears to be at least
as important. The drive units

polar response is maintained
across the whole of the audio

and is capable of setting up
asoundfield that takes on an

frequency band, giving awider
than usual dispersion. 1
-1-e

independent presence on the

maker recommends placing
the speaker 200mm or so clear
of the rear walls, and pointing

loudspeaker enclosures.
There have never been so
many hot high- end speakers

directly forward, without toe- in.

compatibility with DVD-Audio
and SACD, but even this should
not be taken at face value.
Maybe that's part of the

— two 160mm drivers with
long- fibre lightweight wood/pulp
cones, which double up in the
bass — operate well within
their physical capabilities,

lightweight wood and paper fibre composite

room quite distinct from the

and are electrically rolled out
inside their linear mechanical

Iarrived at this orientation by

but the MS4 offers something
different. It looks different, and

experiment! Inevitably there is

more interesting than many,

operating ranges.

some loss of output from the

but like the Mordaunt-Short

enclosures are built to minimise

distant speaker it sitting off- axis
when using this layout, bat

800D series the shape derives

resonance effects. Internal

on- axis, the perception of depth

directly from function, which

resonances are addressed by

and the sheer rightness of the
sound balance and dynamics

gives it arare integrity visually,
and as it turns cut, sonically. 13

Above: the MS4 is available in three fine

virtue of the irregular enclosure
shape. The shape is achieved

makes apowerfut argument for
positioning without toe- in

u:s1;>1;ZeMililL

cherry, and maple ( pictured abovei

by removing V-shaped slivers of

The unusual- looking

wood from aflat panel of ' multidensity fibres', which is then

Performance 6and the B&W

finishes — alpi shown in the main pictures,

LISTENING

VERDICT

curved into shape, before the
grooves are sealed with glue.

The Euphonia MS4 has atonal

You can hear what this speaker is about with ease. There is nothing pushy

balance that is unlike most

or obvious about the MS4. Just the opposite. It is subtle, even relaxed in its

The overhanging heavyweight

other speakers in its class,

base is made from acrushed

but which is very effective in

demeanour, but it is astonishingly good at showing what is on your recordings,
without unnecessarily pulling them to shreds. It does need care with the design of

granite in apolymer substrate,

its way. It appears to have

the partnering system, and I
haven't fully got to the bottom of this, though the ECS

completing asolid and

amildly ' dished' response,

amps and Harmonic Technology cables clearly have real synergy with the Daft.

surprisingly heavy enclosure.

which is partially corrected
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Performance and Value
The SDA 2175 Semi Digital Power
Amplifier offers:
200W / 8 ohms, 375W / 4ohms
Balanced and single- ended analogue inputs
Treble is sweet and accu -ate.
Bass is tight and controlled
Complete lack of noise
Fully balanced design - all the way to the
speaker terminals
75% less heat than class AB amps
Advanced orotectson circu ts
No relays or fuses in signal path
High quality speaker termnals
Chassis made enPrely from precision
machined aluminium
Virtually immune to speaker back-emf
Vice- like control of speaker cones

"Supremely smooth and well balanced in
every respect, ths amplifier starkly shows
what other soliC-state does wrong.
Brilliantly engineered, it's nothing less than
an epoch-making product.

S

11, IPATI
45NUINT5n

1

2

I
3

,
F_YNGDORF

VERDICT — Outstanding."
WA 2175

Serno Meal Ampl.f.er

Hi Fi World, June 2005

The SDAi 2175 Integrated Amplifier shares the
same impressive power engine and includes:
6 RCA inputs + 1XLR balanced input
Pre- amp output balanced and single- ended
Tape Out
User programmable attenuation for each input
Individual level and balance adjustment for each input
with 0.1 dB steps
4 step display dimmer with programmable time-out
IR remote control
RS 232 connection for software upgrades

LYNG DORE
0870 9 100 100
www.tactaudio.co.uk
www.lyngdorfaudio.co.uk

"Remarkably sophisticated and powerful amplifier that's
subtle but infectiously musical too.
VERDICT — Outstanding."
Hi Fi World, November 2005

TacT/Lyngdorf

DALI

VertexAQ

Stmpo nts:

ExactPower

EquiTech

17
4

5

6

ALNER HAMBLIN SP400 AND SA400 PRE/POWER AMPLIFIER

£495/£795

Power to the

Pe le

The latest application of the sophisticated Tripath ' digital'
amp chip is from aBritish company with long experience in
amp design. It has resulted in apocket- friendly pre/power
combo that's great value for money, says David Alicock

A

lner Hamblin may be

a

The SP400 pre-airnp is built

nunfamiliar name in

into acase measuring 445 x

he world of consumer

95 x330 mm Iwhdlwith, from

audio, but the company has

left to right, source select,

been operating in the pro

volume, and record output

sector since 1977. Owner Dave

controls across the front. The

Alner has worked in both pro

rear panel is home to four

and consumer sectors of the

pairs of line- level inputs, two

audio business for some 40

pairs of tape input/outputs and

years, starting with Radford,

apair of outputs to the power

moving through Nyquist

amplifiers. As for the SA400

and AVI, and most recently

power amp. this is a300W/ch

designing for Ventas. Now he's

design based around the Tripath,

struck out on his own with the

Class Tamplifier modulie, in thi

SP400 passive pre- amplifier

case the TA0105A, and apair

and SA400 power amplifier.

of massive toroidal amplifiers.

DETAILS
Alner Hamblin SP400 and
SA40C pre/power amplifier
£495/E795
www.alnerhamblin.com
0117 9614239
Performance at the price
Speaker sensitive
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LAB TEST

ALNER HAMBLIN SP400 AND SA400 PRE/POWER AMPLIFIER o£495/£795

DETAILS
•

s:1.-1.111

Alner Hamblin

Q

•
Tripatn switching amplifier module

Passive pre- amp means anear- empty

•
ffIE

11

\ln,r Ilan11,111

allows large power delivery from
compact circuitry

box! Unit includes volume pot, rotary
switch and simple PCB to route signal

Both volume and source switching
on SP400 pre-anp are manual- on y
Pre- amp sports just source select, volume, and record outpui controls while the power amp has
SA400 power amp interior is

asingle Plue LED to indicate status. Beneath is pictured are-amps's rear panel, which is home to

dominated by twin toroids, with

tour pairs of line- level inputs, two pairs cif tape input/outputs and apar of outputs to the power

relatively humble heatsinking required

amps Meanwhile, power amp otters switcn to select between stereo and bridged operation

for cool Tripath amp circuit

Its measurements match those

the sound oeirg effortlet„,

Stage depth was also slightly

of the pre- amp while to the

open, natural and fluid - a

foreshortened having less depth

and timing, each dstinct in tne

rear can be found two pairs of

presentation Iassociate with

than that of either the Musical

mix with excellent intelligibility.

binding posts, anIEC power

far more expensive pre- amps

Fidelity A5 or Krell KRC-3.

High frequencies had excellent

input, apair of RCA single-

such as Musical Fidelity's A5.

The main ( imitation between

detail and openness, with air in

ended inputs, apair of XLR

With my Bryston Inoticed a

the SP400 and ts active

the sound that Inear from the

their own personality, tonality

balanced inputs and aswitch
to select between stereo and

Pulling an old favourite off the shelf, irello's ' The

bridged operation, the latter

Race', this amp allowed me to hear every subtle timing

mode advertising acrushing
1.1kW into 8ohm,

adjustment made between the multi- layered bass lines

PRE- AMP

slight constriction of lateral

coun:erparts in my system was

very best components. Cymbals

Istarted by testing the SP400

soundstage plus aslight

its slight dynamic restriction.

and tambourines shimmered

pre- amp, partnered with a

increase in system noise,

While the SP400 was very quick

and were illuminated withou1

Bryston 3B- SST power amp,

:hough I've observed noise

and boasts excellent dynamic

exaggeration or any hardening

and the matching SA400. Initial

previously when the Bryston is

tracking, crescendos lacked a

of the sound.

impressions were very good,

used on its single- ended inputs.

little authority and weight.
I've always found passive

WE LISTENED TO

POWER AMP

pre- amps tc have avery even

In afew bars it was clear this

handed approach across the

amp was more than capable

CDs

frequency band and the Alner

of holding its own aga nst

•Wilson Phillips, Wilson Phillips

was no exception. Bass notes

both reference power amps

[SBK Recyds COP 79 3745 21

were solid and tight bass and

used here. The SA400 was

1.115

displayed extension into the

sonically far closer . nbalance

•Kraftwerk, Minimum Maximum

very ( owest -egisters, allowing

to the Musical Fidelity A5 power

[EMI 24356 06111]

the textures of the instruments

amp, but possessed the kind

•Dave Brubeck Quartet, Time Out

here each to occupy their own

of muscularity and power I'd

[Classic Records CS812]

position in the mix without

only previously heard from big

•Oido, Life For Rept

obscuring or smearing. The

power amplifiers such as the

[Classic Records RTH 2015]

critical midrange had excellent

Bryston 14B- SST or MF kW

•Yell°, Flag

transparency, allowing multiple

750. In terms of sonic balance,

[Mercury 836 778-1]

voices such as those from

it's ahignly neutral amplifier

Wilson Philips to be heard with

and when partnered with the MI
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LUX MAN

www.luxman.com.hk

The AV products which not only providing good AV performance
but also providing good Stereo effect.
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DVA-250 (SACD and
DVD Audio player)

LR 6500 (AV Receiver)

] ' 1rHANNEL AV RECEIVER LR-8500

LR 7500 (AV Receiver)

I LR 8500 (AV Receiver)

LAB TEST

ALNER HAMBLIN SP400 AND SA400 PRE/POWER AMPLIFIER • £495/£795

TWIN TRANSFORMERS
The SA400 power amplifier is based around the Tripath TA0105A circuit. It uses a
pair of 540 VA toroidal transformers, which might well suggest that the amplifier
was operating in dual- mono mode However, this isn't the case here, as the

LAB REPORT

transformers are split between powering the positive and negative rails. The theory
put forward by David Abner is that powering each line with its own transformer

The SP400 passive pre- amp offers
aflat response at full volume

avoids variances in the OV line, which slow down the recovery time of the power
supply This is because the OV line has to re- centre itself after atransient due to it

This falls to -4dB/100kHz with the

being pulled off the 0V reference with the result that recovery time slows down the

(0.035% at 1kHz to - 0.2% at 20kHzI

volume control at 3o'clock (--6dB

overall recovery of the power supply . With two transformers, both with their own CV

together with its output impedance

or half volume) into astandard 20k

which, here, climbs from 0.05 ohm

line, you always have one line locked to OV no matter which line has the transient,
and hence there's no recovery time

ohm load. With longer and higher

in the midrange to 0.5 ohm at 20kHz

capacitance loads, this HF loss will

and -45 ohm at 100kHz.
Overall system response will be

rotation (-0.06dB loss) to 100kHz.

increase with the possible benefit
of curtailing any extreme HF noise
higher- sensitivity ( 90dB/W/1m)
Hyperion HPS- 938 resulted in a
system with seemingly limitless
dynamic range, incredible
speed and real dexterity in the
lower registers. Pulling an old
favourite off the shelf, Vellos
'The Race' from Flag, this

easily discerned, bringing more

from reaching the power amp.

depth and believability to the
performance.

The SA400 is hugely powerful
but showed an unexpected increase

Soundstaging was equally
impressive, the amp showing a

in distortion from 100-200W on its
left channel of up to 7%. The right

broad, well- illuminated stage
with only atouch of narrowing

channel achieved asubstantial

towards the rear and the front

and 750W into 4ohm (800W
dynamic) with distortion ranging

amp allowed me to hear every

of the stage extending ametre

note and every subtle timing
adjustment made between

in front of the plane of the
speakers without pushing sound

the complex, multi- layered

to the listener in aforward,

bass lines. In fact the SA400

oppressive manner. Layering

refused to lose grip, allowing
me simply to turn up the volume
and enjoy the music with little

of images was slightly less
distinct compared to the kW750
and 14B- SST but focus of

consideration for the mechanics

instrumentalists was excellent.

of the electronics between the
vinyl and my ears - ararity at
this price point.
Some digital amplifiers I've
heard can introduce ahardening
in the critical midrange, giving
an unpleasant forwardness
and edge to female vocals. I'm
happy to report the SA400 does
no such damage; Dido's voice

having flicked the bridging
switch to the rear of each unit.
One is able literally to stack the

SOOW

400W

HIN sp
380W

sounding unsubstantial and

Used as monoblocks Iheard
the familiar advantages of even

all the subtleties of the playing
were resolved, with the slightest
touch on the foot pedal being
clearly audible. Timing shifts
between the players could be

layering, with more air being
present around each musician,

Distortion :
IkHF/200W

Manufacturer s
Spec 0.08ohm

1NONs Spec.
11.101
%

0.10 HIN Spec
005uhrn

O0001m

OOS.,

Manufacturers
Seer 007%

VERDICT
However you look at this
combination, it represents

for any speaker system or room
size I
can imagine. While this is a

and, as you would imagine with
this kind of power, an effortless

astonishing value for money. While

'digital' design, it has awelcome

performance regardless of
speaker used CI

the SP400 makes an excellent

lack of any audible switching

pre- amp for £495, and is an ideal
mate with the SA400, there is no

artefacts, and can be thought

COruPETITION
There is very little direct competition at this price offering this kind of power
output. Direct price competition comes most noticeably from Musical Fidelity's
X- P200 with its 120W/ch ( 250W when bridged), while matching the power output
with similar sound quality means looking to the likes of the Musical Fidelity's A5
power amp (£ 1500) or Bryston's 4B- SST 1E2500) All in all this makes the SA400 a
bargain for its combination of sound quality, price and power delivery.
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0.15'.,
Output Impedance

07ohm

02ohm

Spec: 540W

NOW

:Jnr,
—

_
400W

130W

with ahot ' n' heavy high- power
analogue amp.

greater lateral soundstage

Power Output Into / Orr
800W_

manufacture's 1
Spet 31)8W

Life for Rent had her familiar
breathy quality without ever

width, an improvement in

1000W
Powei Output into Bohm

on ' Sand In my Shoes' from

On piano, such as that on Dave
Brubeck Quartet's ' Take Five',

com/avtech

power bandwidth. The inductive
filter network, which is

05ohm

sounded rich and sumptuous.

see www.milleraudioresearch.

from 0.035-0.3% over much of the

amplifiers on top of each other
-aconfiguration impossible

opaque, while her lower notes

influenced by your cable choice and
the impedance trend of the speaker
employed. For the full lab report

380W into 8ohm (405W dynamic)

MONOBLOCKS
There was more to come. Iwas
supplied with asecond SA400
to enable me to use the power
amps as monoblocks after

part- and- parcel of all PWM
amplifiers, also tends to increase
the amplifier's HF distortion

JANUARY 2006

doubt in my mind that the SA400

of as ahighly efficient analogue
amplifier. This new product range

deserves something far superior.

from Abner Hamblin is sure to make

With its power, absolute stability,
and sound quality, the SA400

many friends, and I
would firmly
recommend that you shortlist both

will find ahome in any system.

products to audition if you are

This amplifier is asuperb stereo
amplifier, and in bridged monoblock

looking for amplification under
£2000. This is astunning debut and

power form is powerful enough

I
look forward to more...

A gift to music.
Definitive Audio offers you afresh and focused way of
choosing asophisticated sound for your home.
Our service is bespoke, our philosophy is unique and our
reputation peerless. The systems we create are infused with
an elusive quality that will expand your musical horizons.
We use ajudicious selection of the world's most artful and
ingenious creations, including the beautiful, beguiling Living
Voice loudspeakers from England and Kondo KSL
electronics from Japan.
Complete systems from: £5,000.

LIVING VOICE

OBX R2
www.livingvoice.co.uk Tel. +44 (0) 115 973 3222 Email. shout@livingvoice.co.uk

47 LABORATORY 4716 SHIGARAKI CD TRANSPORT & 4715 DAC, 47 LABORATORY 4717 SHIGARAKI INTEGRATED AMPLIFIER,
47 LABORATORY 4722 REFERENCE LENS MONITOR SPEAKERS,
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If you don't want to go to the
ends of the earth to find the
right product and you don't
want to pay the earth, maybe
you should take atrip to New
Malden in Surrey
For 30 years or more we've
been stocking, demonstrating
and advisiig on the very best
hi-fi equipment.
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Unilet Sound and Vision Ltd.
35 High Street, New Malden,
Surrey KT3 4BY
Tel: 020 8942 9567
Fax: 020 8336 0820
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Even bigger savings when you buy
2 or more magazines online.
Over 70 to choose from.

*
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CP 8872 II
4-way system: 2n8" low- bass woofers, T woofer
2' soft dome midrange and l' Be dome tweeter
sensitivity: 90 dB

@ 1watt

/ 1m

nominal impedance: 4ohms

With the music.

frequency response (-3dB): 25 Hz - 30 kHz
power handling: 200 watts
crossover frequencies: 150 Hz, 1.3 kHz and 3.5 kHz
weight: 92.7 kgs ( including base)

The new Usher Dancer II Beryllium.

aimensions (w rd xh): 32 cm x96 cm o152 cm

CP 8871 II
3-way system: 2x8 low-bass woofers

7. mid- low woofer, and

1' Be dome tweeter

sensitivity: 90 dB @ 1watt / 1m
nominal impedance: 4ohms
frequency response (- 3dB): 28 Hz - 30 kHz
power handling: 150 watts
crossover frequencies: 300 Hz and 2.5 kHz
weight: 77.5 kgs ( including base)
dimensions (w udxh): 32 cm x85 cm x137 cm

CP 8571 II
3-way system: 8- low-bass woofers

7. mid-low woofer,

and V' Be dome tweeter

sensitivity: 87 dB @ 1watt / 1m
nominal impedance: 8ohms
frequency response (-3dB): 30 Hz - 30 kHz
power handling: 100 watts
crossover frequencies:. 220 Hz and 2.2 kHz
weight: 51.7 kgs (including base)
dimensions (modo h): 32 cm x60 cm x112 cm
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Tel/Fax: B 443 231458

Mob:07968 272614

Web:www.hiaudio.co.uk
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WiseWords

IN MY OPINION

Problems of sound
in asmall room
Are you const3ntly resetting the volume knob when listening
in asmall, space to music with wide dynamics? This month
John Crabbe takes afresh look at the issues involved
Nir yNov 03 piece
touched upon
the loudness
limitations imposed by small
listening rooms. Restrictions,
that is, arising from what I
characterized as the 'sonic
claustrophobia' experienced
when music intended for
large spaces is heard at levels
reaching 90dB or more in
surroundings cursed with
A54m'

closely packed early reflections.
In these, passages that would

listening room

sound glorious in the concert

(20 x12 x8ft)
dwarfed by

hall tend to be distressing.

Manchester's

Now the wide-ranging

24,000m'

Science of Sound has come to

Bridgewater Hatt

light [ Rossing/Moore/Wheeler,
San Francisco 2002], abook
which not only draws attention

replay of such naterial should

indicates between sound levels

the perceived loudness range

to the problem, but provides a

be made easily adjustable to

appropriate to spaces of 35m 3

should be unchanged. But this

diagram plotting the highest

match personal circumstances.

and 100m 3,as these capacities

is amere whimsical conjecture,

acceptaole levels in locations

And Idid suggest giving

are remarkably close to those of

so I've been delving into the

ranging from small rooms to

headphones atry. Assuming

the two rooms 'mentioned in my

psychoacoustic literature and

concert halls. This makes it

ambient thresholds of 30dB

Nov ' 03 article, where listeners

find that investigations have

At levels reaching 90dB or more in
surroundings cursed with closely
packed early reflections, passages
that would sound glorious in the
concert hall tend to be distressing

opted for an average room- to-

had to rely on persons with

room difference of 3dB!

one normal ear and one with
loudness problems.

RELATED IDEA

Yet this at least enables

While that finding concerned

subjects to report on and

an easily conducted amateur

explain the differences, and

experiment, arelated idea

it transpires that attenuated

with which I've been toying

inter- threshold decibel spans

and 35dB for home and mil

looks less tractable. This is

are indeed accompanied by an

move I've been contemplating

respectively, the diagram in

anotion that the subjective

offsetting increase of sensitivity

in response to recent cries for

the book registers maximum

space between lower and upper

to small changes in sound level.

help from elderly acquaintances

SPLs of 85dB in a 100m: room

thresholds fie the listener's

confined to smallish rooms,

and 105dB in abig venue,

internally perceived dynamic

manages to compensate for

whose poor acuity at low sound

giving dynamic spans of 55dB

range] remains constant despite

any impairment of musical

levels and awish to avoid the

and 70dB. The latter figure

any decline in acuity due to

dynamics remains obscure,

above effects at climaxes has

represents the traditional

presbyacusis or the bunching

while there are so many other

found them constantly resetting

extreme for classical music.

of higher levels known as

variables at work, that without

the volume control when playing

But the more modest 55dB is

loudness recruitment. Silence

somehow directly experiencing

music with wide dynamics.

actually adequate in practice

is silence, so however small

what happens in another
person's mind, we can't really

easier to revive the subject, a

Now, I'm not criticising

Though to what extent this

for most music most of the

the sound pressure span may

record companies for delivering

time. Especially intriguing

become between subjective zero

know. But neither can we know

the full dynamics of large-scale

for me, though, is the 3.5dB

and what is by all accounts a

what others hear as C- sharp or

music. I'm simply pleading that

differential which the graph

substantially constant ceiling,

see as Cherry Red. CI
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Classient

Just for the
'cord..
Denon's DL- 103 was the first moving- coil
cartridge to come out of Japan. Released
commercially in 1970 today it remains the
entry-level m- cdesign. Ken Kessler chronicles
the life of the cartridge that launched high- end
audio on the m- cpath

W

rap your mind
around this one:
as various hi-fi

companies boast about their

organisation for supervising
the sales of the recorders. In
1912, the company merged
with Japan- US Recorders

longevity - ' We're 35!' ' We're

Manufacturing, the merger

50!' - Denon celebrated its

creating afirm able to supply

95th birthday last year. It was

both software and hardware,

founded in 1910 by aYank

while integrating manufacturing

named Frederick Whitney Horn,

and sales. The term ' Columbia'

Recorders Mfg,

an entrepreneur who imported

became part of the name

established in 1939. The

machine tools, starting in 1896.

when the company entered

company was developing and

He also imported early record

into aventure with the record

manufacturing turntables and

of 1941, the real

playe-s - I'm guessing cylinders

company Columbia, in 1927.

cartridge tape- recorders for

antecedent arrived

-so that by 1907 he had set up

A year later, Japan Columbia

the NHK and other broadcast

in 1950, with the
monaural moving-

Denon was founded in 1910 by a Yank named Frederick
Whitney Horn, an entrepreneur who imported machine

coil for the soon- toarrive LP, the PUC-3,
which even ahalf- century

tools. He also imported early record players...

on looks like acontemporary

Nippon Chikuonki Shokai ( Japan

Recorders was set up, and the

stations. The DL- 103 was the

attention of broadcasters, who

Recorders Corporation), and

company was renamed ' Nippon

object of R&D with NHK before

in turn adopted the PUC-3 as a

bud: afactory in 1909, along

Columbia' in 1946, after WWII.

Den- On merged with Nippon

standard. By 1952, .3ovancement

Columbia. It was completed

in LP technology saw ademand

during the year of the merger.

for better tracking aliIy, so

cartridge. The LP attracted the

with astudio to commence his
own recording activities.
In 1910, he began

In 1947, the company
assimilated Japan Denki Onkyo,
or Den- On, finally Denon. The

Denon released the PUC-4L.

manufacturing recorders as

latter was agroup of engineers

MONAURAL PUC-3

Japan Recorders Corporation.

involved with professional

Although its most primitive

This was the forerunner of

audio equipment, its origins

roots can be found in the

Nippon Columbia, set up as an

dating back to Japan Electric

monaural MI type cartridge
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"With the LP maturing through
1957-1960 and NHK having
established an FM station.
•
the two- channel PUC-713 was

DENON DL- 103

THE DENON
DL- 103
VARIANTS
Hardcore ' Denon-philes will probably
find this checklist incomplete,
as the company had apenchant
for producing limited editions for
the home market. Establishing
adefinitive list would be as
monumental atask as accounting
for all of the LS3/5A variants made
exclusively for the Far East. That
aside, this gives you some idea of the
cartridge's basic versatility.
DL- 103 ( 1970)
First consumer version
DL- 103S ( 1974)
Higher compliance
DL- 103D ( 1977)
Elliptical stylus,
frequency response to 65kHz
DL- 103/1.11 (
1978)
15th Anniversary commemorative,
improved tracking
DL- 10311(1981)
Not acartridge but a
dedicated headshell
DL- 103 Gold ( 1982)
20th Anniversary model, gold
DL- 103m (
1983)
Body re- style
DL-103LC ( 1985)
LC-OFC wiring, 75th
Anniversary Commemorative
DL-103LCII (
1986)
[C- DEC copper

oi•

DL-103SL ( 1989)
Change of materials and
styling, limited edition
DL-103GL ( 1990) High- purity
gold wire, just 2,000 examples

As the stereo LP took off in Japan so
did Denon's DL- 103 moving- coil cartridge,
shown here in its first consumer incarnation

DL- 103c1 ( 1991)
LC-OFC

[above, left] and higher- compliance version [ top]

DL-103FL (
19931
developed
to deal with
the arrival of the

1958, to immediately favourable
—and fanatical — response.
As for the DL- 103 proper, its

faithful reproduction. The very

Fine- line stylus

first example exhibited the
squared- off body, widely- space

DL- 103R (
1994)

stereo LP. Its virtues included

birth- date is 1964, developmen"

pins and the open channels

99.9999% ( 6N) copper

20Hz-20kHz response and a

starting wholly in co-operation

for the mounting screws that

wire, output voltage of

tracking force of only 4g. The

with NHK's Technical Research

remain to this day. It was ready

0.25mV, 14 ohm impedance

stereo LP arrived in Japan in

Laboratories, its goal being

for regular use by 1965.

ID
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DENON DL- 103

part cantilever, the telescoped

which reached its apotheosis

sections cancelling resonance
and lowering the mechanical

with the sublime DL- 103D. It

impedance over the entire

with awide range of step-ups

frequency range.

or phono stages, especially with

To keep the mass low, the
DL- 103 employs across- shaped

Among the NHK's chief

the AudioValve Sunilda, both
of which allowed me to play

it, with the separate left and

around with loadings. But do

right coils wound around it,

start with 100 ohm and take

ensuring that the channel

it from there; you may wish to

balance is within 1.5-2dB.

increase the load, even up to

All of this is housed in a
body that's amodel of user-

200 or 400.

friendliness - bar the screw

Fluid damping isn't essential,
and the conical stylus takes the

slots. And then as now, each
cartridge is hand- assembled

alignment fetishism, but the

and individually tested, arriving

tracking angle is critical, and

with its own test print-out.

it sounded best every time
with the top of the cartridge

concerns was tne degree of
UR separation. The NHIK felt

capable cartridges; the DL- 113 was born

Denon's hand, so it released
it for public consumption

for stereophonic broadcasting,

while above I
OkHz, the goal

the limitations of cutting heads

15dB. The DL- 103 surpassec

-inadvertently launching one of
the most successful and beloved

was

the Audio Research PH- 5and

armature with adamper behind

Advancements in LD technology increased
the demand among broadcasters tor floe

that while 30dB was required

was ano-brainer to optimise it

In 1970, the demand for
DL- 103s from audiophiles forced

pressure off anally-retentive

body parallel to the LP. Set up
properly, it will track so securely
that you won't believe you're
using aconical stylus. Best
of all, it seems to lower the
noise on worn records, while its

At under £ 100, and working magically in a Rega arm, the
Denon DL- 103 has to be the entry-level m- c cartridge...

only obvious sacrifices against
fine- lines and ellipticals is the
retrieval of minute detail.

buy one now before it goes the way of the Shure V15
SHUDDER TO THINK
and the LP itself led the NHK to

this easily with 25dB separaticn.

more reasonable demands of
the DL- 103.

Also specified was aconical
stylus of 16.5 micron ( 0.65mm)

In the frequency ranae of
1Hz-5kblz, separation above
20dB was deemed adequate,

cartridges ever made. Here we
are in 2006, and this 42- year-

Complaints? The tracking force

old cartridge ( or 36- year- old,

Istill detest the open slots for
the long screws - Ishudder to

diameter to cope with both

if you want to start with the

mono andstereo records,
attached to alight alloy two-

commercial version) has anew
lease on life as the Cartridge
Designate of the Funk turntable.
However, while the Denon

ORIGINAL DL- 103 SPECIIFICATIONe

DL- 103 must rate among the
ten best - and most important
-cartridges of all-time, Iwill

any Koetsu, an early Supex and

admit that it had slipped into the

precious few other cartridges

less- accessed recesses of my

so good that they fight amongst

memory banks until afresh one
arrived with the review sample

each other for your needle- time.
At under £ 100, and working

of the Funk turntable [ see HFN

magically in aRega arm, it

Nov ' 05]. Iwas so taken with

has to be - after 35 years - the
entry-level m- ccartridge. In

love with it all over again. It
was ablessed trip back to 1979
for me, when Iheard my first
May

ng-coil

(
1oomiz ra 50mm/sec

think how many DL- 103 bodies
were deformed by overzealous
screw- tightening. That aside,
this is one to add to astable
containing the Decca London
(maroon or gold), the Shure V15,

it that Ibought one, falling in

Cartridge type:

of 2.5g never bothered me, but

real terms, it costs less now
than in 1970, so you're entitled
to think of it as ablessing, a

DL- 103, in an SME 3009 on a

mitzvah, in these days of the

Technics SP- 10.

99p litre of petrol. So take my

Output %oltage:

0.1V

Channel separation.

SECOND TIME AROUND

goes the way of the Shure V15.

Frequency response:

>25dB ( 1kHz)
21-1z-45kHz

This time, Ienjoyed it both

Or, even more likely, before

Impedance:

«ohms ± 20% 11kHz)

pre- installed on the Funk V

Denon realises what it's worth

Load resistance:

103 ohms or higler

and straight out of the box in

and quadruples the price CI

Compliance:

5.,110 - 6cm/dpe (with reccril measurement.

an SME Series Varm on the

Stylis profile:

Conical

SME 10 turntable, as well as

Stylis radius:

lé 5micron ( 0.6-5 mils)

in the Trio LO- 7D with its own

StyLis pressure:

23g, +/- 0.3g

arm. The Denon proved warm

Aclassic tuner in the form of the

Mass:

85g

and inviting, and with that

Sequerra Model 1Broadcast Monitor

hizontal direction)

advice: buy one now, before it

cavernously wide soundstage
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Talkinflechnical

Sonic
Shakedown
Protecting CD players from external vibrations
using aftermarket supports, spikes and stands
can certainly pay dividends in terms of improved
sound. But why? Keith Howard looks at the
usual explanations before conducting some
experiments of his own...

W

It turned out to be wishful

hen the era of
domestic digital audio

introduction, its susceptibility to

from the disc should mostly be

thinking. Far from being

external vibration still has the

perfect once error correction

began in 1982/3 with

immune to external vibration,

capacity to astonish.

has been applied, so changes

the launch of Compact Disc,

CD players proved to be equally

another era was supposed

sensitive to it in their own way.

READING ERRORS

to occur because the player's

to end. Idon't mean by this

Hence the plethora of support

The favoured explanation for

tracking and focusing servos

the demise of LP as such but

tables and other isolation

this occurrence has always

have to work harder than they

audio's salvation from the effect

devices that still adorn the hi-fi

focused ( bad pun( on the

would in perfectly quiescent

of external vibration, which had

accessories market.

transport mechanism. In the

conditions. Their increased

very worst case, vibration might

current draw modulates the

dogged analogue disc replay

Such products can elicit

in sound quality are presumed

throughout its history. In its

remarkable improvements in

cause reading errors tnat result

power supply voltage, and this

crudest form this sensitivity

CD sound, as Iwas forcibly

in the player error concealing

can elicit audible consequences

manifested itself as the groove

reminded at HFATs Hi -Fi &

(interpolating( missing data.

elsewhere in the circuitry of the

A benefit of digital audio, or so we supposed, was that
it would banish the subtle effects of acoustic feedback
and spare us the hand-wringing over support tables

CD player.
When Ispoke to Ed Meitner
of EMM Labs in 2001 EHFAI, July
'011 about his pioneering use
of deep cryogenic treatment,
he told me of his experiments

skipping that would result from

Home Entertainment Show

But this is agross effect, not

into CD vibration effects. ' If

an inadvertent nudge of the

last September. At closed door

something that should afflict

you put aCD player into an

turntable or passing footfalls

demonstrations on the Saturday

any stationary optical disc player

anechoic chamber, in front

on asuspended floor, but this

afternoon, Imarvelled with

in normal use. At lower levels

of aloudspeaker, and sweep

wasn't something to which CD

the rest of the audience at a

of vibration the data recovered

frequency you will find avicious

was entirely immune.

staggering improvement in

Give any optical disc player

the clarity and organisation of

afirm enough whack and it too

the sound elicited by placing a

will skip, albeit without the risk

Stillpoints Component Stand

of damage to the disc. The real

under the system's CD player.

benefit of digital audio in this
respect, or so we supposed,

Many members of the six
audiences Istood behind in a

was that it would banish the

succession of demonstrations

lower- level, more subtle effects

vocalised their surprise when

of acoustic feedback from the

they learnt what had elicited

speakers and thereby spare us

the transformation, and Idon't

the hand- wringing over support

blame them. It was not achange

tables that was just becoming a

that could be called subtle.

major theme of audiophile life.

More than 20 years after CD's
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Stilipoints Component Stands, arecent spur for investigating vibration effects on CD players

peak in the focus servo current
around 800Hz, very high Q. The
disc resonates and the focus

CDSD/DAC6e two- box CD/SACD

and it doesn't cause jitter'Even

different. Yet there has been

player [
HEN Dec ' 05].

printed circuitboards are

little attempt to quantify how

affected by vibration because

much of it is generated when
playing music in circumstances
rather than with synthetic

'Another thing that is

wants to follow it. This current

influenced by mechanical

demand modulates the power

vibration is the crystal oscillator.

you have piezo-electric events
through bending. That's why in

supply and generates jitter,

In the old days we got crystals in

our two- channel converter any

which is influenced by the
acoustic energy going to the

ametal can and that itself was
very resonant. So we had he

CD player from the speakers.

resonance of the chassis, that

Since it's around 800Hz, we
have this problem with female

of the board and that of the can.
It's very difficult to sort all that

voices. If you know someone
who can sing in that frequency
range, very loud, they can shut

out. Ionce made arecording

CD players down ( because once

in the room [where the CD

focus is lost, the CD player
can't recover)'.
But this isn't the only way
in which vibration can affect
optical disc players, as Meitner
explained when Ispoke to him
asecond time recently, while
preparing the review of his

representative of normal use,

Jitter has been widely credited with
being the root cause of why many
CD players sound different
long analogue connections are
not via aPCB trace but awire'.

signals on the test bench. Ed

player was operating]. There

EXTERNAL VIBRATION

jitter incorrectly all this time,

were some situations where

Ever since jitter ( see panel)
became aheadline issue in

even with test signals, because
equipment's susceptibility to

of the song within the jitter.
Luckily, today we can get crystal

digital audio around 15 years

external vibration has not been
stirred into the test procedure.

oscillators that are embedded

with being the roo Lcause of

in atiny ceramic chip. You can
hit them with asledgehammer

why many CD players and

is indeed the case, Idecided

other digital sources sound

to try to reproduce Meitner's

from our jitter analyser on a
cassette while playing music

you could hear the words

Meitner's findings suggest that
perhaps we've been measuring

ago it has been widely credited

To try to establish if this
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Fig 1. Spectrum of 11.025kHz, - 3dBFS test tone on same
The same was true in the case of the

Fig 2. Spectrum of the test signal of Fig 1after computer

horizontal and vertical scales as following graphs. NB, tone

Meridian 508.24 CD player, despite the

processing to simulate jitter of 50 picoseconds RMS at

is undithered, so noise floor is off the bottom of the scale

frequencies of 500Hz, 1kHz, 1.5kHz, 2kHz and 2.5kHz

fact that it's some eight years old now

Arcam Delta Black Box fared far worse,

tone is shown in Figure 1,

peak, at spacings corresponding

channel analogue output playing

using the same vertical and

to the jitter frequencies, and

the test disc and to generate a

horizontal scales as for the

with an amplitude of about

test signal that was replayed

figures which follow. Zero on the
frequency scale corresponds

-115dBFS. This confirms the

through aloudspeaker placed

amazing sensitivity of this type

close to the player. Sound

even though its converter chip is isolated

to 11.025kHz, which puts the
test tone right in the middle of

on an island' on the main circuitboard

the spectrum. Frequenc.es of

high degree of FFT averaging

somewhat with frequency due

up to plus or minus 3kHz are

to suppress the noise floor, can

to standing wave effects in the

of jitter measurement which,

pressure level at the player

using 24- bit recording and a

was around 105dB ( varying

results, albeit in my listening

accommodated either side, so

identify jitter components down

room rather than in an anechoic

that the spectrum covers 8.025

room], which is substantially

to less than 10 picoseconds.

chamber. The test setup was

higher than would usua4 be

to 14.025kHz overall.

simple. First Igenerated atest

Figure 2shows what happens

signal comprising an 11.025kHz

if we introduce some jitter to

sine wave at an amplitude of

this test signal, in this case

-3dBFS, and burnt it to CD- R

using computer simulation.

for replay. High amplitude,

Five frequencies of sinusoidal

high- frequency tones are the

jitter ( 500Hz, lkHz, 1.5kHz, 2kHz
and 2.5kHz) were applied to

most sensitive test of jitter
because the sidebands which
appear on either side of the test

produce this spectrum, each at
an amplitude of 50 picoseconds

Measurements were taken
from three players - aMeridian
508.24 CD player, Arcam DV89

experienced in normal listening
Each payers output was
recorded wth and without the

If you know someone who can sing
around 800Hz, very loud, they can
shut CD players down... that's why
female voices are a problem

tone are of higher amplitude

RMS, which is equivalent to

DVD player and the Meridian

than they would be with a

half of one ten- thousandth of

combined with an old Arcam

lower frequency or amplitude,

if the v.brations from it had any

amillionth of asecond. As you

effect on tne measured jitter
were used to bombard the

making them easier to detect.

can see, the resulting sidebands

Delta Black Box outboard DAC
-using aLynx L22 sound card

A spectral analysis of the test

appear either side of the central

both to record the player's right

if

3k

relative freqk.ency iHi

loudspeaker operating, to see

performance. Various signals

•

Digital audio operates by sampling the amplitude of

modulation. So unlike quantisation error, which has

the original waveform at precise time intervals during

no analogue equivalent, jitter is something broadly

recording, and reproducing the sampled amplitudes at

CD players, or have had the opportunity to experiment

exactly the same time intervals on reply. Only if each

familiar from the pre- digital era. Wow and flutter in
analogue tape recorders, the same in cutting lathes

with different clocking provisions within the same

sample is measured and expressed at precisely the

and turntables, and Doppler distortion in loudspeakers

equipment, as was the case when Ireviewed the EMM
Labs CDSD/DAC6e. Typically the immovements heard In

from fitting improved, lower-jitter master clocks to

right instant will the recording and replay processes

all have abroadly similar effect and are present at

capture and reconstruct the signal accurately. Any

these instances are obvious.

alevel which is generally very much higher than the

temporal errors - termed jitter - will change the wave

jitter in high quality digital audio equipment.

So what makes jitter audible at much lower levels
than predicted? One of the key issues is likely to be

shape and thereby introduce distortion.
The nature of this distortion - just as with analogue

This suggests that the jitter in such equipment

signal- or signal data- dependence, where the pattern

should be inaudible, and the few attempts to ascertain

of jitter varies in accordance with the signal or its

the subjective significance of jitter scientifically

generally frequency modulation, although there is

digital representation. This can potentially occur

have reached that same conclusion. But anecdotal

asecond manifestation of jitter that occurs with

through avariety of mechanisms, outlined in the text,

evidence indicates otherwise. Many audiophiles have
experienced the changes in sound quality that result

external vibration from loudspeakers.

timing errors in the form of wow and flutter - is

some digital converters which results in amplitude
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including equipment susceptibility to the effects of
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Fig 4. As Fig 3with same 750-850flz sine- wave sweep but

Fig 5. As Fig 3but now fcr the Mendian 508.24 in combination

spectrum measured in quiet room; red trace, jitter spectrum

this time using an Arcam DV89 CND player to replay the test

with an Arcam Delta Black Box ( top panel removed( and over a

when player exposed to 30- second sweep at high SPL

disc under the sama conditions

sweep range of 125Hz to 500Hz

Fig 3. Meridian 508.24 CD player: light blue trace shows jitter

are clear effects on the jitter
spectrum, with peaks at plus

pressure level to which it was

recollections that its Philips
TDA1541 D- to- A converter chip

and minus 518Hz. Exposing

than would usually be the case

:he Black Box to asteady tone

in normal use; these jitter levels

was notoriously sensitive to

players, as will be described.

Box outboard DAC to use with

Ibegan by measuring the

the Meridian was prompted by

Meridian and Arcam players,
using alinear swept sine wave
of 30 seconds duration running

being exposed was much higher

from 750 to 850Hz, to see if this

vibration. indeed, Arcam went

at this frequency gave the
spectrum of Figure 7, where

are way below experimentally

would provoke the circa-800Hz

to the trouble of isolating it in

the vibration- induced jitter

Black Box is an old, outmoded

disc resonance found by Ed

Ed Meitner's findings suggest that perhaps we've been
measuring jitter incorrectly all this time, even with test
signals, because equipment's susceptibility to external
vibration has not been stirred into the test procedure

Meitner. The results are shown
in Figures 3and 4respectively,
the light blue spectrum in the
foreground representing the
result when the loudspeaker
was not operating, and the red

determined thresholds; and the

the Black Box by placing it on an
'island' within the main circuit

sidebands are now of even

design whose point of vibration

showing the result when the

higher amplitude oecause they

weakness is almost certainly the

speaker was active.

beard that is detachec around

are no longer being diluted

defunct TDA1541.

most of its perimeter, like a

across aswept frequency range.

minimal, suggesting little if any

moated castle.
Removing the Black Box's

HARD EVIDENCE

suppressed vibration- induced

effect from the loudspeaker.

top plate and standing it on end

Here is hard evidence that CD

•itte- effects to insignificant

Sweeps from 125-500Hz and

atop the Meridian to expose it

players can indeed be affected

levels. Tnis makes it more

from 500Hz to 2kHz were also
applied to the Meridian and

more fully to the loudspeaker

by vibration. But let's put this

difficult to explain why support

gave the results shown in

in context. The effect was

tables like the Stillpoints can

Arcam players, again with little

Figures 5and 6, for sweeps of

substantially redixed when

have such remarkable effects on

visible effect.
Digging out an old Black

125-500Hz and 500Hz-"..5kHz

the Black Box's top panel was

sound quafity. It's one of audio's

respectively. This time there

replaced IFigure 81; the sound

many unresolved mysteries

spectrum in the background

In both cases the differences
between the two spectra are

Fig 6. As Fig 5but for asweep range of 500Hz to 2kHz

Fig 8. The effect of replacing the lid on the Black Box: light

Fig 7. As Fig 5but at afixed frequency of 518Hz

blue hace lid closed, reo trace lid removed
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If you've got anagging hi-fi problem that you just can't solve - fear not!
All the answers are here from our willing and able panel of experts...
MEET THE PANEL...

Changing phases

KEN KESSLER
US -born Ken

Q

Kessler is
'the Hunte -

anti- phase crossovers (' Phase Change', HEN,
July 20051.1 have difficulty hearing astereo

of the physically compact Uni 0tweeter The

S. Thomps3n

image and wonder if the modern coaxial driver

midrange is generally regarded as being agood

Thank you for the illumination on

the increased slope suits the natural response

of hi-fi*

speakers leg KEF Uni -Q and Tannoy Arenal

and writes

employ anti- phase crossovers?

exclusively

Chris Hartgroves, by e-mail

thing but that's not to say there's afundamental
problem with the anti-phase tweeter connection in
a2nd- order network. With a2nd- order crossover

for Hi Fi News as our
Senior Contributing Editor.
Watch out for answers with
attitude'
STEVE HARRIS

p

A

the driver summation is happening over awider
Q&A guest panellist Keith Howard replies:

frequency range which can give asmoother

asked KEF and Tannoy what crossovers they use.

integration between the units. The total phase

Tannoy told me, ' We use 4th- order alignments

shift [or group delay] is less through a2nd- order

but you won't find that crossover topology inside

crossover and this can enhance the image scale,"

the speakers, with two capacitors

Steve Harris is

and two inductors per section. This

the Consul'ant

is because the drive units have

Editor of HrFi

their own filter characteristics that

News and

add to the crossover components.

edited the title

We end up with 4th- order acoustic

between l'Sti36

alignments. These give the classical

and mid- 20:05.

sharp cancellation [when the drivers
are connected] out of phase and

ie has probably forgotten
more about hi-fi than mcst

in-phase connection of the tweeter relative to the

Feature

Phase

change

EesF.'i•

Your speaker's deme unds may be connected out
of ease It em't faulty - rt leas designed en wey.
But ask% et. Smartt es ems really agood NW

perfect addition in phase.'

of us can remember...

KEF responded: 'For Uni Q
systems the choice has been

PAUL MILLER
Paul Miller is

between 2nd- and 4th- order, with
apreference for 4th- order because

the inventor of
Hi Fi News' tab
test equipment
-the QC
Suite - and

Best budget cartridge?

was recently
appointed Technical Director

Q

of the magazine. Paul is also

640a amp, Azure 640p phono amp, Dunlop

awhizz at all aspects of AV
technology.

Systemdek II turntable with Linn LVX

ANDREW HARRISON

cable. The Systemdek is arecent addition

My system is aCambridge Audio Azure

tonearm, Mordaunt Short 914 speakers
bi-wired with QED Silver Anniversary

Andrew

as Iwant to return to vinyl. However I

Harrison joined

need acartridge to complete the package,

Hi Fi News

and this is the problem. The cartridges I

as Technical

remember - Rega Bias, Linn K9, A&R P77,

Editor eight

Nagaoka MP11 Boron - are probably old

years ago

hat now. Can you recommend acartridge? MM

and has

or MC. My budget is between £ 20 and £ 100 and I

been Deputy Editor of the

like adetailed mid- range.

magazine for five years. Fe's

Mick Golden, Lancashire

agoldmine of informatior
about music, hi-fi and all
things audio.

A Ken Kessler replies:

Its gotta be the Denon DL103 - available for

under £ 100. If you're in any doubt turn to pages 64-66 of this magazine!'
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READER QUERIES

Spreading speakers
Q

Can you tell me if it's possible to connect

Cottoning on
Q

but for those AV moments, switch to the unity- gain

Ivery much enjoyed

one set of speakers to two separate systems?
Icurrently have my stereo system set up in my

(aka OdB, or pass- through) input. The volume control

the recent Hi -Fi Show pver

on the hi-fi system is now out of circuit, and the

at Heathrow - Ken Kessler's

listening room and Iwish to add ahome theatre

overall system volume is controlled by the AV unit.

Pick of the Show talk with

capability but don't want to compromise my
stereo system. Therefore Iwish to keep the AV

Michael Fremer of Stereophile

If your regular hi-fi doesn't have aunity- gain

was aparticular highlight.

input,

system completely separate up to the main front

then you can

speakers. Clearly Idon't wish to have two sets of

contrive the

One question
however: Ken played

CI>

aBilly Cotton track

same effect

left & right speakers.

with aspare

from aSee For Miles

amplifier outputs for both systems to one set of

line- level

C5 label vinyl album.

speakers on the assumption that at all times only

input

Could you please ask

one of the power amps would be in operation at

-plug the

him if he can give me

any one time, or would there be some form of

processor's

signal problem? Or are there any high quality

front

A/B switches that could be employed?

speaker

Paul Radford, by e-mail

line output

Would it be possible to connect the power

into the

A

SURROUND •

any other details? I
CD

appreciate

MAW SON.,

hi-fi amp's

Andrew Harrison replies: There is a

the serial number
of the album and

that it

CINEMA FROM TWO AMPS

is long
deleted,

system with asurround- sound AV system... and it

spare input, switch to this input, turn up the
volume to around the three o'clock position and then

but this should

doesn't even require two different power amps to
drive the front channels. First, you need ahi-fi

calibrate the relative levels of the multi- channel

help me track

speaker system as you would when setting- up a5.1

it down.

pre- amp or integrated that has a 'unity gain' input.

system. Make anote of the volume setting so you

Chris Wright,

This input will take the front L/R output 'pre- our

can return to this point each time you go cinema.

by e-mail

recommended way to combine ahigh- quality music

from an AV sound processor, to route it to the front

But be very careful with this configuration: always

speakers, as if that hi-fi amp was now merely

switch to the home-made 'unity-gain input first

A

astereo power amp. Centre, surround and sub

before turning the hi-fi amp's volume fully up, and

problem - the album was Wakey

channels are routed through the AV processor and

when coming out of this AV input, make sure to turn

Wa key by the Billy Cotton Band,

its amps as normal. For regular music use you

the volume all the way down first, to avoid playing a

C5 Records (cat no. C5 513)'.

would select the usual turntable, CD or tuner inputs;

stereo source at speaking- destroying volume'.

Ken Kessler replies: 'No

Quad fit Linn additions
Q

Ihave aQuad 33/303 amp

with FM3 tuner and aLinn
LP12 turntable. Could you
recommend asuitable pair of
speakers and aCD player to
accompany these?
Chris Hedges, by e-mail

Q I
hope you

can help me.

I'm trying to get information

A
A

Steve Harris replies: '
Going

Ken Kessler replies: As

you haven't given me abudget

by the information you provide

to go by, I'd try the following

acompany called Grand which

Ithink you probably mean a

speakers - the PMC DB1+,

was based up in Hampshire,

company called Grant- Lumley

Stirling Broadcast's LS3/5A V2

Ihave been left with these

-which is long gone, I'm afraid.

(pictured here), or the Spendor

items and would like to know

In their day, they were highly

S3/5E. As for CD players I'd look

more about them. Is the

regarded, rugged valve amps.

at the Musical Fidelity X-RAY

company is still going and how
much are they worth?

As to the amps' value? Well, it's

v3, the Quad 99CDP, and the

abuyer's market - e- Bay might

Marantz SA- 15S1. Also check

Ian Holmes, by e-mail

be your answer'.

our Hot 100f

,on an amplifier IG200 AMS) by

GOT A QUESTION?
If you have any hi-fi or AV query you can e-mail your question marked ' CI&A' to hi-finewslaipcmedia.com. Alternatively you can just
'snail mail' us at: Hi Fi News, IPC Media, Leon House, 233 High Street, Croydon CR9 1HZ. If you want aparticular expert to answer
it please make this clear and we'll get it sent straight to them for an answer. We regret that due to time pressures ( headlines and
deadlines) we can't answer any technical queries by telephone, e-mail or post. Sorry!
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Walrus de;

11 New Quebec St, London W1

Have we got turntables? Do bears... no, forget that. Of course we have!
We don't have aproblem with turntables at all (some shops seem to have - how
much choice do you see in your local hi-fi store, that is if they even sell proper
hi-fi any more). This venerable way to reproduce music in your home still
happens to offer the most realistic sound quality of anything available today.
You can spend afortune on the latest digital components to still only get a
fraction of what even arelatively modest cost vinyl front end has to offer. You
probably already have the " software" for it tucked away in acorner somewhere,
assuming you're not avinyl user already. And, the best thing is, it's not going to
become obsolete - you won't have to worry like the digital aficionados do about
the next miracle format and having to repurchase everything again! Provided
you look after them, those vinyl discs contain an almost unlimited amount of
information, and as you gradually upgrade your front end, you get to hear ever
more of it.
Our advice on turntable/arm/cartridge matching is second to none (provided,
obviously, you purchase from us!) and our subsequent building of your turntable
will ensure you get the full performance from it (we see quite afew turntables
purchased elsewhere or second-hand which aren't working properly). We also
don't forget about you after you walk out the door, it remains important to us to keep your deck working to your satisfaction over
the years. Just thought we'd remind you that vinyl playing is still our priority!

However...
Even we have to face the fact that more and more
of you want decent digital disc spinners, and
ironically (to us) people tell us they visit us for
digital players specifically because of our enthusiasm
for analogue. Er, yes. So, we have to be very
careful what we choose. The Chinese have been

example. Consonance also make some wonderful
products, and the Consonance Droplet 5.0 (pictured)
is the latest wonder from this company. Not only
does it sound excellent, the styling is also acomplete
departure for this price range (the Droplet costs
£1995). You get a24 bit / 192k upsampling DAC
and avalve output stage, all in aunit which weighs

making some absolutely superb digital products
lately, you've all seen the success of Shanling, for

just under an astonishing 30 Kg.

But it's not only the Chinese who're making digital waves, as it were. Our own home-grown favourite, Musical Fidelity, have
come out with an astonishing two box player, anew model in their acclaimed KW series, the DM 25 transport and DAC. The
digital and analogue sections are both effectively "dual mono", and although you can buy the units separately, there are very few
other makes you can use them with because they connect using the esoteric dual mono twin cable system, amethod only one or two
far more expensive units use. The outcome is sound quality well ahead of
what you might expect of the price tag - both units together cost £3995. And,
in case you were wondering, those things sticking out the top of the transport
are levelling adjusters for the unique isolating feet, nothing more sinister!
And, just alittle reminder about the superb Stirling Broadcast LS 3/5a
loudspeakers. Now, we know these are about as unfashionable as it gets.
Modern speakers are supposed to be
big, bold, full of high-tech drivers, and
with amulti hundred watt power
handling tag. And indeed, most
modern designs are just fine for purely electronic music, where tonal accuracy, subtlety, and
even soundstaging take second place to sheer grunt. For acoustic music and spoken voice,
though, these BBC designed mini monitors are absolutely unparalleled. Even when you hear
them playing full orchestral music, or even rock, they are very special. Instruments sound as
they were meant to, voices are utterly natural. These are amust hear design if you are a
"serious" listener.
Finally, we now have the fantastic Hyperion HPS-938 loudspeakers on demo - sorry, no room for apiccie - book now for alisten.
air tangent amazon amplifon apollo furniture argento audible illusions audio aero audio physic black rhodium breuer dynamic
brinkmann

cartridge man cawsey clearaudio consonance decca london duevel dynavector ear yoshino final lab goldring graham

(tonearms) graham slee hadcock heart heed audio hyperion ( loudspeakers) incognito isolda jadis kr electronics klimo koetsu lavardin
lyra magneplanar mcintosh michell engineering morch musical fidelity nordost nottingham analogue opus 3 origin live ortofon pro-ject
rega (turntables) revolver ringmat roksan shun mook shanling shelter sme something solid sonneteer spendor stax stirling broadcast
sugden sumiko tannoy tci cables tom evans townshend audio transfiguration trichord trigon van den hul voodoo wireworld xlo

tel: 020 7724 7224

fax: 020 7724 4347

email: contact@walrus.co.uk

web: www.walrus.co.uk

Renal

IN MY OPINION

The costs of tooling
up for format battle
Barry Fox goes behind the scenes of the blue- laser format
war and discovers companies becoming ever more frustrated

I

ts all right for us. We can
just turn our backs on the
blue- laser standards battle

and wait for the big boys to
finish fighting. In fact the more
of us who turn our backs, the
quicker the battle will be over
because either one or both
systems will fail sooner.
But spare athought for the
companies that must invest
hard cash in the battle, by
building disc pressing lines
and developing the equipment

DD+ is optional for BD but

Brian Murphy of Sonic Solutions

mandatory for HD-DVD,

explained to me...
'Do you want me to lie, or tell
the truth? The truth is that it's

which means an HD-DVD player
must be able to decode a
DD+ recording.
DD+ recordings are not
compatible with existing DVD

been hell for us. For DVD there
was just one standard and it
was as if there was just one guy

Dolby Digital decoders. But a

named Q and he ran the whole

new player will convert DD+ to
DD for the S/PDIF output. A DD+
decoder will play DD recordings

thing. Now there's no Q and
we have to have asplit team
working on BD and HD-DVD. If

though. Dolby TrueHD is an
extension of MLP, the Meridian

anyone knows who's going to

needed to author and master

Lossless Packing used for
DVD-Audio. TrueHD handles

discs in both systems. The two

eight channels at 192kHz and is

blue- laser formats even have
different audio options. ndustry

optional for blue- laser players.
DTS-HD is anew system for

angst on this spilled over at a

bcth blue- laser formats, w th

Industry angst on blue-laser's
different audio options spilled over
at a seminar on blue- laser during
the recent Audio Engineering
Society Convention in New York

win, please tell us.
'The two disc technologies
are different, and probably
can't be combined. But BD
has more headroom and Idon't
see why they can't agree to
use the BD disc technology
with HD-DVD authoring. That

Engineer Bob Ludwig: ' We had
ahard time getting 5.1 audio
over to the consumer'
thinks that either disc system is
pirate- proof. ' Will the new tough
security be cracked? Like the

way everyone gets an equal
share of the money.
'But Sony has anew head

old Mafia Mob say ng, anyone

(Howard Stringed, who's
Welsh and Toshiba is from the

can be whacked. Blank CDs
started off at $ 50 apop. That's

Japanese old school. They are

what kept CD piracy down'.

like oil and water. So someone

Mastering engineer Bob

will have to win at retail. And

Ludwig warns that consumers

seminar on blue- laser dJring

sampling up to 192kHz and data

Sony has lost at retail atot of

may not get very excited about

the recent Audio Engineering

rates up to 6Mb/s. An old DTS

the new audio options offered

Society Convention in New York
New system Dolby Digital+

decoder plays anew

times, with Beta, and Mini- CD
and their original DVD format.
'None of the studios has

handles up to 13.1 channels but
is capped at 8channels or

the extra audio detail.
DTS also has alossless
system, broadly similar to MLP

said that they won't do either of

then our clients started saying
-it's surround that's cool. Long

Blu-ray BD- ROM and HD-DVD.

Randy Hudson of Broadness
production facility: ' Where are
the tools to OC Btu- ray?'

DTS-HD recording, by ignoring

the formats. They've just said

by blue laser: 'We got into DVD
because of the 96k stereo. But

ago tests had showed that

and Dolby TrueHD. Lossless

what they will do. This battle
will be won at retail after about

DTS codes the signal, then
decodes and compares the

two years'.
Adds Randy Hudson, of the

difference, and codes the
difference - so the result is

New York production facility

mathematically lossless.

these things? Where are the

pieces of studio gear that do 7.1.
And we had ahard time getting

SONIC SOLUTIONS
If you are feeling confused,

tools to find drop- outs in 20GB
discs? Think of all the pressing
lines that just one company
Cinram has - around 120 in

people preferred stereo with the
bandwidth limited to 8kHz, to
full- bandwidth mono.
'Yes. We would like to use 7.1

Broadness: ' Who's going to QC

surround. But there are very few

5.1 audio over to the consumer'.
And they will all have an even

spare athought for Sonic
Solutions, the only company

America alone. They would all

harder time selling the new
high- resolution audio systems

trying to make audio and video

have to be retooled for BD'.

that come with blue- laser while

authoring software for both
Blu-ray BD- ROM and HD-DVD.

Brian Murphy also thinks the
industry is making amistake if it

there are two competing bluelaser disc formats. 13
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DIVA
MASTER CLASS
Rarely in the world of home cinema can you experience the level of video and audio reproduction these talented
divas can deliver.
The DV79 and AVR300 offer that elusive combination of a full feature set with the finest performance in its class.
DV79 highlights include an HDMI video output offering stunning digital video for use with the world's finest
displays as well as reference quality audio from movie and music sources.
The AVR300 features exceptional performance on both stereo and multi- channel playback. The massive
amplifier section delivers 100 watts per channel into all seven channels and 120 watts into two channels
with the kind of audiophile reproduction you'd expect from Arcam.
Book your front row seat at your nearest Arcam specialist to see and hear these exceptionally talented divas
for yourself.
For the inside story on the Arcam DiVA master class visit www.arcam.co.uk/diva

ARC
DIVA
Bringing music and movies to life.
Tel: 01223 203200 www.arcam.co.uk
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WHERE THE WORLDS OF AUDIO AND VISION MERGE

IN MY
VIEW

SKY HI-DEF STILL ON HOLD

Paul Miller
Editor, AudioVision

'phis month, all three of our main
hardware reviews are exclusive
to AudioVision from the sublimely
luxurious Esoteric UX-1 universal
OVO player to the ridiculously
affordable Azur 540R v2 AV receiver
from Cambridge Audio. Both products
are aimed at multichannel audio and
home cinema enthusiasts in much the
same way that Kensington Palace and
Barratt starter homes form an integral
part of the same property market.
Nevertheless, like bricks and
mortar, what binds these two
hugely dissimilar products is the
commitment of their engineers to
deliver the very finest sound and
picture quality for the price. Which
is why AudioVision is committed
to treating such diverse gear with
equal seriousness and attention
to detail. Neither are we short of
display technologies this month, so
check out our Masterclass on Ti's

Sky HD's new PVR, but what's inside?
SKY DIGITAL HDTV
BSkyB recently gave the press
asneak peek at its proi otype
HDTV decoder and personal
video recorder ) PVR). The
release provided very little
technical detail arid crucially,
still no word on alaunch date
for digital HDTV in the UK,
despite what you may have read.

standard defirition via analcgue

lipped cn the final specification.

RGB SCART. Sky has confirmed
that the first batch w Il have
an HD- compatible analogue

wave of channels from Sky HD,

component output. Quite how
this fits into the HDMI/HDReady promotion of new
flat- panel displays is anyone's

It did arnounce the first
including aSky Sports channel,
Sky One, Artsworld, aSky Box
Office channel and two Sky
Movies, all with 5.1 surround
sound. The company says it is

guess, but unprotected HD

in advanced discussions with

content via component is likely
to be limited anyway.

anumber of other channels
interested in offering an HD

concept to Sky+, features a
HDMI digital output with HDCP

will have aleast two decoders

service on digital satellite and
details will be announced over

and aminimum 160GB HDD

the coming months. Well keep

copy- protection, as well as

capacity, but Sky is still tight-

you posted.

The set- top box, similar in

We do know that the HD PVR

SmoothPicture revolution and our
first look at the latest Model One from
Projectiondesign.
THIS MONTH

77 News
The latest hot AV gear

80 Esoteric UX-1

1080p DLP - THE REAL MCCOY
DLP PROJECTORS

TIS latest micro- mirror image
enhancements. Only now is

(ie, most major projector
manufacturers), put their

Texas Instruments choose he
Custom Electronic Design &

this 0.95in device considered

names to the press release

economically viable, thanks

as prospective integrators of

Irstallation Association [ CEDIA1

to increasing consumer

the device. Projectiondesign

The best universa
DVD player ever?

expo in Indianapolis LSA last

awareness of 1080p and the

September, to unwrap its

was first off the blocks with its
Action Model Three 1080 single

85 Cambridge 540R

eagerly awaited 1920 x1080

potentiaL for market grow:h in
the high- end HD sector.
Although mass production

Revised v2 of a
7channe. AV receive:

;r Jon Thompson

'square mirrcr a-ray' micromirror projection chip. It's been
along time in development
and apparenty features all of

(DuArch) illumination system,
featurirg two lamps, two
colour wheels and dual light
delivers arated 2500 lumens
light output and, the company
says, ' atrue optical contrast
ratio of 7500:1.

Model One Mk III

Hi -res picture quality

beginning, the CEDIA unvei,ing
also saw the usual suspects

its patented Dual Architecture

formatters, the projector

88 Projectiondesign
88 Masterclass

of the chip is only just

chip implementation. Using

ACTiON1

HD Ready for Action:
Projectiondesign's Model
Three 1080p DLP
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marantze

RANGE

Experience

the purity in music
and movies

At the heart of the Range Series is an understanding of your needs - the perfect
balance of quality and features. Because we understand that only the closest possible
attention to detail can produce breathtaking movie and music experiences.
For the complete product range visit
our website: www.maranrz.com

VP- 1254
DLP Video Projector

www.marantz.corn

Marantz 01753 680868

SERIES

NEWS

NAIM'S NVI-ABLE CINEMA IN A BOX
Options include an FM/DAB
radio module (£ 255) and avideo
Launched at the 2005 Hi -Fi

scaler module with an external

News Home Entertainment

video input. Both are due in

Show, Naim's n- Vi offers a

spring 2006. Standard features

high performance, all- in- one

include aprogressive scan and

solution for music and home-

HOOP- enabled DVI video output

cinema fans. Available in its

from aFaroudja processor. The

basic form for £ 2995, the

n-Vi sports an RS232 port to

upgradable n- Vi includes an
integrated DVD/DVD-A player,

ease its custom installation into

AV processor, audio pre- amp

'intelligent homes' and provides
aconnection for the new Naim

with Burr- Brown 6- channel
24-bit/192kHz DACs and a

NA- Bus, giving bi-directional
control and interoperability with

Tripath Class- Tfive channel

future Naim products.

power amplifier ( 50W/8 ohm and
90W/4 ohm).

Right: Naim's n-Vi super- combo

SHRINKING
PLASMAS
1111111==11111111111

ANY REZ IN ANY REZ OUT:
A DESIGN PHILOSOPHY

In last issue's IFA show
report we told you of the
ever decreasing size of full

t) V ID n

1080p plasma displays with
Panasonic's 65in model being
the smallest in production and
LO touting a60in prototype.
-any rez out' video upconversion with just one cable
to the display. Every source

The VP30. Digital Video

However, Japan's October

Done Outrageously

CEATEC consumer electronics
expo revealed further progress

and designers of many of
Silicon Images finest video

and format is catered for
and, along with araft of predefined output resolutions, is

audio delay to match audio
and video liming. Awealth
of proprietary AV features

from several major POP
manufacturers. Both Panasonic

processors, such as the

the facility to define custom

accompany the slimline VP30

1920 x1080 on 50in panels, so

Sil504, has just released

formats.

which offers 12 video and nne

it seems that plasma is at last

its much- anticipated iScan

ABT's Precision Video
Scaling II technology features

audio ( digita. and analogue)

competing with the dogged

inputs. The unit is distributed

onslaught from LCD in this

in the UK through Owl Video
Systems Ltd ( www.owl-video,

respect. But by the time these

complete A/V hub, providing

10- bit non-linear scaling and
enhanced sharpness control

simultaneous audio/video

while its Precision AV LipSync

co.uk) with an anticipated

in 02 2006, it is expectec that

switching with ' any rez in

p-ovides an intelligent digital

retail price of £ 1299.

LCD will offer 1080p resolution

Anchor Bay Technologies of
California USA, owners and
founders of DVDO ( Digital
Video Done Outrageously)

VP30. This high- definition
video processor serves as a

and Pioneer can now deliver

new plasmas are on the market

right down to 37in displays.

MONSTER 80- INCH PLASMA ARRIVES

MEGA SPECS
SHARP LCDS

Shown at the Las Vegas CES

Sharp has recently announced

last January, Samsung's

that it has achieved acontrast
ratio of 1,000,000:1 from an LCD

mammoth 80in 1080p plasma
TV is now available, priced at
around £ 1200 per inch! Boasting

panel. No, that's not atypo - we
really do mean one million to

arated 2000:1 contrast ratio

one. The high-def displays are

and 1000cd/m 2 brightness,

initially targeted at ' mission

the mammoth HP- R8082 PDP

critical' applications such as

features Gennum Corp's VXP
TruMotionHD image processor

medical labs, film and video
post production and in-teld
monitoring but, no doubt, the

allied to a 13- bit driving
scheme. LG's 71in POP is £ 30k

technology will filter through to

cheaper, if you can live without

domestic displays in due course.

the extra 9in!
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A

sLexus is to Toyota, so
is the Esoteric brand to

TEAC - atechnological
niche employing about 35

engineers who are dedicated to
this high- end marque. In fact,
it's the only corner of the TEAC
empire that still manufactures
every part of its product
in-house. And at scme E9995,
the massive UX-1 universal DVD
player certainly takes some
manufacturing. A few minutes
use, however, and the fast disc
loading, slick track/title access
and comprehensive menu
options tell astory of some very
dedicated engineering.
In addition to its compatibility
with Dolby Digital and DTS
formats, DVD, DVD-A, DVDR/RW and CD media, the
UX-1 also includes some
unique features. The worldrenowned VRDS-NEO transport
mechanism is one see

IS Symmetry Systems
£9995

o

www.symmetry-systems.co.uk

PHg1

01727 865488

e

Superb, architectural sound

4 Price, Lack of HDMI

80 w

ESOTERIC UX-1 DVD PLAYER • £9995

Mr. Universe
The apex of high- end universal player technology
struts its stuff in the AudioVision home cinema.
A UK exclusive review by Paul Miller
No natter how much you

'Technology Explainedi, but

fact. However, white Uenon s

so is aWord Sync input that

masterpiece is based around a

pay for ahigh- end DVD player,

enables both digital audio

Silicon Optix Realta processor,

you'll never get afull Dolby EX

and MPEG video data to be

the UX-1 uses amore traditional

6.1 channel output. This, along

synchronised to asuperior,

Faroudja chip for its de-

with DTS ES 6.1 is one of the

external rubidium crystal

interlacing. Even when the UX-1

benefits offered by externai AV

Unlike almost all other DVD players,

contained in Esoteric's optional

is outputting aprogressive video

processors and the better AV

the heart of the UX-1 is not its

£8995 G- Os master clock. User

signal, the DCDi option within

amplifiers. Yet the standard,

video or audio DSP but its transport

features are plentiful, including

the ' Progressive Setting' sub-

plain vanilla 5.1- channel Dolby

mechanism. First installed back in

all the speaker configuration

menu may be switched off.

Digital decoder offered by

1987 in TEACS famous P-10 and P-1

the UX-1 is top-drawer stiff

CD transports, the VRDS mechanism

More correctly, it's Esoteri.i..

has now evolved to accommodate

While contained within the

options you'd expect, plus three
video memory positions, each

Faroudja chip, DCDi remains

The haunting quality of Barb Jungr's ' Every Grain
of Sand' is enough to demonstrate the prowess and
sensitivity of the Esoteric UX-1, which seems to pick-up
where other universals players leave off

TECHNOLOGY
EXPLAINED
VRDS-NEO Mechanism

the demands of today's SACO, DU
and DVD-A media. VRDS stands
for Vibration- free Rigid Discclamping System which employs
an inverted and slightly dished
turntable assembly, machined from
magnesium, rotated on aspindle

aseparate process to de-

supremely engineered analoolin

with two pre- loaded ball- races

contrast, sharpness, gamma,

interlacing, smoothing out the

stages with those favoured

and hung from amassive SS400

hue, chroma level and black

jaggies and other discontinuities

DACs that supports such a

steel yoke. During play, the disc

level. The DVI-D output offers

caused by bad edits or mixed

'musical' performance.

5'76p, 720p and 1080i scaling

progressive/interlaced source

options but not 1080p, rather

programming. Frankly. DCDi

PUNCHY YET DETAILED

driven from acustom, three-phase

like Denon's DVD-Al XV in

should be left on.

Multichannel SACD and DVD-A

brushless motor.

storing acustom brightness,

is pressed up onto the underside
of this supportive platter which is

Today's VRDS-NEO mechanism

alike have apunchy and yet

must now deal with the - 4.5x

subtly- detailed sound, the

FRONT OF THE UX-1

e

e

e

Gee
MINIP
minimum of everyday keys leaves the leather- backed alloy remote to handle
the track/group access, lip sync, DVI output arid menu navigation functions

similarity of the two media

increase in rotational speed of On

brought about by Esoteric's

and SACD media compared to the

downsampling of DSO data to

CD mechanism of old. Even the

88.2kHz LPCM. The haunting

pickup assembly and sled guides

quality of Barb Jungr's Every

are manufactured by TEAC with a

Grain of Sand is enough to

view to damping- out the smallest

demonstrate the prowess and

vibrations that might compromise

sensitivity of the UX-1 which

its reading of the data that spirals

seems to pick-up where other

overhead. It's asupreme example

universals players leave off,

of high- tolerance mechanical

combining atremendously deep

engineering and unique in the realm

bass with asweet but see-

of high- end DVD playback.

through midrange and a
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3times award winner
Home Cinema Choice
"Best Multiroom
Installation"

CEDIA
Founder Member
Intelligent Homes
in the Making

www.musicalimages.co.uk
London's premier centre
for the world's leading
hi-fi and AV brands:

Arcam
Art Acoustics
B&W
Bose
Chord Electronics
Crestron
Denon
KEF Reference
Linn

gTLEBRATING 10 YEARS
of high- end excellence
Musical Images' award winning
Covent Garden store is now
celebrating ten years as London
and the South East's premier centre
for high- end AV and hi-fi.
With five luxurious demonstration
suites, a choice of top brands, plus
product and installation expertise
that's second to none, if you're
looking for the best, look

further

than Musical Images.
We look forward to welcoming
you as we celebrate ten years
at the top!

Musical Images, Covent Garden
18 Monmouth Street, Covent Garden, London, WC2H 9HB Tel: 020 7497 1346

Living Control
Meridian
Musical Fidelity
Pioneer
ProAc
and many more

Covent Garden branch, in the
heart of London's West End,
is just 5mins walk from
Covent Garden or
Leicester Square tube stations
Branches around the M25:

173 Station Road, Edgware,
Middlesex HA8 71X
Tel: 020 8952 5535
126 High Street,
Beckenham, Kent BR3 1EB
Tel: 020 8663 3777

MUSICAL IMAGES IS AN AUTHORISED MAIN DEALER FOR OVER 100 LEADING MANUFACTURERS
Audio Visual Lifestyle Ltd tia Musical Images. Please call for opening time details. E-mail: sales@musical-images.co.uk

E&OE.
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ESOTERIC UX-1 DVD PLAYER • £ 9995

INSIDE THE UX-1
LAB REPORT
Regardless of source, all

miraculous - Opsec with SACD and

CD, DVD-A and SACD code is

48kHz/96kHz DVD. Noise, too, is

addressed as LPCM data to the

low and the A-wtd S/N ratio reflects

same oversampling filter and

this at 106.5dB.

PCM1704 DACs. SACOS DSD data

Esoteric's bass management

is down- converted from 2.8224MHz

needs addressing, however,

to 88.2kHz, so the response with

because the LF content of

SACO discs is already - 12dB down

'small channels is not correctly

at 40kHz instead of the expected

redirected to either front or sub

100kHz. It's also likely that the

channels. Hundreds of OC Suite

sonic distinction between DVD-A

tests on the Esoteric 11X-1 ND

and SACD is lost in this process.

player are available from www.

Otherwise, distortion is very

milleraudioresearch.com/avtech.

low at - 0.0004% through the
midrange at its peak 2.5V output,
The audio board [ right] hosts an NPC SM5847 oversarrpling filter and one 24- bit

increasing to just 0.002% at 20kHz.

PCM1704 DAC per channel with Burr- Brown OPA627 op- amps driving the front

Responses with all LPCM media are

(balanced) and 6- channel single ended outputs. [ he video board [ centre] is home

flat to 20kHz ( CD and 48kHz DVD-A),

to aGenesis ( Faroudja) FLI73111 video de-interlacer and scaler with aSilicon Image

40kHz196kHz and 192kHz DVD-A1,

SHIM chip supplying HDCP-enciypted digital video through the DVI output.

the latter reaching - 3dB at 80kHz.
Jitter is vanishing low at just

liquid- smooth treble. The same

bright. contrasty and very clean

is even true of compressed,

with sold, punchy colours

Dolby DVD media.

that per'ectly complement the

Take /, Robot as an example,

-150psec ( CD), falling to a

robust and meaty quality of its

for here the UX-1 develops a

sound. Our sample showed

tremendous sense of tension

some feathering afew pixels in

from the background score

from the right hand edge of the

and subtle whisper of the

image ard avertical magenta

robot's hydraulics. This said,

strip on the far left hand pixel

as Will Smith nearly gets his

column with yellow/orange

chips following the demo -

coloured material. Cropping

bots rampant destruction of

these edges with appropriate

Dr Lanning's mansion, the

software on aprojector for

UX-1's deft handling of : hese

even runring one or two pixels

special effects remains mightily

ovev the edge of the screen's

200

010,11 fitter ( CD)

125

100

75_
HEN spec.
Raced spec
so spec

black border) solves the issue,

sweep of the demo -bots claw

although it shouldn't have

looks as smooth as silk, despite

occurred in the first place.

the crashing masonry reqLiring

In almost all respects the

110khz

51)_

110

The sound of the UX-1 is another
matter, for here the player sweeps
all other universals before it with a
breathtaking combination of power,
transparency and detail
impressive. The fast-pacec

ovan Fiequency Response IWI

105

u-nd Signal- to- Noise

Rated spec
95

106db

HFN spec
10600

90

UX-1's picture matches the

VERDICT

The sound is as slic•K ard

dep:h, transparency and noise-

With Blu-ray or HD-DVD media just

DVD-Al XV reference. The sound of the

unflustered as ever, with effects

free aspect of our Denon DVD-

around the corner, the UX-1 engineers

UX-1 is another matter, for here the

raining from all corners of

Al XV bLt I'd argue the Faroudja

are faced with the task of nurturing

player sweeps all other universals

the room underpinned by a

de-interlacer is outpaced by the

atruly inspired DVD player into

before it with abreathtaking

rumbl ng flood of bass that

Realta processor in the 'Al XV,

existence without taking so long as to

combination of power, transparency

streams in harmony from the

as evidenced by the slightly

miss out on the hottest video DSP.

and detail that builds with authority

sub. This soundfield is all about

smoother, film- like quality of

balance, aquality enjoyed by

tricky DVD's like Koyaanisqatsi.

intensive video processing.

As aconsequence, the UX-1 still

but without any perceptible hardness,

delivers stunning imagery from its

stress or strain. Sit down, close your
eyes and you are immersed in apool

the UX-1 that ensures the

However, unless you had the

DVI-D connection but inevitably lacks

most cnaotic of scenes remair

two players back-to-back, I

the flexibility and raw horsepower

of multichannel music. Aspectacular

intelligible. As arule, the

think you'd be hard pressed to

behind Denon's HDMI-equipped

sound at aspectacular price.

UX-1's digital images are

spot the difference. D
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The colouration's in the finish

Not in the music

proc
dpct

Distributed by: Henley Designs
01235 511166
www.henleydesigns.co.uk
info ehenleydesigns.co.uk
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CAMBRIDGE AUDIO 6.1 CHANNEL AV RECEIVER • £250
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Blue Velvet

Low cost and high performance are joined in Cambridge Audio's
smooth new AV receiver. Aworld exclusive review by Paul Miller

DETAILS

®

Cambridge Audio Azur
540R v2 AV receiver

(£) £ 250
www.cambridgeaudio.com
0845 0902288
Expressive and
inexpensive
Slightly lightweight

ever let it be said that
Audio Vision deals

N

highly competitive market

speaker configuration

and its fair to say that more

options ! size, level and

solely with the stuff

than a few rough edges have

delay) which also extend to

of aspirations, for there's just

been polished away in its

different subwoofer crossover

as much to shout about at the

evolution to version 2 status.

frequencies. Cambridge has

cutting- edge of affordable
AV. And seven- channel AV

burned some considerable

The £ 250 ticket remains

midnight oit perfecting the bass

unchanged but the

Cambridge has burned some considerable midnight oil
working at perfecting the bass management offered by
the 540E so whatever your choice of speaker sizes bass
re-direction is achieved without excess distortion
receivers do not come much

implementation of the amplifier

management offered by the

more affordable, powerful or

has been uprated thanks,

540R, so whatever your choice

flexible than this brand new

largely, to acomprehensive,

of speaker sizes the re- direction

Azur 540R from Cambridge

on- screen set-up menu. This

of bass is achieved without

Audio. Last season's 540R

provides an immediate link

excess distortion or sudden

was its first effort in this

to Cambridge's proprietary

jumps in level. Nevertheless, as
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The Perfect

audio visual

IOME CINEMA Combination

naterlal

SCREEll In
PROJECTORS

Compac t Home Cinerno

Screenint & Screenlabs HC
Projection Screens
Projection Screens
• Designed exclusively for Home
Cinema.
Exclusive to AVM.
• Please call to discuss all y,,(11
Compact Tens.
tinme Cinema

projection screen requirements.

EIP-1500T Home Cinema
Superb DIP? ' çt
Projector •
7200 ANSI Lumens •
True 720p Resolution •
Accepts DVI, Component, 5- video •
and Composite
Up to 2500:1 Contrast 1?otic •

• Sizes available up to 4 metres.
Custom sizes available.

WWW

elkr corn / www screenint (Tom

tel 01252 510 363

Pass Labs amplification is tube amp- like in its simplicity of circuit
design, only two stages of gain and no feedback to smother the
natural timbre of the instruments. Gorgeous styling and peerless
construction make these some of the most coveted amplifying
devices in the world. The new X.5 series is now available in the
UK exclusively through the Musicology dealer network.
Contact us for further details.

Musicology is the exclusive UK distributor for Atma-sphere, Audiostatic,
Coincident Speaker Technology, Ferguson- Hill, Pass Labs, Rives, Symposium, Zu
Contact us on 01273 700759 or email: sales©musicology.co.uk

www.musicology.co.uk
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CAMBRIDGE AUDIO 6.1 CHANNEL AV RECEIVER • £250

DETAILS

bass, but these amplifiers start

challenged movie to life when

at E500+. The 54OR's bass does

replayed through the 540R.

soften slightly when the going

10
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All the 6.1 channel pre- amp outputs, direct inputs and 4mm speaker connections
are correctly colour- coded by channel. There are also five stereo inputs, atape

There were occasions when

gets really tough, including the

our listeners wished the sound

firefight at the end of the movie,

from the front and surround

but it neither booms nor blurs

speakers would reach into the

the intelligibility of incidental

room with the conviction of the

dialogue. Graceful in defeat, the

centre, particularly with fast-

540R never lapses into asloppy

paced action scenes like the

or coarse performance.

Panama chase between the gun

Where the Azur 540R really

and speedboats. Nevertheless,

excels is in the creation of a

loop plus three sets of coaxial and optical digital inputs. One of these digital

the amp consistently delivers

gentle, almost ethereal acoustic

inputs and one of the two component video inputs are now assignable to your

apunchy and up- beat sound

where ambience is almost

choice of Video 1or Video 2inputs. The remaining audio inputs have afixed

that's as lively as the visuals on

suggested rather than forcibly

relationship with the various component, composite and S- video inputs.

the screen. It's just not as meaty

delivered. I, Robot provides

or ' voluminous' as we know

afew examples of this, not

to be possible. But enough of
comparing the Azur 540R to

ever the best bass management

DTS ES. The new volume control

least in the softly- spoken but

is no management at all, so

IC improves performance

tangible menace of the NS- 5

I'd still recommend using the

absolutes. By the standard of

as does the bigger and

540R with all speakers set to

the best £ 500 amps out there

'Large', regardless of their true,

revised PSU just as the wider
bandwidth video circuitry will

robots which are issued by the
540R with agentle, articulate
aplomb. In much the same

physical stature.

than capable of driving systems

now cope with any forthcoming

fashion, whether it's the driving

way outside its anticipated

HDTV. Despite appearances,

African rhythms or the laconic

too, achieving acreditable

company. And that's something

the v2 is little short of anew

'Sweet Home Alabama', the

5x9OW/8ohm, rising to 130W

well worth knowing if you ever

and very tidy AV broom for the

soundtrack to Sahara brings

and 190W into 8and 4ohm,

think of upgrading your existing

Cambridge brand.

this lighthearted if intellectually

speaker package.

kàpàuij2àui.tàmmnihh__

The amplifier is powerful

it's a24- carat bargain and more

respectively, under dynamic
conditions. Distortion is low at

LIGHTS OUT

typically - 0.006% across the

Having successfully trotted

midrange while its response

through the hundreds of lab

shows agentle treble roll- off

tests published on our site, the

that's - 0.8dB down at 20kHz and

Azur 540R v2 was not about

This is a cracking little amplifier,
capable of a genuinely open, fresh
and tantalising sound that contrasts
with the heavier but more confused
delivery of other budget products
-5dB down all the way out at

to disappoint the assembled

100kHz. You can view our LPCM
and Dolby tests on-line at www.

viewers in our cinema room.

milleraudioresearch.com/aytech.

amplifier, capable of sustaining

The new OSD not only makes

azur-

5405

US

0

Menu

Speaker Del4Y
Level
Calibration
Input
Setup
Output
Setup
Input
Assign
OSO Setup
Bass- Treble Confis
Sub Crossover Frequencm
Software Version
Quit . ( CISIM
Speaker

This really is acracking little

Config

Lar e
Large
Large
Large
On

(FL , IR must
when Sub

set Large
set Off)

Return

to

Menu

[ OSO)

Speaker

agenuinely open, fresh and

the 540R easier to use but so

tantalising sound that contrasts

does the revised remote control

with the heavier out more

with its navigation and volume

confused delivery of other

makes latest

adjustment ring and slicker

budget products. Its ability to

Azur 540R

control over input selection.

generate adeal of suspense

easier to use

All this thanks to Cambridge

was demonstrated during

Menu

ront
L,R
Center
Surr
L-'12
Surr
Back
Subwoofen

New OSO

Delay
9mS,
6mS ,
SmS,

SL- R
BS
[UNIT

Menu

3 06m
2 04m
1 70m

4>
4.

mS , meters]

Return

to

Menu

(OSO]

writing its own code for the IR

the Unseen Enemy chapter of

and 540R microcontroller. It has

the original Stargate movie

VERDICT

also added asystem IR control

[Director's Cuti, the echo of

Instead of launching araft of

bus for compatibility with

the winds outside the pyramid

different AV receivers, Cambridge

third- party multiroom products,

sending atingle down the spine

brand, for the Azur 540R v2 will be

has chosen to refine its base model

avery tough act to follow. Outside

competition from within its own

not least the Opus brand that

before the deep rumble that

before trickling the technology

also co- exists under the Audio

of the brand, its blend of features

announces the huge spacecraft

upwards into costlier and potentially

Partnership banner.

shudders from the speakers.

and performance comfortably takes

more versatile designs later in

on all- corners up to f500. It is the

Other features include auto

It's true that bigger

2006. Ironically, this engineering

perfect first step on the road to a
genuinely high-class home cinema

optical/coaxial input switching

amplifiers with rather more

and support for DTS neo:6

rather than marketing- led approach

grunt than the 540R will sustain

leaves Cambridge with even fiercer

alongside Dolby Digital EX and

both adeeper and more tactile

and comes heartily recommended
w

—
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When detail matters

The new MR5 equipment support from
Henley Designs, serious about sound!

H

deil
ahS

Henley Designs 01235 511166
www.henleydesigns.co.uk

e dot Hul

a sound connection!

HDMI
SOURCE

VIDEO

Distributed in the UK by:
Henley Designs, 01235 511166
www.henleydesigns.co.uk
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INSIDE VIEW

The inside story on
the VT Factor

A new commercial standard for digital cinema also promises
super- vibrant displays and accurate colours in the home...

R

ecently, aconsortium of
the six major Hollywood

Studios IDCI or Digital

Cinema Initiatives), announced

0.9

Existing CIE Chart
reveals full gamut of

Y

visible colours but

08

the new XYZ Color

its blueprint for the replacement
of 35mm film projection in
cinemas with fully digital

Space definition goes
07

astep further

systems. A core element of its
croposal is something called

correct brightness and white

0.6

point, but this only specifies

'CAP XYZ Color Space', wh.ch
-edefines

both the full colour

gamut and brightness of te

the accurate reproduction of
white [ the gray scale), leaving

0.5

its colour gamut shifted one way

cinematic image.
The XYZ part refers to

or another depending on the

0.4

properties of the display device.

coordinates not just in twobut afull three-dimensional
colour space. Our current

FUTURE'S BRIGHT

0.3

Looking to the future, wider

understanding of colour space
comes from experiments cone
in the late 1920s by W. David

primary displays can be
0.2

produced using laser light.
Sony has been experimenting

Wright and John Guild. Their
results were combined as the

with atechnology called the

0.1

'grating light valve'. By adding

CIE1931 RGB colour space and
from which the CAP XYZ colour
space was derived.
The X. Yand Zcoordinates

extra lasers to accommodate
0.0
00

0.1

the three primaries, three
0.2

0.3

0.4

05

06

07 X 08

secondaries and white, it's
possible to deliver acolour

within this 3D colour space car

diagram is referred to as a

De translated from the values cf
wed, green and blue respectively,

spectral locus [ see above], with

device. This means that if two
dissimilar devices, like an LCD

the wavelength of the visible

with the Yparameter also

screen and aDLP projector

tight plotted in nanometres. The

CIE chart and well beyond our
visible spectrum. This is the

providing ameasure of

are calibrated correctly, then

diagram itself helps specify how

Holy Grail of projection devices!

brightness. The 01E1931

their image colour should be

the human eye will experience

While XYZ Color Space

indistinguishable. Traditional

encoding would come into

space wider than the current

light within the visible spectrum,

RGB colour- matching is still

but it cannot specify the colour

its own with these devices,

device- dependant, so the same

controversy still surrounds the

of objects since the chromaticity
Jon Thompson works in the film

type of device that was used to

we observe depends on the

decision by Hollywood to adopt

industry as aproducer and digital film

master asection of film also

brightness of the light source.

this specification. Nevertheless,

supervisor . His company in Soho, at
the heart of the British film industry, is

This is why the CIE diagram,

has to be used to replay it. By
contrast, the use of : he XYZ

it will only be amatter of time

called the ' The Hat Factory'.
Current projects, with film legend

which is aflat two-dimensional
object, needs to be interpreted

Color Space protocol ensures
we should see the image as the

in three dimensions.

creatives had intended.

Dino De laurentiis, include ' Decameron-

before we see the same or
similar technology in the home.
We can expect awhole series of
new displays claiming super-

However, aglance through

vibrant and accurate colours,

Angels & Virgins' directed by David

XYZ IN THE HOME

Leland and ' Behind the Mask Young

any TV shop window reveals

How does all this relate to

coupled with aplayback format

Hannibal', the prequel to the ' Silence of

numerous devices all showing

cinema and, more importantly.

that supports XYZ. Home

the lambs' series.

the same broadcast but all

home cinema? By the use of

cinema has been limited by poor

looking slightly different.

the XYZ Color Space, we can

colour encoding and asmall

Currently, there is no

dynamic range, but perhaps now

Jon has also worked on ' Cold
Mountain', ' Harry Potter', ' Tomb Raider

accurately record the colour

2' and many independent films.

standardisation for home

and brightness of an object

we'll witness wide bandwidth

cinema display devices. They

independently of the display

colour to complement wide

may be calibrated to have the

bandwidth audio. Çb
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Action! Stations
DETAILS

•

Projectiondesign
Action! Model One Mk Ill

Z

RealColor

s €5000
www.projectiondesign.
corn

p

with asealed optical assembly

RGB value, colour temperature

(with manual zoom and
focus) and surprisingly quiet,

or the X/Y coordinate of its white

but its roots can be traced back

filterless cooling system.

to ASK/Proxima, which was

Under its bonnet, the model

series an unrivaled flexibility.
Incidentally, while the 250W

rojectiondesign

may
have been formalised
as recently as 2001,

point on astandard CIE chart.
This lends the Actio-1!

responsible for projector design

has steadily evolved to include

way back in 1985. These days

TVs HD2+ ( DarkChip 31 DLP

JHP lamp is also dimmable

Bright, contrasty image

the company offers domestic
home cinema projectors

chip, aseven- segment colour

over 10 steps to 200W, the

wheel and Projectiondesign's

Slightly weak saturation

alongside SXGA ( 1280 x1080)

proprietary RealColor

adjustment is lcœted under
blacK level' in the Dynamic

•

01488 73366

•

e

Projectiondesign's DLP projectors are uniquely upgrmleable.
Paul Miller is first to test the baby of the company's Action
range, the Action! Model One Mk III with RealColor'

Exceedingly fine adjustments to the Model One's colour
space are achieved by RGB value, colour temperature
or the X/Y coordinate of its white point on a CIE chart.
This lends the Action! series an unrivalled flexibility
HD 5:4 aspect models for the

management software. Access

menu and not ' custom

professional market.

to RealColor is provided under

°rightness under the Advanced

the Advanced section of the setup menu where exceedirgly fine

traversed using the tracker ball

adjustments to the Model One's
colour space are achieved by

on its remote hardset which, I
must say, takes abit of practice.

The domestic Model One
is the baby of the Action!
Range, its compact enclosure
supported on adiecast frame

90 www.hifinews.co.uk • JANUARY 2006

menu. The entire menu is

PROJECTIONDESIGN ACTION! MODEL ONE MK III REALCOLOR
The remote is otherwise

dense animations like Titan AE.

comprehensive and even comes

The blue iridescence of the Drej

complete with alaser pointer!

£5000

›C•i $ (0) K•I•Vdi :4JRAI`is

ensures they stand out from the

While TI continues to improve the

Projectiondesign uses aprismless

flat animation but I'd not feel

contrast achievable from its DMD

the Model One may be ordered

optical design, with afield lens in front

inclined to push the image oJt

chips, the optics of the projector's light

with one of three different

of the DMO to shift incoming light by

further than 100in.

engine also have an impact on both

12° and correct the output by - 12°.

the darkest black and brightest whites

The red, green and blue components
are then focused directly through the

Like other Action! projectors,

sealed lens assemblies, a 1:1
wideangle for short throws, a

RAINBOW ARTIFACTS

that can be produced. Most projectors

1.17:2.25 standard zoom lens

One side- effect of the Model

use aTIR ( Total Internal Reflection)

and a2.5-3.5 long throw. All are

Nittoh lens assembly. By eliminating

One's sharply delineated

prism to channel the light to and

the prism, Projectiondesign achieves

rated to a2.8F number, so all

images is some slight increase

from the DMD chip, but scattering

offer the same light output. All

asmaller optical system of higher

in rainbow artifacts, at least

within the prism tends to reduce the

Model One Mk Is and Ils may be

efficiency, higher light output and

for : hose sensitive to such

practical contrast. Contrast is typically

upgraded through to the latest

higher optical contrast. Drawbacks?

phenomena. Sahara suffers

enhanced by tweaking the iris and

version via the UK distributor,

Well, no prism means no manual lens

once or twice, particularly inside

aperture of the projection lens at the

shift which, in turn, means the unit is

ROB Communications.

the aged ironship as its hull is

expense of maximum brightness.

slightly less flexible in its placement.

First impressions of the

riddled with armour- piercing

Model One are of abright,

rounds, letting shafts of sand-

RECOMMENDED SETTINGS

punchy and contrasty picture, a

bright sunlight poke through

performance more reminiscent

the gloom of its interior.Blink

In terms of performance, the Action! Model One is far closer to its

of Screenplay's projectors

through this scene and if you

competitors from ScreenPlay than SIM2, for example. Like the HD2+

The showdown atop the collecting
tower in ' Sahara' looks positively
blinding, the mirrors searing the
scene without burning- out detail

Screenplay models, this projector delivers abright 16.4fL output onto a10ft
diagonal screen albeit with ahigher - 1200:1 contrast. Of course, contrast is
all in the measurement - at 1m through- the- lens this increases to - 2100:1
with our Recommended Settings in place. These settings yield the 6512K
colour temperature indicated by the large dot in the centre of the CIE chart
which shows good blue and red extension but the same, squeezed cyan and
green we've encountered with the Screenplay 5700, 7205 and 7210 models.

than either SIM2 or Marantz

see momentary flashes of red,

single- chippers. The Model One

green and blue stripes, then

certainly has ahigher output

you'll know you are one of the

than the Marantz VP- 1254, if

lucky few'. This said, there

only for the simpler light path,

were visitors to my cinema

so not only does it enjoy avery

room who were oblivious to any

wide contrast but it's also

rainbow patterns. On the whole,

able to punctuate its pictures

dark scenes hold no fear for the

with very bright whites when

Model One, which digs out bags

required. The showdown atop

of detail in the bottom 20 - 30 IRE

the collecting tower at the

of the image when used in its

solar energy plant in Sahara

'Film 1' gamma setting.

looks positively blinding as

Finally, don't bother using

the mirrors are tilted towards

a 1080i DVI feed because this

the action, searing the scene

bypasses the Faroudja FLI2310

without burning- out any of the

processor and is incompletely

incidental detail at the periphery

de- interlaced by the PixelWorks

of the picture.

scaler, riddling the image

On the whole, colours are

with jaggies. This is avoided

pure and clean but not as

by feeding the Model One a

saturated as possible, lending

progressive 576p or 720p signal

acrisp ' lightness' to otherwise

from your OVO player. 13

DETAILS

Picture
Dynamic
Advanced

Brightness/Contrast/Color
Sharpness
018 Setup
Gamma
RealColor management

50
2
normal
Film 1
mode
x-coord
y-coord

coordinate
0.332
0381

40)4, - IL-- MID?•1111
•

We)
•

IMP

«imp •

Mg_

From the LHS, the Model One is equipped with two component, one composite and
S- video inputs with the HDCP-compliant DVI-D input taking centre stage. RS232,
USB and 12V DC triggers facilitate software updates and system control options.

VERDICT
While Projectiondesign's upgrade program takes some of the risk out of
your initial purchase, it's also worth remembering that the latest Beet:1(pr
management allows for unrivalled adjustment of its picture quality. Otherwise
the tenor of its performance picks up where budget models like the Screenplay
7210 (AVTech, Sept ' 05) leave off, delivering asharp picture with lively colours and
packed with contrasting detail. It's also rather cute!
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Smooth

Talk

In part one of atwo-part investigation,
David Perry examines attempts to
squeeze higher resolution pictures from
lower resolution hardware

I

nearly 2004, Texas
Instruments ( TI) announced

term of reference. Naturally,

an addition to its DLP

distinct and this month we'll

technology stable, afeature

the two processes are quite
begin by taking the lid off Texas

1

. • •

• • • • • . .

Packard's world of Wobulation.

manufacturing is simple:
the more DMDs that can be

about its execution but did

squeezed onto asingle silicon

specify the resolution of these

wafer, the cheaper the unit cost.

1079

1919

—I

1920

• •

J
I
—I
I
I
4-

• •
• •
• •

I 1. —I— .1

—I
—

L
I
—I
:

. •
• •

Fig 1: The matrix of astandard ' square' pixel DMD...

1

HD3 and xHD3 DMDs at 720p

However, although the memory
technology underpinning aDMD

2

the AV community to guess the

is getting smaller all the time,

3

rest. Which, thanks to the World

shrinking the physical size of

4

Wide Web, it did.

the micromirrors and the gaps

The murk of misinformation

• • . • . • . • •I.
• • . • ......
_

and 1080p respectively, but left

only thickened when, some

•

L -J _.1__ — J.— L-1-1.--1—L

(DMDs) would deliver HD

remained resolutely tight-lipped

10 . . .

. • • •

Digital Micromirror Devices

home cinema DLP projectors. TI

8

• • .

4

Ihe economics of DML)

8

• • .

marvel. Next month, we'll

boosting the performance of

7

• • • .

circumnavigate Hewlett

'SMOOTH DIAMOND'

6

• • • • • •

quart from apint pot, these new

lower- resolution pixel array,

5

2

Instruments' technological

SMOOTHPICTURE FROM A

4

• • •

classic attempt to squeeze a

resolution from an ostensibly

3

• • . • • •

3

it called SmoothPicture. In a

2

1

2 131415161718191101

1919

1920

between them remains atough
challenge. Indeed, TI is only now

months later, Hewlett Packard

beginning mass production of a

announced asystem it called

consumer- level 1080p DMD, but

Wobulation. AV folklore would

the device is still relatively large

suggest that SmoothPicture

and expensive. For ageneral

1079
10,
33

and Wobulation are one and

insight into Cov1D and DLP

the same thing, with the latter

technology see our feature in

Fig 2: ... compared to the economic diamond pixel footprint of

supplanting the former as the

AVTech. May 04.

pixels as employed in the SmoothPicture DMD system
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MASTERCLASS
SmoothPicture 720p and 1080p
DMDs are not 640x720 and

2. Persistence of vision,
meanwhile, allows these even

for the chip itself but also

960x1080, respectively.

and odd- pixel sub- frames to

for the supporting optics and

combine on the viewer's retina

chassis. Furthermore, the use
of overlapping sub- frames

The human visual system, with

and be perceived as afully
intact, high- definition image.

its persistence of vision, makes
it susceptible to illusions, which

This actuator's mirrored
surface is about an inch square

is lucky for TI as this allows

and rocks from side to side

its SmoothPicture to use one

to its name and render avery
smooth, film- like image.

seemingly at once. Achieving

about acentral axis by means
of aminiature voice coil. The
precision with which this

this is relatively straightforward.

mirrored 'seesaw' flips is quite

gains on the swings it may lose

The pixel data from afull HD

astonishing, moving its outer

on the roundabouts. Relying

image is processed into two

edge by just 4pm ( microns)

on two separately rendered

sub- frames, one containing the

up to 120 times asecond.

sub- frames, blended together

odd- numbered pixels and the

Each transition takes around

other with the even- number

amillisecond to complete and

to deliver acontiguous frame,
is not without difficulty. Some

pixels. Do note, however, that

must latch soundly into position
without bouncing, as this would

amomentary break-up of the

blur the image. To minimise the

image with certain content and

same as the interlaced scanning

chance of the optical actuator
causing visible artifacts, the

used in CRT displays.
In the first half of aframe

transition only occurs during
the period where blue light is

motion. Texas Instruments itself
reports aslight loss of diagonal
resolution using SmoothPicture
and ageneral loss of sharpness

period the odd pixels are
displayed, followed by the even

displayed. This takes advantage
of our eye's relative insensitivity

pixels in the second half of the

to the blue part of the light

frame period. Effectively, TI is
updating ahalf- resolution DMD

spectrum as blue contributes
least to the overall brightness of
an image.

FOR MY NEXT TRICK

micromirror to render two pixels

each set is counted in both
the horizontal and vertical
directions, as this is not the

panel twice as quickly to achieve
afull HD resolution image. In
practice, asurface mirror called

SmoothPicture remains
Ti's interim solution to the
problem of large and expensive
DMDs. At its heart is anew
pixel arrangement and driving

manufacturing costs, not just

significantly reduces the
visibility of the micro- mirror's
matrix ( the edges and gaps),
allowing the system to live up

But what SmoothPicture

susceptible viewers may see

due to the pixel overlap, but
then again, the DMD imaging
system is so sharp it can afford
to lose alittle crispness.

p

Next Month

PROS, CONS AND

We'll take alook at Hewlett

an optical actuator' ( see Fig 31

ROUNDABOUTS

is used to offset the sub- frame
containing the even- numbered

Packard's Wobulation system, which
has rather less in common with Texas

pixels by half amirror width,

The advantages of the
SmoothPicture system are
manifold. The reduced size

as illustrated in red on Fig

of the DMD means reduced

Instrument's SmoothPicture than the
AV forums might suggest!

scheme that allows TI to
manufacture smaller DMDs
with half the micromirrors of
full 1280 x720 ( 720p) and 1920
x1080 ( 1080p) devices, and yet
are capable of rendering full
HD resolutions. Unfeasible at
first sight, this technology not
only works very well indeed
but also delivers some unique
advantages, even if it's not a
perfect substitute for full-sized,
square pixel array DMDs.
Figs 1and 2illustrate the
differences between astandard
'square' pixel DMD and the
SmoothPicture ' diamond' pixel
array. The new DMD's compact
mirror layout interleaves the
pixels by half amirror width
along its rows and columns,
thus reducing both horizontal
and vertical dimensions. So,
and contrary to popular belief,
the pixel matrices of these

Fig 3: A conceptual illustration of SmoothPicture in action
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Franz Liszt performed by Yoram Ish•Hurwitz, recorded with

cables from

REVIEWS • CLASSICAL

SILTECHI

IVIusielleviews
MOZART
Sonatas for piano and
violin K301, 304, 376
and 526
Hilary Hahn/Natalie Zhu
DG 477 5572
69m 59s ££C
There's no place to hide in

too, favours Hahn, albeit only

Mozart, suggests Hahn ir her

very sligntly. As it happens, and
although Zhu is an excellent

foreword tc this programme
(its release arid the imminent

match in these pieces, the

Mozart 250th - year celebrations

listener is constantly drawn to

are pure coincidence, she

focus or Hahn's playing, simply

adds). Not that Hahn, with her

because she is so magnetic a

impeccable intonation and

performer. Ithink her style in

keen sense ot rhythm and

slow movements has akinship

phrasing, needs somehere

with Menuhin's Mozart.

to hide. The booklet is full of

Recommended, except

pictures of her, but there's no

to those who want hair-

proper mention of her partner.

shirt period instrument

Although Mozart viewed the

performances. CB

violin part as secondary in

Performances • ••

these sonatas, the balance,

Recordings

A NZ

CHAN0015

3ERWALD
hornet, Volume 2

.me seneuse
capricieuse
•nerung an dec. nor weg/schen Alpen

N.onal 5100.,

Thomas Dausgaard

ft

piano sound while reducing

BORODIN

background noise to tolerable

String Quartet 26, Serenata alla

which tend to lack some of

levels. EMI's now deleted LP

Spagnola • Quartet movements

the drive you get with Jarvi.

transfer ( HQM1197i has amore

by Rachmaninov, Schubert,

Dausgaard's recordings, on

metallic piano sound with more

Tchaikovsky and Webern

the other hand, are more

focused bass: it was better

Borodin Quartet

translucent, more detailed. CB

than the present version, which

Onyx ONYX 4002

the ' Sér euse' and ' Capricieuse'
in spacious, refined accounts

Performances • ••

in A- B comparisons sounds

66m 28s fft

Recordings 000

marginally blurred.

This collection of signature

BEETHOVEN

placing of accents gave his

Diabelli Variations • Bagatelles

Beethoven unmistakable and

Schnabel's tempi, his

works marks the 60th
anniversary of the Borodin

BERWALD

Op.126 • Rondo acapriccio

Symphonies 1and 2 • Memory of

unique authority - try Variation

Artur Schnabel

20/track 21: nothing could be

the Norwegian Alps

Naxos 8110765

more profoundly right. But his

Janish Nat SO/Thomas Dausgaard

78m 29s historic £

scrambled fingerwork, rushed

Good
Moderate

Chandos 10303

Alfred Brendel's recordings of

66m 176 ffi

hand movements which led to

the Ciabeili Variations have come

wrong or missing notes ( the

It was Sixten Ehrlus s 1968

to oversnadow two more direct

rondo ' Rage over alost Penny'

LSO/Decca coupling of

pianis:s .recordings: Serkin's

becomes amess) mean that

Symphonies 3and 4which

and Schnabek, whose 1937

the listener often receives a

brought Berwald's music to the

HMV set was the first to be set

frustrating ' irripress.ior' of the

attention of hi ti enthusiasts.

down. The early CD transfer by

music. That said, Idon't think

Then in 1985 Neeme Járvi's

Pearl nac so much shellac noise

any other pianist has orought us

complete cycle set the

as to be almost unlistenable;

benchmark ( DG 445 581-21

quite so close to the composer's

Naxos transfer engineer Mark

intentions. CB

Dausgaard completes the four

Obert-Tnorn has sought - with

Performances •• S

symphonies for Chandos with

some success - to find afaithful

Transfers • • • •

Ratings Performance/Recording
Outstanding
Very Good

Poor
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CLASSICAL CHRISTOPHER BREUNIG
JAZZ STEVE HARRIS, BEN WATSON
ROCK JOHNNY BLACK
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Four Winds by Dick de Graaf. recorded w th cables born SILTECII-I

Quartet; the booklet profile is

his spotlight in the ' Kismet'

FRANCK
Symphony
STRAVINSKY
Petrouchka

theme in the slow movement

Chicago SO/Bostcn SO/Pierre Monteux

by former HiFi News writer
David Nice. The cellist Berlinsky
(a founder member) gets

of Borodin's Second Quartet: a

RCA 82876 67897 2

joyous piece given agorgeous

74m 08s SACO hybrid fl
While Monteux was not
greatly associated wibh
the Chicago Symphony
Orchestra his 1961 recording
of the Franck Symphony was
admired both for musical
and technical qualities. It
was one of RCA's few ' 0.5'
half- speed mastered LP
reissues, coupled as here in
1999 as aliming Stereo' CD
(duplicated too in RCA's 15CD

performance. Tchaikovsky's

Monteux EditIon). Petrouchka

Andante cantabile is taken at a

is from 1959. The ensemble

slightly faster pace than usual;

is more loose with the Boston

it leads to an early Romance by

Symphony than with the

Rachmaninov and with scarcely

Chicago, aithough the fine

apause rushes on to Schubert's

gradations of dynamics in the

Quartettsatz. The Borodins

Franck are self-consciously

bring a ' felt' romanticism to

applied. A grand account

Webern's Langsamer Satz (
1905)

nonetheless. The downside is

as opposed to the 'studied'

that something has been lost

romanticism of the Emerson's,
in DC's Complete Webern

in the new CD transfer: try to
find the old pressing CB

edition. The excellent Moscow

Performances • • • •

recordings were engineered by
Pyotr Kondrashin. CB

Recordings •••

PIERRE MONTEUX

Performances • ••• •
Recordings ••••

BRAHMS

blurry ( anewcomer might even
find it hard to fcllow1, and S r

is what nappens here: Boris

Charles never really suggests a

point of Hamelin's overview,

Berezpvsky plays si> from Op.10,

and by the time he reaches

Chop Ws oeiginal. And that

Winds' transcription, the high

Symphony 1 • Academic Festival

true- blooded B-ahmsian - , east

Overure

two from Op.25 in juxtaposition

of all in rhetorical writirg. His

Op.25:5 seems to have imbibed

with Godowsky's variants,

too much Godowsky - it's way
over the top. Berezovsky's early

Symphony 2•Haydn Variations

'nora legato' makes apoint, so

Symphony 3 • Symphony 4

adding the two confLations

possibly the first disc is worth

Scottish CO/Sir Charles Mackerras

of pairs of studies from each

trying: uniquely, it includes a

recording of Chopin's compete,

opus. By way of encores there's

unadorned Op.10/0p.25 is cn
Warner 'Apex'. CB

Telarc CD- 80463/80464/80465

reconstruction from manuscript

63m 50s/60m 02s/75m 06s

Godowsky's own, nostalgic

parts of the slow movement

Reissues of asymphony cycle

'Alt- Wien' and the transcription

produced at the Usher Hall in

for Symphony 1as played up to
1877 - quite different from the

Recordings

FALLA
El Amor Brujo eThe

1997 with purist microphone

published version. CB

techniques ( James Matlinson/

Performances 11••

Tony Faulkner), where Sir

Recordings ••••

what Brahms himself would
have endorsed rather than in

CHOPIN
Etudes ( arr. Godowsky1
Boris Berezovsky

the richer, weightier manner of

Warner 2564 62258-2

Karajan or Kempe.

54m 32s £££

Ilike this well- played cycle
alittle more than Idid when

•••

Three- Cornered Hat ( excerpts)

Charles set out to recreate a
performing style consistent with

Performances ••••

bons berezovsky
chopu - qodowskii (:
f
,,(/
(5

• Orchestral works by Chabrier,
Debussy, Saint-Saens
Diana Eustrati, BPO/Bamberg SO/Fritz
Lehmann
DG 4775486
74m mono ££

Reviewing Marc André

'An admonitory conscience in

Hamelin's Hyperion complete

- ' decadently rich' suggests

German musical life' ( wrote a

it first came out. There are

set of the elaborate reworkings

some lovely things in No.2,

the boo•det note - of Chopin's

of Chopin's Etudes by Leopold

former head of Archiv), Fritz

for instance, and the clarity of

Godowsky (
HFN July 2000)1

'Minute Waltz'. As the openirg
applaJse emphasises,

today. Aged 51, he died of a

Lehmann is almost forgotten

the timpani parts is adefinite

remarked that it would have

'plus'. But the balances in the

Berezpvsky's programme

been the icing on the cake to

heart attack during aconcert

first movement of No.3 sound

was recorded live, at Snape

have had each prefaced by

interval ( 1956), having slowly

Mailings. He omits the ' Winter

earned areputation as an
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Johann Sebastian would.have
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been veryyrouci
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times need alittle

muscle
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Arias suns by Leontyne Price, remastered with cables from SILTECF.

scrupulous control of fluent
line and dynamics, it earns

SIBELIUS

recommendation. But there

MARISS JANSONS

Symphony 1

BRITTEN

are more interesting Mozart

Young Person's Guide to the
Orchestra

WEBERN

Im Sommerwind
Bavarian RSO/Mariss Jansons
Sony SK 93538
68m 46s [ special
Another oddball, unmissable
Sony programme of live
recordings by Jansons's
Munich orchestra. It includes
the lush ' Idyll' or nature poem,

players, in K313 at least: Susan

Im Sommerwind, which Webern

Palma with the Orpheus CO

composed at 20. Jansons's

)DG). with less technique;

is acompelling reading,
much less spacious than

beginning of the Sibelius sets

Boulez's, in DG's complete

the tone for agripping account,

Andreas Blau with Karajan
(EMIL who has everything. Aho's

edition. And he drives his

qu te apersonal take on the

cadenzas prove neither fish

players to exhilarating effect

music but nownere near as

nor fowl - not overlong, they

in the Britten too, epecially in

sen -promoting as Stokowski's

the fugue. The variation for

version, just remastered on

extend to birdsong imitations
and explore high registers in

percussion prompts aripple

Cala. Outstanding. CB

of amusement as it ends.

Performances •••• •

agawkishly unhelpful way,
given the adherence to Mozart's

The lovely clarinet solo at the

Recordings •••• •

material. CB
Performances •••
Recordings • •••

uncompromising authenticist

very different from the elegant,

MOZART

FRANCK

restrained podium figure he

Symphony • Psyche et Eros

would become in later years. CB

Requiem K626

the 1953s, and these reissues

BIZET

Performances ••• •

Christine Brewer, Ruxandra Donose,

imply awide repertoire. With

Jeux d'enfants

Recordings • ••

John Tessier, Eric Owens, Atlanta SO and

DVD quality • •

Chamber Chorus/Donald Runnicles

MOZART

46m 53s £££

specialising in choral works_
He recorded fairly extensively ir

the Bamberg Orchestra we have

RAVEL

España. Danse macabre and the

Mother Goose Suite

'Bacchanale' from Samson et

Philharmonia/Carlo Maria Giulini

Telarc CD- 80636

Dalila; the Falla ballet music

EMI 558033 0
77m 16s + bonus DVD

Flute Concertos K313 and K314 •
Andante K315 • Rondo K184Anh

The task of completing Mozart's

and L'après-midi d'un faune are

Giulinrs reading of the Franck

Sharon Bezaly, Ostrobothnian CO/Juha

Süssmayr - with input from

Symphony is weightier, more

Kangas

others - but revised performing

sober, than the Monteux

8IS BIS SACO 153901

versions have appeared at

reissue reviewed this month

56m 04s (special

various times: the edition

but obviously deeply felt. As it

Sharon Bezaly is ayoung Israeli

recorded here is by American

happens, EMI's programme

musician who launcned her

musicologist Robert Levin. One

series as an In Memoriam

solo career after working as

notable feature is the 'Amen'

(GiLlini died last June) and

principal flute in the Salzburg

fugue after the Lacrimosa,

nicely illustrates some of his
best work with he Philharmonia

Camerata Academica under

based on one of Mozart's

Sandor Vegh, and has been

unused sketches.

Orchestra. The bonus DVD

winning plaudits for her

from black and white, coarse-

recordings, which include

sense of devotion and the clarity

Audiophiles will be interested

grained BBC television films

works written especially for her

of its architecture. Runnicles's

in the extraordinary tape

shows the conductor at 50 in

- Kalevi Aho has undertaken

sections taken at above average

quality exemplified by Deutsche

Fallas Three- Cornered Hat

cadenzas for the present Mozart

speeds don't guarantee an

Grammophon mono recordings

Suite 2and, from 1968, Verdi's

release. It comes as alimited

overall momentum, and too

from this period. Lorin Maazel's

Sicilian Vespers overture.

edition at near- budget price

often there's asense of gazing

RIAS Falla/Stravinsky Firebird

Filmed in cramped closeups

with acomplete discography,

:ransfixed by the writing - this

with the Berlin Philharmonic.

Requiem fell to his former pupil

A recording needs to convey a

heralded anew stereo era, but

at Fairfield Hall Croydon, it

packaged with a24C page BIS

reflection sounds narcissistic

the actual performances were

portrays Giulini, conducting

catalogue: this details current

-or the feeling of striving to

download options.

make passages ' effective'.

not superior. Recommended if

from memory, with wildly

you don't mind the constraints

changing facial expressions,

of mono. CB

presenting something of abody

stylishly alert accompaniments;

well but the blurring acoustic

Performances •• •

workout in from of the sober-

as ademonstration of the

militates against diction, and

sided orchestral players. How

art of flute- playing, with a

having the soloists spread

Recordings •••

Bezaly has the benefit of airy,

The Atlanta chorus sings
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The Boston Symphony Orchestra, remastered with cables from SILTIM11-11

wide across the soundstage
is areversion to abad old

LISE DE LA SALLE

habit. Sir Charles Mackerras's

Piano works by JS Bach and
Liszt

Linn SACD recording is the
recommendation for

Naive V5006

Mozart- Levin ( CKD 211). CB

75m 32s iff

Performance • •

Listening to these

Recordings • ••

performances - Chromatic
Fantasy and Fugue, Toccata

SMETANA

BWV912, two Busoni

Ma Vlast

transcriptions and Liszt's of

LSO/Sir Colin Davis

the organ Prelude and Fugue

LSO Live LS00516

BWV543, bridging to his own

75m 15s SACD hybrid LC

Légende No.2, Dante Sonata,

Sir Colins Walton 1and Dream

etc - it's hard to believe that

of Gerontius are in prospect,

the pianist was only 16 when

and he's adding Beethoven's

she recorded them ( even if

Fidelio and Missa Solemnis to

you already have her 2002

the LSO Live series in 2006.

Ravel/Rachmaninov debut CD:

Meanwhile he extends his

V4936). La lugubre gondola

discography with Smetana's

is not helped by the engineer

great nationalistic set of six tone

boosting her final crescendo-

poems, having taken Ma Vlast

diminuendo, yet you can hear

switch from intimate grieving

music she plays. Pianophile

to this year's Prague Spring

through this to what she

to overt diablerie makes you

heaven! But when will London

Festival. In 1990 Rafael Kubelik

is actually accomplishing.

aware of, not just her mastery

be on her schedule? CB

came out of virtual retirement to

Then as the last track starts,

of sonorities but the depth cf

Performances 40000

conduct the cycle at that same

Mephisto Waltz, the abrupt

understanding she has of the

Recordings • •• •

festival, by way of agesture to
his homeland; the Supraphon
recording [ 11 1208-2] captures

catalogue before his untimely

his Knots [
after RD Laing's book

RHAPSODIES

the more highly charged

death from cancer, aged 49.

title), an arrangement of The

Liszt and Enescu Rhapsodies •
Orchestral music by Smetana and
Wagner

performance but the string

This 1952 recording is new to

Human League's Love Action,

sound is coarse. [ Vinyl- lovers

CD in the UK in authorised form

both with apart for Viktoria

should note that Kubelik's 1959

and it comes with five enjoyable

Mullova, and the 17m ID.

Decca stereo recording with

excerpts from Swan Lake,

the Vienna Philharmonic is on

ending with ahighly detailed

come into the studio straigh:

RCA 82876 78903 2

Speakers Corner SXL2064/5,

'Danse hongroise' befitting a

from playing The Soldier's Tale

75m 36s SACD hybrid

RCA Victor Orchestra/Symphony of the

Mullova sounds as if she's

Air/Leopold Stokowski

finely transferred, although the

Hungarian conductor, and one

or the Stravinsky Concerto:

Much reissued. Iwrote about

sound is inevitably dated.) The

waltz each from Nutcracker,

she phrases like aclassical

JVC's aLdiophile CD version in

LSO plays beautifully and the

Sleeping Beauty and Eugene

violinist, bringing afemininity to

March 2005, suggesting that it

Barbican sound is both refined

Onegin. Fricsay's Fourth is less

urban scores that really needed

would ' doubtless reappear on

and spacious.

icily driven than Mravinsky's,

Kennedy. This is all music with

SACD soon'. JVC replicated the

less elegantly phrased than

rhythm uppermost, textures

original 1960 LP programme

an organic whole, and his is a

Markevitch's but fluid in the

are slight, simplistic even in

only but, as with its 1993

satisfying modern version at an

Andante and always musical.

conception. [Would Stravinsky

CD transfer, RCA has added

advantageous price. CB

There's just one blot: at the

have embraced min matism

Wagner's Tannháuser Overture

Performances ••• •

upward rush of strings to bar 38

too, had he lived? Iguess so

and Venusburg Music, and the

Recordings ••••

of the finale, Fricsay suddenly

Love Action is the one track that

Act 3prelude from Tristan,

Sir Colin certainly creates

brakes the tempo, for no evident

merits more than one hearing

played by Toscaninrs former

TCHAIKOVSKY

reason. CB

-alas there seems : obe no

NBC orchestra.

Symphony 4 • Swan Lake
—excerpts

Performances • •• •

download sampling facility vvitn

Recordings •••

this release. CB

RIAS/Berlin RSO/Ferenc Fricsay

The tapes were all
made as three- track arid the

The music • •

multi- channel layer reproduces

Recording • ••••

the centre track but no synthetic

DG 477 5480

KNOTS

79m 30s f£ mono

Viktoria Mullova/Between the Notes

rear information. This is one of

Ferenc Fricsay was perhaps

Black Box BBM1095

the better re- transfers ( for

the most inspired signing by

70m 20s Cif

CD- only , istenersl, with only

Terezin-camp survivor and

The tracks Tangerine Dance and

postwar Executive Producer at

Lucky were created by the small

DG Elsa Schiller. Not only did

instrumental group Between

he take the ' Radio in American

the Notes - their director is

Classic riecords' 180gm

Sector' ( later Berlin RSO) to a

the cellist Matthew Barley,

LP ( without the Wagner) on

high technical level, he brought

Viktoria Mullova's husband.

LSC2471. CB

many significant recordings

Their keyboard player is Fraser

Performances •• •

of modern music to the DG

Trainer, and the disc features

Recordings • • •

KNOTS

subtle modification of he

îlkTlifilA 16111E111VA

original sound. Nevertheless,
audiophiles should not overlook
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Pietro Antonio Locatelli performed by Sandrine Cantoreggi, recorded with cables from Sit-TECH

CORYELL, BAILEY &
WHITE

NNENNA FREELON

Electric

Blueprint Of ALady

Chesky JD308

Concord CCD-2289-2

57m 32s

77m 23s

Only Chesky would record an
electric fusion trio like this

Nnenna Freeton takes the

with asingle soundfield mic in

Billie Holiday repertoire and
updates it in her own punchy,

areal space, but the result is,
well, electrifying. Legendary

dramatic style. Usually, it
works - though when she

jazz-rock guitar innovator Larry

dispenses with both the

Coryell is joined by former
Weather Report bassist Victor

tune and chord changes for
her reggae- style 'All Of Me',

Bailey and Return to Forever

you might start to wonder

drummer Lenny White, to knock

what's left. She's arguably

off some familiar, mainly bluesy,

most successful on Billie's

numbers including ' Born Under

compositions ' Don't Explain',

A Bad Sign', Led Zeppelin's

'God Bless The Child', and

'Black Dog and Miles Davis' ' So

'Left Alone', and on her own

What'. You're obviously meant
to turn it up loud and wallow in
the sound coming straight out of
Coryell's overdriven amp, and in
the end - despite the stature of
the protagonists - this recording
is more about the sound than
the music. SH
Recordings • • •• •
Performances • ••

'Only You Know' - an imagined
dialogue with Lady Day,
exquisitely accompanied by
guitarist André Bush. This is a
sincere and powerful tribute,
though purists may hate it. SH
Recordings ••••
Performances 011000
comes over as asoft- edged

masterly, with arelaxed and

sometimes lighter- than- air

shadow of Abdullah Ibrahim.
Pianist Marcin Wasilewski

genuinely celebratory feeling,
well captured by Telarc's

floating pulse of drummer Jack
deJohnette and bassist Steve
Swallow. On CD for the first
time, it's amust- listen. SH

produces appropriate modal

recording. SH

atmospherics, his occasional

Recordings ••• • •

bluesier licks out of place in

Performances •••••

Recordings • ••••
Performances S•••0

these clinical surroundings.
Katché is afine and supple
drummer who can make your

OZOMATLI

feet tap, but you get the feeling

Live At The Fillmore

that ECM founder/producer

Concord CCD2-2298-2

Manfred Eicher is still firmly in
charge here. SH

CD 49m 37s, OVO 90m
Who needs DualDisc? The

Recordings • ••••

audacious ten pece Latin
band's latest comes as aCD

Performances • •• •

MANU KATCHÉ

REVIEWS • JAZZ

plus aseparate, captivating

SLIDE HAMPTON &
THE JAZZ MASTERS
Dedicated To Diz

dual- layer DVD concert video
-admittedly ' only' Dolby Digital
5.1 or Dolby 2.0, but with more

Neighbourhood

Telarc CO- 83323

STEVE KUHN

songs than the CD and loads

ECM 9869815

72m 23s

Trance

of extra offstage footage. There

55m 07s

An evolution of the United

ECM 9871774

are several ebullient versions

A quintessential ECM product

Nation Orchestra founded by

38m 28s

-pure white sleeve, perfect

Dizzy Gillespie in 1988, the Jazz

With the nosta.gic sound of

of numbers ‘ rom 2003's Street
Signs while others date back to

typography, exhibition- quality

Masters are heard here live at

electric piano, near-Minimaiist

the eponymous debut album of

photos inside. French/African

the Village Vanguard in February
1993, in aspecial programme

repetition at times and
touches of tinkle- in- the-wind

1998. This band gets criticised
as well as praised for mixing

drummer Manu Katché
is presented as leader on

of Gillespie numbers arranged

percussion. Steve Kuhn's

music of many

asession which co-stars

by trombonist Slide Hampton.

1974 classic Trance is not just

the ever-present rap ingredient

saxist Jan Garbarek and

Senior featured soloists in this

hypnotic, it's more melodic

in the Salsa- based recipe. But

trumpeter Tomasz Stanko.

12- piece band were trumpeter

and more intense than you

for sheer energy, commitment

They play beautifully, but

John Faddis and tenorist Jimmy
Heath, but you also hear Roy

might think at first. Kuhn's

and absolutely outstanding
instrumental prowess, Ozornatti

the music - all credited to

coi ltures

and for

Katché - is sometimes a

Hargrove on trumpet, and

effortless- sounding keyboard
technique sustains every flight

too- languid echo of Miles

Antonio Hart and David Sanchez

of his imagination as he's borne

Recordings ••••

and Bill Evans, while Rose'

on saxes.The playing really is

up on the sometimes driving,

Performances •••••

are unbeataole.
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"It is, quite simply, the most impressive
mains filter we've ever heard."
HI- FINEWS Gil TITAN

For your free
IsoTek brochure call:

01635 291357
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David W. Speirs
Practical Hi Fi PLUS
88, Bridge St, Warrington Cheshire

P ractical

TM

Tel:
01925 632179

PLUS
A Winter of musical content(ment)
Winter is here and the nights are drawing in

Fancy treating yourself to a new CD player. or per-

again the choice is big. No. Imean really BIG!

haps a new amplifier and speaker combination? How best to get the biggest improvement for your

From the diminutive Revel M22 monitor to the mighty JM Lab Diva Utopia (and beyond!) we have an

hard earned cash?

array of loudspeakers for most situations and requirements. In fact we have the widest selection of

No doubt about it, the best way to upgrade is to change the component which is the weak link in the
system. However it's not always obvious just which component that may be. With more than 60 yea -s
of collective experience in audio retail. Practical Hi Fi PLUS is able to guide you to making the best
decision, to extract the best sound quality from your system possible.
Perhaps aCD player from Bel Canto or Audio Aero will be the tonic to get the music out of those sil-

high- end loudspeakers in the North of England. Fancy an electrostabc perhaps? Howabout the incredible Final ' statics or the revitalised and re- invented QUAD 989's. Again we find two very different manufacturers offering two very different styles of products, but adhering to the principles of no- boxes,
and low(no) mass diaphragms. Wow, you need to come and have alisten to these. Extremely important and innovative designs evolved from classic development work from the 1950's, both Ibelieve to
be products of the future!

ver discs. Indeed. these are two relatively rare players in the UK that are renowned in many of the
world's audio press from Singapore to the USA. We are pleased to be able to demonstrate these stun-

JM Lab has for many years taken the hign ground and pushed thc development of their " inverted"

ning players in our superb listening studios. Please telephone to arrange an audition of these amaz-

dome tweeter to extend high frequency reproduction to new leves. Starting many years ago with

ing players. You know, it makes us wonder just how much more music is locked in the CD format

materials like fibre- glass, which became, in the next geneation Kevlar, and then on to various alloys

when you hear how good these different players are!

and pen ultimately titanium. this innovative company has created perhaps the ultimate high frequen-

Of course we still have our old favourites from SUGDEN with the superb value for money Masterclass

cy material tweeter. Berylium. Super light, super stiff. super- low mass, with a high power handling

CD player which offers digital inputs for up to another 2sources and at slightly less cost the best under
two grand player on the planet from Audio Analogue. the Maestro. Here is aplayer with gorgeous styling
and sound quality to match. Oh yes. there is life in CD yet. Its kind of nice to know that the latter players mentioned have been around for awhile too, and are still amongst the very best at the price point.
Longevity is often overlooked in the world of audio design, it's nice to know that some manufactures
are able and willing to offer products that maintain performance and value!
In the middle of the chain is asometimes daunting array of amplifiers. pre amplifiers and power amp',.
fiers Which one, or which pair should go with the system you are contemplating? In many cases it
depends very much on the speakers, or to be more precise, the synergy of the amplifier with the
speakers. Again, this is an area where our own experience is able to whittle down the extensive choice
available, to put you in touch with amplifiers that can really " gel" with their partnering loudspeakert.
After all, you may decide that you quite like the idea of avalve amplifier. But which one? Not only that.
but which kind of tube will do the job the best?

voice coil attached tu it, these are extremely low loss properties that promise frequency extension
(both lower and upper registry!) that exceeds all that has come before it! Again we have a speaker
that is unique in its properties and wher coupled with the correct ancillaries, its qualities become
more than obvious.
A new name in loudspeaker design that are now making rather asplash in the scene are ART from the
west coast of Scotland. As Isay. although ' elatively new to loudspeaker design. these guys were once
known as Systemdek. purveyors of some of the finest sounding vinyl spinners available! They made
record players that were never anything short of extreme value for money, along with the best three
point sprung suspens on system ever des.gned on ANY turntable. Its nice to know they have brought
the same care and detail to their loudspearser programme. The range is uppercrust. but offering something for everyone. There are no " cheap'echeerful" products here, just high quality. super sounding
transducers. Come and have alisten...

Well we are pleased to suggest that we probab'y have the widest selection of quality valve amplifiecis

We'll leave you with another speaker manufacturer that has won award after award in the last few

in the North West (as well as some pretty nice transistor units too!) The Unison Research S6 and S8

years. Again. the performance is sublime, when coupled , ith the - ight amplifiers, these cannot be

are both single- ended valve amplifiers which both sound tonally rich and dynamically unrestricted offer.

beaten. The manufacturer is Living Voice, years of development. yeas of care have gone into the final

ing similar power outputs. But they do sound different to each other. They use different output tubes

products. Come and have alisten to what the critics have been appiauding for years.

and although there is a similarity between them, they are different. You need to listen and decide for
yourself which one is for you. Oh. and there is also the GRAAF range, which uses push-pull topology

Meanwhile, enjoy the music...

and more different types of output tubes. Guess what, these. sound different again to the Unison equipment. And this is exactly the point. It will very much depend on the partnering loudspeakers, and the

David W.Speirs

expectation of the listener to chose which is the best choice. Not to mention the Border Patrol and
Pathos equipment. but that another story...

Practical HI Fi PLUS, 88, Bridge St, Warrington, Cheshire, WA1 211!=

Loudspeakers are another area, where the choice is so vast, that a little thought can go a long way.

01925 632179

Whether it be a small unobtrusive cabinet or ahighly efficient floorstanding beast of aspeaker. once

practicalhifiplueefsmaitnet
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REVIEWS • ROCK

Pietro Antonio Locatelli performed by Sand•ine Cantoreggi, recorded with cables from SI LTECIAI

THE PAPERBOYS

DEPECHE MODE

The Road to Ellenside

Playing the Angel

Stumpy Discs SO20602

Mute cdstumm260

(61m 09s)

(52m 21s)

CDs usually come to me through

The Basildon Boys first new album

the post. Sometimes, though,

in four years finds them in an

Igo out and pay hard cash for

intriguingly retro mood. This is no

them. This one, however, came

bad thing. Ialways preferred their

to me while Iwas buying petrol

bubbly early ' 80s stuff over their

for my car. There they were,

later goth sludge. The difference

halfway through aUK tour,

now, of course, is that singer Dave

fuelling up their van, stocking

Gahan has his rock'n'roll hellraiser

up on crisps and fizzy drinks.

image to maintain, so he has to

We started chatting and they

sing about sin and misery and

handed me the CD and drove

pain. Bizarrely, in his efforts to do

on. It's their fifth album, and

so, he often comes off sounding

its winning blend of eclectic

exactly like late period Simon and

country- folk-rock with all

Garfunkel. You don't believe me?

kinds of unlikely influences has

Buy the CD and read the lyric to

become afirm favourite. Their

'Precious'. The resemblance is

latin version of Sting's classic

uncanny. its also, on the whole, a

Fragile, set to the rhythm of a

remarkably enjoyable album, full of

lightly- strummed jarana ( eight

big, brooding synth licks, powerful

stringed Mexican guitar( and

vocal melodies and occasional

pepped up with an unexpectedly

off- kilter slabs of random noise that

Irish flute solo, is worth the

give it abit of edge. JB

price of the CD in itself. JB

Recordings

40

Recordings • ••

Performances

4111/111

Performances ••••
was to move them into the

sounds to bear on her glorious

mainstream, id say it does it in

catalogue of songs. Even

Brothers' style boogie on the

Vheissu

spades. JB

though the DVD is filmed in a

whimsically- titled instrumental

Mercury 0602498852453

Recordings ••••

fairly oasic style, r
here's lever

'Mrs Hippy'. Anybody who

(69m 25s)

Performances ••••

amoment of tedium, simply

thought the last Clapton album

because with Armatradirg its

was abit lacklustre might find

all about music. ii9

what they need right here. JB

THRICE

The third album from this

Cajun and even aspeedy Allman

Californian post-hardcore

JOAN ARMATRADING

emo-metal combo finds them

AR the Way from America

Recordings ••••

boldly pushing their buzz-

Prisn Leisure PLATCVD2738

Performances •

saw guitars alittle bit into

(Advance copy)

the background. Playing safe,

This is alive DVD recorded two

they open with the superfast

years ago at the Litlien Fontaine

HANK SHIZZOE & THE
DIRECTORS

SAW DOCTORS

thrash ' Image Of The Invisible',

Garden Theatre in Saratoga,

Out and About

The Cure

something to hook fans of

California, but the limited-

Uosscut Records CCD12C09

SHAMTOWN RECORDS SAWD00013CD

the first two albums before

edition version comes with an

(51m 59s)

(61m 21s1

hitting them with the more

audio CD of the same concert,

Despite making music that

Their sixth album finds the Saw

experimental tracks that

so Iguess it qualifies for

rivals the output of such as

Doctors back to peak form.

follow. Is that axylophone

inc.usion here. Armatrading is

Mark Knopfler, Chris Rea or,

Davy Carton is in fine voice and

plonking away plummily in

backed by aradically stripped-

well, any soto white blues act

his songwriting partnership

the background of ' Between

down band, just Spencer

you care to mention realiy,

with guitarist Leo Moran has

The End And Where We Die?'

Couzens on keyboards and the

Swiss blues- roots- rock

sparked back into vibrant life.

And, blooming heck, isn't that

multi-talentec Gary Foote on

multi- instrumentalist Hank

New drummer Fran Breen,

aglockenspiel in the ambient

d-ums, flute aid sax. Despite

Shizzoe has neve- managed

formerly with Lucinda Williams,

ballad Atlantic? Some of this

this, she brings awhole range of

Recordings ••••
••

Performances ••••

to spread his success outside

has kicked the energy back into

sonic innovation is presumably

of the European mainland.

the band, and as ever, they're

down to producer Steve

On this, his sixth album, he's

at their best when combining

Osborne, best-known for his

not exactly blazing any new

their Irish ranting- rock with

work with U2, Peter Gabriel,

paths, but Shizzoe keeps the

ghosts of the past, so 'Addicted'

Doves and Massive Attack, but

musical textures intriguing by

is drenched in the soirit of

it does also feel as if the band

alterrating his spicy guitar licks

itself was ready to move on to

bouzouki, lap steel and

Buddy Holly, and ' Me Without
You' features akiller Duane

amore sophisticated sound.

ukulele. He's also spreading his

Eddy- styled solo from Moran.

Dustin Kensrue remains an

wings to explore awide range

Welcome back boys JB.

engagingly dynamic vocalist and

of styles that incorporates hints

Recordings ••••

if the intention of this album

of Hawaii with juicy chunks of

Performances ••••
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Grass
Dance

Where musi
will move yol

AUDIO

r r'

On regular
demonstration;
Avalon Acoustics
Karan Acoustics
conrad johnson
Reimyo by Harmonix
Cardas

We offer agroup of synergistic
products all of which are capat
of delivering musical truth and
pleasure.
We are delighted to have been

Magnum Dynalab

appointed

finite elemente

Scotland's exclusive de

Andrew Lee design

for; Rogue Audio pre and

Shun Mook

power amps Lavardin pre

Accoustic Arts

and power amps & Amp

Zanden Audio Systems

speakers

Selected second
hand pieces;
Conrad Johnson
Premier 8mono blocks
ex condition £7,000
Conrad Johnson
Premier 16 LS11
Line stage
mint condition £3,950
dcs Elgar plus DAC
Latest spec
mint condition £4,750

Zanden Audio Systems 2000 PCD Transport

dcs Purcele upsampler,
Latest spec

Our customers tell us that we

mint condition £2,000

create the most beautiful soun

Goldmund cd 39++

they have heard.

integrated cd player
mint condition £4,000

also

Call us to arrange a

Cardas power cords

demonstration.

interconnects and
speaker cables

Ask ,or details of this superb -ang

SME LTD • STEYNING • .USSEX • BN44 3GY • ENGLAND
tel: + 44 ( 0)1903 8143 1 • fax: + 44 ( 0)1903 814269
email: s. lesesme.ltd.co.uk
or
• r
•
AAA
It•
0.

www.grassdanceaudio.c

REVIEWS • AUDIOPHILE

The Chopin Ballades & Scherzos by Rubenstein, remastered with cables from

knowing it's that old. Prime

PATRICIA BARBER

guitar- driven hard rock, best

VERSE

remembered for the track ' Bad

Mobile Fidelity lIDSACD 2027

Motor Scooter', which set alight

(51m 42s)

a59p Warner sampler LP way

SACD stereo

back when. KK

Another month, another

Performance • • • •

Barber reissue. This time its

Recording • ••

the 2002 release in which she
goes all Suzanne Vega/Joni

THE PERSUASIONS

Mitchell on us an album

The Persuasions Sing U2

of originals, plus one track

Chesky JD306

with lyrics by Paul Verlaine,

I48m 03s1

asuitably pretentious French

96/24 recording

poet of the 19'" Century . Again,

How deliciously ironic: my

the sound is so gorgeous it

favourite band covering the band

will take your breath away,

Imost despise. But the material

while the music itself will

suits the World's Greatest A

have you suddenly craving

Capella Group and they have

industrial- strength espresso,

the sheer talent to turn this

ashot of absinthe and a

normally bombastic crap into

Gauloise More music to wear

something all their own.

berets by.

Performance • • • • •

Performance •••••

Recording • •• ••

Recording •••••
of pre- revolution Cuba: the

soul legends. Th smarriage was

mojitos, smooth cigars and

short-lived, but the resultant CD

languid evenings that persist

is aperfect memorial. KK

despite it being one of the last

Performance •••••

Marxist states left on the planet.

Recording ••••

Gorgeous music for those

ERIC BIBB
AShip Called Love

whose lives are amped up to

NICHOLAS MEIER

'1 l' with the Buena Vista Social

Orient

Club, aset that comes across

Nairn naimcd091

as a concept album' in the very

(54m 11s)

best sense of the term. KK

CD

Performance • • • •

Suitably- named showcase for

Recording • • • •

the Swiss guitarist, backed here

I'm With the Band

by bass, percussion and three

Telarc CD- 83616

TIERNEY SUTTON

Telam Blues CD- 83629

LITTLE MILTON

woodwind players. Interesting

(61m 16s)

153m 46s)

Think of Me

hybrid mixing fusion- jazz and

Recorded live at New York's

Bibb's new set consists entirely

Telarc Blues CD- 83618

Eastern flavourings, making it

Birdland, this set has so much

of self- penned material and you

(42m 25s)

ideal background music for the

atmosphere that I'm wondering

get everything from acoustic

What atragedy old school blues

sort of restaurant that serves

why I'm not listening to a

blues to Dylanesque folk to

master Little Milton Campbell,

couscous with everything.

multi- channel SACD, given its

warm'n'fuzzy love songs. But

he of the liquid vocals, died

Sensational percussion sounds,

source. Isuspect that's on the

he's cranked up the funk factor,

just nine weeks after this

and an unprocessed feel. KK

way, because the performance

too, such that tracks like ' The

was released. What maKes

Performance • • • •

captured here is anatural for

Way You Are could turn up on a

it worse is that this is acine

Recording 0000

1460s Stax rarities LP. This is a

enough set to have launched a
are blues

MONTROSE

'Must Buy' disc - one to leave in

career revival.

repeat mode. KK

tunes of great sophistication

Montrose

Performance •••••

and maturity, astyle instantly

Ardo Fidelity AFL 028

described as ' rich'. While it's

Recording ••• •

recoejnisable to•BB King fans,

(32m 15s)

awfully Eva Cassidy-ish - it's no

and so sublimey smooth that

Gold CO

bad thing for that - and bursting

they could even be mistaken

One of heavy metes great lost

with standards, it avoids being

PAOUITO D'RIVERA

- hese

surround sound. I'm With the
Band - the delicious Sutton
backed by drums, piano and a
pair of bassists - can only be

Portraits of Cuba

for recent King/Clapton

acts, with aparticular point

either too abstractly modern or

Chesky SCAD298

collaborations. tittle Milton

of interest for the Van Helen

too slavish to the classics. One

(60m 3551

co-authored every tune with

hardcore: it features ayoung

thing's for certain: it's easy on

SACO multi-channel

Jon Tiven, known to many as a

Sammy Hagar on vocals. This

the ears, while Sutton's delivery

Dreamy impressions of Castro's

terrific music critic, and whose

is their 1973 debut and if played

is guaranteed to grab. KK

playground, the front and back

own : rack record includes arun

unawares to aycurg Kerrang!

Performance • • •

covers promising the sound

of albums honouring blues and

reader, they'd have no way of

Recording • •• •
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Hi-FiNews essential hi-fi buyer's shortlist
Welcome to the Hot 100 - Hi Fi News' vital buying
guide section. It's here that we list the finest
hi-fi components that we've reviewed, updated
every month. The emphasis is on real value for
money, which doesn't always mean the
lowest- cost options, but we've also highlighted
those more expensive components that justify
their sometimes frightening price tags, by
offering atrue advance in sound quality for the
audiophile. Listed are the issue date ( month/year)
where you can track down the original review, and
the author's initials. For the full-length review call
Back Issues on 01733 370800, go to twAv.mags-uk.com, or
check out our review reprints service at viww.hi-finewS.co.uk.

Award winner 2005: Inca Tech's Katana SE CD player best digital source up to £ 1000

CD PLAYERS
Make/mode I

Price

Tested How we rate it
08/03
AH

An improvement on the CD23, but now using multiple Wolfson DACs. Strengths are detail, insight and agood grip on rhythm. While multi-format
machines struggle to be ajack of all trades- this player is master of one.

03104

ra

[he replacement of the Burr Brown DAC used in previous players with aWM8740 multi-bit sigma delta design from Microelectronics pays off here
with acomfortable, smooth and civilised sound. Silky highs and wonderful female vocals, even if treble is slightly rounded off.

£250

09/04
AH

Mechanically quiet and flawless in operation this high-performance machine boasts aclean, detailed sound and was rarely upset by even the most
challenging of discs. Cosmetic match for the 640A amp, with which it works well in small rooms and with modest-sized loudspeakers.

Chord DAC 64

£1960

07/02
AH

Chord's now fully sorted 96kHz-ca pa ble DAC features abuffer memory and reclocking system that theoretically eliminates jitter. AH concluded, ' It's
riot its lushness and smooth ride that make it awinner, but the way that it treads the route of musicality and natural timing.'

Creek CD50

£700

07/03
D8

We've come to expect bargains from Mike Creek. This one wipes the floor with most budget players and some with much higher price tags, extracting

dCS Purcell/
Delius

£5000/
£6500

Arcam CD33

£1300

Arcam Diva CD73

£399

Cambridge
C340C Azur

us'

incredible precision from recordings. Compare it with some expensive players and you'll ask, why pay more?
I ' urcell is aD/D converter that ' upsamples' to 24/96 or 24/192, for analogue conversion by Delius. An impressive input array, upgradable firmware,
uro-grade electronics. Makes CDs sound wholly believable at last. Provision for DSD conversion via proprietary use of FireWire link

Inca Tech Katana
SE

£995

12/04
DA

Stunning looks, sturdy build and balanced outputs to boot, this player deserves to make waves at its price-point thanks to thrilling vocals and a
dexterity and energy that truly brings music to life. Single-ended output version available for £600. Both players amust-listen concluded DA.

Musical Fidelity
308CR

£2000

07/03
DA

DA was mesmerised by the sound from this 24- bit upsampling player. It is all sol d-state, but comes so close to matching its Nu-Vista sibling's sound
quality that you'd swear there were valves in the equation somewhere: natural' and ' unforced'.

Musical Fidelity
X-Ray V3

£899

08/0
DA

Aplayer punching well above its weight, the V3 puts the emphasis firmlyon the music with awell proportioned presentation that gives areal

Naim CDS3

£7050

10/03
MC

Top-of the-range two- box CD replay from Naim. Physically unassuming but sonically arival for any other player- high-resolution format or otherwise
according to Martin Colloms. Sweeter treble, blacker backgrounds anc greater all-round ability than its predecessor the worthy CDS2.

Naim CD5i

£825

2004
A

Perpetual P- 1/
4
/
P-3A
Rotel RCD-02
Unison Research
Unico

$11001
$800

impression of depth and power. Vocals sound fully fleshed and separation of instruments is good. Comes into its own used as adigital transport.

Naim's most affordable player excels in the areas for which the British brand has become justifiably famous: pace, rhythm and timing. For many
listeners this translates into excitement and involvement with the music, especially when it comes to modern pop and rock material.
Diminutive DSP ( P- 1A) and DAC ( P-3A) units that do something special. The comly nation transforms CD, communicating the illusion of real
musicians. The P1A is the killer, used as an interpolating upsampter, toil with capabdity for room or speaker EQ correction. Mail order only in UK.
Rotel has long been respected for its UK-designed, Far East-built budget players. Although the company now makes DVD players and AV receivers, it
hasn't forsaken CD/two-channel users. If you're on atight budget this one is well worth auditioning.

£380

Using atriode valve output stage this CD player aims to combine the best of both worlds, with asound, as KK noted, that comes 'scarily close to
resembling adecent moving-coil, playing mint vinyl through atube phoro stage.'

£1100

DVD-VIDEO, DVD-AUDIO
Make/model

Price

Tested How we rate it

SACD PLAYERS

Arcam DV88 Plus

£1000

02/03
AG

Ergonomically satisfying DVD-V and CD player features painstaking audio circuit design: separate clocks and power supplies for audio and video,
dual Wolfson 24-bit/192kHz WM8716 DACs.Excellent picture quality and sound on DVD-V, plus CD sound equalfing Arcam's Alpha 7SE.

Arcam DV29

£1600

03/05
PM

Dubious features are abandoned here in favour of purist engineering that benefits both video and audio quality. The Arcam DV29 is awolf in sheep's
clothing and is adesirable alternative to its gadget-strewn competition. Buy with confidence.

Cambridge Audio
DVD57

£200

10/03
PM

performance for not alot of cash. Don't expect the Earth at this price, butthis player is thoroughly musical with abit of bite too.

Denon DVD -2900

£850

09/03
PM

Smooth and natural-sounding on both DVD-A and SACD, this universal kilayer gives seamless multichannel sound plus excellent video performance.
I
dcking the proprietary Denon digital link of the DV-A1
, it remains afine all-rounder, aworthy competitor to Pioneer's universals.

Ma rantz SA- 1ISI

£2000

05/05
KA

Abenchmark with SACO replay thanks to exceptional transparency, speed and resolution, plus deep bass and an uncannily natural midband. With
CD-only replay this player can sound rich, lush and incredibly euphonic thanks to the proprietary user-selectable filters on board.

Pioneer DV868AVi

£1000

02/04
PM

Despite prosaic looks, technology on board makes this player the very fir3t of athoroughly new generation. Stunning pictures, with DDPD scaler
providing tighter, noise-free and contrasting images. Sonically, lighter touch of more affordable DV-668AV proved more satisfying.

Sony XA9000ES

£2400

05/04
PM

Sony's current flagship for the SACO format is also aOVO video player ( nie OVOA!). It offers an extended, transparent and wholly unforced sound with
the vast majority of rival DVD and CD players sounding artifical by comparison. If OVO leaves you cold then buy the Sony, said PM.

Made an excellent impression against some heavyweight contenders in our OVOAplayer Group Test. Elegant styling and an extremely competent
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RECOMMENDED TURNTABLE
Still the best player under four figures, with an airy,

new materials in an unusual configuration. The main

graceful sound free of metallic or wooden colorations.

plinth and sub- chassis are clear acrylic, 19mm thick,

Holographic soundstage with palapable wall-to-wall

while the Nima tonearm is alightweight unipivot type

images of instruments and performers. Excellent bass,

using athin-walled alloy main tube with internal wiring

free of overhang, and top-notch dynamics. The Roksan

made of aflexible printed circuit material found in the

is capable of handling good mccartridges too, thanks

more expensive Artemio arm.

to that Nima tonearm.

TURNTABLES
Make/model

Pr ice

Tested
02/04

Avid Diva

£1100

Clearaudio
Champion

from
£1020

03/01
AH

Linn LP12

from
£1015

10/97
10(

Michell Orbe SE/
NC power supply

£2413

Pro-Ject Debut
Mk11

£120

Pro-Ject RPM 9X

£1000

Oracle Delphi
Mk V

£3180

SME Model 10

£3580

1H

Pro-Ject favourite receives arevamp courtesy of an acrylic platter. Result is apresentation having greater flow, air and lucidity with improved definition

TB
07/04
DA

£400

Magnum Dynalab
MD106

£3750

Maranft ST- 17

£600

PURE Digital
DRX-702ES

£330

commented TB. If you need aphono stage, go for Debut Phono or Debut Phono SB (with fine speed control, £ 160).

beween leading edges of instrument s. Less surface noise compared with original model along with complete banishment of grain.
Basic design is 25 years old but according to DA, the Mk Vcan still show some very costly decks athing or two, and suspension tuning problems arc
thing of the past. Ablack granite base looks great but costs extra.
'r ice quoted includes asimplified version of the classic Series Vtonearm. ' So eerily quiet and uncoloured' said KK, 'one of the best ambassadorsyet
ir the greatness of analogue replay via vinyl... The Model 10 let's you hear the music and nothing else'.

AH

CreekT43

improvement with better power supplies; now only available with Lingo power supply, and with either Akito or Ekos tonearms.

09/04

£850

£650

Classic three-point suspended chassis design, based on AR and Ariston models but with tighter engineering. Simple AC motor drive leaves room for

Simple but effective: price hcludes tonearm and Ortofon m-m cartridge. ' No nasty top or flaccid bass, just clean, rather crisp and lively sound,'

Roskan Radius 5

Arcam DT81

Arich, colourful sound and excellent 3D image stability, the mid alittle recessed; but afine rhythmic ' groove' and pace. With black acrylic base and
translucent platter ( no dust cover), the outboard AC motor has astepped pulley; manual speed change to 45.

07/00
TB

2004

Price

engineering concepts of Avid's bigger models, and the sound is not far behind them either.

Revamp for flagship deck courtesy of anew power supply that offers the best of both worlds in that dbrings the pace and toe-tapping timing of the

£198

Make/model

Versatile enough to accept arms of up to 12in effective length and even to carry two arms, this intelligently designed skeletal turntable is true to the

company's AC- powered unit yet retains the greater realism and naturalness gained by the DC unit.

Rega P2

TUNERS

How we rate it

Back in the 1970s, Rega's original Planar 2was the usual choice for those who couldn't afford aLinn. Design principles are unchanged (
there's still no
subchassis) but the P2 rerrains agood buy if your sonic priorities are rhythm and drive rather than subtlety.
Price quoted includesthe Nima tonearm. This Roksan deck offers a ' listen-all-day character that plays music guilelessly'. Expect ' real dynamic

Tested
01/02

-ontrast

and timbral colouring, with naturally-sounding frequency response without treble lift or heavy bass'. An absolute bargain!

How we rate it
With better controls than previous models, the DT81 is arguably superior to the more expensive FMJ DT26. Comprehensive user features include
engineering mode for interested enthusiasts. Its clear, distinct way of opening up abroadcast makes this arelatively impartial but accurate receiver.
Asimple fuss- free tuner with excellent FM sound quality, with atotal of 64 presets for FM, MW and LW. Signal strength and multi- path distortion are
displayed. IH found it had -afull-bodied sound that's nicely articulated and stable.., excellent value.'
Old-fashioned analogue tuner rather than adigital synthesiser type, meticulously designed and built with atriode valve output stage. Expensive, for
sure, but now sets the stardard of excellence. After all, as AG put it, on aRadio 3concert, ' the orchestra colours practically glowed.'

u1 Three wavebands and RD:"3; for IH the sound was ' detailed and solid, projecting acoherent soundstage with excellent depth of image' dalittle bright.
1H
It lacks independent remote control but ' sounds superb, makes the best of weak signals and exudes aquiet confidence'.
07/03
AH

Winner of our three-way group test, this model brings you DAB, yet has ausable FM tuner in the same package. USB connectivity for upgrading via a
PC; dark, attractive, contoured presentation and the controls are simplicity themselves— atop-drawer product.

RECOMMENDED AMP
Musical Fidelity kW 500
£3999 ( HFN Oct'04)
Another worthy Hi Fi News Awards 2005 winner, over 500W are on offer from
this high-powered hybrid design, which banks on very low distortion across
the audio band to make aneutral, natural- sounding integrated amplifier that
approaches the company's monster kW pre/power statement. Fine looks,
mu-Vista valves inside, and packs agreat phono stage too.
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Roksan Radius 5£ 850 ( HFN Nov ' 03)
Acomplete original for Roksan in that the Radius 5uses

PI N EWOOD Mkk.SIC
Untoucha6le excellence

...mimetism...
...darTZeel...

NATURAL
SURROUND
SOUND

Mimetism 20.1 CD player

Strange names to you? They won't be for long - not
if you're excited by the thought of something a
little different, something out there on the edge,
something from new designers with new ideas.
These are two names that you can find only at a
small number of specially selected Absolute Sounds
dealers who are partners in Ricardo's Studio.
If you would like to know more about how these
names can take you to the heart of your music,
please get in touch with Brian Rivas or Alison
Holmes at Pinewood Music.

darTZeel NHB-108 stereo amplifier

AMATI ANNIVERSARIO
Put on apair of Ultrasone PROline 750
or PROline 2500 headphones with patented
S-LogiCTm technology and you'll be immersed
in an amazing 3D environment.
A world where decentralised speakers allow
you to hear sounds coming at you from
all directions, perceive distance, pick up
every chord, every note, every living breath.

Ask yourself this: when did you last find yourself smiling when
you listened to your music? When did you last find yourself
moved to the core? Well, here's the way to both emotions.
Similar in technology to the Stradivari it may be, but the Sonus
faber Amati Anniversario sounds nothing like it. Neither does it
sound like the original Amati Homage. This latest transducer
from Sonus faber is a revelation, it is like a living thing. A day
at Pinewood Music listneing to it will not be wasted.

Agencies: Krell, Audio Research. Sonus faber. Wilson Audio.
Jadis, Unison Research. Pathos, Lyra. Koetsu, Copland.
Martin

Logan.

Dreamvision,

Synergistic

Research.

Transparent, Chord Company. Prima Luna, BCD Engineering.
Futureglass, finite-elemente

ULTRASON E

www.ultrasoneuk.com
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THE PINEWOOD MUSIC COMPANY
Telephone: 01460 54322
Mobile: 07860 351113
e-mail: brianriv@mac.com

essential hi-fi buyer's shortlist
AMPLIFIERS
Make/model

Price

Tested

How we rate it

£1100

03
e,

This top-of-the-range integrated offers 100W/ch, thanks to an uprated power supply. AG found it sounding confidently in charge, making the most of

Arcam A85

£700

05/01
BB

Remote-control 85W/ch amplifier, using bi-polar output devices ( not MOSFETs). Its clean and detailed sound nimbly communicates music.
Microprocessor-controlled uource switching, tone controls and input trim facility (to equalise source levels). Finest integrated amplifier at the price.

Audio Research
VS110

£4000

Audio Research
Ref Two

£10,000

Arcam FMJA32

speakers it was used with, reproducing the life and vitality of aperformance. It also crlers tone controls.

03/00
hic
'01

Despite broadband noise from this valve-fuelled lab- handled design, sound quality was top notch as well. It comes close to being astate-of-the-art
piece of audio engineering, said MC.
Remote-control version of dassic pass ve attenuator. Control of volume and source

via optical linkage, asingle Vishay resistor leading to light-

AS Passion
Ultimate

£1300

BAT VK-50SE/
VK-60

£6125

uu
AG

Full remote control pre-amp and 60W/ch stereo push-pull valve power amplifier, combine the dynamics and load tolerance of solid-state with th, ,
finesse, inner complexity ar id poise of tubes. Sweet-sounding, without the audible severity of some solid-state counterparts.

Bryston 3B-SST

£1725

10/03
DA

David Allcock was already an owner of apair of 14B-SST power amps, this model's big brothers, when he reviewed this one so it was interesting to see
if he rated 150W/ch (8ohms) model so highly — he did! Fantastic sonic balance and stereo imaging, along with lashings of controlled power.

Chord CPA 3200/
SPM 1200C

£4040

Dii,
AH

Audio meets aerospace engineering. The fully- balanced SPM1200C uses aswitched- mode power supply, yet sounds dynamic and transparent. ' Has
the disconcerting ability to create real sound pressure levels with ease,' said AH, with 'transparency to music's inner workings.'

Conrad-Joh nson
Premier LS2

£5000

07/04
PAC

Purist triode pre-amplifier offers full-on audiophile sound at acompetitive price. More 'different' than ' better' than the long-lived original LS2, detail
was reference class while stereo image scale, width and depth were all to avery high standard. Midrange was exceptionally pure.

Conrad-Joh nson
350

£8000

09/04
MC

First solid-state Premier ser ies amp turns out to be amassively powerful stereo chassis ata highly competitive price. Offers the well-balanced, fluid
midrange of tube amps with the dynamic range, grip and slam of the best solid-state designs. The answer to an audiophile's dreams.

Croft Vitale

£350

02/00
le

Classic hard-wired preamo, true to the minimalist ideal: 'vintage' in its warmth and preclusion of edginess and grain, yet big, palpable and
commanding. With some low-level noise and fuzziness, it's still quieter than even amint Quad valve pre-amp.

EAR 864

£1500

01/r

Aphonoinclusive pre-amplifier to satisfy audiophiles and studio professionals, wit!' its XLR balanced input and output. Balanced operation offers

controlled shunt resistor. The Ultimate is still top of the class, rivalfing active pre-amps that cost four times as much.

improved dynamic contrasts, slam, overall control and coherence, as well as virtuaby noise-free operation.

£3950

0/04
88

This gorgeous-looking valve integrated combines real pride of ownership with apeeormance set to re-write the rules in the sub-£4000 market thanks

£990

02/04
18

UK-designed, Chinese bunt, with two pairs of EL34 pentode valves for aclaimed 40W/ch. or 19W when run in sweeter- sounding triode mode. TB like,:

Krell KAV-30011_

£3900

10/01
KK

A300W/ch integrated. Hooking up 1ohm Apogee Scintilla speakers, KK found it ' produced the very best sound 1
have ever heard from the
Scintillas... I
would take the KAV-3004. over any solid-state amp I
can name south of the Theta Dreadnaught'.

Krell KAV400xi

£2698

06
BB

This ' entry-level' 200W model doesn't use Krell's Plateau Biasing but does offer balanced inputs. DB found it thoroughly listenable, with punch drama
and speed. It's not at all laid-back, so if you want awarm, distant or soft sound, then look elsewhere.

Music First Audio
Passive

£1498

10/04
AH

Utilitarian looks belie aproduct boastiig the the finest balance of virtues of any pre-amp AH had heard to date. If you can live without added features
from apre-amp then this passive device can stand alongside active units at over thsee times the price. Strongly recommended.

Musical Fidelity
A3.2

£1000

0
00

DA felt that the 3.2 pre-amp offered sound quality well beyond its price tag, and the 130W/ch-rated power amp is claimed to drive any domestic
speaker. Concluded DA, ' At this price point t
can think of nothing I'd rather build asystem around.'

Musical Fidelity
kW 500

£4000

10/04
BB

Musical Fidelity does it again with aneutral-sounding high-powered (500W!) integsated that manages to offer ahigh degree of transparency with no
loss of musicality. It's powerful, yet never forceful, and boasts asilent electronic background. Sound from LP was stunning.

Musical Fidelity
X-150

£800

06/04
DA

Compact at 218 x98 x377mm (whd), yet pleasingly substantial in build, the X-150 delivers 80W/ch into 8ohms ( 160W into 4ohms!) along with
transparency, refinement and excellent soundstaging. There's built-in m-m phono input of very adequate quality too.

Nagra VPA

£9350

04/99
BB

Built around apair of 845 output tubes, this push-pull monoblock power-amp is rated at 50W into4,8 or 16 ohm loads, with zero negative feedback.
KK praised its commanding and authoritative presentation and abass control of which Ongaku owners can only dream.

Naim NAG 202/
NAP 200

£1385

12/04
TB

Awell- executed design boasting excellent musical and rhythmic abilities. Though maging is vague, the boogie factor more than compensates,
ensuring that music is both involving and hugely enjoyable. Bomb- proof build and offers plenty of user-friendly features.

Naim NAC 112/
NAP 150

£625/
£750

03/02
All

This 150W combination delivers the ' Naim sound' with an obvious freedom from artifice, 'with little of that unnatural glare and haze that afflicts
products that try to give too much in terms of detail and clarity' ( AH). Difficult to trump for unflustered sound and musical satisfaction.

Naim NAC 552

£11,750

06/03
1G

This is Naim's current flaphip pre-amplifier and according to Jonathan Gorse, ' it pis closer, by adramatic margin, to that " live" experience than any
other amplifier'. Don't expect it to make music sound ' comfortable', instead you get ' bombastic majesty and delicate beauty'. Awesome!

Naim NAIT 5

£800

02/01
AH

Rated at only 30W (we measured 36W), but adynamic performer. With avery convincing decay to treble notes and harmonics, an easy-going amp
that didn't fatigue after continued listening. Stereo detail not as explicit as some, rhythm and timing its real strengths.

Pass Labs X350

£9950

02/00
AG

Rated at 350W/ch, the X350 eschews feedback, giving it alower than normal damping factor, and is biased strongly towards Class Aso runs very
warm. The level of detail, authority and naturalness places it among the finest at any price.

Pathos Tf RR

£3250

08/99
KS

MOSFET output stage fed by asingle-ended, zero NFB tube driver stage: downside is relative inefficiency and high heat dissipation. Loads below
about 5ohm ' make it cry',said KK, who still called this 'one of the finest amplifiers I've heard, regardless of price'.

Primare A30.1

£1500

06/99
AG

Primare's A30.1 bi-polar amplifier, rated at 100W/channel but seems more powerful, looks like amillion dollars, and is remote-controllable. The
volume control is afine 100-step-ladder type, with extremely low distortion and accurate channel balance throughout its range.

Quad QC 24/
Ilforty

£4000

11/00
KS

Retro recreation otthe classic Quad 22/11 valve pre-/power combination, using KT88s to give twice the power (40W/ch) of the KT-66 original. Pre-amp
lacks the 22's filters, but is also free of noise, and has anew smoothness and precision

Rotel RA-01/
RA- 02

£250

04/03
TB

Quality needn't break the Dank. Rotel's remote-control RA-02 and otherwise-idenl ical RA-01 share the same 40W/ch (8ohm) output, six line inputs,
and asound that TB called 'smooth and fatigue free'. Don't expect the earth at this price but you will be pleasantly surprised.

TacT Audio RCS
2.2X

£3195

08/04
DAMH

Adigital pre-amplifier with very powerful room-correction built in, used in conjunction with aPC to idealise the system's response at the listening
position. If you're thinking of upgrading, but the real limitation is the room, try this before spending on other components.

GRAAFGM5OB
Icon Audio Stereo
40

to its seamless, sweet and open sound. Despite having no phono stage it boasts areal affinity with vinyl. Remote control, too.
its impeccable finish and s:Dlid build as well as its ability to produce natural-sounding music.
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03/0 , With eight 6550 output tubes (four per channel in push-pull pairs) this higher- power version of the VS50 gives the sound of classic valves in spades.
DB reported warmth, texture, muscularity and deep bass aplenty... brawn, brain and heart in one glowing package'.
De

You thought legendary
dCS CD replay was out of
reach? Now the world's
best comes in one box at
one quarter the price!

The

besÉ_

one-box, CD

WHAT'S gl

Most people rate the three- and
four- box dCS CD/SACD players as
the best in the world — including the
US STEREOPHILE magazine.

AT THE
TUBESHOP

GOI,DEN
DleGON

So when dCS re- package all that
REMARKABLE TECHNOLOGY into
one slim box the world takes note.
The new £ 6.5k P8i plays SACDs and
CDs and UPSAMPLES CD sto DSD,
the format of SACD, for afuller,
more natural sound. Instruments
and voices develop more of their
character and there's agreater
"ambience" and presence.

"I'he ' re now
considered essential
as for as I'm concerned
,and bring anew meaning to

A key dCS achievement is their
unique RING DAC at the heart of
the conversion process. Its
accuracy, combining the best
aspects of both multi- bit and onebit, brings out the fine detail in the
recordings and the REALISM.

the term "
Simply the best!"
Roy Gregory - Iii- Fi+ magazine

We like to use the DIGITAL
VOLUME CONTROL and connect
directly to the power amp — NO
PREAMP —for the greatest realism
and dynamics.
Digital inputs allow for superb D/A
conversion of other digital sources,
eg DVD with optional upsampling to
DSD. Integrate the P8i with ahome
theatre for stunning sound.

Cryogenically treated tubes
really make adifference!

The
Right
Note

Read all about it online
\\ \\ .cryogenictubes.com

Your investment is protected with
one of the best UPGRADE SCHEMES.
Software can be brought up to the
Mt /
sic iE tElk' hi nil,
latest spec from aCD and hardware
upgrade is via part-exchange.
_4111111e___
Customers say we make some of the BEST
SOUNDS they have ever heard, so you

•

know we can do the same in your home.
Our advice will take account of your best

COLDER
DRAGON

•NoRamomee

components and guide you where change is
needed, in stages you can afford.
You AVOID EXPENSIVE MISTAKES,enjoy

13 A

—I-

long run.

01225 874728
or NEW lo-call

J
UST LISTEN AND YOU'LL KNOW

erüBEeSHORC O MI

0845 230 7570

OR CALL US 087 0 92204uor

music along the way and save money in the

CD: ACCUSTIC ARTS, AUDIO SYNTHESIS, BEL CANTO, dCS (
ELGAR, DELIUS, PURCELL,
STELLO, VERDI, VERONA), W ADIA. VI NYL:AVID, BASIS, CLEAFtAUDIO, DNM ,GRAHAM,
THE GROOVE, LEHMANN, MICHELL, ORIGIN LIVE, SUMIKO BLUE POINT SPECIAL,
TRANSFIGURATION. TUNERS:MAGNUM DYNALAB. A MPLI FIERS:BEL CANTO, CAT,
DK DESIGN, DNM ,GAMUT, HOVLAND, SONNETEER, STELLO. LOUDS PEAKERS:AUDIO
PHYSIC, DALI, ETHOS, NEAT,TOTEM. CABLES:ARGENTO, CHORD CO., DNM ,
NORDOST, VERTEX AQ ETC. MAINS Vertex AQ. SU PPORTS:ARCICI, STANDS
UNIQUE, VERTEX AQ
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essential hi-fi buyer's shortlist
LOUDSPEAKERS
Make/model

Avantgarde Uno
ATC Anniversary
Avalon Eidolon
B&W 800D
B&W DM603 S3

Price
£7350

£12,720
£23,000
£13,000
£600

B&W DM303

£180

B&W Nautilus
802

£6000

Castle Acoustic
Stirling 3
Dyn5audic Contour
Energy Wore 2
Epos M12

£730

£2460
£750
£500

Harbeth Compact
7ES

£1300

Jamo D830

£1500

Jm lab Utopia
Alto Be
Leema Acoustics
Xavier

Linn Katan

E1885
£635

£8970

MartinLogan
Clarity

£2500
£625
£995

Quad ESL-989

£4000

Ruark Etude

£500

Sonus Faber
Cremona

£5000

Spendor S6e
Tannoy
Dimension 1012
Totem Ario

£22,000
£1495
£6500
810

Wharfedale
Diamond 8.1

£120

Wharfedale
EVO10

• ., 20

Wilson 13enesch
ACT 2
Wilson WATT/
Puppy System 7

WO
1H

:.9000

2'22 '
500

How we rate it
Avantgarde's smallest loudspeaker at 44cm high, has horn-loaded midrange and tweeter, and aself- powered subwoofer, with aclaimed system
sensitivity of 100dB/W. SH said it gave immediacy, impact, emotional communication, without the coloration that spoils other horn loudspeakers.

C'
AF

Astudio-quality speaker that combines fine engineering, solid hand- built construction and accurate, musically satisfying replay in the home. While

out3

Alandmark achievment in the evolution of speaker design, the Eidolon marries the speed and transient definition of top class electrostatics with the

MC
04/es
AG
I
Z/e4
AG
Iraq
e

it's not cheap, remember this is an active design and so comes with dedicated high cuality amplification on board.
tailored directivity and fine dynamics of amoving-coil design. Build and technology are of the highest quality.
Adiamond tweeter and new materials used for the bass driver takes B&W's flagship b new heights, banishing colorations of the original model and
making for atighter and more tonally acurate musical ride. Remarkably well priced for aspeaker with its overall capabilities.
An excellent general purpose speaker that is sensitive enough to work with any half-decent amplifier and sounds pleasing with most types of music in
most situations. Not the most exciting ride, but balanced and sure not to disappoint. Rear ports come with foam tuning bungs.
In AG's group test of £200 models, the 303 sounded powerful, authoritative and hada more 'grown-up' quality than the rest. Treble can get harder
when pushed. Overall, it has atight, fast and slightly overdamped sound that makes tkeep control at higher volumes.
One of B&W's finest ever loudspeakers, it carries the authority and finesse of the big Nautilus 801, but will work in room spaces where the 801 simply
won't. First class stereo imaging, bass, midrange clarity and smooth, transparent extended treble, not to mention killer looks.

L/1
,
2 TB described the Stirling 3's predecessor, Severn 2, as ' detailed but gentlemanly': the Stirling 3builds on these strengths and gives greater vividness
and more precise imaging. Afine speaker and worthy winner of a2002 Editors' Choice Award. ( Special finishes available at extra cost.)
FE
0a11.0
Itx
Iii

The Contour T2.5 put KK in mind of the larger classic British speakers of the 19705, but with far greater power handling and speed. Has the capacity
to sound huge, but with holographic imaging, 'defiriously wide' soundstaging, and above average depth.
Satellites use aluminium dome tweeters and synthetic cone bass/mids, the suba 150W amp and 200mm reflex-loaded driver. Well able to reproduce
subtle solo instrumental playing or full-scale orchestra at realistic volumes. All in all, ,;imply agreat find.

21

An enthusiast's hi-fi music speaker, but also adaptable for home theatre use, the M12 uses the well-tried Epos bass/mid driver and asimple

A

crossover. With an open, lively and exciting sound, this is avery fine speaker for the money.

ocias
At

Compact' only by barn-door standards, the thin-wall enclosure is viscoelastically damped to BBC standards using composite counterlayers, with the
boundaries between main shell and screwed-on panels damped. Balanced, articulate, transparent sounds; easy to recommend.
Something of abenchmark. SEAS Excel drivers in awell-braced cabinet provide cri, detailed and thoroughly musical sounds, with little strain even
when pushed. Bass is competent and extended, although higher up the sound can be atouch forward.
With ahigh sensitivity (90dB/1W) this big 1200mm-tall floorstander needs careful positioning but can deliver an extraordinary sense of depth and
scale, yet its unusually smooth treble makes it difficult to coax the Alto Be into sounding oppressive even when loud.

£11,000

MartinLogan
Prodigy

Sonus Faber
Stradivari

Tested

IA
i
wit
MI
oeno
MG
0(1/53

• - -- --------- - - ---- .--, -----, - -- --- - -- -- - --- --- -- --- -- -- ---„- - - -- -- ------, -- - - -- - -- .- -- - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - , - -- - transparent sound. Needs careful matching with sources otherwise excellent resolveg abilities of treble can prove fatiguing.
Versatile descendant of Kan and Tukan features non- parallel sides to reduce standing waves and clever lock-down crossover board which, when
reversed, switches to bi-wire-/bi-amp-ready mode. Sound proved very stable, with unusual ( for Linn) ' airy' audiophile quality to boot.
Abig hybrid electrostatic, and arguably ML's most successful, musically. MC found ehad 'stature, presence and tonal accuracy... exceptional spatial
qualities and fine sense of air'. If subtlety/refinement matter more than impact, this MartinLogan may be the one for you.

Da

This is another ML hydrid, capable of running in pure electrostatic mode, but also featuring arear-mounted 25mm tweeter - for better off-axis sound
dispersion - and a200mm aluminium bass driver. Needs careful amp matching but afantastic loudspeaker!

1
I/94

Unburstable 'transmission-line' standmounter with aroom-filling sound that belies its compact size. Superb mid band with warm rich vocals reveals

HE
!mu
Da

BBC pedigree, but no shortage of snap either. Upgrade kit available for owners of DE' 1. Aclass winner at the price.
PMC builds on the success of the OB1 with afloorstander compact enough tosuit Ire average UK living room yet which offers few compromises when
i
t
comes to bass extension, image height and size of soundstage. Definitely one to audition.

rii/o0

Larger, wider- bandwidth take on the ESL-63 electrostatic (which itself replaced the classic ' 57') with an additional bass panel. Audiophile

Hrt

components and more rigid construction. Speaker needs room to breathe, but still does the 'disappearing act' so beloved of the originals.

03/02
As

Compact bookshelf speaker, an easy 8ohm load and reasonably sensitive (86dB), and aclean and neutral sound: amildly laid-back presentation,
but one that many prefer for long-term comfort, not entirely un-LS3/5A-like, with similar lean bass and open midband.

002

Another beautiful ' boat-tailed' floorstander from the Italian masters. The sound has mul: it's vibrant and bold,' as we said in our 2002 Awards issue.

EK
04/34

mom

You shouldn't expect the ultimate refinement of the even more expensive Amati, but this speaker is extraordinarily good.
Our Hot 100 doesn't encompass hi-fi for millionaires, but this £20k design basto be included. Aculmination of the dedication, skill and artistry of
Sonus Faber's founder, Franco Serblin, it will reward its lucky purchaser with years of listening bliss.

1.1,34Admirably well voiced floorstanding speaker with low coloration and good transparency to allow the boxes to disappear. Midrange performance was
MG
ovni
MG
gm
Am

especially impressive and the speaker could play easily at higher levels. Another wirmer from Spendor.
With a12in (305mm) Dual Concentric ( horn-loaded dome tweeter built into the centre of the main bass/mid unit), the TD12 also has Tannoy's
Supertweeter mounted on top. MC was won over by the speaker's dynamics and expression, and high sound levels.
Thin enough to slip into the smallest listening room, the Arro has an outstanding ability to cast astereo image across, behind and around the speakers.
Integration between the two small drivers is excellent, the seamlessness helping draw the listener into the fluid midband.

05/Cl A An opinion divider. KK found 'asou ndstage so wide and so deep that one listener thcught he was hearing the massive Apogee Scintillas'. AG and his
ao1
panel thought its 'strengths subsumed by an uneven balance'. Probably best suited to lowish volumes in smaller rooms.
05/13

Exceptional finish, real wood veneer over anon-square box, and the icing on the calçe is the excellent sound — weighty bass, open midband and

AB

smooth treble from aKevlar cone bass/mid and soft-dome tweeter. One of the best K the price.

111) 99

High-tech carbon- loaded WB Tactic drivers replace the Scan drivers used by the otherwise similar ACT One. Listening results suggested arather

AG

bright balance with superb articulation and class- leading resolution. Magic in the right system, analytical and controlled to afault.

I2022 Even compared with the excellent System 6, the re-engineered System 7was thought substantially more transparent, with faster and more dynamic
IF

bass. The '6was afairly tough load, and the '7is alittle more demanding still, so avery good amplifier is anecessity.
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SEVEN
SOUND
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VISION

With over 30 years experience, SEVENOAKS
SOUND & VISION is one of the largest and most
respected AudioNisual retailers in the country.

Specialist hi-fi &
home cinema

Each Sevenoaks Sound & Vision store stocks a
wide range of quality products, covering all
categories of specialist home entertainment,
from HiFi separates and systems to DVD
recorders, widescreen plasma televisions and
projection systems.

Contemporary hi-fi is constantly setting new standards in
sound reproduction and design. Whatever you listen to,
Sevenoaks can recommend separate components that will bring
your music collection to life and complement your home. We're
enthusiasts and experts, passionate about helping you build (or
upgrade) asystem that will delight for years to come.

Our fully trained installation experts can neatly
and seamlessly integrate ahome cinema or hi fi
system into yowl' home. All electronics can be
hidden away, soeakers discreetly mounted either in
the wall or ceil-ng and the complete system
operated via remote control.

The recent growth of DVD has led to a huge rise in demand
for home cinema equipment - DVD players, AV receivers,

projectors and plasma screens but, with so many options, it's
not easy to know which ones will suit your needs. Indeed, in
the face of this quickly evolving and often bemusing array of
products, we aim to assist you in assembling ahome cinema
system to be proud of — one that achieves outstanding picture

Whatever your requirements, Sevenoaks Sound &
Vision has adiverse range of products and the
expertise to adVise,, demonstrate and guide you

and sound quality.

through the hone emte-tainment jungle.

Audiolab

NEW STORES
LOUGHTON & YEOVIL

Rotel

We are pleased to announce that these new
stores are now open: -

LOUGHTON*
7-9 GOLDINGS HILL • 020 8532 0770
YEOVIL

The 02 Series is Rotel's entry-level range. The RCD-02 CD
player combined with either an RA01, RA02 or RA03
integrated amplifier represents true audiophile
performance at an affordable price. For increased high-end
performance, the RC-031R8-3 pre/power amplifiers are
available. The RT-02 tuner completes the range.

NEW 8000 Series

Audiolab's new 8000 series offers adefinitive and genuine
hifidelity performance from ano-nonsense approach to
engineering. These famous products have all been reengineered to create acomplete two channel range,
including the 80005, 8000Q, 8000M and 8000P models
plus aall new CD player. A 7.1 channel pre and power
amplifier completes the range.

14 SILVER STREET • 01935 700078
a

Project
ementtEr
AWARDS 2005

:

Project is currently one of the world's leading suppliers of
turntables, with arange of models designed to satisfy all levels of
expectation and budget. The range includes the Award-winning
Debut (pictured left), Xpression II, Perspective and RPM Series.

1•11411rIAMMII.

Roksan

Roksan designs and manufactures some of the most
acclaimed hi-fi equipment currently available. All Roksan
products are carefully evaluated by experienced engineers
at every stage of the design process with the emphasis on
performance and build quality.

B&W

The focus of Bowers and Wilkins Loudspeakers has always been to offer
the best possible musical experience. With acombination of the latest R&D
techniques and apassion for music, B&W produces adiverse range of
products befitting the largest audio manufacturer in the UK.

*air

4011
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B&W MINI THEATRE MT30
"Talented, covetable and worth every penny, the
MT-30 (and PV1 especially) could well be heading for
iconic status."
•••,----A
*****

Cyrus
If you've enjoyed listening to music before,
try listening to it through aCyrus system.
With every product tuned by ear, Cyrus
represents aquality of sound, which is rare
at any price. Invest in aCyrus system and
you'll be rewarded with awealth of sound
you wouldn't have thought possible.

AWARDS 2005

AWARDS 2003

Monitor Audio

i
Deck
W

eer?

Linetiltre
AWARDS 2003

Since 1972 Monitor Audio has been developing
and perfecting the implementation of metal
drivers, innovative crossovers, and exemplary
speaker cabinet construction and finish to
further the ideal of achieving sound which is to
the original " as close as it gets". The range
includes - GOLD, SILVER RS, BRONZE and
RADIUS speakers, plus the exciting new i
Deck
docking station, an excellent any- room
companion for your iPod.

AWARDS 2004

_
E*'•

Silver RS6 AV Package

11..1fItgrlf
AWARDS 2005

o
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Digital Radio

Quad

Founded in 1938, Quad's history is one
of audio excellence. Today's range
includes both electronics and speaker
systems.

With Digital Audio Broadcasting (DAB)
capability, these high-quality tuners

21021106 121111

deliver more stations and offers pure,
distortion-free, CD- like sound, while
providing useful radio and data services.
Pure DRX702ES & NEW Denon TU-1800DAB

Wharfedale
Diamond 9.1

KEF

KEF iQ5

InerAM
AWARDS InNw

"Wharfedale has
been updating and

The i05s are little

Replacing the highly successful Q Series, KF's New iQ line-up comprises eight models from
the entry-level iQI bookshelf to the impresiive iQ9 floorstander. All models incorporate
KEF's UniQ driver technology and are available in avariety

stars, providine
.stunninc scale
and autnority

of finishes.

from discreetly
sired towers._

Other KEF ranges include XQ, KHT amd tne Award-winning
KIT100 Home cinema system.

tweaking its
Diamonds for 20

'he 11;15s are
hilly deserving

years - and rough
they're not! Tight

KEF KM00

bass, clear

has never been simpler or more effective, thanks tc this two

ITHMIMIT

midband, and

Products of

" Creating a virtual surround sound experience

the Year '

speakers plis subwoofer concoction from KEF."

late.e.Er

AWARDS 2005

sparkling treble for

11111011100 2006

not a lot of cash."

Diamond
SW150

Acoustic Energy

KEF KHT1005.

"Considering the
price, the detail and
definition to the
bass are controlled
and cohesiveequally adept with
movies and music."

Established in 1987, Acoustic Energy is crie of Britain's premier
loudspeaker manufacturers offering one of the most targeted
range of hi-fi and home cinema loudspeaker systems on the
market today.

"The KHT1005 is ar
ideal first-time buy,
and will suit

/

those looking
to ' downsise'

to
"The legendary AE1 lives on in this groundbreaking new version...

a more

ewing-room
friendly style

It sets a new standard for small speakers."

of speaker."

Arcam
Arcam has spent more than a
generation building some of the
finest high-fidelity products the
world has ever seen. Whether you're
interested in twochannel or a
complete multi-channel AV system,
the Arcam DiVA series offers the
music and movie lover the most
complete range of high-performance
home entertainment solutions from
any specialist manufacturer.

ESSENTIAL
ACCESSORIES
The right accessories
cart make or break your system.
Our carefully selected ranoe,
yfr1,4
,TME,1
/WARDS

2005

AWARDS 2003

including QED, SOUNDSTYLE and
GRADO, will ensure you ge: the very
best performance from your system.

Teac
Marantz
Marantz is introducing a host of new
products ranging from high- end hi-fi to HD ready DVD players and AV receivers. The two
main products groups are the ' premium' and

;ma ;
e i4lr

'range' series.
The SR9600THX Ultra2 AV receiver offers
seven channels, each 140w, and features
HDMI inputs. The groundbreaking DV9600 is
one of the first DVD players capable of
upscaling images to 1080p and is fully
prepared for the high-definition future.

But Bag

NEW MARANTZ 5R9600 AV RECEIVER *

TEAC's
Reference Series
offers innova:ion in audio-visual
technology. 'the CP-250 DAB. CD
Receiver is a siaperibene-box umit
which, when hike: to C. pair of
speaKers, makes for a cracking
music system. Wh le the Reference
300 Series lf--1100DAB Mk II
DAB/AM/FM tuier, wen matcned
with the new 30o Series Mk II
ampiifier amd CD player, farms
another outstanding sytem.
Also avaiiable, the beautifully styMed,
award-wi nni rgi Legacy •systems,
offerinc DVD witi satellite speaker
- home cirenaa excelrence.

ik
r«

want-

WI

PLEASE NOTE Some products/brands are not available at all stores. Please call to confirm or visit our website before travelliag.
*Added Value Offers - From range available in-store. Not in conjunction with any other offer. ADVERT VALID UNTIL AT LEAST 15/12/2005, E8r0E.
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Denon
Denon, Japan's oldest audio company, has established
an enviable reputation for the performance of both its
hi-fi and home cinema products, winning numerous
awards and accolades over the years. Its stylish systems
have succeeded in becoming the benchmark by which
all other are judged.
WHATlt! nr
AWARDS 2003

e ji

Yamaha is recognised as a world leader in the fields of
musical instruments and audio equipment, and in more
recent years, home cinema. New models for 2005 include
upgraded AN receivers, amplifers, and DVD players plus
the innovative YSP-1 virtual surround speaker.

Ert

AWARDS 2003

WHATHI Fr?

AWARDS

;005

,
DVD•A1XV -The most obvious winner of any category this year has to be
Degon's evolutionary step in DVD deck design, the landmark DVD.A1 XV...
An astonishing piece of kit that has no equals."
AVC-A1XV "It's not often we can't find fault with aproduct, but as we said in
our review, " It not only expands the home cinema envelope, it shreds it and
then nukes it for good measure" HOME CINEMA CHOICE • AWARDS 2005

P

ioneer

Pioneer has introduced three new DVD players. The super-slum (49.5mm high) DV- 2850, DV- 380 and

DV- 585A. All models are DivX compatible and deliver exceptional), high-quality pictures using a 108 MHz/12-bit Video D/A
Converter. The DV- 585A (
Below) is auniversal player,, compatible with both )VD-Audio and SACD music discs.

emeee:
.1.11 amonme•

I .1

0'11

M&K

"Wonderful surround sound
performance, agile and deep subwoofer."

•

Enjoy cinema as the director intended with a
speaker system that is genuinely designed
for surround sound. Every Miller & Kreisel

Onkyo

as this critical speaker will reproduce
more than 70% of afilm soundtrack.

"A Dinky design that offers avigorous
listen, plus reassuringly solid build...
Onkyo's CR5050A8 is afab buy."

Partnered with two
identical main speakers,

In amarket packed with subwoofers claiming
to déliver the ultimate bass experience, only
one lbrand of sub-bass system can prove Is
supremacy. With a record of review success
stretching back ever adecade, REL is
acknowledged ai the leading provioer o'

this produces seamless
panning across the front
soundstage, combined
with the remarkable
clarity and effortless
dynamics that has made M&K the
first ahoice in recording studios worldwide.

Yiomee-r*
AWARDS 201»

Onkyo DS- A1 iPod
Connector Dock
Yflerell?
AWA RDS 2005

deep, clean bass frequencies.

I
—

Iarman

Kardon Harman's 7.1-channel DPR 2005 and DPR

ESSENTIAL
ACCESSORIES

1005 digital path receivers take Harrnan'3 groundbreaking digital path receiver platform to
new levels of performance and funcionality utilhing afully digital signal path from input
to output, along with advanced features and technologies.

0 fflentriaaa

YAMAHA'S DVD-52500, DSP-AX757SE & RX-V4600

surround sound system is designed around
the highest quality centre speaker available,

REL

AWARDS 2005

901.

0 • .11 .° 00 0 00
Yftler.tlfr
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The right accessories
can make or break your
system. Our carefully
selected range, including
QED, SOUNDSTYLE and
GRADO, will ensure you get
the very best performance
from your system.

DVD Recorders

f PRICING POLICY
We always try to ensure our prices are highly competitive. In the event

Although making digital recordings of TV broadcasts isn't new, the choice,

you can find the same products and excellent service at a lower price, please

versati ,ity and quality of recorders keep getting better. Our product selection

bring it to our store managers' attention.

inclüdes DVD only, hybrid DVD/hard-disk and multi-format models.

FLEXIBLE FINANCE OPTIONS*
Spread the cost of buying. Flexible finance options'are available on
the Majority of products we stock. • Writlen

details on request. Licensed credit brokers.

PAInienum balance f400 Subject to status.

PLEASE NOTE

Some products/brands are not available at all stores.

Please call to confirm or visit our website before travelling.
'Added Value Offers - From range available in-store. Not in conjunction with any other offer
ADVERT VALID UNTIL AT LEAST 15/12/2005, E&OE.
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Specialist
home
cinema

SEVEN0a<S
SOUND

At the heart of any home

&

VISION

tPioneer

cinema is its screen: Seienoaks
Sound & Vision can put you in

Following its highly
successful '5' series, Pioneer
has unveiled its sixth
generation of plasma TVs.
The 43" PDP-436XDE and
50" PDP-506XDE models
include built-in digital tuners
plus dual HDMI inputs,

the picture with aselection of
flat-panel displays and
projection systems. LCD and
plasma screens are just afew
centimetres thick and come in
sizes from a13inch portable to
over 60inches.

PDP-436XDE

Sharp
Aquos
Only Sharp Aquos LCD TV
offers so much perfection.
With supreme styling, the
appeal of the Aquos range
is obvious. The Titanium
Series combines Sharp's
sixthgeneration LCD panel
with stunning, angularstyling, titanium colourfinish and superb build
quality to produce a
premium class of LCD idTVs
TITANIUM SERIES LC-45GD1E LCD TV with integrated FREE VIEW
"Sharp's mammoth 45in LCD TV is atestament to the growing viability and performance
of large-scale LCD. Its 1,920 x1,080 resolution panel allows highdefinition pictures to be
viewed without compromise and when exploited to its full potential, the results could
see this screen hung in agallery. Images are so crisp and sharp, it almost mees reality
look dull.We think it's inspirational. Go pay homage."fropm CINEMA CHOICE • AWARDS 2005
FREEVIEVV ch

Iand service subject to

ge. Aerial upgrade may be required.

Loewe

PLASMA TV
"Pioneer's latest is also
its greatest: this is a
truly wonderful
HD- Ready TV."

mentlef
AWARDS 3003

****

Panasonic
Viera
There seems little doubt that
the future of televisior is
flat, and the future of flat is
the award-winning VIERA
range from the world
leaders in screen technology,
Panasonic. The VIERA range
consists of both LCD amd
Plasma televisions. New
additions to the range
include 37,42 & 50in PV500
models with support for
both high-definition and
MPEG-4 recording.

tlf!!

!heir tr
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TH42PV500 PLASMA TV
"All told, Panasonic's new TH42PV500 is a
stunning set that's clearly the new class leader."

Concept L32 32" LCD TV
With its minimalist, functional
design, slim profile and ease of
operation, the Concept 132 exudes
all of the classic Loewe virtues.

GUM
*****

Samsung

"This HD Ready set boasts
1366x768 resolution and plenty of
inputs, including HDMI, component
video and two Scads. It also packs
an integrated digital TV tuner, and
-as ever with Loewe sets - its
speaker set-up is acut above most
rivals... The Concept 132 is
immensely attractive: it deserves to
sell very well indeed."

Milano LE40M61B
40" LCD TV
Samsung's New 40" LCD TV
(LE40M61B) was homored with an
EISA award for its premium display
technology in terms of contrast ratio
(5000:1), color expression (
6.44 billion
colors, 92% color gamut for NT5Q,
viewing angle ( 178") and response
time (8ms). Also the model's simple
body design focuses the viewers
attention on the screen. On the front
of the minimalist design, the speakers
are hidden from view in the bottom
bezel and nothing distracts from the
superb image quality

Hitachi
PLATARA 42PD7200 42" PLASMA TV
"Alright we admit it, we rather like this screen. In fact, it's very difficult to find areason why anyone hankering for a42m
plasma shouldn't go out and buy one. Five stars for I-6tachi and anew standard far affordable excellence for everyon:
else."

WHAT VIDEO • ISSUE 294
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Projection
If you'd prefer to

your screen-size
in feet, how about one of
the new generation of
projectors? The latest
designs are delivering
superb results at
increasingly affordable
prices - and they're more
home friendly than
previous projectors, too.

Product Selection
Listed below is asmall selection of our extensive product range. Please note:
Some products/brands are not available at all stores. Please call to confirm or see
the brand locator at ennniv.ssay.com before travelling.

measure

MEWS

ScreenPlay

AWARDS 2003

From the worldwide leader in digital

SP7210

projection technology and solutions,
InFocus ScreenPlay DLPT" projectors are

"The new projector's picture is just

changing the face of home cinema offering
market- beating performance, specification

phenomenal... Looks like Screenlay's
success story is set to continue."

and value at every price point.
Tt
s

SP4805
"Another stunning success from
ScreenPlay - there's never been a better
time to take the big-screen plunge."

Goldring GR2

ECALL

Linn RANGE

ECALL

Michell RANGE

ECALL

Project RANGE

ECALL

Roksan Radius 5

fCALL

TUNERS
Arcam RANGE

ECALL

Cyrus FM X

ECALL

Denon TU260L MKII

£99.95

Harman Kardon RANGE

fCALL

Linn RANGE
Marantz RANGE

fCALL
fCALL

Pure DRX-701E5 DAB

£179.95

Pure DRX-702E5 DAB/FM

£229.95

Rotel RANGE

fCALL

CD PLAYERS

-

Marantz RANGE

fCALL

ECALL

Meridian RANGE

fCALL

ECALL

Panasonic RANGE

ECALL

ECALL

Pioneer RANGE

ECALL

ECALL

Samsung DVD-H0950

ECALL

ECALL

Toshiba 50350

£79.95 £89.95

Yamaha RANGE

fCALL

fCALL

DVD RECORDERS
MAKE 6 MOOD

REGION 2 MULTI REGION

Panasonic RANGE

ECALL

CCALL

Pioneer RANGE

ECALL

fCALL

NV AMPLIFIERS & RECEIVERS
Arcam RANGE

CCALL

Audiolab RANGE

fCALL

Cyrus RANGE

CALL

Denon AVC-A 1XV AN

Amplifier

fCALL

Denon RANGE

fCALL

Arcam RANGE

fCALL

Harman Kardon RANGE

fCALL

Audiolab RANGE
Cyrus RANGE

fCALL
ECALL

Lexicon RANGE

CCALL

Marantz RANGE

ECALL

Denon DCD485
Linn RANGE

£119.95
fCALL

Marantz RANGE

fCALL

Meridian RANGE

ECALL

Musical Fidelity RANGE

ECALL

NAD RANGE

fCALL

Quad RANGE

fCALL

ftoksan RANGE

fCALL

Rotel RANGE

ECALL

CD RECORDERS

WSIAMILFIr
AWARDS 2003

TURNTABLES

Yamaha CDR-HD1500

£469.95

AMPLIFIERS

Onkyo RANGE

ECALL

Pioneer VSX-1014s NV Receiver

£399.95

Pioneer VSX-2014i AN Receiver
£499.95
Pioneer VSX-AX5Ai AN Receiver . . 1749.95
Pioneer VSA-AX10Ai AA/ Amplifier

11799.95

Pioneer NEW RANGE

ECALL

Rotel RANGE

ECALL

Yamaha DSP-AX7575E NV Amplifier 1399.95
Yamaha RX-V357 NV Receiver

£149.95

Yamaha RX-V557 AN Receiver

£299.95

NV SPEAKERS & PACKAGES
Acoustic Energy Evo 38

£679.95

Artcoustic RANGE
Audica RANGE

ECALL
ECALL

Sim2

Arcam RANGE

ECALL

Audiolab RANGE

ECALL

Cyrus RANGE

ECALL

forefront of home cinema

Denon PMA355

technology and a name

Linn RANGE

ECALL

synonymous with high-end

Marantz RANGE

fCALL

home cinema projection.

Meridian RANGE

fCALL

Musical Fidelity RANGE
NAD RANGE

ECALL
ECALL

Mission M Cube

fCALL

Mission Elegante RANGE

ECALL

Quad RANGE
Roksan RANGE

fCALL
fCALL

Monitor Audio RANGE

ECALL

Mordaunt Short Genie

£649.95

fCALL

Quad L- Series
Wharfedale Diamond 9 HCP

fCALL
ECALL

Yamaha YSP RANGE

ECALL

leading manufacturer
Sim2 Multimecia
at the
is a

147300E "Spectacular, in a
word... Another terrific
projector from Italy's finest."
WHAT VIDEO • ISSUE 292

Themescene
Since its launch, the multi- award winning
ThemeScene — brand has rapidly
established a five-star reputation for
uncompromised image quality.
1130A -There are so many good points it's
hard to know where to start... Just how
much better can budget () LP projectors get?!"
WHAT VIDEO • ISSUE 292

DVDO

iScanT" VP30

The iScarire VP30 is a high-definition video processor and AN hub that converts
standard or high definition from your DVD player, VCR, PVR, HD set top box,
game console, or PC to any output resolution between 480p and 1080p, including
popular HON resolutions such as 720p and 1080i

£159.95

Rotel RANGE
Yamaha AX396

£169.95

HI-FI SPEAKERS

In the event
a lower price, please

We always try to ensure our prices are highly competitive.

you can find the same products and excebent service
bring it to our store managers' attention.

at

CALL
fCALL

KEF KHT1005
KEF KHT2005.2

f299.95
£599.95

KEF Q7 AV

CALL

M&K RANGE

CALL

Acoustic Energy Aegis Evo One

C119.95

SUB WOOFERS

Acoustic Energy Aegis Evo Three
Acoustic Energy Aelite RANGE

f229.95
ECALL

B&W RANGE
M&K RANGE

fCALL
ECALL
ECALL
fCALL

Acoustic Energy AE1 MKIII

ECALL

AVI Neutron IV

fCALL

M1 Acoustics RANGE
Monitor Audio RANGE

B&W RANGE

CCALL

Quad LSeries

KEF RANGE

fCALL

REL RANGE

Linn RANGE
Meridian RANGE

ECALL
ECALL

Wharfedale Diamond SW150

Mission RANGE

CCALL

Monitor Audio RANGE

ECALL

Quad RANGE
Ruark RANGE
Wharfedale RANGE

fCALL
ECALL
ECALL

HI-FI SYSTEMS
Arcam Solo Ex Speakers
Denon RANGE

ECALL
ECALL

Linn Classik Music Ex Spks

ECALL

Monitor Audio i
Deck

PRICING POLICY

B&W RANGE
B&W Mini Theatre RANGE

£249.95

CALL
£ CALL
ECALL

PLASMA
Fujitsu RANGE
Hitachi RANGE

fCALL
CCALL

LG RANGE

fCALL

Loewe RANGE
Panasonic RANGE

CALL
ECALL

Pioneer PDP436XDE 43"
Pioneer PDP506XDE 50"

ECALL
CCALL

Samsung RANGE

CCALL

LCD TV

Onkyo CR505DAB Ex Spks

ECALL

Hitachi RANGE

CCALL

Teac RANGE
Yamaha CRX-M170 Ex Spks

fCALL
ECALL

LG RANGE

ECALL

DVD SYSTEMS

Loewe RANGE

CALL

Panasonic RANGE

ECALL

Denon RANGE

fCALL

Philips RANGE
Samsung RANGE

ECALL
ECALL

KEF KIT100 Inc Speakers
Teac RANGE

ECALL
ECALL

Sharp Aquos RANGE

ECALL

Toshiba RANGE

ECALL

FLEXIBLE FINANCE OPTIONS*

MULTI- ROOM AUDIO

Spread the cost of buying. Flexible finance optionçare available on
the majority of products we stock. 'Written details on request. Licensed credit brokers.

Cyrus Link RANGE
Living Control RANGE

fCALL
ECALL

Optoma RANGE
Screenplay RANGE

ECALL

Yamaha MusicCast RANGE

ECALL

ScreenPlay SP5700
Sharp RANGE

(
REFURBISHED. LAST FEW) . . f1499.95

Minimum balance £000. Subject to status.

PROJECTORS

DVD PLAYERS
PLEASE NOTE

Some

MAKE & MODEL

products/brands are not available at all stores.

Please call to confirm or visit our website before travelling.
*Added Value Offers - From range avai'able in-ston. Not in conjunction with any other offer.
ADVERT VALID UNTIL AT LEAST 15/12/2005, E8.0E.

Arcam RANGE
Cyrus RANGE
Denon RANGE
Denon DVD Al XV
Harman Kardon RANGE

REGION 2 MULTI REGION

fCALL

fCALL

ECALL
[ CALL

ECALL
ECALL

CCALL
[ CALL

ECALL
ECALL

ECALL

fCALL

Sim 2 RANGE

ECALL

Sim 2C3X
ThemeScene RANGE

ECALL
ECALL

ACCESSORIES
We have a wide

range of Accessories

from

QED, Soundstyle, Grado, Goldring and more...

Who are Sevenoaks?

SEVEN0a<S

Established as Sevenoaks Hi Fi in 1972, we have grown steadily onto one of the
leading independent home entertainment specialists in the UK, earning a
reputation for outstanding service, choice and value for money. In 1995, reflecting
our commitment to the emergent new technologies in home cinema, our name
was changed to Sevenoaks Sound & Vision. We now have 49 stores across the land
stocking a broad range of exceptional equipment and accessories.

SOUND

&

VISION

NATIONWIDE STORE GUIDE

How to shop at Sevenoaks
When it comes to making big decisions about what to buy, there's no subst .tute for
actually road-testing your prospective purchases - seeing, hearing and expe-ienc:ng
the products in action, with the benefit of our expert knowledge and guidance to
help you choose. To get the most from your Sevenoaks Sound & Vision experience,
simply follow this checklist:
• ESTABLISH YOUR AIMS - Are you tweaking an existing system to improve
sound or picture quality, or are you looking for a more fundamental and
comprehensive upgrade?

ABERDEEN 01224 252797

MANCHESTER 0161 831 7969

• 57 CROWN STREET OPEN suNaar

• 69 HIGH St CITY CENTRE

BEDFORD 01234 272779

NEWCASTLE 0191 221 2320
•19 NEVVGATE STREET

• 29-31 ST PETERS STREET

BRIGHTON 01273 733338

NORWICH 01603 767605

• 57 WESTERN ROAD, HOVE

• 29-29A ST GILES STREET

BRISTOL '0117 974 3727

NOTTINGHAM 0115 911 2121

• 928 WHITELADIES ROAD, CLIFTON

• BRING YOUR FAVOURITE DISCS WITH YOU - To ensure you get the most from
the music and movies in your collection, it pays to test equipment using those very
same discs or records, that way you can readily compare levels of performance.
However, if you prefer, we can supply aselection of demo discs - current mainstream
entertainment that serves to highlight the capabilities of the' equipment.
• JUST ASK - If you are unsure of any aspect of the products or technologies
available, or would like more information about installation options, simply let us
know and our staff will be happy to help you out.

• 597-599 MANSFIELD ROAD, SHERWOOD

BROMLEY 020 8290 1988

OXFORD 01865 241773

• 39A EAST ST
REET

• 41 ST CLEMENTS STREET

CAMBRIDGE 01223 304770

PETERBOROUGH 01733 897697

• 17 BURLEIGH STREET

• 36-38 PARK ROAD OFENsutdoar

CARDIFF 029 2047 2899

PLYMOUTH 01752 226011

• 104-106 ALBANY'ROAD

• 107 CORNWALL STREET

CHELSEA 020 7352 9466

POOLE 01202 671677

• 403 KINGS ROAD

• TAKE YOUR TIME - We want you to be as happy as possible with your choices, so
please take as much time as you need to determine which products are right for you.

CHELTENHAM 01242 241171
• 14 PITIVILLI STREET

READING 0118 959 7768

• 32 THE BOULEVARD

• 3-4 KINGS WALK SHOPPING CENTRE

CROYDON 020 8665 1203

entertainment choices become as convenient as they are clever. We
can rielp transform every room and every home, whatever your
requirements and budget.

PRESTON 01772 825777
• 40-41 LUNE STREET OPEN suivaar

CRAWLEY 01293 510777
WIT-1OUR CUSTOM DESIGNED INSTALLATIONS, your home

• LATIMER HOUSE, 44-46 HIGH STREET

• 369-373 LONDON ROAD

SEVENOAKS 01732 459555

EALING 020 8579 8777

• 109 113 LONDON ROAD

• 24 THE GREEN OPEN swim

SHEFFIELD 0114 255 5861

areas and provide a prompt, reliable and totally professional service.

EDINBURGH 0131 229 7267

• 635 QUEENS ROAD, HEELEY OPEN SUNDAY

Rest assured also that our commitment to service doesn't end once

• 5THE GRASSEAARKET

SOLIHULL 0121 733 3727

EPSOM 01372 720720

• 149 151 STRA-FORD ROAD

• 12 UPPER HIGH STREET OPOI »DAY

SOUTHAMPTON 023 8033 7770

EXETER: 01392 218895

• 33 LONDON RDAD OPEN SUNDAY

Our installation experts are trained to the highest standards in all

your equipment is in place. Sevenoaks staff will continue to support
you and your kit long after your initial visit to one of our stores.

of e k

• 28 COWICK STREET

SOUTHGATE 020 8886 2777

GLASGOW 0141 332 9655

• 77 CHASE SIDE

• 88 GREAT WESTERN ROAD OPEN SUNDAY

STAINES C1784 460777

GUILDFORD 01483 536666

• 4THAMES STREET OPEN SUNDAY

• 738 NORTH STREET

SWINDON 01793 610992

HOLBORN 020 7837 7540

• 8-9 COMMERCIAL ROAD

• 144 148 GRAYS INN ROAD

HULL 01482 587171
•1SAVILE ROW, SAVILE STREET OPBV SOW
KINGSTON 020 8547 0717
• 43 FIFE ROAD OPEN SUMO'

•

• 478 ST ALBANS ROAD

• 62 NORTH STREET OPEN SUNDAY

WEYBRIDGE 01932 828525

LEICESTER 0116 253 6567
•to LOSEBY LANE

• 43 CHURCH ETREET, THE QUADRANT

• 20-22 CORPORATION STREET (
OFF NIGH STREET)

WITHAM .(ESSEX) 01376 5C1733
•1THE GROVE CENTRE

LINCOLN 01522 527397

Sevenoaks Website
The Sevenoaks Sound & Vision vvebsite has news and information on the
Sevenoaks group and detailed pages to help you locate your nearest store. In
addition, there are hundreds of SPECIAL OFFERS and STOCK CLEARANCE items
available from our stores nationwide - many with savings of up to 50%.
To view our regularly updated product lists, visit www.ssay.com and click on

TUNBRIDGE WELLS 01892 531543
• 28-30 ST 1oFeis ROAD
1NATFORD 01923 213533

LEEDS 0113 245 2775

Custom
Installation

SWISS COTTAGE 020 7722 9777
• 21 NORTH WAYS PDE, FINCHLEY RD OPEN SLIMIY

LOUGHTON 020 8532 0770 NEW

WOLVERHAMPTON 01902 312225

• 79GOLDINGS H111. (
DUE TO OPEN 19 leVEMEllg)

529-30 CLEVELAND STREET

MAIDSTONE 01622 686366
•96 VVEEK STREET

YEOVIL 01935 700078 NEW
• 14 SILVER STREET

OPENING HOURS: PLEASE TELEPHONE OR VISIT OUR WEBSITE

special offers

EMAIL:

HiFi & Home Cinema Guide

[
insert store locatior]@ssay.com
et

2005 EDITION

,

Pick-up acopy of our 72 Page Guide at your nearest
Sevenoaks Sound & Vision store or order acopy via
our Website. The brochure will be posted to you ( UK
mainland addresses only) FREE OF CHARGE.
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AUDIOPHILE TEMPTATIONS: COMPLETE LIST!
-..••••••-•

Christmas is coming and tradition would normally lead us to select afew
choice ' stocking fillers' for our dear readers' delectation at this festive
time. But since decision making has never been our strong point we

Orders accepted by phone,
accessories club order form,

figured acomplete list of audiophile treats would make more sense...
CHESKY ULTIMATE OVO 5.1 setup disc

EXCLUSIVE TO HI-FI NEWS
HFN 001 FLUXDOMPER ' Magic Brick for valve amps
HFN 002 TEST LP The Producer's Cut'
HFN 004 BLACKHEAD Moving- coil transformer
HFN 005 SPIKE SET 8oM6 spikes for wood/steel
HFN 012 STACK STORAGE Black MDF 465mm-wide
LP Store: 120- LB 2- divider, 360(h) x3401d

E30
(25 E]
(140 E]
(12 O
195 E
1110 O
E110

CO Store: 160- CO, 4- shelf, 720(111 o165(d)
CO Base: 160- CD, 4- shell, 720(h) o165(dI
HFN 017
HFN 022
HFN 026
HFN 027
HFN 028
HIN 030
HFN 031

WALLNUT II Wall- mounting 2- shelf table
SORBOTHANE Damping sheet 150.150x3mm
LP DIVIDERS Set of 25, tabbed
CD DIVIDERS Set of 25, tabbed
SOFTSHOES Isolation feet, pack of 12
OMM BANANA PLUGS Set of 4
AC LINE SOCKET

(95 O
(13
(12
(12
EH
110
08

HIN 032 SORBOTHANE FEET 40mm hemispheres ( each)
Blue ( Soft) 0-4Kg per set of 3
Red ( Medium( 5-8Kg per set of 3
Black ( Hard) 9-124 per set of 3

O
O
D
O
O
E

(4E
(12
(12 O
(12 O

VINYL CARE & PROTECTION
LP OUTER SLEEVES Heavy duty PVC, per 50
LP GATEFOLD OUTER SLEEVES Heavy duty PVC, per 25
LP INNER SLEEVES Paper, per 190
LP INNER SLEEVES Poly/paper, per 100
LP INNER SLEEVES Nagaoka style, per 50
LP STORAGE BAGS 12in sealed, per 109
DECCA 2.21 Record- cleaning brush
SHARE SFG-2 Stylus pressure gauge
CARTRIDGE MAN Digital stylus balance, 0.002g
CARTRIDGE MAN Digital turntable level
MOTH RECORD-CLEANING MACHINE Mk 1
MOTH RECORD- CLEANING MACHINE Mk 1Kit
MOTH RECORD- CLEARING MACHINE Mk II
MOTH RECORD-CLEAN1NG MACHINE Mk II Kit
MOTH RECORD- CLEANING MACHINE Mk II Pro
MOTH RECORD- CLEANING FLUID 1litre
MOTH RECORD- CLEANING FLUID 5litres
RINGMAT 330Mk11 XLR Ringmat
RINGMAT Anniversary Ringmat
RINGMAT LP Blue Statmat/Statcap
RINGMAT LP support system full spacer set, blue
NAO PP- 1Phono stage, m-m/m-c
LAST Power clean LP cleaner
LAST LP preservative
LAST Record cleaner
LAST Stylast stylus treatment
LAST Stylus cleaner
GRYPHON EXORCIST Cartridge Demagnetiser
CARDAS Sweep LP
2EROSTAT Antistatic pistol
MICHELL Tecnoweight ( Regal
MICHELL VTA adjuster ( Ilegal
MICHELL Unicover ( universal

E20
(20

o

£12 O
(15 III
£10 O
(10
(13
(24
(220 O
(720
(400
f225
(450
(255
500
£17.50
(35
£50
(70
(45
(145
£50
(27.50
(27.50
(15
E27.50
(15
000

El
O
O
O
O
O
O
O

El
E

KAB Speedstrobe, includes LED light source
INCOGNITO ARM REWIRE LOOM Alega) 1.2m
INCOGNITO ARM REWIRE LOOM luniversall1.2m

(75
(125
(180

INCOGNITO VIA ADJUSTER (Regal
INCOGNITO CARTRIDGE TAGS per 4, gold
INCOGNITO ARM W1RE 5colours, per metre

E25O
El8 E
(25 O
(12 O
(45 11
DO
(35

E
O
O
O
El

CD/DVD CARE & PROTECTION
CD ' JEWEL • CASES
Standard 5in complete, pack of 10
Maxi- single slimtine, pack of 10
Slim double, pack of 5
Standard double, pack of 3
Sin PVC protective sleeves, pack of 30
DENSEN DMAGIC CD demagnetiser
DENSEN EMAGIC OVO demagnetiser
CHESKY ULTIMATE Test CD

120 www.hifinews.co.uk •

GRYPHON EXORCIST System Demagnetiser
HANDBOOK OF ACOUSTICS:Everest
TUBEAMPLIFIERS:KAVSEK ( Germen version)

120 O
£30 O
(180

ACOUSTICAL ENGINEERING:Olsen
HIGHPERFORMANCEAUDIOAMPLIFIERS:Duncan
GET AMPLIFIER DESIGN:GECUK
ELECTROSTATICUSDESIGN&CONSTRUCT1ON:Wagner
LOUDSPEAKER DESIGNCOOKBOOK:Dickason

(55E
(40E
(20E1
(113E1
£35

E
Li
El

COMPLETE GUAJE TO HIGH ENDAUDIO:Hartey,3rd Edn
HOME THEATER FOR EVERYONE:Harley
AUDIOANTHOLOGYVOLS I - 6leachl
AUDIOGLOSSARY:Holt
VALVEAMPLIFIERS:Jones

El
El
LJ

AUDIOPOWER AMP DESIGN HANDBOOK :Self
PRINC1PLESOF ELECTRONICTUEIES:Reich

£3511
(1811
(12 O
EME
E28
(20E
(20
£26O

VALVES AND VALVE ACCESSORIES
SOVTEK/EH 300B Triode matched pair
SOVTEK KT88
SOVTEK 6550 WE
SOVTEK KT66
SOVTEK 5881
SOVTEK 6SN7GT
SOVTEK EL34
SOVTEK EL34WXT
SOVTEK 6L6WXT
SOVTEK G234
SOVTEK EL84M
SOVTEK EF136
SOVTEIVEH ECC81/12AT7
SOVTEIVEN ECC87/12AU7
SOVTEK/EH ECC83112AX7
SOVTEKIEH EEC8816922
PEARL COOLER for small signal tubes, with damper
PEARL COOLER for output tube

(200
£35 E
£25 E
(25
£l2
(8
(8
(12
(15
£18

POWERAMPLIFIER PROJECTS.AudioAmateur
BEGINNERSGUIDETUBEAUDIOOESIGN:Rosenblit

O
O
D
O
El

MISCELLANEOUS ACCESSORIES
MICHELL 4mm banana plugs per 4
MICHELL Tenderfeet, Small, per 3
MICHELL Tenderfeet, Large, per 3

(12 O
(12.50
E16.50
£12 E
(14 E

FERRITE RF BLOCK Cable clames, 6mm, per pair
FERRITE RF BLOCK Cable ciamos, 6mm, per pair
KONTAK Contact cleaner
DE-OXIT Contact cleaner
PRO- GOLD Gold contact preservative
ROCKBASE V2 Rock Music Database CD
FM ANTENNA Powered indoor antenna

OSO
(17D
(213
(55

LOUDSPEAKER PROJECTS:Audio Amateur
AUDIO& HIFIHANDBOOK:Sinclair
ELECTRONIC CLASSICS. COLLECTING & REPAIR:Emmerson

(18E
(30E
[210

MODERNRECORDINGTECHNIQUES.Huber&Runstein
STUDIO MONITORING DESIGN:Newell
THEWILLIAMSONAMPLIFIER:Williamsonlnonly1
THE LP IS BACK!Audio Amateur
AUDIO ELECTRONICS:Hood
LIFEGWORKSOFAD BLUMLEIN:Alexander
HORN LOUDSPEAKER DESIGN:Dinsdale
FIRSTS IN HIFIDELITY:The Leak Story

(25E
(55 E
(1811
(8E
E26
(12
(280
f20

GLASS AUDIO PROJECTS:Audio Amateur
THE MICROPHONE COOKBOOK:Tasella

ESO
(100
£28

05 O
E14 E

TESTING LOUDSPEAKERS:Erappolito
5.1SOUND:UP&RUNNING:Holman

(14 O
(39
(25

SELF ONAUDIO:Self
BACK TOBASICSAUDIO:Nathan
LOUDSPEAKER& HEADPHONE HANDBOOK:Borwick
VALVE GTRANSISTOR AUDIO AMPLIFARS:Hood
ARTOF DIGITAL AUDIO:Watkinson
ACOUSTICS&PSYCHOACOUSTICS:Howard
THEMICROPHONEBOOK:Eargte
NEWNESGOIDE TOAUDIO & HIFI:Beer

BOOKS
(39 El
(45

accessories club order form
Name

Post code

Cheque/postal order enclosed for f

Tel ephone

( pounds sterling) made payable to:

'HFN Accessories Club .or please charge my Access/Visa/Diners/Amen ( delete)*
Card Number

II

II
Li
Expires ( dale)

I

I1
HL

Signature

•Visit www. hifi accessoriesclub.com - e-mail orders welcome
•+ruroo.o.oeumuomoomeumr—.
(6.50 O
(6.50 El
(6.50 O
(6.50 O
(6.50
(10
(25
(15

JANUARY 2006

El
11
D
O

TO ORDER Please send completed order form lor aphotocopy( te:

UK SALES AR erices include VAT. Accessories Club prices

HFN Accessories Club UCD Service

include postage and packing for all items, whatever their size,

PO Box 200, Bedford mea 1YH, UK

anywhere in the United Kingdom.

OR Fax your order form lo: 01234 742028

EXPORT SALES Export sales are always very welcome.

OR Telephone: 01234 741152

Where applicable they will be free of VAT ( Sales Tao), but will

OR E-mail: salesfehifiaccessoriesclub.com

be subject to additional shipping at cost. Please contact
us for quotation. Delivery subject to availability. 060E.

OR Visit the secu re order lacility at vum.hifiaccessoriesclub.com

(45 0
fl7
(10O
(15

MULLARDTUBECIRCUITS:MullardUK
ELECTROSTATICUSDESIGNCOOKBOOK:Saunders
HIGH PERFORMANCE LOUDSPEAKERS:Colloms

(16.50 O
(13 El
(12 O
02
(13
(15
(7
£9

f100
(400
(40 O

BUILDING VALVEAMPLIF1ERS:Jones
RADIOTRONDESIGNERSHANDBOOK:FlangfordSmithICDonly1
LOUDSPEAKER RECIPES:Dickason
QUAD: THE CLOSEST APPROACH Kessler
RIBBONLOLIDSPEAKFRS:Verhagen
MILLER'SCOLLECTINGVINYL:Stanley
SOUNDDESIGN:Atwood

Address

(48 El
(48 El
(43
(25
(15
(6
(40

O
El
El
E
E
Li
E,
E
Li
E

(37.50

ROEFIVVEll Attenuater, per pair
AJOIE! OH( XLR/phono adaptor (specify in or outl, per pair

(67.50 O
(25 O
(44 O

SRM SILICONE TURNTABLE MAT
SRM TURNTABLE SPIRIT LEVEL
SRM PRO CARTRIDGE MOUNTING 1117
FIFSL GEOOISC cartridge alignment gauge

SID Sound Improvement Disc
BEDINI CO Treatment System ( handheld)
RINGMAT Statmat Mk II CDi
RINGMAT Statmat CDi, blue

O
D

(25 E
£37.50 11

INCOGNITO ARM PLUG IS 5-pin
INCOGNITO ACRYLX PLATTER (Regal
SRM TURNTABLE TUNING KIT (Ilegal
SRM TURNTABLE TUNING KIT (Lino)
SRM TURNTABLE TUNING KIT )Thorensl
SRM TURNTABLE TUNING KIT (Roksani
SRM TURNTABLE TUNING KIT IManticorel
SRM FELT TURNTABLE MAT

£22
(15
£30
(24
(12.50
(15
(18
(18
(70
08.45

ULTIMATE Stereo Hearing & Equipment Refresher
STEREOPHILE Test C01/2/3, set of 3
XLO/REFERENCE Test and burn- in CO
BIB CD CARE KIT Lens cleaner and CD restorer
BIB DAD CARE KIT Lens cleaner kit
SID Sound Improvement Disc

or e-mail. See- below for full details.

o

(2010
(25E
(32E
E65 E
(21 El
(55E
(30
(3010
(15E

In a world where so much looks the same,
we take pride in being different I

Authorised dealers:
Acoustic Arts, Watford, Tel. 01923 2 5250 - Adams & Jarrett East Sussex, Tel. 01 424 437165 - Glasgow Audio, Glasgow, Tel. 01413 324707 - HI-Fl Studios. Doncaster, Tel.
01302 725550 - Holbum HIFi. Aberdeen, Tel. 01224 585713 - Kevin Galloway Audio, Kilmarnock, Tel 01563 574185 - Midland Audio Exchange, Belbroughton, Tel. 01562
731100 - Mike Manning, Taunton, Tel. 01823 326688 - Mike Manning, Yeovil, Tel. 01935 479361- New Audio Frontiers, Loughborough, Tel. 01509 264002 - Phonography,
Ringwood, Tel. 01425 461230 - Practical Hi-Fl. Lancaster, Tel. 01524 39657 - Practical Hi-Fl. Manchester. Tel, 01618 398869 - Practical HI-Fl, Warrington, Tel. 01925 632179,
R.J.F, Cornwall, Tel. 01209 710777 - Sound Seduction, Sevenoaks, Tel. 01732 456573 - VideoTech, Huddersfield, Tel. 00484 516670

Densen

B-150

The new reference integrated amplifier from Densen is perhaps the most advanced integrated amp on the market. It is filled with advanced solutions, which all share the goal of giving
you even more musicality and flexibility. The B-150 is a downscaled version of the reference B250 pre amp and B-350 mono amps.
The B-150 employs a true attenuator, while everybody else uses potentiometers or cheap digital volume IC's. Densen use a sophisticated micropiocessor controlled attenuator; this is the
reason for the distinct click you hear as you adjust the volume and it is a definitive sign that
Densen use the advanced relay driven attenuator instead of cheap inferior technologies,
which substantially downgrade sound quality. The click is your assurance that Densen does not
compromise!
The power amp stage has a tremendous grip on even the most difficult loads which it handles
with an ease and musicality that beguiles even the most discerning listener. Lifetime warranty.

B-150 2x100w 8ohms / 2x200w 4ohms - GPB 3000
Densen - Lundevej 10 - 6705 Esbjerg 0 - Denmark - Phone: (+45) 75 18 12 14 - E-mail: mail@densen.dk
www.densen.com

The sexy Gizmo system remote

Features:
Upgradeable with external power supply
Ready for SAXO electronic crossover
Ready for remote control and phonos stages
Ready for multiroom systems
Ready for Bi-amping and Tri-amping
Upgradeable with plug-in 7.1 surround board that only requires
an universal player or a DVD player with a built-in decoder.

I T (01563) 574185
www.kevingallowayaudio.co.uk
info@kevingallowayaudio.co.uk

Demonstration by appointment

high performance
audio specialists

audio research // avi // copland // dartzeel // krell // koetsu // leema acoustics // electrocompaniet
lyra // MartinLogan // mimitism // naim audio // neat acoustics // sme // stereovox // vpi
sonneteer // sonus faber // spendor // sumiko // the funk firm // vvadia // vvegg3

mAriTRA

Specialist Suppliers of Audio Accessories

cartridges

www.mantra-audio.co.uk
Aticro0
CARTRIDGES
Audio
Technica
Goldring

Sumik.o

PRICES INC P&P FCR UK DELIVERY 1-10 DAYS
SEE WEBSiTE FOR FULL PRODUCT RANGE AND
SHIPPING CHARGES TO EU AND WORLDWIDE
111 '

EXCHANGE

AT 110E
AT OC 9ML
Elektra
1006
1012 OX
1022 OX
1042
Eroica LX/H
Elite
Blue Point Special
Blackbird

£28
£330
£33
£76
£95
£124
£143
£133
£232
£235
£585

GRADO HEADPHONE

Itofor( 1( o

N/A
£295
£28
£62
£76
£100
£114
£109
£190
£200
£500

STYLUS
£17
N/A
£24
£52
£67
£86
£100
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

EX
GEX
GEX
GEX
GEX
GEX
GEX
GEX
EX
EX

sumiko
>cables
chord company
nordost
headphones
akg
beyer
grado
stax
-hardware
atc
audio pro

cabasse
creek

HIFI ACCESSORIES

SR- 60

£75

Goldring PM Phono Amplifier

£60

SR- 80

£90

Gering Super Exstatic Brish

£13

SR- 125

£ 140

Shure SFG2 Stylus Force Gauge

£24

SR- 225

£ 175

Milty nxall II Roller plus Refill

£16

SR- 325i

£ 265

Milty Zercstat Neutralising Gun

£38

Bib Un:versal Standard Headshell

£15

RS -1
RS

.'

£635

£450 CARTRIDGES

QED SWITCHING AND CONTROL UNITS
FULL RANGE OF QED
SWITCH BOXES,
CABLES & INTERCONNECTS
AVAILABLE
SEE WEBSITE FOR DETAILS.

STYLUS

DL 103
£ 105 £95
DL 110
£79
N/A
DL 160
£95
N/A
DL 304
£210
N/A
Grado
Prestige Black £40 £27
Prestige Gold £ 110 £73
Shure
M97 XE
£98 £ 58
V15VxMR
N/A £213
V15 VNW
N/A £ 158
Over 300 replacement styli types stocked

GEX - Exchange price against a1y cartridge type
Ex - Exchange price for MC from above compan es
VISA

lyra
ortofon

Order direct online or Tel/Fax 01757 288652

CD

MANTRA AUDIO ( HEW, 22 GARTH AVENUE, NORTH DUFFIELD, SELBY, NOR -11 YORKS YOB SAP
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epos
harbeth
harman/kardon
lexicon

michell
m+k
naim audio
neat acoustics
nottingham
parasound
primare
sme
something solid

--

spendor
IIi loi grown-ups

trichord

ipswich
fax ( o1 473 )
signals

( 01473)

65517

2.

65

email:eng@signals \.

bucklesham
ipswicb e effolk
IPio - o
signal
s.uk.co

www.

ir

Excellence is our
only compromise
KJ West One,
customers.

like any responsive business.

lb

shaped to an extent by its

A distinction we appreciate. this being because our discerning

clientele continue to expect only the best!

With this in mind, we have been

working hard to create an ' aural declaration' of the absolute finest audio
components available today.
Once again we are so pleased to be working and collaborating with our friends the UK's
most distinguished distributor 'Absolute Sounds:

We are presently jointly

celebrating 50 years of involvement in the pursuit of audio excellence.

Both of our

Companies are grounded in the love of music and between us we have made it
possible to offer asensitive expertise and uncompromised demonstration facilities
which will enable you to complete your search for musical purity and authenticity.

Absolute Sounds have continued to provide us with 'State of the Art' audio
components which exceed all of our expectations.

Right now we are seeing the

introduction of a wide range of innovative and extremely exciting super audio
flagship products from several renowned manufacturers, each emphatically
demonstrating advances in sound reproduction. Ki West One are proud to be able to
invite you to enjoy an 'audition' at anytime convenient to you. Simply call us on
020 7486 8262/3 or e.mail us on info@kjwestone.com. we look forward to
meeting you again here at New Cavendish Street.

Perfection is infuriatingly elusive,
if we were to achieve it what objectives would remain?

126 New Cavendish Street London WIG 8TY
42 Cowgate

Peterborough PEI I
NA

T: 020 7486 8262/3

T: 01733 341 755

www.kjwestone.com

F: 020 7487 3452

F: 01733 358 141

Award Winning Retailers...

Audio
Audiol
Auct --

kers Hi- Fi

Ca
Cyr
KEF
Marantz

The North of England Hi -Fi Specialists

Meridian
Michell `
MJ Aco

Quality Hi Fi separates from £ 100 to £ 10,000

Monitor

Widest choice in the area

Monrio

bIndependent advice

Mordua

Consumers Choice Gold Award Winners

NAD

Over 35yrs experience. bQualified staff

Nordosf

Comfortable dem rooms

Opera

I Main

Origin Li

road location

Insurance estimates

Oriol on
Pathos .

I Up

Pickering'

Superb showrooms

Major car parks nearby
bService Dept.

to 3years Interest Free Credit*

only 20% deposit

Carriage Free Mail Order ( inc. credit) * subject to status

Primare
Pro-Ac '.

Delivery & installation

IPart Exchange

Project •

Open 10:30am - 5:30pm

QUAD

Visa, Access, Switch etc.

6 days: Mon. to Sat.

Roksan
Shanling
SME

24 Gillygate, York Y031 7E0

Sugden

01904-629659

Tannoy
TEAC

www.Vickers-HiFi co uk

Trichord
Unison R
Van Den
Wharfed

alists in high fidelity sound reproduction - since 1967

Yamaha

MAZLEMERE AUDIO
SPECIALIST HI-FI DEALER SINCE 1989 - NOW IN OUR " 6TH YEAR

Accuphase
A.R.T
AVID
Ayre Acoustics
Clearlight
dcs
DNM
Fanfare
Harmonic Tech
!stuck
Lamm
LYRA
Metronome
Nagea
Oracle
Orpheus

RANDS

Ortofon
Peak Consult
Penaudio
IPlinius
Quadraspire
REF 3A
Renaissance
Resolution Audio
Satech
SME
Spectral
Stax
Thiel
ran den Hul
Verity Audio
Vertex AQ

Falcon]

Based in High Wycombe

ctronies
http://m NS m.falcon-components.co.uk
Full Price List and Focal details on Web Site

Expert, friendly & unbiased advice
Demonstrations by appeintment only
Evening demonstraions upon request

DRIVE UNITS: by FOCAL & SEAS, and apick of the best from other manufacturers.
100+ CROSSOVER NETWORKS: - Active & Passive. Components, Accessories,
New LS3/5A type Crossovers & Components
PLUS P.A./Professional Sound Equipment
Speaker Repairs also available - Contact for details.
Dedshete back in stock

Comfortable listening rooms
Home consultation available
Open: monsat 9Mnt-6pm
infoer hazlemereaudio,co.uk
www.hazlemc re a ,clio.eo. uk

COMPONENTS
SOLEN Polypropylene capacitors. 0.1mFd. to 100mFd.
NEW Values:- 3.0mFd 400v 5% & 9.1mFd 250v 2.5%
Polyester and Polycarbonate Film Capacitors. 0.1mFd. to 10mFd.
ALCAP Reversible Electrolytic Capacitors (NonPolar);

01494 865 829

ERVICES

50v, 100v & Low Loss. 2mfd. to 600tnFd.

FALCON Custom-wound Inductors.
FERRITE:- Standard, High Power, Super Power, Super-Super Power
AIRCORED 0.56 — I.25mm wire; IRON DUST. Imm wire
TA PPE DINDUCTORS:- 0-1 OmH in 1
mH steps 84 0-1mH in 0.1mH steps
I.250G 10inch

Accuphase
DP-57 CD Player

Aluminium Cone

Are
AX-7c Integrated Amp

Special offer
£80 incl Carriage
& VAT
See web for

Accuphase
E213 Integrated Amp

ART
Stiletto 6

[
MEW & CURRENT PRODUCTS
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full details and

Ayre
CX-7e CD Payer

suitable enclosures
L

SUPPLIERS TO THE TRADE SINC'E 1971

Send for our FREE price list PL32: Just send alarge SAE. (47p stamp) or USS3 bill
overseas, Europe USS2 bill, 2or 3International Reply Coupons (IRC) to:(Dept HFN) Falcon Components Ltd Unit 12 Damgate Industrial Estate, Damgate Lane,
ACLE, Norwich, Norfolk. NRI3 3131 Tel (0)1493 751100 Fax (0)1493 751155

hifisoun CI

by enthusiasts, for enthusiasts

30b Larchfleld St, Darlington, County Durham, 013 71E. Tel: 01325 241888 Email: newsehlfisound.co.uk

The amazing

USHER AUDIO DANCER Be

loudspeakers now on dem...

...the most beautiful loudspeaker you are ever likely to hear!
Acoustic Energy, Apollo, Atacama, Audio Analogue, Creakily, Chord Cable, Custom Design, Grado Isotek, Nbien, Neat, Opera,
Res
n Audio
volv
oksan, Shanling, Standeggekaapc, Triangle, Unison Research, Usher Audio, Van Den Hui and moisi...

...what are you up for?
199

Amore C0821 as new
199

Anon COO?

cos
Arcom CE1337.

249

Acoustic Energy AEI ex

Arcane A13.5 Integratecl. nr rnInt boxed

41,

Acovalc Energy AEI 3413 roc

AnCol Alpha 9 Marna. remote. IC mint boxed

249

Acoustic Energy AE 1rrold es dern

299

Acoustic Energy AE2. es block

799

neybrook n2. boxed

149

Acouslk Energy AE505 re rent boxed

349

J8E SlateSenes 3/Mnsson774 060 0..
,

349

Ancen Alpha 9 Poreeran151 re mail brated

Cal

OTC Annvencey 50.1..ded *de00 as new SOLD 001111

Auclobb MOO...noble/do

/99

DIC SCIA20. Plano dab, Ygc. boxed Adds

ere

Audolab 1003A Inescparted

249

Aunonote AN1 51.9

C.

Audobb 801X• Power ex boxed

429

AVI POtemel. bon fret, ex

159

68.se CE.770.

599

5194 03153 Molde Fbeslober REDUCED ISARGA.In

699

Audio Analogue Maestro. In... Reference re mint awned

Audorneco Obseseon ex. >Dad

399

Wrung 0.100050

129

Abrorni CD6391 Yonne.. ex nwnote

1.
499

Audobb 8003C heamp ex bosed

149

AudloNote 090. IC rrint

redone CD60300SE LID Breton version

2359

tedonn SA 1ygc 004.1
AttedbIOn 2,
38. ex 209 rerno. orb peon° stage
meridian 202 1ranspcd. ex remote

349
299
C.

94e1kIlan 263 CMC

749

Unn1.112/Volealo/Aleto
159

Urn Mok IT

959

Urn Rot. mint dyed

799

Cog

Michell Gyro.. &pal

6.

Mich. Reference leedraulc/Fluld arm

649

Michel Focus Or./mission 7740C curt

249

AV1520001.5 integrated fdr

349

0,06000 Contour I33412.096

All 52CCEMP04.4 Pre/monos

899

EPOS MIS. Dark Cherry. W:la bo.a

Caen Mea Manoblocia. os new Class A 'rum

749

SEE Reference 1.2 nr rnkft bossed

899

CAIneen 610C/6X0 Pre/monos. nr rnInt boxed

Moaned° Optic bargain nfro to Micron.go

129

Croft Unestoge 9,9.ne

...go.. remote of new bond

1199
249

1691

299

KEE R0.41 re mint boned.... bookshelf

249

Michel Geoce.

...eon 752 Floorstonclet 00

249

Michel lecnoartn/l.roodrn A Irons

ra,rrdnt baeted

MOM°, AtA10 S.. S8 riocestander new

449

Wan. Mycr0 R8300 incept.° roe...

499

NEAT Pee. 3. Ceeny men lbxed

449

mane. 00900

Studro 125. ex boxed

CS

Morlincesayn Analogue Spacedeck/Ann

Cyrus 7Imes...3 re mint boxed

179

Prooc Td.ene 50. re mint boxed

Coll

Noterest.n Analogue The Foot Tonecna

Col

Cyrus 3 Intepated ex boxed

Prooc Tod.. 230. 19 rnInt boxed

399

Demon P0A6600 Monobloclo.

fle
6.

Ceses Pow.. ex boxed

199

>PIA Tecrepaent Statement. ea crated

15.

4*00,. leek Mtn

Maerr.go Duo CO3/512 nr wen boxed

'44,0 C5411. nannt 0,0

s

Elm LP12./Lingo/Ekos. atranbea. boxed

149

C...030,vre

2999

17.

549

UnnI.P12711npretos ex blad

Cade Eden. ex boxed

759

340*1010*400190 E. 56000 ne.

1*01 1012/3yrke l'U3 ex afrarnoeo

799

Col

Micromeda 7.01. and T-dac nr nXnt boxed

Musical Adel. A3CD. re ntre boxed

lUneenv Perception peonostage and p/s

Aides Ream:rant-525 neon's:A.4

Chord 5794 100011.

179

599

199

399

00.

1249

5fiw CORO F090510

MOamego Page 2and matching 2/OC

Ahead Pldelly CDT

Aix. Research MUSE.... b.ed
Chord ebono Ilego ex boxed

Col

sted st

.79

Musical Rdelty %MU 03 ce nee

braxed

10999

Atchennt bog,Peon. doge cAY Ea». PA

Aucio Resrxrch 91120 Power

sseyornego Page i

Monarchy DIP

449
C.

999

Auclobb 0303CD. and DAC

Mcronts CD 17RI re Mee

399

399

Albany AP4 Preornp. AcerefPaseve

Amen, Alpha MU C30 Preomp

rn. boxed

Analogue

Speakers

Amplifiers

Digital
Are NI. Ijoeb 59 'err. based

299
259

Oracle Delp. V. RA .teon. as new

749
5.
29.

Ong. Uee be/ rnodded OS_ os new co. o few wont. old

149

ITO MA80/./.103/..,102 Pre/Power 42 lowsn combo

349

OuAD fifs3 ,towonnoet

COI

Ongin Lne Awe ce new

479

Marants.47201 re nee boxed

199

OUAD III. Stcrodmount. breed

279

Ortolan Ifonfropunet A

249

04/AD Ia 5990009,0061 20140*

309

Ortolan MC20 5.xerne ex dem

bawd

Medan 555 power
Medan 505 ',boob.... ex boxed

899
ne

OUAD E51.63 910.110nder. OtrocIser..1 2015 REDUCED°,

119.1

Pins Monet...8250. Me best rye seen

050Subwoofer

379
59

Pass labs 01 DAC ex. cost 55002 new

99e

mencson 705 otot-ttvA,

Proceed POIL nr ns.1 boxed

699

Micromepo Tempo 2

449

lance.; Studio read°, Loge,

399

Rego Planer 2/1111250 6000

199

...cal Rd.. 3o Prearnp/P150 Power, ex

290

le.x.

019

Rego Planar 2.9250 ex bcued

349

Musicd FkMaryAICOO integrote5 rem. boxed

699

Tammy DC100 Stancknount

119

Rego Plot. 3/011300

179

Musical

QUAD 99COP 01 new
Rolcson Caspian

Innf

Seas.° SCO200 re wee boxed

months old

5010
549

TEAC 11/01 ex
Sorry EA7OES

279

TOS Pucks 1ex

449

1nondle Annd ES ex deaf

MOSCO Add. P.P....a

299

WecoleddeOlornond series. various

X8O. os new

5.

Odyssey HT3. 3Channeled« power amp

Theta DS Pro Progeny

399

Odyssey Slratos. nr rabl stereo power

Pero Pearl Tampon re rreft boxed

499

Odyssey Igertage

Cr.. MAR.. boxed

Pathos Logos. just bad from UKI) sersice. ex boxed remote

Good

Ream Caspion M Pre/monos Jame

019

*clean Caeldb Impaled one10 series. remote

C.

OUAD 99CDP/909 ex Paged

1149

e. t.

409
749
349

ownefend Effli Rock 3462/00600 774IC

499

ronscriptcn SiteletonNetegol

r99

79

ranters:Ion iendadc Reference

649

99

060090401 Saturn. ypc

349

79

ransegfootion SpInt 3. 50 noun max

749

rIcezed Re.arce 0.o/Dono.• p/s re mInt boxed

379

159

etc Geed EM Nner

CS

Denon 015810 3heed drawer code at men, boxed

COO

Maw. STSOOD ex

Cal

199

Idokornichi On ex

1.

Ream Caspian Power orig.°, series

299

Halsounichi 1.5 ex

Raton bob., /403 ex dev-

Col

00001092 byadle hya.

Surne Arterni/Andrerneclo 3Pe/Power ex booed

TFAC A1/01/11

me

Unison Reseods Mystery One >mono

649

CS

679

horens TE116,
05/Moywde 090

Radio and recorders

15.

Menad T30 re mint boxed

349

dem

999

Sold

349

CrUAD 34/306 Pre/Power. re nest grey
Arnp/CD/Tuner

Rolaan Rod. 5/94rno

Teo.. 1D1600/meseon 774 fie

Creek

379

C.

Morons tD124.1,2/5.1:3XA. superb condtte

Wean lenesch Cove noontond.0 as rene
549

299

299

429

SmE IV necny new. re rnOt bOxed etC

Oucscl 77 'Med.. ex

musical %Seely A3 Amp/CD/Tuner

449

Robson Rode 3/1000
Rote' R0970

Arcarn 141 nr mint boxed

moon° COMXOLL 194601005f 514000

Rokson Xences/ToloN 2'
749

.9

249

ad. Clearer.

179

299

Quad 44 Preomp ex boxed
Quad 707 Poe.. ex

Project Moor. box LE boxed ceineade

Wilson Benesch Orator..

149

399

C.

Whaleclate Eyes 30. nr mike boxed

Ouod 405 and 405/2 Power Yadous Irons

JP. 104/230/208 . 5,1 Speakers

Musical Fefeely %cm r3 as new

699

den. power

NAlie 62/140 Pre/Power. re rt..

Cd

sloorstonder

musk°, ndetty .3 'meddle.

leeks Dab bask 2 Tronspon r. mint boxed

Systems/Misc

Some Eater Beata Arne,. 2. nr rnint boxed c/w Vona,

1.

oyd VOIC/Sleaus scorplo..o.
wuclo Pnono Slope

019

Wilms 0909 900 020(0901009090

C.

Quad P34400000.0

199

Mahan Senesce Act/Act 1 cum ex

2499

$0,9 JA5013 74.1disc

C.

Wilson Senesce id Cede ex awn

1399

ferviced 2005

Special pre Christmas deals in RED ... tel 0845 6019390 lo- call, or email newslendhandhlfi.co.uk
Quality hifi equipment always required for cash

Call us before you trade In

Commission Sales too

turnta bleworld!
Our Dem facilities offer a wide selection of all types of analogue equipment from all the best brands Including

Clearaudio, Dynavector, Tom Evans, Goldring. Grado, Hadcock, Lyra, Michell, Moth, Nottingham Analogue, Origin
Live, Ortofon, Project, Graham Slee, SME, Sumiko, Transfiguration, Trichord, VVhest Audio and Wilson Benesch

...there is no better analogue decision
turntableworki!

is at 30b Larchfield St, Darlington, DL3 TfE. Tel 01325 241888 or email newseturntableworld.co.uk
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01376 521132
07709 260221

audio

E-MAIL:
soundstage(a netlineuk.net
S

(

A

let

www.sound-stage.co.uk

Chelmsford, Essex

BY APPOINTMENT ONLY

PRE- OWNED EQUIPMENT
AUDIO INNOVATIONS SERIES 800 4- BOX PRE/POWEFVPS/PHONO STAGE

A New Dawn for Nairn and Tom Tom Audio...
...the only dealer in the world specialising
purely in these world class products

£ 399

COUNTERPOINT SA100 POWER AMP VALVE/TRANS HYBRID BLACK BOXED

£ 595

DENON DVD-5000 BLACK WITH MULTI REGION CHIP FITTED- SUPERB MACHINE
EPOS ES14 BLACK SINGLE WIRE

£ 495

EPOS ES12 LIGHT CHERRY BOXED AND SUPERB

£299

GARRARD 301/SME 3009/SHURE MM CARTRIDGE ON HARD BOARD

£599

KEF 103/3 ROSEWOOD WITH KEF KUBE EQUALISER AND INTEGRAL STANDS
KINSHAW OVERTURE POWER AMP

£399
£299

LED PA2 POWERSTAGE POWER AMP GREY MARBLE EFFECT

Extensive s
on demon
Nairn Aud

• Part e
• Friendl
• Open 7

tion of current Naim Audio product range
tion and the largest stock of pre-loved
quipment on the planet

anges very welcome

LINN SONDEK LP12 NORTON AIR POWER ITTOK TROIKA WALNUT SUPERB
LINN KAIRN PRE AMP MM/MC PHONO STAGE BOXED AND SUPERB
LINN SARA 9 BI- WIRE WALNUT BOXED AND STUNNING WITH STANDS
MOREL BASSMASTER BLACK ASH STAND MOUNT SPEAKERS BOXED MINT
LOEWE ACONDA 32 WIDESCREEN FLAT SCREEN SILVER + GLASS STAND
MERIDIAN 606 DAC BLACK/GOLD BOXED AND IMMACULATE

£649
£1295
£695
£499
£399
£895
£495
£399

MICROMEGA DVD PREMIUM- MULTI REGION

£395

MICROMEGA DRIVE 3/DAC BOXED AND IMMACULATE

£995

MISSION 753 BLACK ASH FLOORSTANDERS

ys till late

£329

MERIDIAN A500 BLACK ASH LOUDSPEAKERS LOVELY CONDITION
MERIDIAN 605 MONOBLOCS BLACK PAIR

MICROMEGA STAGE 5 CD PLAYER IMMACULATE
MICROMEGA TRIO 3 BOX CD PLAYER BLACK BOXED SUPERB

elp and advice

£ 1295

CASTLE HARLECH FLOORSTANDING LOUDSPEAKERS BLACK OR CHERRY

£795

£349
£1695
£449

MONITOR AUDIO MA1800 REFERENCE GOLD LOUDSPEAKERS- BOXED
NAIM FLATCAP 2 POWER SUPPLY SUPERB

• Compare current with previous Natm ranges

£495
£429

NAIM NAIT 5i MINT AS NEW WITH BOX AND ALL ACCESSORIES
NAIM NAP140 OLD STYLE BOXED SUPERB CONDITION

£595

• Comfortable demonstration facilities

NAIM NAIT3/PRE OUT MODIFICATION BOXED AND IMMACULATE(1999 MODEL)
NAIM IXO 2- WAY ACTIVE X- OVER WITH VARIABLE FREQUENCY

£399

NAIM NAPV 175 3 CHANNEL POWER AMP LATE 2004 AS NEW

See the new website at www.tomtomaudio.com
Telephone • St Albans 01727 86 86 59

£349
£349
£975

NAIM NAP 135 POWER AMPLIFIERS PAIR CHROME BUMPER SUPERB BOXED
NAIM INTRO 2 MAPLE LOUDSPEAKERS BOXED AND SUPERB CONDITION

£1495

PRIMARE D.20 24 BIT CD PLAYER BOXED AND IMMACULATE

£495
£1495

PROCEED PCD SERIES 3 CD PLAYER (£3500 NEW)
QUAD FM4 TUNER DIN BOXED AND LOVELY CONDITION
REGA PLANAR 2 RB250 LINN MM CARTRIDGE
REGA PLANAR 3/RB300/ROKSAN CORUS BLACK MM FIXED POSITION MOTOR
REGA PLANET CAST CASE BLACK BOXED SUPERB UNMARKED CONDITION
RUARK TALISMAN MK2 ROSEWOOD VGC

£599

£249
£199
£249
£299

£349
TOTEM MODEL ONE SIGNATURE BLACK BOXED AND MINT- FEW MONTHS OLD ..£ 1195
PROFESSIONAL RECORD CLEANING SERVICE- KEITH MONKS MACHINE PLEASE RING FOR FURTHER DETAILS AND PRICES. THREE MONTH WARRANTY ON ALL ITENP,

www.sound-stage.co.uk
cds á dacs
AUDIO ANALOGUE MAESTRO mk 1CD, boxed.........650
AUDIO ANALOGUE PAGANINI MK1 CD, Mimic Wood...375
AUDIO NOTE CD3 wIth border patrol mu...............1250
AUDIO NOTE CO 2valve cd player .......................... 600
AUDIO SYNTHESIS modded Kreatera
AUDIO SYNTHESIS DAX DECADE DUC ................... 1150
AVI 2000 CD player
..
350
CYRUS 0003 boxed
LECTOR VALVE CD PLAYERS
STOCK
MARANTZ C012 LE. 2box player. boxed ........... 1250
MERIDIAN 206 cd player
MICROMEGA T- DRIVE ST- SAC, boxed ....
MSS PLATINUM 3upsampang dar, boxed ........
MUSICAL FIDELITY A3CD boxed .

700
1500
500

PINK TRIANGLE CARDINAL & DA CAPO transport S 18
PIONEER DUD 717. boxed .......250
OUAD 66 CD .....................................300
ROKSAN KANDY MKIIIRIver, boxed
ROKSAN CASPIAN CD silver . ...... 475
STIANLJNG CDT80..new m stock
SO/OILING CDT100 secondhand, boxed
900
SRANLING CDT300 LE in stock - decent trade iri offered
SUDDEN MASTERCLASS cd player, blazK booed.. 1700
TEAC VRDS 25% cd player boxed mmt
600
UNIVERSAL DATA transport
800
THETA PROGENIE Oar, boxed
600
THETA PITO BASIC 3a dar
850
Z- SYSTEMS ADO- 1, DIGITAL ER
1000

turntables/arms/cartridges

01175/ 04 SPI, SHINDO MODIFIED .. new poa
ORTOFON KONTRAPUNKT Anew boxed 500 .......... 350
PINK TRIANGLE ANNIVERSARY with battery psu _ 1300
REGA fono mc stage
125
REY/OX 13790 turntable with parallel tracking arm...250
ROKSAN COGNOSCENTI Ipiano black xerxes) with blood stand. SME 309
.. 1050
SONIC FRONTIERS PHONO ONE rnm/mc valve atomsSHURE V15XNAR in stock as new boxed
250
SME IIIS
140
SYSTEMOECI( 11 the biscuit tin, lion basik arm boxed
with lid.
_275
TALK ELECTRONICS BREEZE 1phonostage.
150
TECHNICS SL150 with incognito rega arm and gokking
1012 gx
400
TECHNICS SP10 MRS slate pint, ninth tekno aim .. 1000
TOWNSEM) EIRE ROCK with ALPHASON mot aim 400
TRICHORD DINO mm/mc phono stage ex deer
250
VAN DEN FIULL MUS /MCI just rebuilt. unused 500.. 750
VOYD THE VOUS black with spat phase psu and HEUUS
CYALENE arm
TKO
YOYO THE HOOD rosewood wrth split phase TEl á
RELIAS ORION arm
.
. 1103
VII TNT 35 with flywheel upgrade, boxed -. 1800
TIPI HWI6.5 RECORD cleanIng machine new

Milers, Cassette Decks,
Reel-to-Reel,
Headphones etc
CYRUS 75T Irn tuner, sever, booed . 275
ERGO 1headphones
FANFARE FT1 tuner wrth remote controd!..
500
FANFARE PITA fm tuner later saver fronted model,
mint boxed..
500
GRAHAM SLED SOLO headphone amp...
LEAK TFIOUGHLINE 3MONO serviced
.80
MICROMEGA STAGE TUNER
.. 175
MUSICAL FIDELITY F500 tuner
175

AUDIO TECHNICA ATOC30 mc
200
CLEARAUDIO EVOLUTION. tangent erro
. 1100
COUNTERPOINT HEAD AMP MC to MM.......400
DENON DLI03 Inc new boxed
120
DENON DL304 used but clean. booed
DYNAVECTOR DVI 71)2 NEW
400
GRAHAM SIDE PFIONOSTAGES ............. NOW IN STOCK
excellent, boxed 1000
HADCOCK 08242 SE vd hull silver wed. new ....... 550 NAKANIICHI CR7E
KOETS11 ONYX
1000 PIONEER CT9la cassette . .. 250
LECTOR PHONOAMP SYSTEM .......................... 1350 PIONEER CTF1000 cassette ..
LINN ARKIV reasonable ale left
350 QUAD FM4 brown/ grey 200/ .. .. 250
LINN 1912 52000, %IDA goldring 1042
703 REGA RADIO
150
LINN TONEARM CABLE UPGRADE
75 REVOX I3760 frn tuner.
275
LYRA HEL1KON SL mint boxed
800 REVOX G36 2track very nice indeed
350
MICHELL TEKNO Aarm UK sales only
419 ROTEL RT940AX remote tuner ...... 125
MICHELL ODYSSEY
In stock STAX LAMBDA NOVA REFERENCE with srmt-ls 600
MICHEL GYRO w/ Orte >Mar/ mob, etc. CC, Rega .... 1000
MUSICAL FIDELITY XLPS 3box verwon
400 ISolid State Amps
MUSICAL FIDELITY ALPS v3 phonostage
225 IACCUPHASE 200 preamp. 25 year, old but lovely. 200
NOTTS ANALOGUE OMEGA POINT unlovot arrn
175 ALCHEMIST GENESIS monoblocks
0100-N0030 FED CLEANNG MACIFILE new toed 230 ARCAM ALPHA 10 amp..375
ORIGIN LIVE krt deck with rega arm and goldnng carAUDIO ANALOGUE BEWNI nik2 DONI2ET11 monos...850
tndge
,
400 AUDIO ANALOGUE PUCCINI SE. boxed
450
ORTOFON KONTRAPUNKT 8new boxed SPECTAL
AUDIO ELECTRONIC SUPPLYAE2 pre Oh SE MOSFET
OFFER
500 power amp .
700

AUDIOLAB 80000
. 200
AUDIOLAB 8000c ip graphite pre/power
650
AUDIO RESEARCH 1s9 pre .. .
700
AUDIO SMITFESIS PASSION UU1NLATE 3Input mote 750
NJOIO SWERESTS DEEITIE DECADE coNer ermined 1350
AVANTAGE s250
frontsmonos. . 2500
AVI PREAMP 2000
325

BEAUHORN B28 vibraplane panths. rnetalle blue 2000
BEAUHORN VIRTU() REFERENCE wrth 004
3000
CASASSE FUSELLE 400 boxed
450
400
CASTLE HARLECHS. mkl 900rStanders , 960.
CHA/RO ACADEMY Isolid walnut. 1400.
775
CURA 10 speakers stand mount.
500
DYNAUDIO CONTOUR 3, pair
1500
DYNAUDIO CONTOUR 13 mk2
650
BOW TECHNOLOGY WAZOO XL.
1250 EPOS MI2 speakers boxed
300
CASASSE POLARIS AMI000 monoblocks .
1250 EPOS E514 teak
275
CLASSE MODEL 30 preamp .
500 HALES REVELATION 22000 new.
650
COUNTERPOINT HC808E gawp/ surround with
HYPERION HPS-938 In stock
EX DEMO
remote
250 IMPULSE 64, new bass and treble dnve tires Med.... 4
70
50
0
CYRUS THREE
.. 250 KEF REF 2 walnut
CYRUS PRE.POWER SPA
boxed 600 KEF REF Irosewood
500
DYNAVECTOR 1200 pre with mm phono -boxed 700 KEF 01 cherry.
.200 pair
EXPOSURE VILAIII pre/power.
400 MAMMA CERNAOLE CE10 chempege Ter 4550....2201)
KRELL KSA200 just serviced.
20(13 KLIPSCH KLF20 horns.boxed.
700
KRELL KSA 100 excellent..
1200 KLIPSCHORNS 20 years old
2500
LAVARDIN IT—new, in stock - BOOK AHOME OEM
UNEUM granne nbbon speakers, boxed
700
LUMLEY A2400 100 vratt transistor power amp
250 LINN SAROS vralnut, earth new foam covers .......... 303
MAGNUM 250 pre/power boxed.
LINN 1SOBARIKS rosewood DMS senaS 005502. with
MAGNUM SE CLASS Aintegrated
stands
550
MERIDIAN 605 monoblocks
700 LUMAAN 1277. like Yamaha not 000, japanese 3way In
METAXAS CNARISMA PREMAR chrome fintsh 1525
425 heavy cabriet
250
MICHEL ARGO/HERA
325 M8K vx100 SUBWOOFER
400
MUSICAL RDELfTY PFTE 88Moi65 dam Awind:docks 675 MERIDIAN M3, active speakers walnut.
300
MUSICAL FIDELTY U- Al amp
. 280 MISSION 773 black boxed
200
MUSICAL FIDELITY A3 Integrated amp . 450 MISSION 774 dark rosewood
250
MUSICAL AMITY A3.2cr PRE/ A3 CR POWER amp . 1000 MISSION 752 cherry
275
MUSICAL ROEUTVA300CR power arnp..mint boxed 1200 MISSION 782 boxed.
375
MUSICAL FIDELITY 0.370 upgraded to mk2 ............. HOU MODAUNT SHORT 860 Scary cabs
500
MUSIC FIRST AUDIO PASSIVE MAGNETIC pre
1500 MONTTOR AUDIO SILVER 5small leorstanders hued 250
NAIM NAC 32.5 8SNAPS/NAP 110... .. 550 MONITOR AUDIO SILVER 8, floor slanders __ boxed 400
NAM MAC 72/NAP 140 boxed, later style. ...... 750 MONITOR AUDIO SILVER 9I floorstanders __ boxed 500
NAM NAT 3integrated amp, fine onaji
250 PROAC MINI-TOWERS..250
NAM FLATCAP
. 150 PROAC RESPONSE IIn tablette cabs with external
PASS ALEPH 3poweramp 30 watts class A.
1000 crossovers
300
PASS 00 preamp 3box
3850 WAD ESL 57 excellent par senicd by Ouad.in 1960s...700
PASS ALEPH 0monoblocks
3000 pair QUAD ESL 57 serwced by OM thing audio with Rupert
PERRAUX 2001 remote integrated amp.
800 Stands 10000UAD esl 63 just serviced by One %rig
850 and new black cloths
PUNIUS 8100 Integrated amp boxed silver
1250
ODAS 44 /405 mkt din sockets
FUElli\II 3A DA CAPO toduatnoso..new boxed 2900
ROKSAN KANDY MK111 as new boxed
375 ROGERS STUDIO 1 . black..
250
SIM AUDIO CELESTE PW4000 Integrated amp.
550 ROKSAN ROK 1Standmounts.
37
SONOGRAPHE 250 pre/power
1200 ROOD ABBOTT.
350
DONAS FABER MUS/CA excellent Integrated amp 1250 RUARK SLI 0boxed...
450
SUGDEN MASTERCULSS POWER AMP
boxed RUARK CL20 ROSEWOOD. . . .. 800
SODDEN A21P black frosh, power amp version . 450 RUARK TALISMANS 800.250
SPENDOR 53, boxed 1s3/Sa wannabe...375 pal
Loudspeakers
TANNOY CHEVIOTS lovely pair ..... 450
ACOUSTIC ENERGY AE 120 rosewood floorstanders.250 TANNOY GRF repro cabs with 15" mane golds _3500 par
ACOUSTIC ENERGY AEI with pillar stands
500
ADAM MONITOR S2A acbve speakers MOT ribbon
Valve Amps
tweeters, boxed as new
1250 AUDIO ELECTRONIC SUPPLY jury) AE2 valve pre ninth
ALPHASON ORPHEUS nbbon hybrid speakers .. 450 phonostage
350
ANALYSIS EPSILON full range ribbons, boxed.......1000 AIX)10 INNOVATIONS 2nd AuLlo MONOBLOCKS, boxed .950
ATC SCM20A-PRO active with carry cases
1750 AUDIO INNOVATIONS 1000 rid 50 watt mamba:es 850
200
AUDIO CLASSICS IYPe CeffiCient mini- monitors, excel- AUDIO NOTE M- ZERO ane preamp
lent voth valves 1500..
AUDIO NOTE K4 606 valves
400
AUDIONOTE ANZ2 cherry,boxed .
AUDIO RESEARCH VT130.balanced Inputs
2400

AUDIO RESEARCH 1515 boxed.
1300
AUDIO RESEARCH IS8 mkt one pre black fide.
boxed.. ...............
AUDIO RESEARCH LS1.
AUDIO RESEARCH SPIT upgraded to MK3, boxed ..... 000
AUCTION APOLLOS mole ended ltd edition monoblocks
AUD1ON STIRUNG 96090 stage, boxed
350
BUT VI(60 power amp wIth spare valves
1800
CADENCE 100watt rnonobkxks 800
CANARY CA601 MK2 preamp boxed 1200
CANARY CA 303 SE SIGNATURE monoblocks, 2800
CONCORDANT EXULTANT pre amp 500
CONRAD JOHNSON MV75 power amp 800
CONRAD JOHNSON PVIOAL 1000 450
CONSONANCE M500 300b monoblocks 1250
COPIONS 301 valve pramp with phono
COPLAND CTA401 Integrated valve amp with phono 30
CR DEVELOPMENTS CALYPSO 12 webs inlegraaid amp..350

GAMMA SPACE REFERENCE almraled 3000 arm ..... 1000
GOLDEN TUBE AUDIO SE40 power amp .................. 450
GRAM 50-50
1200
GRAAF GM 100TL boxed
2000
LEAK STEREO 20 fuly griosed 400— iee ate village section
LECTOR ZOE remote line pre, new
1050
LUMLEY LV1.5 LINE PRE 8SPO POWER chrone.
upgraded caps, saver wire.
LUMLEY LV1 lIne preamp & S170 power amp ...... 1000
PAR-106 (
lase ONE rre inteptal arc, no . 750
QUAD IIS rebuilt paw with 6168 yams .
600
ROGUE AUDIO 99 POE/MP errOr phono, remote and
boxed 2600
.. 1250
SHANUNG MONOBLOCKS 40 watts MIT remote vol.
urne control, new
2000 par
SHINDO TABS LW- RING FOR DETAILS OF NEW PRODUCTS
TRILOGY 902 preamp veth phono,boxed.............. 800
UNICO RESEARCH UNICO mk2 integrated amp........575
VIVA AUDIO- italian valve amps. stunning sound ring
tor detals and ademo

Cables, Power conditioners
ISOL-8 we have finally found amarls filter that works.
9109 for ahome demo
KIMBER base 05m par
KIMBER Trifocal AL Speaker cable - 10FT TRIVARE _ 1200
MIT DIGITAL REFERENCE IM INTERCONNECT . 200
MIT TERMINATOR 3DIGITAL INTERCONNECT ......... 75
MIT TERMINATOR 4biwire speaker table _ 200
NORDOST RED DAWN 06M inbirconnects,toasted!
boxed
. 125
NORDOST SHNA power cable, boxed . 150
SHINDO ARM CABLE 1M eh silver bullet plugs
400
VAN DEN HULL 2ND 7m balanced Interconnects ..... 400

EMPORIUMNEW AND USED HIFI SPECIALIST Open 10am-5pm Mon-Sat, MAIL ORDER AND EXPORT Email emporium@modomail.com
Website www.emporiumhifi.com Telephone 01379 870873. Demos by appointment
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• buy your hi-fi
• sell your hi-fi

the

• trade-in hi-fi
• we collect your hi-fi
•
•
•
•
•

uk
all
no
no
all

next-day delivery
major credit cards
grey imports
phantom products
equipment tested by our engineer

hi-fi
shop

• six month warranty on all used hi-fi

OFFERS TO GOOD TO MISS!

aceavva,
New Models!
Stei-eco 60
MD integrated 2), 65w rms
Brand new UK design
ALL TRIODE Push-pull driver
Stage. Triode mode 2x 30w
Choke regulated PSU
Remote control. Four inputs
plus lape loop.
Huge transformers ( 33kg)

From £1,299 inc lees

ef«,d1.- Stereo 60

(Upgrades available)
Please visit www.hi-fishop.com for acomplete up-to-date list as the 1st changes daily.
Special Offers rreduced price)

TYPE

P&P

stereo

RRP

Amplifiers
AVI Phono Stage 52000pp / S2000mp pre-amp
Cary SLP-50. Prsxamp. silver
Mark Levinson 32 Reference Pre & Phono
Mark Levinson 332.5 ( Pair of) power amps +
the £700 bridging kit
Mark Levinson 32 with NBS AC cords
Mendian 556 Integrated
Musical Fidelity NuVista Pm-amp
Parasound JC1 ( pair) Monoblodm
Pass Aleph 3Power Amp
Pass Aleph Lpre Pre-amp
BUY BOTH ALEPH 1. d3for
PassLabs X-600 monoblocks
Pathos InContrcil Reference Pm-amp (2-box). mint
Proceed AMP2 l'ower Amp 125wpc
Quad II refurbished rnonoblocks
VAC Renaissance Signature II two box pre-amp
with MC/MM
Source Components
Analgue
Audio Note AN-52H MC transformer
EAR MC3 MC "ransfonner
Michell 2004 Odyssey (cancelled order)
Oracle Delphi \ lmtable with lid and Turbo PS
Triplanar Ill Tonaarm
XL0 Ref Phone cable. SME > RCA
Digital
Audio Anabgue MAESTRO CD 24/96 CD Pla
Exposure CD Pbyer
Manley Professional DAC
Mark Levinso<1.5. mint
Mark Levinsoni360s DAC
Shanling CDT-130 Gold CD Player
Pink Tnangle Cardinal Da Capo & DC
(CD/DAC & DC :PSU)
Proceed PR PVDT-PVP Transport

Sm
£
1.201
sib
£ 1.995
eh £17.995
Sm
£15.800

E395
01.009
£7.995'
£4.751

Sm
Sm
Sm
exd
slh
Sm

£36.000
£'995
£1.200
£5.203
£2.250
£2.603

s/h
exd
Sm
Sm
exd

£15.000
£3.650
£1,993
£n/a
£13,995

£11.500
£595
£795
£3.995'
£895
0895
f1,500
£7.90
3
4.25:13
£795
£795
£8.500

eh
new
exd
exd

£449
£825
£2.150
£3.760

Z245
£475
£ 1.995
£2.590
£4.060
£1.590
£275 £ 15C

s/h

£ 1.695
£1.050
exd £8250
e
£9.995
e
£
7250
x
deer £ 1.650
sffi £4.500

e

e

£675
0395
£ 1,995
£5,530
£3,30
£ 1,30
£895'

£7.490 £2.495

300

300B Integrated amplifier
Full 2x 35w rms
UK Designed
Remote control
ALL TRIODE driver stage
Choke regulated PSU
Four inputs plus tape loop
Huge transformers ( 35kg)

From £1,599 Inc valves
(Upgrades available]

LAzI41- Line pirearrue
Valve rectification.
Twin choke smoothing.
All triode design
Remote control
Four inputs plus tape loop
DC heaters
High and low leve Ioutput
Stunning looks

From £ 649.95 complete

PS J Pharr«, Stage

sts

High output, with level control
Will drive most power amps!
All valve, all triode. no feedback
Passive RIM. Custom British moving
coil TX option. Coke regulated
smoothing. Separate power
supply. 9kg. Upgrades avahlable

From only £ 399.95 complete

Sterec) 4Oi Cla.s.sloc

Speakers
ART Loudspeakers Home Cinema System
ATC SCM-513ASL. Yew
Audi
oPhysic Avant', cherry
Dynaudio Audience 10. black
ProAc Studio ' 25. light oak
ProAc D100. yew. as new
Quad ESL63. black
Revel M22, insole
Tannoy Resoluiion R2. poor condition
Zingali Overture Four (latest) - stunning
Zingali HM 112:Mk II - stunning

exd
et)

e
e
e

exd

e

exd

e

exd
exd

Cinema I5.'
Denon AVR 3030 Processor
Musical Fidelity HTP. mint
Proceed PAVi(fliX, ProLogic)
Rel Strata Sum scratctied no box
Yamaha DSP42, mint

eh

e
e
e
e

£3.203
£7,600
£7500
£
n/a
£
995
£ 15995
£
n/a
£ 1,795
£
400
£5.600
£9, 700

£2.030
£4. 495
£2.990
£ 153
£595
£P0A
£ 1: 50'
£995
£ 100
£2.500
£5.'50

£615
£1.990
£
4.195
£500
£
995

£295
£995
£ 1,995
£200
£295

Upgraded design
Choke regulated power supply
3inputs, plus tape loop
Triode switching (20 watts)
45rms watts M211(1118 version)
All Mullard NOS driver option
• Other models available, see our websIte or ask for aleaflet
•

BOW Wand R?mote Control (silver)
eti £329 £ 149
Dynavector Super Stereo ADP2 Sound Processor eh £ 1295 £495
XLO Ref Signature. Phono RCA > RCA
£650 £350

-

0%

Call 0141 333 9700 today or visit www.hisficp.com
The Hi-fi Shop Ltd is the Mail Order Division of
The Audio Salon Ltd. 4Park Circus, Glasgcw, 03 6AX.
Reg office and showroom.

Designed in Leicester UK

• Wide choice of valves: inc, Mullard, JJ. EH, Svetlana, Sovtek
•

Each amp carefully commissioned & tested in Leicester

• All supplied with beautiful valve covers
•

Other

inn only £899.u,

Stereo 401

Part Exchange facility for your old equipment, ask us!

Features. Hand bull. Point to Point wiring No pnnted circuit board ALPS Volume control Gold
plated terminals Audiophile components by Solen Rubicon Silver audio cable Steel & alloy plate
construction Soft start Unique HT delay . Comprehensive manual Inc DIY valve change info

Buy with contilum. Established UK Company . Proven reliability. Unbeatable
advice atalk up service Try for 30 days, refund it not Mulder
For more into visit our website at www.iconaudio.co.uk
Or ask for an illustrated Leaflet Auditions by appointment.
Phone 07787 1E8791 Email sales©iconaudio co uk
Le.074_
*Conditions apply

351 Aylestone Road Leicester LE2 8TA
Visa and MasterCard accepted

CE marked
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TURBOCHARGING YOUR REGA ARM
"Nothing less than total dynamite"

UNIVERSAL MOTOR UPGRADE

Upgrades & replaces
motors & power supplies for ALL
belt drive turntables

HI-FI WORLD

If you are the proud owner of any Rega tonearm, you are now in the
enviable position to transform it's performance into the league of
super arms with our modifications. The OL structural modification
at £75 will enable your Rega to perform at alevel exceeding that of
some arms costing over £1000! High performance rewiring with
high grade litz wire is also offered at an additional70
£ and external
rewiring is also DO further increasing the performance.

"The single most important upgrade you can
ever make to any record deck concerns the motor
drive...nothing can zrepare you for th e shoc kofgo i
ng DC .I
n a
word, gobsmacki ng .
COMMON GROUND MAGAZINE
"It's value is nothing short of tremendous."

LISTENER MAGAZINE

"The LP12 remains aclassic ...but .. upgrade kits by Origin Live
can bring avast improvement to it's performance"

"I have to say the Rega modifications turn this humble arm
into areal giant killer. Gone is the rather grey, sterile sound of
the cooking Rega. Instead, tonal colour is fresh, dynamics have
great speed and impact, and the sound stage is huge."
HI-FI WORLD ON STRUCTURAL MODIFICATION

Structural modification awarded 5star rating by

Universal turntable motor kit •
The Cinderella of HiFi - largely overlooked and dismissed, but capable of
outperforming a £2000 cartridge upgrade. No one would blame you for being
sceptical of an easy to fit, inexpensive dc motor upgrade. Especially one that
improves on the hest of other

pOWPr SUpplIPA Posting

over 4rimes as mo rt or

your money back. It is simply impossible to imagine the level of improvement
WHAT HI•Fl?
SOUND AND VISION

Structural Modification - £75
Internal Rewiring - £70
External Rewiring - £70
High conductivity phono plugs £20
Slotted arm tube - £85

HI FI NEWS

*****

attained by eliminating the motor vibration that your stylus amplifies over 8,000
times! Our DC motor kit offers massive improvements to all versions of Linn
Lingo / Valhulla, Rega, Systemdeck, Roksan, Rock etc. The kits consist of adrop
in replacement high grade DC motor and off-board 2speed control box. Why not
order now? - see web site or phone.
Standard dc Motor Kit - £ 199

If you do not have an arm we can supply the OL1 arm (manufactured
by Rega) £ 124

Advanced dc Motor Kit - £339
Ultra dc Motor Kit - £570

Arm modifications normally returned within 1 - 3days

audloplay@btinternet.corn
1: + 44 ( 0)20 73596962
m: +44(0)7966 101971

ORIGIN LIVE
Tel/Fax: +44 02380 578877
E-mail: infoeoriginlive.com

Upgrade Transformer - £ 175
Upgrade DC 200 motor - £129 with kit

YOUR

veww.originlive.com

SEARCH

HAS

ENDED

THE CROFT ACOUSTIC HOLOGRAM
RANGE OF LOUDSPEAKERS ARE
THE PERFECT EXTENSION OF OUR

ACOUSTIC
HOLOGRAM

TRUE FIDELITY PHILOSOPHY - TO
GET YOU STRAIGHT THROUGH TO
THE MUSIC. AND, LIKE CROFT
AMPLIFIERS, THEY DELIVER HIGH

LAMM

RENAISSANCE AMPLIFICATION

END MUSICALITY AT LOW END

METRONOME TECHNOLOGIE

Id
VON SCHWEIKERT

PRICES. FROM THE DIMINUTIVE
AHI STUDIO MINI MONITOR TO
THE COMPACT BUT MIGHTY AH4
FLOORSTANDER,

THE FINEST

MATERIALS AND COMPONENTS
ARE

AH1
2-WAY MINI MONITOR f434,-20140,1 1ST ORDER
CROSSOVER / INFINITE BAFFLE / BI.WIRE TERMINALS
CARBON FIBRE MID/BASS FERROfLUID TWEETER
BIRCH PLY OA BLACK MEDITE
DIMENSIONS ( ma* 140W
25315
165D

£70Orrp

•

AH3

COMBINED

TO

CREATE

REMARKABLE INSTRUMENTS THAT
OFFER POINT- SOURCE ACCURACY,
HOLOGRAPHIC IMAGING AND
INCREDIBLE DYNAMICS.

2- WAY FLOORSTANDER / 35111-201/14: / 1ST ORDER
CROSSOVER / UNIQUE TRANSMISSION LINE
BI- WIRE TERMINALS / CARBON PARE MIDIBASS
FERROFLUID TWEETER / BIRCH PLY OR BLACK
MEDITE
DIMENSIONS ( mot). 140W • 1404 • 1320

£I
500„p
AH4

...

CROFT

3- WAY FLOORSTANDER / 104,20511,
1ST ORDER CROSSOVER / SPECIAL
DUAL TRANSMISSION LINE / 111-WIRE
TERMINALS / CARSON FIORE MID/LASS
FERROFLUID TWEETER / BIRCH PLY OR
SLACK MEDITE

VERBATIM CABLES

INTEGRATED SYSTEMS...

DIMENSIONS Inun1- 140W • 10921I u 217D

f2500

www.eminentaudio.co.uk
Eminent Audio Limited • Trinity Cottage, Wortield. flridgnorth, WY IS SOT
Tel + 44 ( 011746 716881 / 07191 420266 Email .audiognosts*.eminentaudio en uk
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V'audio

uclio Consultants

Call

01592 744 779

for the best part-ex prices!

List changes daily so visit www.shadowaudio.co.uk regularly!

Hi -Fi v's Home Cinema For Music
HiFi News interestingly was the first magazine to review the new 3
Chip DLP projector from Sim2, the C3X, and not surprisingly gave it an
excellent review, as it has basically the same performance as their 500
model, which was twice as big, and twice the price. Isay 'interestingly'
as this magazine is mainly about HiFi, as Iam myself, but increasingly Iam finding 'Home Cinema' is playing an increasingly important
part in my musical enjoyment, with the large number of superb DVD's
of concerts, ballets, opera and pop singers. Lets face it, most new films
are not worth watching once, let alone repeatedly, and it constantly
amazes me when visiting customers, to see huge collections of DVD's
that I'm sure they never watch. Musical DVD's however can be watched
as often as CD's are played, the only problem is that you preferably
need to sit down and concentrate, rather than play it in the background. The sound, certainly on newer productions can be excellent,
and watching ballet for example, can be better than aseat at Convent
Garden, with better sound. Some opera singers Ihave to admit, are
best seen from afar, but watch Bryn Terfel and Renee Fleming singing
with passion at the Faenol Festival, and Iwould guarantee you will
enjoy it much more than the equivalent CM. Likewise for the
Bryn/Bartoli recital from Glyndebourne, recorded by the BBC. So if
your feeling abit bored with your hi-fi, do give me aring and pop
around for anew musical experience - in ' High Definition' as well.

icvhifi@yahoo.co.uk
0117 968 6005

definitive audio

New Western Electric 3006 valves available from stock.
Sale of part exchanged and en-item items

Sale

Kuzma XL turntable - 12 months old - as new
£ 7500
Kuzma Airline tonearm - with compressor
£ 3250
Kondo KSL 10-J - 12 months sporadic, light use
£ 6000
Kondo KSL M7 Phono stage
£8500
Conrad Johnson Premier 140 amplifier - late 2003 - vgc - less than 1C0 hrs £4750
ClearAudio Insider Wood Reference cartridge
£4000
DCS ElgarNerdi/PurcellNerona CD system - current spec - as new - light use £ 12000
£1000
Border Patrol Control Unit - line pre-amp
£2500
Sugden Masterclass integrated - nearly new
£795
Nairn CDS - 2003 - mint - manual - boxed
£395
Naim NAC 112 - 2003 - mint - manual - boxed
£445
Naim NAP 150 - 2003 - mint - manual - boxed
£1850
Musical Fidelity Tn-Vista - fully serviced by Musical Fidelity
£250
Musical Fidelity A2 Integrated - very nice
£3000
Art Audio PX25 - Swans - Single ended flea power for the sensitive type
£1900
Krell KAV-300iL
£1100
Linn LP12 - Lingo - Eikos
£1000
Netos amplifier - monster valve device - needs service
£500
Helios Model 1CD player
£400
AVI S2000 M1 integrated amp
£3800
Border Patrol P21 - mahogany - integrated - 11 months
£1200
Audio Mecca Mephisto CD transport
£1900
Canary 608 ( blue) line integrated - great sound for low dough
£3800
Canary 303 1110v1 - new - fillet mignon
£4800
Canary 309 - very nearly new - beef wellington
£2500
Canary 801 1110v1 line pre-amp - lemon torte
£900
Aloia pre-amp - very new - very good condition - beautifully made - OK
Thomas Sheu turntables (80mm platter with 12" am))
(50mm platter with 9" arm)
ring for
Vitavox RH330 Mid range horn - pair
Revolver R33 loudspeaker - new - sealed box
Tel: 0115 973 3222
internet: www.definitiveaudio.co.uk

New
£10000
£4700
£10000
£12700
£7500
£7500
£26000
£1700
£3300

loudspeakers

Definitive Audio creates a quality of musical experience
that is peerless. Our service is bespoke, our philosophy
is unique and our results are celebrated the world over.
We use a selection of the most artful and ingenious
creations, including the emotionally persuasive and
sublimely beautiful KSL Kondo amplifiers
and Living Voice loudspeakers.

Bel Canto
boxed as new, ex-clem. (16990)
Primare 0302 boxed (£ 1595)
Cyrus Discmaster CD Transport, Black
NaimCD5i,Loxed as new
Theta Cobalt 307 DAC, boxed in black as new
Audio Synthesis [)AX Discrete in Black (141:KX)1
PAD DSP 9000 Pro S3 DAC pre
Wadia 302 CD player (141:10)
Musical Fidelity NuVeta CD Player
Shanling CDT- I00 (3D acoustics 1JK model) - 11E00
Audio Analogue Paganini (19501
Musical Fidelity A308 CD player
Roksan Kandy MKIII silverelack ex-dern

EPOA
£795
£49
£625
£185
£2195
£995
£2995
£1495
£990
£695
£995
£450

Nairn Hi Cap breed as new.
Naim 102 Preamplifier, Isaac) as new corxition
Naim 250 power amplifier, tux in as new caldition
Roksan Ceian M1 pe
Nkrelixks(£351:01
Jeff Rowland Model ( rexraesarngHfix
YBA 2Pre-amp, ceceptional value I
Be) Canto Bo4, heed as new, ex-dern spec. (13499)
Bel G31163 Pm?, boos:I m new, ex-dem spec. (£2999)
Bel Carlo ('st) 2i, boxed as new, ex-don. spec. (.12750)
Graaf CM50, 2monde old, ' road 114=9
Mclresh MA65C10 int amp, ex-dent, boxed as rew (£3361)
Mardian 557 Rawer areler, boxed, one owner excellent.
Cyrus8VS integrated in bladç bored as new
Na WA mono blocks, 8nenes old (E105(X))
McIntosh MI-IT200 8x140 watts, home cinema heaven.
Rond 1062 Amplifier, boxed as new
Jeff Rowland Concentra raldl, boxed (110(Xel
McIntosh MC501 Monoblocks (pair), ex-dern 117800 - pair)
AVI Lab Series Integrated amplifier (£1500)
Conrad Johnson PV141, pre, 2yrs old (12300)
Unison Research SR- 1integrated (11325)
BATVK 250 BAT PAK power amplifier (14995)
Pathos Classic One mk11111400)
Classe CP 47.5 referencepre amp
ES Lab DXS4 digital ampfifier
Croft TS1 with Epoch Pre (£3000)
ART Conductor Neamp
Contad Johnson 16LS pre-amp (£813)01
Audio Analogue Puccini Seams (1950)
Sugden Masterclass Moon blocks (16600)
Musical Fidelity X-150 v3117991
Hovland HP100 pies-built in phstage 03501
Hovland Radia Poseer amplifier' (17995)
licadaixl HP200 + phone stage(17325)
Audio Analogue New Maestro LEI 750)
Audio Analogue Primo Setanta
Roksan Kandy MKIII (silver or black)

£550
£495
£559
£1995
£1295
£995
£PC1A
EPOA
&OA
£2995
EPOA
£795
£589
£6399
£P0A
£375
£3695
EPCM
£949
£1250
£699
£2495
£950
£1295
£1295
£1795
£895
£3450
£795
£3895
£650
£3595
£4995
£4995
£1255
£325
£4,50

Living Voice Aixlitorium II in (belly, boxed, superb condition
Naim SBL Speakers in black ash, boxed
ATC SCM-50ASL finished in Yew (£7947)
Tannoy Dimension TD1Osgeakers (£51:XXfi
B&W Signature 30 loudspeakers (18(Xe)
ATC SCM 20 SL, non acme, finished in yew
Klipsch Klipschorre. Ong boxerapariing walnut 0110
ART AucleiSkibo Speakers+rnatithing ART stands (£1113(1)
Wilson Benesch Curve speakosi£5000)
Triangle Titus ES stand mount (£370)
Dali Helicon 413)(£3300)
Audio Note AN-ED speakers
Mission 7805E, boxed
Living Voice Avatar II, finished in cherry (£27001
Nola (Ake) Elite Signature speakers (18(88)1
Ref 3a Dacapo i, maple 1(27001
IM Lab Cobalt 816s (1999)
Triangle lieliade, Champagne finish (£595)
Wilson Benesch ARC'S With stands (£2500)
Triangle Australe in cherry (£3300)
Living Volee Avatar OBX-R in Cherry
Wilson Benesda Disccwery (£5700)
Quad 989 ESL Vintage, new 1510:1
Quad 988 ESL in Nouveau, oast new £3750
Audio Physic Spadd, Cherry orllight maple
Audio Physic Tempo 3i, Cherry or
maple
Audio Physic Tempo3i SE, Chenylligli maple
Audio Physic Vigo Ill, Cherry

£995
£495
£4995
£2395
£3295
£1295
£2495
£595
£3495
£269
£1995
£695
£185
£1595
£3395
£1650
£595
£395
£1699
£1995
£2895
£3895
£3600
£2999
£1250
£1395
£1799
£2895

Pm-Jed RP644 Turntable, Peed as new (£350)
Rega P25 with Super Elys Cartridge
Audio Synthesis Passion Phono stage, unused, (11295)
Ortokelubilee, wry low hafts, boxed as new, be quick!
SME 10, boxed AS NEW (£2800)
Audio Synthesis Passion Phono stage MIMIC
SME 20/25 + SME Vtoneann 15695)
(
Wilson Benesch Full Ciecle.Ply Cart (£21001
Musical Fidelity M1 turntable, bored as new
Michell Othe SE boxed as new
SME 10A, boxed
Nottingham Analogue Spacedec
Trichord!Dino - silver Iront

£195
£450
£695
£595
£1895
£695
£3695
£1495

Nain Hi Cap, bozo-1as raw
Nordost Vishnu 2m mains lead, as new (1450)
PS Audio P600 power plant (12895)
Townshend Super Tweeters in Titanium matt

£550
1349
£1595
£650

no

£4000
£500
£4000
£3000
lots
£1300
£1000
£4800
£2500
£3000
£7200
£10000
£4500
£2800
details

£ 400
£ 300 £600

Fax: 0115 973 3666
email: shoutedefinitiveaudio.co.uk

ango

£1595
£2495
£695
£199

21-22 Cadham Centre, Glenrothes, KY7 6RU, Scotland
tel: 01592

744 779,

fax: 01592 744 710

infoeshadowaudio.co.uk, www.shadowaudio.co.uk
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Bosendorfer

In the expert opinion of leading acousticians,
the critical parameters for authentic sound
reproduction include extremely low levels of
modulation distortion in frequency. amplitude.
pulse, time- base, phase and inter- modulationloudspeakers that function three- dimensionally, as only Bosendorfer's do, satisfy these
requirements. These parameters are especially
important for reproduction of tones such as
vibratos, violin tones or the human voice, whid
are themselves a kind of frequency modulation
Additional modulation caused by electronic
intervention or use of filters only leads to a distortion and misrepresentation of the original
sound.

Renowned for the skill and craftsmanship in building
the finest traditional concert grand pianos, Bosendorfer
has now created a line of loudspeakers using a new
design radically different from those of the past. Going
against the usual conventions of loudspeaker construction, Bosendorfer's cabinet design is a living, resonating body not an inert dead' shell. This creates a
sound stage which comes significantly closer to the
live experience than is achievable by conventional
loudspeaker systems.
Musical sounds are formed by a complex blending of
the fundamental tone, formants and overtones. The
formants are primarily responsible for voice recognition
because they determine the timbre: their frequencies
remaining constant even when the overall tone
changes. This basic musical principle, along with the
consideration of high pulse dynamics, makes music

Since Bosendorfer loudspeakers were
designed without losing sight of this law of
tonality', they are capable of producing live
music of every genre with incredible accuracy.
In this way, sound quality, recording quality anc
musical expression can all be heard to their ful
advantage.

come to life.

See it, hear it, experience it, at
KJ West One

also at the Design Centre,
Chelsea Harbour, Chelsea, London

26 New Cavendish Street
London VV1 Tel: 0207 486 8262/3

LAT
AUDUSA EUPEN

The world's only true Ferrite technology

cables - a high quality ferrite is extruded over the conductor strands.
Power Cords - GNLM 5/2.5 ( CSA 2.5) and GNLM 05/04. From £48 for a
1m power cord terminated with an IEC and MK tough plug. Also available are the CMS Analog, Digital and Video Interconnects with RCA,
XLR or BNC connectors.
A must for all digital products - COP, DAC/Transports, DVD,
Sat/Cable receivers, Digital power and pre amp etc. Equally effective on TV's CRT/Plasma/TFT

AUDUSA 00M

INTERNATIONAL

-USA

Power, Analogue, Tonearm, Digital,
Video interconnects and single and
biwire speaker cable.
Silverfused wire technology.
NEW FOR 2005
IC 300 Analog and DI- 30 Digital
Interconnects, AC- 2 MKII Power
cord, SS800 and SS1000 MKII
Speaker cables.

products include ceramic speaker cable isolators from

the USA, MK Tough plugs, IEC's, Wattgate 320L IEC and USA Plugs with silver plated contacts. Locking banana and RCA connectors with silver plated
pins. New in stock are 13 amp fuses with silver plated end caps.

WWW.AUDUSA.COM
T: 020 8241 9826, 020 8264 0249

F: 020

8241 0999

E: sales@audusa.com

The HiFi Company's

Trading
Station
Vinyl
ACOUSTIC Research EB101
DUAL C5505-1 Silver
GOLDMUND Studio/T3F Arm/PL8 Serve
L1NN Axis iAkita jK9
LINN Axis Black
LINN Bosik Turntable
LINN ' Holz II Black
LINN L.P12 Afr / Lingo / Akito Ea- Demo
LINN I.P12/111ok II
LUXMAN P0282 Rosewood
MICHELL GYRO SE ( No Arm) Ex- Demo
NOTTINGHAM ANALOGUE Mentor
ORACLE Alexandrie
REGA Planer 2
ROCKPORT Cabello II / No Arm
ROKSAN Xerxes Morph Ado AT 005
SME30 VArm Micro Ben: Ref. Con
SME 101I Ex- Demo
SME 20I2A Ex- Demo
T8A V10 Integrated TTable Ex Demo
THORENS ¡ 0125 /5M83009 Fixed ( SME Plinth)
THORENS TD150 Rare
THORENS 10165 Shure VIS III
THORENS 11:1280 h% II
TRICHORD Dina phono
WILSON BENESCH Full Circle Ex- Demo

Retail
Offer
£275 £ 148
£150 £ 65
£10,000 £2,398
£795
f335
£595 £ 295
£600 £ 265
£800 £395
£2,900 £ 1,994
£1800 £696
£595 £325
£1,065 £876
£1495 £ 795
£1,500 £495
£325 £ 178
£10,000 £3,496
£2,000 £ 798
£16,500 £9,298
£3,581 £2,954
£5,537 £4,568
£4,000 £3,196
n/a £ 495
£300 £ 145
£300 £ 128
£350 £ 115
£299 £ 215
£1,000 £ 1,496

U Digital Sources
ARCAM Alpha 6 ( DPloyer
ARUM Alpha 8CD Ployer
ARUM Alpha One CD Ployer
ARUM Delta 250 Transport
AUDIOLAB 8000 ( DM
AUDIO ANALOGUE Paganini
AUDIO RESEARCH CD2
AUDIO RESEARCH DUC- 5Ex Demo
CANDHAS DUC
CYRUS Dod30 CD Ployer
CYRUS DVD6 DVD Ployer
CYRUS ( DR Sucer
(UPLAND ( DAM
DPA The PDM One Series 2
DCS Purcell Upsompler
DENON DCD5-10 Il
E.A.D. 18000 ID / ( DTransport
HELIOS Stargate CD Ployer
K1NSHAW Perception DUC
KRELL KP525sc
KRELI. Kps 28< CD Ployer Ex Demo
LINN Korik
LINN Korik CD Ployer
LINN Numeric
LINN Numerik DUC

Retail
Offer
£329 £ 145
£450 £ 185
£300 £ 115
£695 £225
£1200 £598
£950 £495
£3750 £2255
£2,335 £ 1,297
£3000 £ 796
£895 £375
£1,000 £595
£1000 £ 698
£1000 £ 995
£1300 £ 75
£4,500 £ 1,395
£1,300 £528
£3,950 £698
£2995 £ 1798
£1,000 £378
£24,998 £ 11,998
£8,998 £5,996
£1850 £595
£1,850 £896
£1500 £695
£1,500 £ 796

The leading reseller of carefully used
and mint condition hi-fi components
and systems.
Buy, sell, exchange. Commission Sales.

www.hifitradingstation.com
MANY ITEMS REDUCED
BY 25% - GIVE US ACALL

The Trading Station
35Cowgate Peterborough PE1 1LZ
Tel: 0870 608 8211

QUALITY HI-FI WANTED

email: info@hifitradingstation.com

Cash ... Trade-in - Commission Soles

BUSINESS HOURS: Tues - Sot: 10am - 5.30pm - CLOSED MONDAYS
ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED*NEXT DAY DELIVERY AVAILABLE'COMPETITIVE FINANCE TERMS FOR PERSONAL (ALLERS

LINN Numerik Karik Transport
MARANTZ CDI 7CD Ployer
MARANTZ CD85 CD Ployer
MERIDIAN 200 Transport
MERIDIAN 207 CD Ployer
MERIDIAN 501 CD Transport
MERIDIAN 5610C3
MERIDIAN 596 DVD APloyer
MERIDIAN 506 ( 18 bit) CD Ployer
MERIDIAN 6911311 DVD Ex Demo
MERIDIAN G98DH DVD Trans Ex Demo
MERIDIAN 203 DUC
MERIDIAN 206 CD Ployer
MERIDIAN 263 DUC
MERIDIAN 500 CD Tronsport
MERIDIAN 506 24 Bit CD
MERIDIAN 507 CD
MICROMEGA Duo DUC
MICROMEGA Stage 2
MICROMEGA Stage 3
MICROMEGA 1
DUC
MUSICAL FIDELITY A3 2CD
MUSICAL FIDELITY E60 CD Ployer
NAD 5440 CD Ployer
NA1M ( Dr CD Ployer
PERPETUAL TECHNOLOGIES P- 3A DAC Ex- demo
PHILIPS DVDI010
PHILIPS CDR- 880 CD Reo
PIONEER PDR 04 CD Recorder
PIONEER DVR-7000 Roi DVD Recorder Ex- Demo
PIONEER DVR-3100 DVD Recorder Ex- Demo
QUAD 66 CD Ployer
QUAD 77 CD Ployer ( Bus)
REGA Jupiter CD Ployer Ex- Demo
ROTEL ECO 965 CD Player
ROTEL ECO 991 CD Ployer
SONY CDP 970 CD Ployer
SONY DVP-NS 905V DVD Ployer
SONY AUDIO SYNTHESIS Tranacend Tronc
SONY NS900V
SONY SCDX940 SACD Ployer
TEAC VRDS10 CD Ployer
TEAC VDRS7 CD
THETA Basic II Transport
THETA Carmen DVOCD Ployer
THETA Data Basic 2Transport
THETA Progency DUC
TRICHORD Pulsar Series IDUC
WAD1A 0013200 Transpon
WOODSIDE WS2 CD Ployer

£3,350 £ 1,726
£895 £395
£450 £ 195
£695 £225
£700 £225
£1100 £598
£3300 £595
£2,500 £ 1,296
£1,295 £ 495
£3,895 £3,116
f3,350 £ 2,686
£595 £ 198
£500 £ 295
£500 £245
£1200 £598
£1200 £698
£1295 £ 798
£499 £ 146
£600 £ 296
£750 £ 298
£1,000 £375
£1000 £ 698
£300 £ 165
£250 £ 75
f1,999 £595
£795 £596
£650 £248
£200 £ 75
£1,000 £396
£1,299 £596
£450 £ 394
£800 £396
£600 £ 298
£995 £ 694
£400 £ 145
£799 £ 296
£495 £ 148
£250 £95
£1,000 £336
£450 £228
£290 £ 145
£700 £346
£600 £ 195
£1800 £898
£4,000 £ 1,726
£1,800 £648
£1,396 £ 676
£1,900 ( 748
£4000 £ 796
£1,000 £ 298

Amplifiers solid state
ADVANTAGE A300 Power Amp
ARUM Delta 120.1 Power
ARCAM Alpha 6Plus lot. Amp
ARCAh1 Alpha 8
ARCAM Alpha AV50 Amp
ARCAtA Delta 110 Dig Pre
ARCAtA Delta 290p
ARCAM 9011 422 Date Module
ARUM Divo A90 Ex- Demo
AUDIO ANALOGUE Bellini Pre
AUDIO ANALOGUE Donizetti

Retail
Offer
£2,699 £ 1,495
£300 £ 125
£350 £ 115
£450 £ 188
£700 £245
£700 £241
£450 £ 145
£1,850 £675
£850 £684
£595 £265
£650 £346

£600
f295
AUDIOLAB 80000
£600
£225
AUDIOLAB 8000C
£600
£185
AUDIOLAB 8000C Pre
AUDIOLAB 800050 Power
£650
£228
£1,500
£998
BURMEISTER 850 Mono blocks
£1500
£.596
CHORD SPM900
£2500 £1298
CHORD ( PA1800 ( Block)
£2500 £1798
CHORD CPAI 800 Pre Amplifier
£3750 £1798
CHORD SPM 1200 Power Amp
£275
£95
CYRUS Two Integrated
£178
£395
CYRUS 2Int. Grey
CYRUS 3Integrated Amp
£500
£325
f395
CYRUS 5Integrated
£500
CYRUS Pre
£358
£800
£178
£400
CYRUS PU Grey
£195
£800
DENON AVC-2800 AV Amp
£378
£2,000
DNM Pre a- 3PSU
£678
£2,800
MM Pre 2 / PA1 Pre 8Power
£118
£500
ELECTOR NFL Pre- Amplifier
£298
£950
EXPOSURE 19 Pre- Amplifier
£228
£400
JOHN SHEARNE Phase 3Power.
£14,998 £8,998
KRELL FPB700 ra
£2200 £1398
WELL KAVI 50A
£9,998 £6,996
KRELL KCT Pm- Amplifier Ex- Demo
LINN 2250 5ch Power Ex- Demo
£1,950 £ 1,194
LINN AV5103 AV Pre/Processor Ex- Demo
£3,285 £ 1,994
£2,000 £ 1,296
LINN Classic
AVRec Ex- Demo
£995 £ 494
ANN % kendo Pre-Amp Ex- Demo
£1750 £ 898
LINN Kairn
£1,750 £896
LINN Koirn Pre-Amplifier
£1,100 £528
LINN LK280 / Saunas PS.
MARK LEVINSON ML9
£4000 £ 1998
£4999 £3756
McINTOSH MA6900
McINTOSH MC7108 8x50 watt Power Ex- Demo £ 2,449 £ 1,496
MARANTZ PMI 7Integrated ( hlk)
£995 £525
MARK LEVINSON 331 Power
£5,500 £2,295
McINT0511 MCI201 ( 1100 watt Mono's) £ 15,000 £8,028
£7,995 £3,998
McINTOSH C200 ( 2box Pre)
MERIDIAN 205 Monos
£900 £ 495
£895 £596
MERIDIAN 555 Stereo Power
MERIDIAN 561
£2995 £696
£1,250 £698
MERIDIAN 562 Pre
MERIDIAN 56262 AV Pre
£1,295 £596
MERIDIAN 603 Pre Amplifier
£1,500 £525
MERIDIAN 057 Power Amp Ex Demo
£1,995 £ 1,596
MERIDIAN 502 Pre Ex Demo
f1,750 £ 1,406
MICHELL Argo / Electro Mono's
£2,495 £ 1,126
MICROMEGA Tempo 1Integrated
£600
£245
MUSE Monoblodzs ( 300 wons)
£4,500 £1,998
MUSICAL FIDELITY El IIntegrated
£350
£118
£75
MUSICAL FIDELITY THE' Pre Amp
(350
£375
£175
MUSICAL FIDELITY 313 Pre
MUSICAL FIDELITY 8408 Integrated
£2000 El 298
£350
£145
NAD C352 Amp
NAIN NAC112 Pre
£398
£660
£498
NAIN NAPI50
£795
NAIN 41 Pre Amplifier
£95
£400
£445
£795
OPERA Aida Integrated
PLINIU5 9200 Inlegroted
£2,500 £1,596
£149
I98
PS AUDIO LC( Pre
£250
£126
CLUAD 303 Power
£700
£198
QUAD 77 Int
£296
QUAD 77 Power Amp
£595
£495
£899
OUAD 909 Power
£75
OUAD 33 Pre Amplifier
£175
£198
QUAD 34 Pre Amplifier
£395
RED ROSE ' Spirit' Integrated
ROGERS Ravensbrook Integrated
REGA Cursa Pre Amplifier Ex- Demo

£1,295
£150
£545

£696
£55
944

SANSUI 9090 Receiver (( lassic)
SONY VA333ES AV Amplifier
SPHINX Project 11 mono's
SPHINX Projen 1Pre Amplifier
TAG McCIAREN F3 Prazor Amplifier
TALK ELECTRONICS ' Storm' Int
TESSERAC Pre Amplifier
THE MOD SQUAD Une Drive Std

£600 £ 298
f799
f375
£3,000 £ 1,128
£1,600 £598
£1,500 £ 488
£650 £285
£1,500 £378
£300 £ 145

3 Amplifiers volve
Retail
£1200
ART AUDIO Concerto lot.
AUDIO INNOVATIONS Series 800 Mono's
£1,200
£1,200
AUDIO INNOVATIONS 5800 Power
£3,300
AUDIO RESEARCH Classic 60 Power
£1798
AUDIO RESEARCH 152
£1400
AUDIO RESEARCH LS7 Silver
AUDIO RESEARCH 1515 Pre- Amp
£3,000
£3000
AUDIO RESEARCH I.516
£3000
AUDIO RESEARCH SP14
£6,000
AUDIO RESEARCH SPIS ( 2box) Pre
£3999
AUDIO RESEARCH VS110 Ex Demo
£2699
AUDIO RESEARCH 11555 Ex Demo
AUDIO RESEARCH VT100 Mk 1Power £5,500
AUDIO RESEARCH V1200/2 Power Ex- Demo £ 11,982
AUDIO RESEARCH V760 Power
£ 2645
AUDIO RESEARCH Ref 1Pre Ex- Demo £ 10,500
AUDION Sterling 30013 InI.
£ 1,200
AUDION Sterling 6550 Int.
£850
BEARD 101 - 100 watt Mono's
£ 3,600
BEARD BB100 Integrated £ 1,200
CONRAD JOHNSON Premier 78 Duel Mono Pre £ 10,000
CONRAD JOHNSON Premier EA Monet £ 16,000
CONRAD JOHNSON PV1OAL Pre
£ 1,400
CONRAD JOHNSON PVI IPre
£ 1,950
CONRAD JOHNSON PV12L Pre
£2,000
£1995
COPLAND (16501 Inf.
HOVLAND HP I
00/MC Phono Pre
£5,750
£695
KORA Explora 90 Hybrid Amp
IMAM LL2
£4,000
£6,000
MANLEY Ref VTI. 275 watt mono's
McINTOSH M(2000 ( Anniversay LE.)
£12,500
£5,500
McINTOSH MC220 Pre- Amplifier
£6,995
NAVRA PAP Pre- Amplifier Ex- Demo
PATHOS Twin Tower Int.
£3250
PM COMPONENTS 845 Monos
£3000
£4,000
T8AVID Integrated Amp Ex Demo
£1,950
TRILOGY 901 Pre
£2,500
TRILOGY V7i Integrated
£4000
UNISON Simply 845 Int.

Olier
£698
£448
£518
£1,346
£1395
£898
£1,498
£1,495
£1298
£1,498
£2996
£2026
£2,246
£6,997
£1195
£5,997
0876
£298
£1,798
£525
£5,298
£6,996
£505
£748
£1,195
£996
£2,626
£495
£1,998
£2,698
£9.998
£2,698
£4,996
£2128
£1175
£3,196
£896
£1,048
£1798

Tuner Tape misc
ARUM Alpha 5Tuner
ARMA DABI 0Digital Tuner
ARCAM Delta 80 AM/FM Tuner
ARCAM Divo 161 FM'APA Tuner
AUDIOLAB 8000T Tuner
CYRUS Tuner
DENON UDR- Fl 0Cossette

Retail
£295
£800
£300
£230
£1000
£500
£200

Offer
£128
£295
£148
0164
£598
£148
£95

DENON UTU-F10 AM/FM Tuner
LOWTHER PM1C Drive Units
LUXMAN 50 Tuner
LUXMAN ST50 Tuner
MARANTZ STS4000 Tuner
MERIDIAN 504
NAKAMICHI 80125E
NORDOS1 SPM 5m bu wire
NYTECH CIA 106 ( rare classic)
PIONEER F656 am,fm Tuner
PURIST AUDIO Dominus SE I
m IC
OUAD 77 Tuner ( Bus)
REVOX A77 10" reel lo reel
SONUS FABER ' stonewood' stands
SONY S800 AV System ind speakers
SOUNDSTYLE 5Shelf Stand ( Green)
STANDS UNIQUE ' Ref' 5shell support
STAX 3030 Basic electrostatic phones
STAX Omego electrostatic phones
TEAC A33405 4truck 10" reel to reel
TECHNICS EAH80E/EAM/101 Headphones
TRANSPARENT ' gel' ( 0.75m) Speaker

£200 £ 95
£400 £ 175
£600 £ 195
£900 £ 295
£120 £58
£795 £ 475
f400
0178
£4,500 £ 1,996
£300 £ 98
£150 £ 75
£4,000 £ 2,469
£599 £ 248
£750 £ 288
£480 £ 195
£900 £ 446
£200 £98
£1,000 £ 398
£550 £ 286
£2,000 £ 996
£900 £ 295
£250 £ 78
£2,250 £ 1,495

Loudspeakers
ACOUSTAT Spectre 1100
ARISTON ONE Monitors
ATC 5(M10
AUDIO- STATIC DCI (White)
AUDIO- STATIC 85300
AUDIOPLAN Kontrost II
ARIEL ACOUSTICS Model Br Rosewood
8W P6
ROSE 901
CHORD 1535.12A
CELESTION AVF302
DCM Time Windows ( collectors items)
DYNAUDIO 3.3 ( Rosewood)
ENSEMBLE Primo Donna
GALE 401 no. Stands
GALE 401 ( Chrorne)
HEYBROOK ' Halos'
HEYBROOK Heystack
IMPULSE H7 ( horn- loaded)
JM LABS Utopie
JPW AP3
KEF Cube ( FO. box)
KEF Ref 104.2
KEF 035
KEF 055
KEF Ref Model 1.1
KEF X01 Ex- Demo
KEF 001 stands
KEF 005
KRELL Resolution 2Ex Demo
KRELL Resolution 3Ex Demo

Retail
Offer
£1.500 £ 438
£1,200 £ 275
£950 £528
£3,500 £ 1,198
£1,500 £375
£3,000 £ 746
£5,679 £ 2,996
£1,000 £ 295
£1700 £ 898
£1,995 £ 1,088
£600 £ 245
£600 £ 185
f4,500 £ 2,298
£10,000 £ 2,246
£750
f395
£595 £ 298
£450 £ 208
£500 £ 146
£1,200 £ 338
£7950 £3996
£295 £95
£700 £ 145
£600 £ 295
£350 £ 198
£500 £ 296
£1,500
0678
£999 £644
£299 £ 184
£1,999 £ 1,194
£6497 £ 4876
£3100 £ 2406

KRELL Resoluiron Centre Ex Ovino
LEAK Mini Sandwich
LINN Kobe,
LINN Kober Aktiv Xover
LINN Keilidh
LINN Ekwell ( centre) Ex- Demo
LINN Sizmik 10.25
LOCKWOOD Studio 15
McINTOSH LS320 Ex Demo
McINTOSH 13340 Ex Demo
MAGNA PLANAR Io Imp
MAGNA PLANAR 13
MARTIN LOSAN Aerius I
MARTIN LOSAN CASI
MERIDIAN 060 Rosewood
MERIDIAN DSP33C Dig centre Ex- Demo
MERIDIAN D5P5000C Dig. Centre
MERIDIAN DSP5000 Rose
MERIDIAN DSP7000 Silver Ex Demo
MIRAGE Mloi Black
MISSION 753 Freedom ( Black)
MISSION 770S Speakers3tonds
MISSION 760
MISSION 771
MISSION 774
MISSION 781
MONITOR AUDIO Silver 5
MONITOR AUDIO R652MD
MONITOR AUDIO Studio 14
MONITOR AUDIO Studio 12
MORDAUNT SHORT Avent 5.1
MOREL Bass Masters
MUSE 15 15" Active Sub
NAIM DEL
PROAC Studio 1
PROAC Super Towers
PROAC Tablette 2000
QUAD ESL57 ( Mint)
REGA ELE Block
REGA Naos
EEL Stadium Sub
EEL Strate Sub
REVOX Elegonce bookshelf
ROGERS LS33/41333
RUARK Sceptre
SNELL Type IL
SONOS FABER Amoti
SONOS FABER Concedo
SONOS FABER Ueda Amater Il
SONUSFABER Signum
SOUNDLAB Al (full ronge)

Stnds

SPENDOR 58 Cherrai Ex- Demo
SPENDOR 58
TANNOY Buckingham
TANNOY DC2000
TANNOY T125
TANNOY T125
TM Nucleus II
¡DL Studio 1
TOWNSEND RIBBON
TRIANGLE Icare
TRIANGLE Celles Ex- Demo
TRIANGLE Titus 202
WHARFEDALE PPX-1 ,PPS-1
WILSON BENESCH Ader Cherry
WILSON BENESCH Orator Ex- Demo
WILSON Sophia
YAMAHA NSIOOM
ZINGALI Colosseum subisats

£2980 £ 2236
£200 £ 78
£2,500
f748
£1,000 £ 378
£1,000 £ 288
£795 £ 454
£995 £554
£1,500 £ 578
£1790 £996
£4590 £ 2496
f1,400 £445
£2,950 £ 788
£2,100 £ 1,125
£6,700 £2,245
£1500 £ 795
£1,425 £ 1,146
£1,995 01,344
£3,500 £ 1,798
£17350 £ 12996
£2000 £ 895
£800 £ 475
£495 £ 195
£100
05E
£350 £ 145
£500 £255
£150 £ 98
£450 £274
£500 £ 148
0900
0216
£1,200 £446
£1,150 £698
£1,600 £ 445
£5,000 f1,998
10750
3996
£795 £376
£1,000 £ 445
£649 £375
n/o £ 598
£300 £ 145
£998 £594
£700 £395
£500 £ 295
£450 £ 286
£895 £395
£700 £ 228
£395 £ 298
£11800 £ 8996
£995 £ 596
£2400 £ 1598
£1300 £ 795
£13,500 £6,668
£1,700 £ 1,195
£1800 01198
£5,000 £1,875
f200 £ 75
£295 £ 178
f395 £ 165
£130 £ 75
£1,000 £ 295
£1,295 £ 495
£1,500 £ 255
£1,095
£896
£345
0276
£300 £95
£4000 £ 1998
£3,000 £ 1,724
£11,950 f9,596
£300 £ 125
£770 £4211

The Guide

call 0208 726 8323 to advertise
High End Cable

KUM Caak

call Dave Jackson 01775 761880
or visit www.highendcable.co.uk

Audio servicing
specialists,
upgrades available.
British.

hi-fi

specialists.

Black Rhodium
OCT Polar cables

Custom equipment designed
house.

PEFLM.23

1501— 8
Qube— Substation — MiniSub — Cleanline - Mainline
Stan earspeakers
Omega — 2020 — 3030 — 4040 systems

> AUDAX
> ETON

0 0

S. MAX FIDELITY

MOREL

S. PEERLESS

> SCAN- SPEAK

S.

SEAS

S. SILVER FLUTE
S. VIFA

S. VISATON

S. VOLT
SOLEN CAPACITORS AND
INDUCTORS - USED BY THE
MOST DISCRIMINATING
LOUDSPEAKER
MANUFACTURERS.

Contact us for the
free Solen CDROM

Loud

Too Loud

0

Its acommon problem. The usable range on the
volume control is all down at the bottom end and
fine control at low listening levels is either difficult or
impossible. The noise floor may be audible too.
There is now asimple and effective solution - the
Rothwell In- Line Attenuators. They can be used
with pre/power or integrated amps to cure the
problems of excess gain and bring sonic
benefits, even with the most expensive equipment.

Hi Fi Plus and on the web at www tnt-audio.corn

flee'

01424 216245

Specialists in Valve and
reel to reel tape recorders

Tel 450.655.2759
Fax: 450.443.4949
Email: acilenesolen.ca
Web: winew.solen.ca

remier Audio

CHOK ING

Now dernoositating
Dcs Elgar, Purcell & Verdi Transport, Plinius Cl) Lad &
250 Power, Verity Fidel° & Sonos Faber Speakers, Siltech
Cables, Isola Sub Station, BDA Equipment Stands
Audio Aren, Audio Synthisis, Kara Pre & Power, Pink
Triangle CD/Amp, Martin Logan / Audio Physics Speakers,
Arcici Equipment Stand, Neck Sub Station P/S
Audio Synthisis - Audio Physic, - Audio /ten, - Absolute Sounds
DCS - Kora - Plinius - Siltech • Arcici - BOA - Pink Triangle
Avid Turntables - Project - Ortoron - Van den Hull - Mirage

welcome Ifome bmonstration
We are lOrnins J39 - Mt

good seG.ction

www.soundcincirgy.co.uk

sound cinergy
specJahsts in home enne.mment

Epos, Exposure,

Infinity, Linn, Marantz,

Harman Kardon,

Mordount Short,

NAD, Project, Pure, REL, Rokson, Trichord
37 High Street, Aldridge

01922 457926

Digital?

a Krell

owner?

Have you really heard
music yet?
01775

761880 or

the

visit

www.highendcable.co.uk/thinkdigital.htrn
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Shunyata

Research

THE SOPRANO WITH YOUR CABLES?
Careless cable choices can strangle your
excellent system. The Cable Company
database, based on feedback from
thousands of US home cable trials, can

I .
e
•
.• • •

tell i
best
you
nyour
what
system.
cables will work

efand

10mins J30 M62
Tel : Wakefield 01924 255045 - Colin Grundy

Call

WRVICEUX«
For all Hi Fi repairs please visit:
or phone Geoff on:

(("4470 Avenue Thibault
St- Hubert. QC. J3Y 7T9 Canada

Thinking

MADISOUND SPEAKER COMPONENTS INC
8608 UNIVERSITY GREEN
PO BOX 44283
MADISON, WI 53744-4283USA
TEL 608-831-34 Vi FAX tq ,,1 11•:177
e-mail ,get extele.t,ed loin
Web Page hIgi aitwime inadisoiina role

www.servicesound.com

SOLEN

....001111‘

scan5peaK

Way too Loud

See the excellent reviews in Hi Fi Choice, Hi Fi World

Catalog.

Are you

h7TIN

Rothwell: 01204 366133 or
www.rothwellaudioproducts.co.uk

HOW TO BOOKS

AE, Creek,

ÉDOST

The cost is only £39 per pair delivered. To order, call

HARDWARE

e

vIfae furles

Does This Seem Familiar?

FOSTEX

C

/‘ILI2/‘

N

> ATC

1Y5C

)))
morel°

Ortofon — Sumiko — Lyra — van den Hul
Moving Coil Cartridges

DRIVERS:

2

Fo_stex

Skaaning

ACOUSTIC PANELS

IsoTek
Titan — Nova — GII MiniSub 8. Solus — Muti-ways

Tel: 01264 323573

Solen Inductors
Solen Fast Caps

arje

van den Nul
Full range

equipment.

S.

seas
C

Acoustic Zen
Full range

Sale of pre- owned

> LPG

=.=

Nordost UK
From Flatline to Valhalla

Phase Linear 8, SAE

in

=

Stereovox
HIDXV - HDX2 — LSP-600c — HDLS
SEI-60011— SEI-600s - BAL- 600 — HDSI

catered for.

8. built

PARTS AND ADVICE.

Chord Company
Full range from Calypso to Signature

Japanese

8, American

M A DI SOU ND PROVIDES SPEAKER
BUILDERS WITH THE HIGHEST QUALITY

THE

•FREE SHIPPING on purchases over $ 100.
•60 brands. 238 cable products.
•FREE of all US taxes.

COMPONENTS
ACCESSORIES
IOIT
UR
ES
Coll, write, fax or email for details and free consultation
(215) 862-4870 • fox ( 215) 862-4871
(
Visit our website at:
http://www.fatwyre.com
email: tatwyre@fatwyre.com
•

THE
CAME

mcomminir
Ç

125 hen Square New Hope PA 18938 IJSA
ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS

PROFESSIONAL'S

AUDIO

REFERENCE

ATMOSPHERE

tel 01785 711232
www.audioatmosphere.com

leg WILMSLOW
AUDIO
LOUDSPEAKER SPECIALISTS
• Range of replacement drive units from Seas, Volt,
Vita Scanspeak, Peerless and Morel, for use in AR,
Gale, Heybrook, IMF, KEE Mission, ProAc. Rogers Fostex
TDL plus many others.
• Comprehensive stock of components, capacitors
(Supersound SCR & Hovland MusiCap),
cables, damping and grille materials.
• UK's largest supplier of kit loudspeakers all on demonstration.
FOSTEX Drive Units
now evadable, including
the FE lull range series
veth cabinet trans
aveable on request

Phone today tor your FREE
FULL COLOUR Calalogue
or check out our Ivebsite

50 Main Street, Broughton Astley, Leicester LE9
Tel 01455 286603 Fax: 01455 286605
Website: www.wilmslowaudio.com

6RD
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Stockists of: ARCMS' • DI s. , 1 \ • I1', • II\\ • 1 ( 11

Thinking Digital?

1

•MICROMEGA • SAISI M DIO • MAI • REt. • ROI fI
•NOVO • SHAHIN1AN • TEAC • YAMAHA & MORE

Are you a Mark Levinson
owner?

n icieiityY

Have you really heard the
music yet?

indecently good hi-fa

9 High Street, Hampton M. ick, Kingston upon Thames.
Sarre, K11 41)
Ti, 020 8943 3090
Open Tues - Sat IOarn - 6pm

Call 01775 761880 or visit

Front End Problems?
then contact:

"The Cartridge Man"
It doesn't have to cost an arm and aleg
to get the best - HiFi News awards 2005
"BEST CARTRIDGE UNDER £ 1000!
Agents for Croft, Moth, Hadcocic, EAR. and others.
'CARTRIDGE MAN STYLUS GAUGES NOW AVAILABLE'
Plus cartridge re- tipping service

www.cartridgeman.com
thecartridgemangbtinternet.com

Web Site:
Email:

020 8688 6565

www.avihifi . 0=
TEL:01453

752656

07973 436135
New
Audio Note AN/J spits & stands

Sale

£ 2750
£ I099

1399

Chario Academy 3. Mt. solid Italian walnut spks £ 8000

12995

Chario Academy Millennium 1 & stands

£ 1650

£ 750

£ 995

£ 500

EAR 859 pwr amp

£ 1800
£ 4300

Jamo Concert 8 piano black 1/E

£ 525
£ 599
1750

£ 495

McIntosh MC7010 CD player
Meridian 0600 Active spks

C150
michell

£ 3500 £ 1199
£ 2500

Musical Fidelity A370 Mk II pwr amp

£ 2500

Pink Triangle Decapo 1307 chip

£ 1550

Rogue Audio M120 valve monoblocks

maim audio

£ 995

neat acoustics
nottingham •

£ 695
£ 495

£ 3000

£1600

Sonic Frontiers power 2 valve amp 110 watts £ 5000

11995

rie, bal 8. sie

i

ame

£ 5000 £ 1995

hi- ti

1pswic

£ 7500 £ 3500

Yamaha CT7000 Tuner Boo- Rare

sgn Is

°mare

spendor
trichord

Sonic Frontiers Line 3.2 box valve pre- amp,
Talon Raven 2002 spks

0.ee -

EDS (0113) 204 9458
EDS ( 0113) 253 3098
infoeaudioreflections.cc.uk
www.audioreflections.co.uk

atc
cabasse
creek
epos
harbeth
harman/kardon
lexicon

£ 1295

£ 1800

Linn Kolektor pre, r/c

• CHOIL la •

11195

Crimson C56 lo pre/C5630 rnonoblocks £ 1250

AVI'S NEW LABORATORY SERIES
HIFI CHOICE " EDITORS CHOICE"
"PRODUCT OF THE YEAR"
eat HiFi 5 star and best buy

(1);IWr,'
Phone:
Fax:
Email:
Website:

020 8255 0572

Jadis JPL pre

A V INTERNATIONAL LTD

ei?fia

AUDIO EQUIPMEN;1"
FOR SALE

Audiorneca Mephisto II CD transport

SY STEMS

W

www.highenelcable.co.uk/thinkcligital.htm

Conrad Johnson DV I
OAL pre

7avri

To find out sore quickly

REA L HI ::: F1

For friendly advice or to an-ange your demonstration of
some of the Worlds finest audio equipment contact
JOHN BLEAKLEY on LEEDS (0113)204 9458
(evening calls welcome) Generous part exchange
.illowance always available. Agencies include: ATC •
AVI • Bryston • Chord • Gamut • Noidost • Primare •
REL • Wilson Benesch - -The Professional
Moister Co • Wadia and many more.

£ 495

for grown

01473)

Everything must go, all reasonable offers considered.

W

w

W

55171

:enq@signals.uk.com

fax ( 01473)

All above equipment ln good working order.

•

.

uk.co

MAIL ORDER-WORLDWIDE
90% of"I month home trial" customers keep our valve amplifiers.
Money back guarantee ( less £ 30 UK or £ 100 overseas, within 30 days) that you
prefer £660 or £ 1.400 " Triode Connection" amplifier to most £200 to £ 200,000
amplifiers ( integrated,pre,power,monoblocks,power supply) ( transistor,valve,digital)
with silver wire + polypropylene capacitor + Himalayan volume control + snake oil

nuc.,e expensive rugn cm'
"potted" transformers

3. The " heart" of a "typical" £ 3,000 preamplifier is £ 0.50 " Op amp" or £ 10 valve.
About £2,800 is gross profit, VAT, labour and the cost of the pretty box.
How can these ? high?end? components improve the sound of our £ 100 300B
valve or £40 KT88 valve ( matched by our computerised valve tester) ?
There is a difference between " High Price" and " High End"
and " King's New Clothes" sensationalized by magazines to sell magazines.
A magazine gave a rave review to £ 3,000 valve amp, whilst another magazine

'huge
transformers

encan
5670
valves
expensivenon-magnetic
stainless
steel
chassis
Larger

Buy direct & save £££
Free UK delivery

Even our " standar
transformers
are

2or 6
pieces
of silver
capacitors

Triode

Ultra Linear
£650 £ 750

'huge
transformer

Connection
£ 850 £ 1.000

Distortion matched
famous Russian
Svetalana
EL34 valves
40 watts
40 watts

Telephone 01634 268662 anytime
2 years guarantee on amplifier
& valves.
8 times longer than
"typical" 90 days guarantee for
most valves of ? high?end? amps

Triode
Connection
£1,250 £ 1,400
KT83 valves
are more
expensive
than
6550
valves

American
5670 valves

any £3,000 pre / power/ monoblock against our £ 650 " Triode Connection"

Shop prices are expensive
because of rent, rates, wages

Ultra Linear
£1,050 £ 1.150

trar...

described it as " slightly bright" and should be used with "warm sounding" speakers.
Which magazine do you believe ? Believe YOUR OWN EARS and audition
Most 5" or 6" drive units struggle with 10 watts of bass and produce a lot of
distortion ( 1% to 3%).
Why do Hi Fi magazines recommend 100 watts amplifiers
for 5" or 6" drive units ?
Has any Hi Fi magazine measured the huge distortioi,
and audible compression of 100 watts of bass into a 5" or 6" drive unit ?

volves

aie more
expensive
than 6550
valves

Unbelievably

1. Transformers are very important. Most of our customer prefer our amplifier
to ? unbeatable? budget valve amplifiers and most ?high?end? valve
amplifier / monoblock because our £350 or £ 650 transformers are bigger.
2. You do not have to muck about with a separate power supply,
if you put a huge transformer + choke regulation into the amplifier.

r\ I00

Upgradeable
to £ 1,000
KT88 Triode Connection
+ £ 50 for carriage
+ £ 50 for used valves

Ultra Linear
£600
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"The best tonearm I've
heard"

HI Fl WORLD

w inner of Stereo Times magazine Most wanted component

III

of 2004 award
new benchmark for musical communication"

STEREOTIMES
NEW SOVEREIGN DECK

"

One of the truly special products I,ve reviewed in the past 18 years"
STEREOPHILE

Ultimate performance
for your system
CC

T he best musical results of any turntable
I've ever heard, regardless of price.

The new generation of toneams from Origin Live have won admiration
and rave reviews across the world for good reason - these arms better
the best by a significant margin. Whatever your current arm, you
can at last treat yourself to aserious upgrade. Why not arrange for a
demonstration now.

Since I've been listening to turntables professionally for 32 years and
am aware of the pitfalls of ultimate proclamations, Ihesitate somewhat
to make this statement. Nevertheless, it is true. The level of musical
communication available from the Illustrious/Aurora Gold is in aclass by
itself. It sets anew reference."
STEREO TIMES

Tonearm Models
Conqueror - £2500
Illustrious - £ 1570
Encounter - £ 70
Silver - £ 99
01.1 from - £ 124

O
RIGIN
LIVE

Demonstrably better

I

on the Aurora gold turntable

Full infirmation on web site

&

illustrious tonearm

ORIGIN LIVE
Tel/Fax: + 44 02380 578877
E-mail: infoeoriginlive.com
www.originlive.com

STOWSOUNDS
Creek Epos Exposure Frozen Solid Audio Living Voice Myryad QED
Resolution Audio Soundstyle Stands Unique
New
Silver ex dem
Ex dem
Silver ex dem
New

120
750
850
375
1400

New
Ex dem
New
Ex dem
Ex dem

495
375
445
1500
350

Ex dem
Cherry ex dem
New
Light ash ex dem
Ex dem

985
215
240
265
1850

Goldring GR1
Linn Classic K
Creek CD53
Exposure 2010
Linn Classic Movie

Creek A50i
Exposure 2010 integrated
Myryad Z140
YBA 33 Pre and Power
Exposure 2010 power

1•111111111111111111111Ite
Linn 5. ISurround package
Epos M8 Centre
Epos ELS 3
Linn Kan 4
Living Voice Avatar

IMINIIII11111111111111111111111e.'

4 shelf gunmetal/light wood
5 shelf Silver/blue
Light wood cabinet/castors
AA/ rack cherry/glass
Black stands

Something Solid Rack
Soundstyle XS105
Arca
Stands Unique
Atacama BDS 25

111111M1111//alake
Soundstyle Midi rack
Target
Acoustic Energy Aesprit 300
DPA Enlightenment Pre
Magnat Vector 55

Blue
AA/ rack small
Used light wood
Used
Decent Roorstanders black

Upgrade your cable with our leading treatment by Frozen Solid Audio
Silver OCT interconnects, speaker cable and power chords

200
250
375
305
20

50
25
150
295
100

poa
poa

Call or visit www.frozensolidaudio.com
For further details of listed products and other equipment call us on

01449 675060
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Formula One
audio systems
Tel: 020 8480 3333
Mob: 07918 022870
w3: formulaoneaudio.com
e: info@formulaoneaudio.com

REMOVE THE BOOM!
INSIDE YOUR ROOM!

The Guide

call 0208 726 8323 to advertise

MUSIC MATTERS
AUDIO & HOME CINEMA
SPECIALISTS

Our extensive range of products includes
•Arcam • Apollo • Anthony Gallo • Atacama
•Atlas • Base • Bowers & Wilkins
•Nautilus Diamond available at Edgbaston
•Chapter Audio • Chord Company
•Chord Electronics • Cyrus • Denon
•Dream Vision • Dynaudio • Dynavector
•Epos • Grado • lnfocus • KEF • Krell
•LAMM • Marantz • Meridian • Michell
•Mission • MJ Acoustics • Monitor Audio
•Musical Fidelity • NAD • Nairn • Nordost
•Ortofon • Panasonic • Pioneer • PMC
•Project • Pure • QED • Quad • REL
•Rotel • Sennheiser • Sim2 • SME
•Sonus Faber • Tascam • Spendor • Teac
•Wharfedale • Wilson Benesch • Yamaha

EDGBASTON
363 Hagley Road,
Birmingham BI7 8DL
0121 429 281 I
SOLIHULL
93-95 Hobs Moat Road
West Midlands B92 8JL
0121 742 0254
STOURBR1DGE
9 Market Street
West Midlands DY8 IAB
01384 444184
SUTTON COLDFIELD
10 Boldmere Road
West Midlands B73 5TD
0121 354 231 I
HATCH END
344 Uxbridge Road
Pinner, Middlesex HA5 4HR
020 8420 1925
DARLINGTON
17 Coniscliffe Road
County Durham DU 7EE
01325 481418

OPEN TUES - SAT 10.00 - 5.30
LATE NIGHT AT BIRMINGHAM AND

We offer custom installation of

SOLIHULL WEDNESDAY UNTIL 6 30PM

complete systems integrating hi-fi,

Interest free credit on selected items • 0% APR
Written details on request • Licensed credit broker

home cinema, multi- room and

e

lighting. Home trials are available

ir,rm

ilet
n

.
dffinek

for many products
\I % KIP,.

MUSIC
MATTERS

THE AUDIO

www.musicmatters.co.uk,

SPECIALISTS

tree O'Brien Hi-Fiee

Est. 1966
•AKC •ARCAYDIS •AUDIO RESEARCH •AUDIO TECHNICA •A1H0 • BEYER •CABLETALK •CHORD CABLES •CREEK •CUSTOM DESIGN •DENON •DENSEN •DIAPASON •DYNAVECTOR •EPOS •EXPOSURE •FINAL •GRADO
•GRAAF •COLORING •GUIWIRE CABLES •JADIS •JECK 114 •K •MICHELL. • MONRIO •MOON •MYRYAO •NAD •NAPA •OPERA •ONKYO •ORIGIN LIVE •OPTIMUM •PATHOS •PRIMA LIMA •PR 0
JECT •0E
0
•RESOLUTION •RESON •SENNHELSER •SME •SONNETEER •SONGS P
ARER •STANDS •UNIQUE •SPECTRAL •SUGOEN •TEAL •INORENS •TRANSPARENT GABLES •TRIANGLI. • UNISON RESEARCH •WATERFALL •WILSON
Demonstration Room • Free car parking • Mkor C edit Cards • Personal Export • Mail Order • Installation Service • Repair facilities • 5mino walk Raynes Park BR

•20 mins Waterloo • 5mins from A3 (Raynes Park 8282 exit) • 25 mino M25 Jonc 10 • Clearance / Second Hand / Ex Dem Equipment • Details on request
MD 1760
---

WAS
rrow Onix A12011K11#ew)
995
£
495
£2500 £1150 Prologue 38 5Im deml
F1898 £
1600
1£
ATC SW ampkbeesib)
£750 £395
Ameba Analogue Donrzett ste ,eo Power Arnp Isis) £595 £350 FIEL Strata ST111(s/la
Audc Analogue Maestro CO mewl
£ 1700
£
896 Sonus Faber concertino (new)
£599 £425
Aeon 3008 SF Sliver rbgli Integrated .
ehl
£375 Some Faber fixed stands (ex den
£270 £220
Epos M12tel
£449 £199 Sonus Taber Gravis Domuste*,-deml £ 1290 £1025
Ex:pave 2010 amplrfierinew) £599 £349 Monrio Asty ST rmplrfier ( 50 Watt ex den) £450
F269
Nicene 3010 amp lex-deml £ 1,000 £749 Morino Asty amt. lex dem) black
£450 229
£
Expo,ureGlassic 35 amplferter dem)
£ 1600 £1200 lAoon 5080 ( i3) : exidem)
£ 1550 £ I5
Garrard Zero) 008 ( 78rprn1 ( On
Moon Edime CR let dem)
f5950 £4200
Krell KA0300i amp
£2500 £995 NAD £,5421ex-tlem) £330 £210
Onix MOKPO 1mew)
£ 795 £375
£900 £695

offers
Orxx-various models
Rogers Export Aiondorse
Pe" 11?l
i
£ 149
Sonneteer Alabaster amp 0e17ea clenu £ 1200 £695
Supden masterdass CD treed
£2700 £2200
Steen Mastrclass amp reed)
£
3150 £2250

Sugden PhonoMastenemerni £

Theta Data 11 GO Mew medll
£6501441
9
Transparent Musiclink Plus 01 ml new
£299 £249
Velodyne DD10 sublex-dern) £2000 £ 1695
Waterfall 'emu Mew)
£ 1499 £ 1199
Waterfall Hurricane Mewl
£299 £ t25

60 Durham Rd, West Wimbledon, London SW20 01W Open 9.30-5.30 TuesSat Tel: 020 8946 1528/0331 Web: www.obrienhifi.co.uk E-mail: shop@obrienhifIcom

•••, devons atali
—egiMil
browse

-elax

sit back

choose

listen

'Lockwood Audio

make choosing the right music

Are you a DCS owner?

Spares and repairs
See the TAMIC7/ Cones
Hotline at

Have you really heard the
music yet?

or

home-cinema system easy...
Stockists of: Audia, Audio Physic, Audion, Avid,
Ayre, Bel Canto, Chapter Audio, Cairn, Chord, Dali,
Grand Prix Audio, Inca Desigo, ' so' 8, Lexicon,
McIntosh, Micromega, Monitor Audio, Moon, Musical
Fidelity, Parasound, Primare, Project, Re), Roksan,
Ruark, Stax, Itinnoy Prestige. Thiel, Tivoli, Totem
Acoustics antFmany more

Thinking Digital?

VINTAGE GEAR
AND RECORDS
FOR SALE AND WANTED

simple
we

0% Instant Finance Available
Written details on request

www.

lockwoodaudio.co.uk

Call 01775 761880 or visit

dighendcable.cauitinkdigitabtm

Call ;
Or appointment to visit us at Ruislip on
I

+44(0) 20 8864 8008
or Fax +44(0) 20 8864 3064

Mvea

sales@lockwoodaudlo.co.uk

Call 01884 243 584
Open mon - sat : Dam - 5pm
32B Bampton Street, Tiverton, Devon, EX16 6AI-I
infb@audodestination.co.uk I
w-vw audiodestination.co.uk

Dynavector's SuperStereo

The Old School

t

The only multi-channel for musk lovers and audiophiles.

li
4 11,School Road, Bracees Ash
/
1

çdli4,•

, -

ti

nlit

Simply add a Dynavector SuperStereo Adapter to your system and 2 small speakers.
Improvements to the overall sense of realism were quite startling..." Hi-Fi News

Near Norwich, Norfolk
Tel: (
01508) 570829

"Superb" Hi-Fi World
"Produces astonishing results" Hi-Fi +
"Extraordinarily convincing" Hi-Fi Choice
"Indespensable for listening to music" Stereo Sound, Japan

Basically Sound of Norfolk
Rega, Proac, Neat, PML, Bryston, Final, Nairn,
Denon, Epos, U.K.D.. Soundstyle,
Chord Co, Cable Talk, Opera Loudspeakers,
Stax, Teac, and others

www.basicallysound.com

Make the most of your LP's, CD's, SACD's & DVD's with an Adp-2 (£895) or Adp-3 ( t. l495 )
Info & sales direct from: Dynavector SuperStereo

e

Tel/fax: 44 + (0)1202) 767873.
Vsch

E-mail

dynavector(rionetel.com

http://web.onetel.com/—dynavector

VISA
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HICAM
WAS

•A' Hu",
INTERGRATED AMP 110 WPC
AUDIO ANALOUGUE PAGANINI 2416 CD PLAYER MINT
UNISON RESEARCH IINICO CD PLAYER
ALPHASON AKROS 2SPEAKER STANDS BOXED MINT
AUDIO ANALOGUE BELLINI PILE AMP MM MC REMOTE
ACCUSTICS MIS POWER 1IN TERGRATED AMP 130WPC
MONRIO ASP/ CD PLAYER 24196
GAMUT CD' MK2 2496 CO PLAYER MINT
AUDIO ANALOGUE DONIZETI MOHOBLOCKS MINT
ACCUSI1C,S ARTS PRE AMP 1WC REMOTE CONTROL
AUDIO ANALOGUE PRIMO SET TANTA INT AMP 70 WPC
GRAM VENICINOUE INT AMP
AUDIO VALVE EKLISPE PRE AMP BALANCED
AUDIO VALVE ASSISANT 200 INTEHGRATEU AMP
AUDIO VALVE HALDUR 70 • / OWPC
AUDIO VALVE AVALON MONO POWER AMPS
CLEAR AUDIO SYMPHONO PHONO STAGE MC
ACCUSTICS ARTS DAC 1 32 384KHZ D'A CONVERTER
EXIMUS SI POWER AMP 200WPC RCA/MR INPUT
ACCUSTICS MIS RATER 124/96
All LAB SERIES NEW POWER AMP 2001.11"C
AUDUSA [ UPEN POWER CABLES FULL RANGE
MT NEW LAB SERIES PRE AMP OPTIONAL PHONO/DAC
All LAB SERIES CD PLAYER SUPERB
KIMBERKABLE HERO IMTH INTERCONNECT
MI LAB SERIES INIERGRAT ED AMP 200 WPC
ACCOUSTIC SOLID ROUND TURNTABLE
BLUENOTE BORROMED TONE MM
THRESHOLD S3130 POWER MAP
WHARFENDALE AIREDALE SPEAKERS IN NEED TLC
BOSENDOFER ACT LOUDSPEAKERS
BOSENDOFER OCT LOUDSPEAKERS
BLACK RHODIUM SYMPHONY 2MTR PME
ACOUSTIC SOLIO ONE TURNTABLE
MONRIO MP2 POWER AMP 135 WPC
BLACK RHODIUM POLAII ORATORIO 2 IMIR PR
CROFT VITA PRE AMP EX DEMO
CROFT TWIN STAR POWER AMPS EX OEM
CROFT DAKSHINI ALL VALVE POWER AMP NEW
CROFT SO INTERGRATED AMP 40WPC NEW
NEW BLACK RHODIUM OCT HARMONY 2 IMIR PR
ACOUSTIC SOLID ROYAL TURNTABLE
NEW BLACK RHODIUM POLAR CONCERTO IMIR PH
CLEMLAUDIO CHAMPION TURNTABLE
ACOUSTIC SOLID SMALL WITH R8250
CLEARM1010 MICRO BASIC PHONO STAGE «NC
EAR 324 TRANSISTOR PREAMP NEW
1INISON
AR ,II I
nro DUAL MONO POWER AMP

BLUENOIL 513301111 VALVE GO PLAYER
EAR HEADPHONE AMP HP4 NEW
EAR 864 PRE AMP
[LAC CL 310 2JET SPEAKERS NEW
[LAC 203 ESP ACTIVE SUBWOOF ER NEW
UNISON RESEARCH LINICO DUAL MONO POWER MAP
[LAC CL 3301 JET INC SOMOS NEW
AV1LAB SERIES DM TUNER NEW
[LAC F20 CINEMA SPEAKERS FREESTANDING/GLASS BASE
GAMUT 03 PRE AMP BALANCED IN/OUT
GAMUT 0200 MEO POWER AMP 200WPC
GAMUT M200 MONOBLOCKS 200WPC
GRADO RS 1HEADPHONES NEW
LYRA TITAN MC CARTRIDGE
KIMBERKABLE SELECT IMTR INTERCONNECT
MICRO MCA70 7 CHANNEL POWER AMP
LYRA ARGO MC CARTRIDGE
LYRA HELIKON MC CARTRIDGE NEW
LYRA HELIKON SL MC CARTRIDGE NEW
LYRA DORADA MC CARTRIDGE NEW
MICHELL HR PSU DC MOTOR NEW
EXIMUS DPI DAG/PRE 24/192 BALANCED CLASS A
MICHELL GYRO SE/11B300 MM
MICHELL ORBE SME BOARD NEW
CLEAFIAUDIO BLUEMOTION TURNTABLE 3YEARS WARRANTY
CLEARAU010 EMOTION TURNTABLE 3REMO WARRANTY
MICHELL TECNODEC WITH RB 300 ARM NEW
GOLDRING SRI TURNTABLE CW ARM AND MM CARTRIDGE
CABASSE PIMLOSA SPEAKERS CHERRY FINISH NEW
TRANSFIGURATION MIA MC CARTRIDGE 035 MV
TRANSFIGURATION TEMPER Ms ,A8 ,9333 II 38 MV
CABASSE X05 5WAY SPEA1 • ' 11 ', 110 NEW
ATOLLO P200 PRE AMP Fe A '.
STEIL° 44320 INTERGRATED ILs
STELIO DP 200 DAC/PHE AMP ITGA BALANCED
STEELS S200 STEREO POWER AMP 200WPC EX OEM
GRAM GM 50 INTERGRATED AMP 50111PC
VIRTUAL DYNAMICS POWER 3CABLE 6FT LONG
RFGA RB 600 TONE ARM BOXED EXCELLENT CONDITION
AUDIO ANALOGUE ARIA MM/MC PHONOSTAGE
OPERA CALLAS SPEAKERS
BASIS OVATION TURNTABLE INC NEW SME OMM
PATHOS CLASSIC ONE INTERGRATED MAP TO WPC
THRESHOLD STASIS 7POWER AMP
THRESHOLD S/70(88
WPC
ORIGIN Le [ NC/IA,''',' • .••
ORIGIN LEVE ILL U','

900
1195
60
625
3690
895
2950
1150

2300
2100
3100
2900
2895

1469
110
1499

4000
FROM
150
1095
990
1500

2900

1850
799

3990
6103

1200

4250

595

895
1195
1495
1495
400
1695
5600

4900
970
1570
1970

NOW
2750
395
995
30
350
3200
595
2500
495
2350
425
1500
1725
15C0
2800
2450
7711
2400
2531
2400
1299
PEA
1499
1200
70
1200
1595
999
600
OFFERS
4745
5820
70
2825
795
697
695
995
3500
1250
160
5400
225
810
1270
230
2400
1395
2440
2750
715
2990
2275
1475
799
625
599
2199
795
199
3430
3300
5100
600
2695
500
5100
595
1145
1249
495
315
3500
1128
2413
695
655
700
140
350
690
2250
525
950
1685
1200
1200
3950
125
225
495
1295
2300
1325
5800
PAIR
895
157 ,
1800
3750
2250
2250
225
200
1295
299
279
600
750
159
2643
1000
1400
5273
90
499
149
PUA
109
2495
349
995
589
65

UNISON RESEARCH 1445,'
51.1Luil,
5
PLINIUS P13 POWER AMP 200WPC•em3OHMS
PLINIUS M8 PRE AMP INC REMOTE CONTROL
PSB ALPHA 6ACTIVE SUBWOOF ER AS NEW
500
399
STANDS UNIOUE AV ' SPEAKERS BEECH FINISH AS NEW
RUMIE TALISMAN ill LOUDSPEAKERS NATURAL OAK
1499
TIVOLI MODEL DM STEREO
TIVOLI AUDIO MODEL THREE STEREO
KIMBERKA.I3LE MONOCLE XL SOIE CABLE 1X4.1X2 MTRS
1400
ROME PROLOGUE 11 LOUDSPEAKERS NEW
1250
SENNHEISER RS85 WIRELESS HEADPHONES NEW
SME MODEL ICI TURNTABLE NEW
SME SERIES IV MM BOXED UNUSED
1126
1615
SME SERIES VMM NEVER USED MINT
SME 20/2A TURNTABLE INC SERIES VARM
KIBER HABLE THE REEFERENCF WATTGATE 350 ewer cable
165
WIREWORLD ECLIPSE REFFERENCE INT tMTR NEW
WIREWORLD MANTIS SIMIO INTERCONNECTS NEW
SOUND ORGANISATION FULL RANGE
WIREWORLD EQUINOX 5FOR NAIM OWNERS DIN DIN
STAB SR OUT SRM001 EARSPEAKERS NEW
STAB SRS 2020 MK2 EARSPEAKERS NEW
STAB SRS 4040 SYSTEM SIGNITURE 2 NEW
SUMIKO BLACKBIRD MC CARTRIDGE NEW
SUMIKO PEARL MM CARTRIDGE NEW
SUMIKO BLUE POINT SPECIAL MC NEW
1 • A24/192 CO PLAYER AMAZING NEW
SLIMIKO BLUE POINT SPECIAL evo III MC NEW
239
WIREWORLD SOLSTICE 5IMIR INTERCONNECT NEW
69
WIREWORLD FULL RANGE OF AWARD WINNING CABLES
KIMBERKABLL THE REFERENCE IMIR INTERCONNECT
WIREWORLD EQUINOX 51/2 METRE INTERCONNECT
159
120
750
RUN« SABRE 111 STANDMOUNT SPEAKERS
899
TRICHORD DINS PSU NEW
299
NEW TRICHORD DIABLO PHONO AMP M/MC INLINE PSU
699
1198
AS MOVE WITH THE NEVER CONNECED PSU
35
OED SI DISCSAVER CONVERTS LINE LEVEL TO ACCEPT MM
SHORE FULL RANGE
PUA
BLACK RHODIUM SUPER MAINS 13 I25 M1RS NEW
45
30
MISSION RANGE OF SPEAKERS AVAILABLE
PGA
HOB- Ws',' ISOLSTICE 5SPK CABLE AeiARD WINN'
FROM E132
219
... ' , IIINOK 5INTERCONNECT 1MIR PP
.5
5.5BOW SINTERCONNECT
149
AGENTS FOILEAR,TRICHORO,AUDIONOTEWICHELLAVLSTAXIATALAC, RUARK.SME,
PLINIUS BLACK RHODIUM,LYRA.SUMIKO.OED.GAMUT.ORIGIN LIVE ORELLE
WIREWORLOTRANSFIGORATIONAURUM CANTUS ACCUSTICS ARTS.HALCRO,
STELLO.CLEARAUDIO ALOIA.SHUN MOOR CROFT AUOIOVALVE VIRTUAL DYNAMICS
THRESHOLOACOUSTIC SOLIDMOSENDORFER IG TVS, PHONE FOR BEST PRICES

Open 1/10n-Sun gaM - 6pM

aeà
Tel/Fax'
Mobile
Email .
Website

NOW in Northampton 2minutes Off iI508

For further details

Li

01604 842379
07973 233380
PATRICK@HICANICO.UK
HICAM.CO.UK
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NOTEWORTHY AUDIO
hi-fi by enthbsiasts
Below is just a small selection of

e

some of the exciting products we offer
The Denon DL110 is ahigh
output moving coil cartridge.
It offers great performance for
the very reasonable price of
£70 and can be plugged
directly into any MM phprui
input.

ii

Pre-owned equipment available
with guarantee
Export facilities available
Visit our Web Page www.hifi-stereo.com
Main dealer for
Trinnoy Prestige Speakers
C-73 Pre-amp/M-90a Power amp/PD93
CD Player/ CT- 91a Cassette deck

Only £2495

SPEAKERS

;

.. Denon DL-304 This is awonderfully
transparent sounding MC cartridge that
is almost unmatched for its midband
quality which is especially amazing
when its low €210 price is taken into
account.

Audio Note 103 This is Audio
Note's top MM cartridge and it
features the same diamond and
titanium cantilever also used in
the 101 featured below.
It successfully captures the energy on an LP with an involving
dynamic and fast sound: £350.

202, Findon Road, Worthing, BN14 OEJ

PIONEER REFERENCE SYSTEM

The Denon DL-103 Moving Coil
cartridge is a true classic, not
just because its been in
production since 1963 but
because it still offers a
performance to rival designs
costing much more than its low
£100 price tag would suggest.

—

Heat erdale
audio limited

Audio Physics Tempo Speakers
£795
B&W Silver Signature 30 Speakers
(very rare, retail £7,000)
£3,995
Spica TC-50 Speakers
£275
Orchid LWO Speakers
£2,795
Klipschorn Speakers medium oak finish
(retails £5,700)
£2,950
Revel Salon Black gloss, Aluminium side panels. Mint
£9995
B & W DS6 Dipole surround speakers
£ 175
B & W DM602 Series Ill
£ 195
Boston THX centre speaker
£ 150
Martin Logan CLSII Brand new panels just fitted £ 1995
Ellas Liberty 55 floor slanders
£ 140
Celestion A Compact speaker
£ 195
PR E•A MPS

a

The Dynavector DV-20 is available
in both high and low output versions.
the filmier for use into MM phone
inputs and the latter into MC inputs or
astep-up transformer £ 395

Mark Levinson 25s phono stage with power supply £2395
Mark Levinson 28 with phonostage
£1195
Mark Levinson ML32 Ref. Pre Amp with phono
£8500
Exposure 11 & 12 Pre Amp & PSU
£595
Nalm NAC 92 Pre Amp & Naim NAP
90/3 Power Amp
£595
Audio Note M8 Pre amp with phonostage
(brand new, retails £ 19,500)
£12,500
Audio Research SP14 Pre-amp
£1,495
Proceed PAV Pre Amp
£1,395
AMPLIFIERS

Ortofon Kontrapunkt ' BACH' range
of moving coil cartridges start with the
'A' at £450. and evolve through the +I'
at £600. the ' B' at £ 750 and ultimately
to the ' C' at £ 900.
Music Maker 3The Music Maker is a
moving iron cartridge that rightly has
become alegend in its own lifetime. Its
effortlessly musical presentation makes
most other cartridges sound as if they're
trying much to hard: £625
The Lyra Argo is ahigh
performance nude design that
uses a Boron cantilever and line
contad diamond. We feel it offers
superb value for money at £ 795
with arefined yet weighty
performance.
The Audio Note to range of
cartridges starts with the loi
(pictured left), a beautifully
hand c:afted cartridge that features Alnico magnets and cob
made from pure silver wire,
Its sound is transparent yet dynamic, with amid band that has
tremendous subtlety and tonal neutrality: £ 1,595.
The top model of the range model. the Audio Note lo Ltd
dispenses with permanent magnets and uses silver wired
electromagnetic coils instead, which are powered from an
external power supply. Its performance has to be heard to be
believed, and we believe it truly represents the state of the art
of cartridge design. This masterpiece costs £7.500 including
power supply.

We firmly believe that the way to get the best performance
from any MC cartridge is to use a high quality step up
transformer.
It is for this reason that we stock arange of designs. from the
new Note Products StepNote at £200 ( pictured above left,
the Audio Note range priced between £390 (above right) to
£4,500 arid the Music First Audio copper or silver wired
designs which range from £ 1.500 to £2.750 and offer avariety of ratios and impedances via front mounted switches.

NOTEWORTHY AUDIO
36 Buckingham Street, Aylesbury, Bucks, HP20 2LH.
Open 9.30 to 5.30 Tiesdaty to Saturday

Tel: 01296 422224
www.notewcrthyaudio.co.uk

Sirius (
Gamut 2) power amp upgraded
to latest spec
£1,795
Perreaux 200ip integrated amp
£1,395
Audio Note Nero Mono Blocks
£5,495
Parasound HCA 1000a Power Amp
£345
Mark Levinson ref .33 mono blocks
£11995
Audio Note Kegon Mono Blocks
(silver transformers, western electrics 300b's.
Brand new (retails £28,000)
£15,000
Accuphase A20V class A amp
(as new, retails £4,000)
£2,500
Advantage Integrated Amp
£1,295
Rotai RC995 balanced remote control pre-amp with 200
watt RB 991 power amp
£650
Rega Elax Integrated amp
£99
Accuphase E307 Integrated amp with phono
£2500
Meridian GO2 pre amp
£1295
D PLAYERS

& TRANSPORTS

Gamut CD / 1R CD player
Lab 47 Flat Fish Transport, Progression DAC 8
Power Dumpty PSU
Roksan Attessa CD Transport with
ROC DA1 and ROK DS4 PSU
Meridian 008 CD player mint/boxed

£1,295
£3,995
£895
£ 1295

MISCELLANEOUS
Shunyata Aries Interconnects 1m pair ( ex demo) . £450
Shunyata Aries Interconnects 2m pair (ex demo) . £695
Zerodust Stylus tip cleaner gel ( retails £35)
£25
Zerodust CD & lens cleaning cloths (retails £25) .. £ 17.50
Selection of AudioTekne Cables and accessories
at unbeatable prices ..
Phone for details
Accuphase P/1200 mains regenerated £3500
TURNTABLES, CARTRIDGES 6 TONEARMS
Blue Pearl (
the prototype) with gold plated SME V £9995
Zyx Airey Cryogenic copper cables
(as new, retails £ 1,500)
£995
Project 6.9 Tumtable (no cartridge fitted)
(as new, retails £600)
£425
Audio Tekne Cartridge with step transformer
(as new)
£2,995
My Sonic Eminent Cartridge (as new)
£2,750
Project 9c S carbon fibre arm with silver wires
(as new, retails £550)
£375
Project RPM9 Tumtable (no cartridge fitted)
(as new, retails £ 1,000)
£700
RS Laboratory RS-A1 with rotary headshell
(as new, retails £850)
£595
Michell Giro deck with QC power supply x-demo
mint/boxed
£995
Selection of brand new discounted cartridges
0% FINANCE available for up to 3 years*
•
On selected items. Subject to status. Conditions apply.
MAIN DEALERS OF MARK LEVINSON, THIEL
WE ACCEPT SWITCH - MASTERCARD
VISA - DINERS CLUB - AMERICAN EXPRESS

01903 872288 or
07860 660001
Fax: 01903 872234

Tel:

Evenings

Email:

ws,....
lj

heatherdale@hifi -stereo.com

dims
Basis turntables
Vector tonearm

KR AUDIO
KRONZILLA DM
Avalve spedfically
designed for high-end
audio is winning over

•

former enthusiasts of
3008, 211 and 845%.
KR Audio's gracefully
powerful 11610
output valve is the
driving force of our
reference amplifiers,
the truly awesome
KR Audio Kronzilla DM
single ended monoblod*,.

Basis Debut with

Once again, it's valves

Vector tonearm

that emphasise the
emotional qualities in

Vector tonearm

music reproduction.

-v Basis 2800
with two Vector
arms installed

The new 'Mambo' is now
the heart (and soul) of
our current vinyl
reference system.

LIKE NEW
..NOTHING
LIKE THE
PRICE!

MUSIC FIRST AUDIO

MF1

HORNING

Despite havirg no valves, despite being passive,
despite 'manual' control, we lust love it!
What's more, whenever we use tire MF] as our
reference pre- amplifier, customers often prefer it
to pre-amps costing many times the price.

The mighty Horning
Agathon - proof that
real music reproduction
transcends mere hi-h.
On permanent demo.

AUDIOSTATIC DCI Loudspeakers in black (£5,000) Mint, boxed £3495
Mint, boxed £3995
BAT VK-51SE Pre-amp (£ 7,995)
Mini, flight coses £8995
BAT VK-150SE Monoblocks (£ 15,500)
New, boxed £ 1395
BAT VK5 Phono stage
As new, boxed £395
B&W DM603 Mk2 Speakers Black Ash
As nery £395
CASTLE Stirling Mk3 Speakers Cherry
Unmorld £345
CARDAS Golden Cross lmtr RCA
Mint, boxeo £ 1995
CARY 3008 SE Monoblocks (£ 2,750+)
Mint, boxed £ 895
CONRAD JOHNSON EF1 Phonostage (£2000)
CONSONANCE Ref 1.3 Pre-amp (£2,995)
Ex-dem, boxeo £ 1995
CROFT Charisma 'XSpec' Pre-amp. Upgraded.
Mint, boxed £ 1795
DENSEN Beat 400X5 CD Player with Gizmo Very little use, boxed £ 1795
GRAAF GM5013 Integrated Amp (Silver or black) As new, boxed £2895
HORNING Agothon in ook
Beautiful £2795
HORNING Zeus (£2,000)
Ex-dera few hours only £ 1395
KIMBER Kobel Type Bag 1.6nar Speaker cables (£ 3K) Unmarkal £895
LINN SONDEK LP]? (Trampolin) Fully senriced and °tiered
complete with abrand new Origin Li* Ultra DC motor drive,
and obrand new origin lne Conqueror au . (Value £4,530)
Min £2,995
QUAD ESL 57 (Very late serial numbers)
Unnulnd £795
QUAD ESL 57 ( 3rond new panels)
Warrick £ 1295
MANTICORE Mantra + Musician Tonearm
Superb £425
PAPWORTH M200 Monoblocks 2004 (£4995)
Mint, booed £2995
PROAC Response 1SC
Unblemisl-ed £745
SOUNDLAB A3 Oak - fabulous speakers
Coming shortly
UNISON S2K Integrated volve amp.
Beautiful, boxed £895
XTC (DTI LE CD Transport Remote control.
As new, boxed £
495

www.audiolincs.com

PHONE

GRANTHAM (Al) L1NCS

078 2192 5851

PART- EXCHANGE
HIGH- END REPAIRS

COMMISSION SALES
VALVE SPECIALISTS

01476 591090

For unsurpassed reproduction of
the supreme medium for music
reproduction return to Basis.
The full range ofBasis turntables
as well as the incomparable
Vector unipivot tonearm are
distributed and serviced in the
UK by Select Audio.
For your nearest supplier
please phone 01900 818060
SE
BASIS UK

rade enquiries please phone: 07962 176 .4 /

ACOUSTIC
SIGNATURE
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www.AudioAuctionHouse.co.uk

The ideal gift this Christmas

SAY ,F,40%

"Serving the U.K and European community" Buy & Sell Your
Hifi Where it will be Noticed!
Excellent rates, Convenience, and Security
You decide what Ads will work best for you !
"Dedicated to the Audiophile Community"
All Hi Resolution Picture quality!

ON GIFT SUBSCRIPTIONS

Your items will get sold or We will relist it Free!

AND SAVE EVEN MORE ONLINE

Enjoy extra savings when you buy 2or more
magazine subscriptions online. Over 70 titles to choose from!

A Quality Site for dealers and consumers.
Special incentives for Dealers and
Multiple listings

www.giftmags.co.uk/musi
+44 (0)845 676 7778

Please send Inquiries to

admin@AudioAuctionHousexo.uk

Absolute Analogue®

Unes open 7days aweskAum-9pm (
UK

Nordic ( incept Arfist

time) Quote

Cod ,

IAN HARRISON HIFI
HIFI AT DISCOUNT PRICES. FREE NATIONWIDE DELIVERY

SAL- E

"The Plinius CD- I01 is areference-quality
product and has reset the bar for escellence
in its price range." The Absolute Sound •

MICHELL ORBE
POA
MICHELL ORBE SE
POA
POA
MICHELL GYRODEC
POA
MICHELL GYRO SE
TECNO ARM "A
£340
DENON DL304
£175
SHURE VI 5VXMR
£270
TRANSFIGURATION SPIRIT 3
£800
TRANSFIGURATION ARIA
£585
TRANSFIGURATION TEMPER V
£1900
£1900
TRANSFIGURATION TEMPER W
KOETSU BLACK
£800
KOETSU RED T
£1300
CLEARAUDIO CHAMPION LEVEL 2 £1700
CLEARAUDIO CHAMPION
£700
EPOA
GRAHAM TONEARMS
RESON LEXE
£1050
DECCA SUPER GOLD + POD
£475

Please see
mebsite
for details
h 1.5 nol necessary he
have greed

equipment

in order to listen to music-but it helps.
PO Box 30429, London, NV) 6 7GY

PLEASE PHONE TO CONFIRM PRICE & AVAILABILITY PRIOR TO ORDERING. ALL GOODS ARE BRAND
NEW 8. BOXED WITH FULL U.K GUARANTEES. NO EX-DEM OR EX-DISPLAY GOODS. NO GREY IMPORTS.
GOODS ARE NOT SUPPLIED ON APPROVAL. SORRY. NO GENERAL CATALOGUES.
PLEASE PHONE OR WRITE FOR SPECIFIC REVIEWS. BROCHURES OR PRICES.
ESTABLISHED 1986. EPOA - Exchange price on application.

Tel / Fax: +44 ( 0)20 8459 8113
Absolute_Analogue(a ernailmsn.com
wxx w.absol utean alogue.co.0 k

TRIO-IORD DINO
£ 250
TRICHORD DELPHINI
POA
TRICHORD DINO/DINO+ £ 425
WHEST AUDIO
POA
GRAHAM SLEE
POA
JAN ALLAERTS
POA
ZYX
POA
POA
VAN DEN HUL
GRADO RS1
£ 625
SUMIKO BLACKBIRD
EPOA*
SUMIKO BPS EVO III
EPOA*
SUMIKO PEARWOOD SIGNATURE EPOA•
KOETSU RED K SIGNATURE £ 1975
KOETSU THE SIGNATURE £ 3300
TOM EVANS GROOVE
£ 1500
TOM EVANS VIBE
£ 2200
TOM EVANS MICROGROOVE £ 350
TOM EVANS MICROGROOVE+ £ 625

MAIL ORDER ONLY FROM; IAN HARRISON, 7MILL HILL, REPTON, DERBY, DE65 AGO
TEL: 01283 702875 9am-9pm INCLUDING SUNDAYS.

HEATHCOTE AUDIO
TEL:

01992-653999

MOBILE
E-MAIL:

CD/SACD/DVD
MARK LEVINSON NO.39 CD
MINT/BOXED .. £2795
UNISON RES.UNICO VALVE CO
MINT ... £750
PIONEER PD-95 (VERY RARE)
MINT/BOXED .. £1250
SONY SCD-1/TAE-1/TAN 1
MINT/BOXED ... RING
WADIA-8 TRANSPORT
EXCLT £1495
MICROMEGA CLASSIC SOLO (NEW MECH)
VGC/BOXED ... £895
PRIMARE V-25 OVO (£ 1000)
EX DISPLAY/BOXED ... £595
ALCHEMIST FORSETI1 TRANSPORT 8, FORSET11 DAC/REMOTE VOL.
MINT/BOXED
..
£1795
TECHNICS Z- 1000/X1000 TRANS/DAC
REDUCED.. £1595
THETA CARMAN CO/OVO TRANSPORT
MINT/BOXED .. £1695
AUDIOMECA DAMNATION TRANSPORT
EXCLT ... £575
CHORD 1500E 96/192 kHZ 3DACS (£6800 )
MINT/BOXED .. £2850
PERPTECH PA- 1DSP
BRAND NEW. £895
PERP TECH/MODWRIGHT SIG- 2PA-3
BRAND NEW ... £795
PERP TECH/MODWRIGHT SIG -2PSU
BRAND NEW ... £495
MONRIO 18B DAC/PSU
EXCLT. . £375
MSB LINK DAC-3 24/96Khz
MINT/BOXED . £375
ZSYSTEMS Z3src UPSAMPLER (£1450)
MINT/BOXED. . £495
TRAC P-500 TRANSPORT
MINT. . £375
TECHNICS SLP-2000 (£ 1000 TRICHORD MOOS)
REDUCED . RING

VINYL

CLEARAUDIO BASIS/REGA/LINN K18
MINT. . £750
NOUS ANN. MENTOR/GRAPH.PLAT/EMT AIR ARM
MINT .. £1795
NOTTS ANA.S.DECIVGRAPHITE. PLAT.
MINT/BOXED ... £950
CLEARAUDIO CHAMP LEV, 18 UNIFY ARM
(£2250 1.. £1595
ROKSAN/REGA COGNOCENTI/PSU
MINT/BOXED. . £795
ROGUE AUDIO STEALTH PHONO STAGE MM/MC (£800)
EX.DEM. .. £395
LEHMAN BLACK CUBE SE (£650)
BRAND NEW. . £450
McCORMACK MICRODRIVE PHONO STAGE
NEW/BOXED . £395
AUDIO ALCHEMY VAC IN THE BOX
EXCLT . £150
SYRYNX PU2TONE ARM
BOXED. . £225
ADC ALT- 1TONEARM
£150
REGA PLANER-3
EXCLT.. . £100
2SYSTEMDECKS
RING. C,HEAP!!

SOLID STATE

MARK LEVINSON 335 POWER AMP
ELECROCOMPANIET EC 4.7 PRE
ELECROCOMPANIET ASW 220 POWER
MUSICAL FIDELITY A-300
MUSICAL FID. A3cr PRE/ A3crPOWER
THORENS 2000 PRE PHONO/POWER AMPS
ROKSAN LI PRE & 2XS1.5 POWER AMPS
PASS LABS ALEPHPPRE AMP
SONY TAE-1/TAN-1/SCD-1
THE ALCHEMIST PRE AMP

MINT/BOXED . £3450
NEW/BOXED. . £950
NEW/BOXED . £950
MINT/BOXED. . £895
MINT .. £1195
MINT. . £695
MINT/BOXED .. £1750
EXCLT £1150
MINT/BOXED... RING
EXCLT £3750
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07860 511111

WEB:

www.heathcoteaudio.co.uk

HeathcoteAudio@aol.com

THE ALCHEMIST POWER AMP
THE ALCHEMIST'MONOBLOCS
GRYPHON SONATA ALLEGRO PRE
GRYPHON S-100 POWER AMP
CLASSE CF-60 2BOX REM.PRE
MUSICAL FIDELITY A-370 MK2
MUSICAL FIDELITY MX 2BOX PRE AMP
DPA 50S PRE/POWER/CABLES
PLINIUS SA- 102 POWER AMP
GRYPHON SONATA-ALLEGRO PRE
C. JOHNSON PER.REMOTE PRE
YAMAHA DSP-1 7CHANNEL AMP
PIONEER VSX-95 ELITE TUNER/AMP

VALVE AMPS

TUBE TECH PROPHET PRE/GENESIS MONO'S
AUDIO INN.1000 MKIII MONOBLOCS
ROGUE TEMPEST MAGNUM INTEGRATED (£2800)
LUMLEY M-120 MONOBLOCS (
CHROME)
UNISON RESEARCH S-845 INTEGRATED
AUDIONOTE ZERO PRE 8. MONO'S
JADIS JPS-2 (WAS £8000)
JADIS DEFY-7POWER AMP
MICHAELSON CHRONOS 4BOX
AUDIO RESEARCH VT-150SE MONO'S (£17500)
UNISON RESEARCH C-5 REMOTE PRE/MM.MC
AVI 2000 TUNER
SONY 700ES 3HEAD
LYNX THETA TUNER

TAPE/TUNERS

LOUDSPEAKERS

EXCLT
£2750
EXCLT
RING
MINT/BOXED £5995
MINT £2895
MINT. £1695
MINT £1250
EXCLT .. £395
MINT/BOXED . £1250
MINT . £2795
MINT/BOXED . £6495
MINT/BOXED . £ 1795
MINT .. £995
EXCLT. . £575
MINT/BVOXED . IBA
MINT/BOXED . £1295
EX.DEM .. £1895
MINT/BOXED .. £1695
MINT/BOXED.. £1595
MINT/BOXED ... £850
EXCLT .. £2995
EXCLT. . £2995
MINT . £3995
EXCLT .. £4750
B<CLT. £595
MINT/BOXED. £275
MINT £245
VGC £225

88W 802 NAUTILUS (CHERRYWOOD)
MINT/BOXED .. £4350
TRINITY AUDIO TRIDENT
£895
AMPHION KRYPTONS (£8000 RETAIL)
BRAND NEW £5750
SOUNDLAB MILLENIUM 3 (£9500)
EX.DEM £5750
KLIPSCH CORNER HORNS (VERY RARE)
B/EYE MAPLE £3750
ALA JORDAN NOTE-5BOBINGA WOOD (SUPERB)
EX.DEM . £1250
TANNOY BERKLEY REFURBISHED
EXCLT. £995
A.R.T PRECISION-2PIANO BLACK
MINT/BOXED .. £3250
LINN SARA'S
MINT/BOXED. £495
DYNAUDIO CRAFFT/STANDS (RARE)
MINT/BOXED .. £1595
RED ROSE SPIRIT MONITORS (RIBBON)
MINT £750
TRIANGLE TITUS ES (
10 HOURS USE)
BOXED . £275
PROAC RESPONSE- 3
BOXED .. £1595
PROAC STUDIO 150 (
YEW)
REDUCED. £895
CELESTION A-2 SANTOS R/WOOD
BRAND NEW/BOXED .. £1195
CURA CA-30 MAPLE
MINT/BOXED. £995
KELLY KT-3 (96 DB SENSITIVE)
BOXED. £750

MIRAGE Mis;
MIRAGE BPS-20 SUB
SNELL CMKIV
AUDIONOTE ARE ROSEWOOD
CASTLE AVON
CASTLE HOWARD-2BEECH
REGA XEL ROSEWOOD
REL STORM
110 SUB
A.ENERGY.ASW FBCELESTION A-6 SUB
CELESTION DITTON 25

INTERCONNECTS

£2750
IBA
MIT . . £1250
GC.. . £795
EXCLT ... £375
EXCLT £650
EXCLT £495
GC . . £395
NEW/BOXED ... £350
NEW/BOXED ... £295
LOVELY PAIR . £175

RENAISANCE 2METRE XLR
IBA
RENAISANCE 2METRE RCA
TEA
RENAISANCE 1METRE SIGNATURE RCA
ZBA
£275
HOVLAND 1M XLR
MISSING LINK CRY() 0.5 METRE
£125
JPS LABS SUPER CONDUCTOR IMETRE WBTS
£125
ACOUSTIC ZEN SILVER REF. 3.5 METRE XLR REDUCED
£1195
ACOUSTIC ZEN SILVER REF 1.5 METRE RCA REDUCED
£595
ACOUSTIC ZEN SILVER REF.1 METRE RCA REDUCED
£450
SILVER ARROW 1METRE XLR (£ 1200)
£495
XL0 3METRE PAIR EX.DEM/NEW
£225
AUDIOOUEST DIAMOND 2METRE RCA
£450
AUDIOOUEST LAPIS 4METRE PAIR
£395

LOUDSPEAKER

RENAISANCE 4METRE PAIR
TBA
DIAMOND -HI 2X3METRE PAIRS (NE(W
EACH £ 750
SILVER SOUNDS 6METRE BI-WIRE (£1100)
AS NEW £575
HOVLAND 3METRE PAIR
£175
TARA LABS PRIME 1800 18 FEET LONG
BOXED AS NEW £795
PS AUDIO X-STREAM 3METRE 13I-WIRE
£750
NIRVANA SL 2.3 METRE PAIR REDUCED .... BOXED AS NEW £450
AUDIONOTE AN-L3METRE PAIR SILVER SPADES NEW £725
CHORD CO.RUMOUR 24METRE EX.DIS
F80

STANDS

SONUS ELITE 4SHELF 2OFF REDUCED
SOUNDSTYLE XS- 105
SOUNDSTYLE XS-250 CD
SOUNDSTYLE XS- 105
SOUNDSTYLE XS- 100
SOUNDSTYLE ST- 105
SOUNDSTYLE ST-100
TARGET R-2 SILVER
TARGET R-2 BLACK
ATACAMA R-274 (£275)
ATACAMA R-274 (£275)

EACH . . £275
EX OEM. . £149
EX.DEM £149
NEW. . £195
NEW . . £195
NEW ... £275
NEW ... £250
REDUCED ... £195
REDUCED ... £195
SILVER ... £149
MINT/BLACK ... £195

QUALITY USED
EQUIPMENT,
BOUGHT, SOLD,

THE MIDLANDS BEST USED
EQUIPMENT SPECIALIST

PART EXCHANGED
Also agents for
Advantage • Acoustic Zen

TEL/FAX

0121 747 4246

bright011
.(i exchange

•B A T • Boulder • Hovland
Kharma • Lumley • Pass labs
•SME • Sound lab

CURRENT INVENTORY
RRP NOW
AUDIO RESEARCH VS110
3999.. 2795
AUDIO RESEARCH VS155
2895.. 1995
AUDIO RESEARCH D130
2000... 795
AUDIO RESEARCH LS2
2000... 595
AUDIO PHYSIC VIRGO 11 BIRDS EYE MAPLE
3500.. 1295
ACOUSTIC ENERGY AE1 BLACK BIVVIRE STANDS
N/A . 495
ACCUPHASE DP55V
3000.. 1995
ATC C2 SUB
1600... 895
AVI S2000MC REFERENCE CD
1395... 395
BAT VK75SE NEW SEALED
7950.. 4495
BAT VK51SE 6 MONTHS OLD
7950.. 3795
BOULDER 1012 PRE DAC EX DEM
12950.. 7995
BOULDER 1010 PRE EX DEM
9500.. 6495
BOULDER 1060
16500.. 9995
BRYSTON BP20 PRE
1800... 895
BURMESTER 935 PRE
4000.. 1595
CHORD SIGNATURE SPKR CABLE 8MTR PAIR
1850... 995
COPLAND CD288 HDCD BLACK
2000... 795
DENNON DVD1600
400.... 95
DENNON AVC-AISR BLACK
3000... 995
DYNAUDIO 1.8 MK11 CHERRY
1800... 795
HITACHI 55PMA550 55 INCH PLASMA 3 MTHS OLD
5500.. 3495
HOVLAND HP200 WITH PHONO EX DEM
7325.. 4995
KHARMA CERAMIQUE 3.1 PIANO BLACK EX DEM
5750.. 2995
KRELL KPS2OIL
12000.. 2795
KRELL PAM 5 PRE
N/A... 395
KRELL FPB 650 M X2
24000.. 8995
MARTIN LOGAN ASCENT I
4333.. 2995
MARANTZ CD7
3500.. 2495
MARANTZ SC71 PRE MA9S1 MONO'S
17000.. 8995
MERIDIAN 588 CD
2200.. 1195
MERIDIAN DSP 6000 24/96
11500.. 5495
MERIDIAN DSP 5000 24/96 ROSEWOOD MK1
4500.. 1995
MUSICAL FIDELITY TRIVISTA INTEGRATED AMP
4000.. 2495
MUSICAL FIDELITY X-80 INTEGRATED AMP
600... 220
MUSICAL FIDELITY A3.2 PRE
999... 550
NAGRA DAC
7800.. 4995
NAIM 500 s/n 179450/177734
12350.. 6995
NAIM 300 s/n 191332/191333
5085.. 3495
NAIM 252 s/n190745
4265.. 2995
NAIM SCAP 2 s/n 19118
2885.. 1995
NAIM NAT 02 s/n 60624
1200... 595
NAIM CDX2 s/n 201915
2800.. 1995
NAIM NBL CHERRY s/n 160352
7500.. 3495
NAIM NBL BEECH s/n 159946
7500.. 3495
NAIM 82 s/n 102930
2600... 995
NAIM HICAP 1985
N/A... 250
NAIM CD5 s/n 165689
1200... 695
NAIM HICAP s/n 85743 olive
750... 395
NAIM SNAXO 3-6 S/n 187399
829... 350
PATHOS LOGOS 3 MTHS OLD
2700.. 1795
PENAUDIO REBEL2/CHARA NEW
2600.. 1595
PLINIUS SA100 MK111
4000.. 1795
PIONEER 757AI MULTI REGION CD/DVD/SACD EX DEM . 750... 295
PROAC 2.5 CHERRY
3000.. 1695
REL STAMPEDE BLACK 2 MONTHS OLD
550... 395
BEL STAMPEDE BLACK
550... 250
REGA MAIA 3
549... 365
REGA EXON 3
1195... 795
RICHARD GREY 1200 CUSTOM MAINS DISTRIBUTION.
1900... 895
SONY DVP NS999ES CD/SACD/CD
999... 395
TEAC VRDS 9 CD
700... 295
TANNOY DIMENSION 8
4000.. 1995
TARA LABS DECADE 2MTR BALANCED
2300... 395
WILSON WITT MK1
9000.. 1795
ZINGALI OVERTURE 2
2500.. 1395
PLEASE CALL TONY WHEN YOU WANT TO SELL YOUR EQUIPMENT IWILL
AND PAY UP FRONT NO MESSING ABOUT WITH COMMISSION SALES
I
AM ESPECIALLY INTERESTED IN THE FOLLOWING

- OLLECT

KRELL • AUDIO RESEARCH • MARK LEVINSON • NAIM AUDIO • LINN
MERIDIAN • QUAD • AUDIOLAB • WADIA • ACCUPHASE • TAG • CARY
THETA • SONUS FABER • MARTIN LOGAN • COPLAND • CHORD
EAR YOSHINO • DNM • NAKAMICHI • KOETSU • XLO • MICHELL • SME
ATC • STAX • PROAC • MANA • JEFF ROWLAND • DCS • NAGRA
McINTOSH • ORACLE • ROKSAN • TRANSPARENT • DYNAUDIO • Etc

Tel: 0121 747 4246
5MINUTES JCN 9M42/JCN 4M6.
Open Mon- Sun 10.00 to 8.00
Website:
E-mail:

www.centralaudio.co.uk
tony@centralaudio.co.uk

I 157
7734 436 180
dave@hifiguy.co.uk
www.hifiguy.co.uk

•

we are the south
coasts leading
stockistsof quality
new, used and ex-dem
Hi -Fi eqL:ipment.
we will travel
anywhere in the
country to pick
up or deliver your
equipment. website
updated daily!

938 Spc

LIST CHANGES DAILY SO BE SURE TO VISIT OUR WEB SITE REGULARLY

Just In
ATC SPMIOOP SPEAKERS
ATC SPMIO SPEAK ERS
BAT/K.55 POVVERAMP [XDEM]
CONRAD JOHNSON PREMIER 8A MONOBLOCKS
GRYF'HON REFERENCE ONE MONOBLOCKS
MCINTOSH MC2000 POWERAMP
MICHELL ORBE SE NC FSU[l 0MONTHS OID]
NOLA ELITE SIGNMJRESPEAXERS
NOT1NGHAMANALOGUE HYPERSPACFITRIPLANER
PMC 588 SPEAKERS
ROWLAND SYNERGY PREAMP
SPECTRAL 30SLPREAMP
WILSONWATT/FUPPY 5.1

Current

ACCUPHASE C2000 PREAMP[LATEST]
ACCUPHASE DP-67[LATEST]
ACCUPHASE P5500 POWER CONDITIONER
AIRTIGHTATM-2 [SUPERB AMPLIFIER]
AUDIO ARTISTRY DVORAK SPEAKERS
AUDIO NOTE ANE-SP [EBONY FINNISH]
AUDIO RESEARCH L516
AUDIO RESEARCH F1-13 PHONOAMP
AUDIO RESEARCH« POWERAMP
AUDIO RESEARCH CLASSIC 120 MONOBLOCKS
AUDIO RESEARCH YTI50 MONOBLOCKS
AUDIO RESEARCH REFERENCE 600 MONOBLOCKS
AUDIO RESEARCH LS16mk2
AUDIO STATIC Ss [new]
AUDIO SYNTHESIS DAX DECADE[DAC PRE]
AUDIO VALVE BALDUR 70 MONOBLOCKS
138W NAUTILUS 80h
BASIS DEBUTE GOLD STANDARDSMEV
BOULDER PHONO STAGE
CADENCE AN1NA SPEAKERS[NEW)
CANARY AUDIO CA303 MONOBLOCKS
CARY CAD300 SIGNITURE SE AMPS
CASTLE HOWARD Si SPEAKERS[OAK]
CLEARAUDIO MASTER REFERENCE/MASTER MI ARM
CONRAD JOHNSONART 2PREAMP
CONRAD JOHNSON PREMIER 8A MONOS
CONRAD JOHNSON PREMIER 2PREAMP
COPULARE 4TIER STAND
CYRUS PRE X[SILVER]
GAMMA 211 MONOBLOCKS
GAMUT CD2
GRAHAM 2ARM[BOXEDI
HALCRO DM38
INNERSOUND M300 POWERAMP
JM LABS COBALT 807 SPEAKERS
JEFF ROWLAND CONCENTRA MK2[BOXED AS NEW]
ILI LAB MINI UTOPIA
KONDO[AUDIO NOTE JAPAN] KASSA SOWER[POWERAMP]
LINN SONDEK LP12/13C6 2/LINGO 2/ARKMORCUSITRAMFOUN
LINN SONDEK LP I
2JAKITO/CIRCULTRAMPOLIN/K9
LINN SONDEK LPII/BASIK PLUS
UNN PEKIN FM/AM
LUMLEY ST70 VALVE POWERAMP
MARANTZ CD23[VERY RARE]
MARANTZ CD 12
MARK LEVINSON ML380 PREAMP
MCINTOSH MA 61350 INTEGRATED
MUSE 18 SUBWOOFER[with active cards]
MUSICAL FIDELITY DVD I
NAIM NAP9O/NAC62K PRE/POWER
ORACLEALEKANDRIA+ARM
PASS LABS X150 POWERAMP
PROAC DI5 SPEAKERS
PROAC DIS SPEAKERS[YEW]
PUNIUS 250 POVVERAMPUF1ER
PUNRJS CD LAD MK2 PREAMP
PSAUDIO 600 MAINS CONDITIONER
FSAUDIO 600 POWERPLANT
ROKSAN XERXES IOTURNTABLE + 15 PSU[AS NEW]
ROWLAND CONCENTRA 2
SME 20/SMEV
SNELLTYPE A/TYPE2 SPEAKERS
SOUNDLAB A1SFEAKERS[VER( LATEST]
TALON KHORUS X MK 11SPEAKERS
TANNOY CANTERBURrS
TOM EVANS GROOVE F1-10NOSTAGE
TRANSPARENT ULTRA 6M PAIR
WADIA 270/271X DACTRANSPORT[LATTEST MODEL]
WEISS MEDIA DAC
WILSON BENESCH ACTOR
WILSON SYSTEM TWATT/PUPPY[LATEST]
VOYD REFERENCE/CYLENE/AUDIO NOTE 10 LTD[KONDO]

£2,500
£1395
£1,800
£6,500
£7,000
£5,995
£1,200
£4,250
£2,000
£4,995
£1,800
£4,995
£5,995

£8.000
L1,900
£ 2.500
£18.000
£ 27.000
( 14.000
£2.400
£8.000
£ 5,500
II
2,000
£5.000
L12.000
, A000

£2,500
£2,400
£1,900
£3,250
£2,995
I,400
£900
£1300
£1,250
£2,400
£2,995
£7,000
£1,500
£3,250
£1,100
£2,400
£3,750
£3,500
£2,500
£1,900
£2,950
£I,500
£500
£5,500
£6,500
£7,995
£500
£995
£750
£1,200
C1,500
£1,100
£,500
£I,500
£350
£2.995
£2,500
£12,000
£1,700
£550
£450
£400
£650
£1.500
£1,200
£1,700
£1,500
£900
450
£295
£550
£1,400
£1,100
£1,200
£2,500
£995
£1,400
£I,200
£995
£3,500
£2,500
£995
£5,995
£9,000
£4500
EI ,000
£1,000
£7,995
£4,500
(1,800
£12,995
£5,500

.A300
£4.500
£4,000
£8,000
£6,500
£2.800
£ 3.500
£2.800
£4,000
£8.000
£14,000
£38.000
£, 750
£5.550
£3.000
L3.100
£8.500
£ 11,000
£7,000
£4.500
/8,000
£5.500
(N/A
£ 14.000
£ 18,000
£ 16,000
LN/A
L2.700

0.000

£6.000
£3,000
£2,200
£ 13,550
£3,500
£ 00
£ 7,500
£ 7,500
£30,000
£ LOADS
LN/A
( N/A
L650
£2.450
£ 5,000
( N/A
£4,500
£3,500
£3,500
£ 1.500
£ 1,200
(N/A
£ 3,750
£2.000
£2.100
£5,750
C2,500
(2,91'
£2
£2
£ 7.500
£6.000
£4.500
£ 18.000
£ 18.000
£9500
£2.000
£3.200
tI8,000
£9.000
(4.000

Acoustic Signature lAcoustic Zen IAirtight IAudience IAudioValve IBasis IOAT I
Border Patrol IBoulder ICabbase ICAT ICEC IClear Audio lGamut IGraham I
Halcro IHovland IHyperion ILavIrdin IOracle IPass Labs IFlinius IPSAudio I
Reference 3A IRogue Audio I5_PJ Record Players ITransfiguration IVincent
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The Market

The place to buy and sell audio equipment and accessories

For sale
Linn Kaim pre-amp and Klout power amp, former top-ofthe-range amplifier combination from Linn Products,
Ka irn has m-m/m-c phono stage and factory-fitted
Brilliant SMPS, Klout built into solid casting of alloy,
good condition with original boxes, manuals, remote and
leads, £850 each, Tel: 07973 795608 (south London)
dCS Purcell D-Dupsampler, this is the original audiophile
16/44.1 to 24/192 converter, Dual AES, superb
condition £2500, dCS Delius D-Aconverter, bettered
only by the dCS Elgar, 24/192 with Ring DAC £3500,
both units owned since new, all original boxes, remote,

07795 671932 (Warks) [ LA17]

secondary system, unused, original box/documents and

Magnum Dynalab MD208 Receiver Al condition, boxed,

still under warranty, further information/details/picture,

less than 12 months old, Stereophi le Class A, cost

wetstring@wanadoo.fr Tel: 0033 549652272 [ MA141

((:3000) accept £ 1495 ono, Tel: Dublin (00353)

Chord CPA2200 pre-amplifier with four legs £2359 ( rrp

872310778 [ LA171

£3487), silver with gold knobs/badges, secondary

Audio Innovations Series 500 Class Aintegrated valve

system, unused, original box/documents and still under

amp, boxed, spare valves £300, Nytech CTA 252 XDI I

warranty. Further information/details/picture,

receiver, boxed £80, can demonstrate both items, Tel:

wetstring@wanadoo.fr Tel: 0033 549652272 [ MA141

01829 720073 (Chester area) [ LA17]

Aerial Acoustics Model 5B loudspeakers finished in

Perigee FK1 floorstanders, wide bandwidth speaker with

maple plus purpose built stands £ 1895 ( rrp £2800),

superb dynamic speed, transparency and best crossover

purchased for asecondary system, but unused, original

in ahybrid design, Hi Fi+ issue 34, piano black finish

box/documents. Further information/details/picture,

((:5000 new) £2895, Tel: 07905 338232 [ LA17]

wetstring@wanadoo.fr Tel: 0033 549652272 [ MA141

Audio Note DAC 4black £3995, Audio Note M3 pre-amp

Naim NAP 500 power amp, only 9months old, perfect

silver £ 1995, Magnum Dynalab 1019 and signal sleuth

condition, fully boxed, with cables etc. absolutely

£825, Consonance Cyber 845(:2250, Aerial 6speakers

fantastic sound and build £7950 ( new cost (: 12350),

£1799, Si lverl ine Sonitina £ 1699, Audiophile APS

Tel: Chris on 01285 862539 ( Cotswold area) [ MA141

1050 mains regenerator £ 1450, Tel: 01923 826830

Wilson Watt Puppy 5.1 grey spotless with cases and all

[LA17]

accessories, Mark Levinson pair 434 monoblocks latest

brand new valve just fitted, mint condition, boxed £924

EAR 864 pre-amplifier, boxed, as new (:900, The

amps 18 months old awesome with the Wilsons,

including secure postage, Tel: 01752 291625 Mobile:

Cartridge Man Music Maker ( Mk 1) approx 100 hrs,

Levinson 390s CD player, Lexicon MC12 balanced

£250 ovno, Indigo Model 1compact, two-way speakers,

processor, great preamp, Genelec Active center and

Audio Innovations Series 500 Class Aintegrated valve

boxed, as new £ 150, Tel: 01604 644250 [ LA17]

surround speaker system, Pioneer 50in rear projection

amp, boxed, spare valves £300, Nytech CTA 252X011

Kimber Select 1130, 0.5m XLR £290 ( 797), PS Audio

TV, REL Q200E sub, the AV components were built

receiver, boxed £80, can demonstrate both items, Tel:

XStream 5.0m XLR £250 (600), Transparent Super

round my 2-channel system and all work well but will sell

01829 720073 (Chester area) EMC71

2.4m speaker cable £390 ( 1100)2-3 years old,

separate as required, based in Surrey, best offers ( if you

Focal Micro Utopia Be, mint pair that are 6months old,1

excellent, original packaging, Tel: 07973 220663

know what they are you, know what they're worth)

am relocati ng so movi ng to asmaller place therefore selling

(Leics)ELA171

emigrating to New Zealand, Tel: Nic Rixon on 07779

Krell KRC HR pre amp £ former top of the range Krell pre,

227 173 or email: nrixon@shirlaws.biz [ MA40]

manuals, etc, Tel: 07973 795608 (south London)
Marsh P2000 Class A, high-resolution line pre-amp ( 7
inputs), R/C, boxed, manual, vgc £ 500 ((: 1040),
Hovland Music Groove phono cable, 1.5m, RCA, little
used £ 525 ((:725), Tel: 01737 248473 [JA7]
Audio Research LS8 tube pre-amp, satin black finish,

07969 773164 [ MBFOC]

some of my kit, please email: zijaffereyahoo.co.uk or Tel:

with separate PSU, sounds fantastic £2100 ono ((:6500

Music Fidelity kW 750 pre/power amp, new unused in

Aurex System SY-C15 pre-amp, SC- M15 monoblocks,

new), Krell KAV250/a3 250W 3-channel power amp

original sealed box £6500 ono, Sony SCD-1 CD player,

ST- Fl 5tuner, PC- D15 cassette deck, AD- 15 adres unit,

£2000 ((:4250 new), both amps in excellent condition,

also new unused in original sealed box, Isotek Titan

AR- MI rack unit, all items very good condition £450

discount if both bought together, Tel: 020 8948 0040 or

mainsfilter£1100 ono, Tel: 01793 776515(W) 01633

07734 850600, email: pcaveller@yah000.com [ LA17]

895059(H) [ MB171

07921044254 with offers EKC341

ovno, Tel: 01252 659058 [ FOCI
McIntosh MR71 tuner, rare European version, £875,
Welborne Labs Laurel I
IX 300B monoblocks, beautiful,
£850, Audio Innovations passive pre, £80, ConradJohnson PVIO Line pre, boxed, manual, £475, QUAD
I
I/22/FM2, manual, spare valves, agood set £650, QUAD
44, boxed, manual, £ 175, Garrard 301/SME 3009/Shure
V15111, manuals, £495, Klipsch Heresy, 1967 vintage,

Dynaudio Contour 55.4 rosewood speakers, 18 months

Nortlost interconnects: SPM 0.5m £ 160, Quattro Fil

old and mint condition with boxes, house move forces

0.5m £240, Valhalla 0.5m £420, Transparent

sale, bargain for someone at £2900 ((: 5000 new)

Reference Digital Cable RCA-BNC lm £370, Cardas

contact Daryl on 07900 248604 [ LA17]

Golden Reference Power Cable 1.2m £ 150, Tel: 020

Naim NAC 72 + 140 pre power bow for 72, vgc + Snaic

8661 5329 or email: zhuo_deng@hotmail.com f
MB171

cable for Hi-cap £650, call Jameson 01293 821884

Audiophile APS pure power regenerator with battery

near Gatwick Airport [ LA171

backup £ 1595 mint ((:2100), Accuphase P-55V £ 1750

SME 30, SME V £6500, Audio Research VS 55 £ 1275,

mint ((:2950), Accu phase E-307 integrated 100W/ch

Kent, Tel: 01303 264 879 (eveni ngs) [ MB321

Croft Absolut 1pre-amp, updated internally and

with DAC10 board & AD-9board £2400 mint ((:4000),

Naim NAC92 pre-amp, Nairn NAP power amp with

externally £695, Vintage Fisher 400 valve receiver,

Accuphase PS- 1200V regenerator £3500 mint

walnut case £ 175, Tel: 020 86886397 [ LA17]

((:5950), Audio Note CDT One CD transport, silver £ 550

awesome, £525. Ring for details, prefer buyer to collect in

Chord interconnects £750, Arcam Alpha 8SE CD player
£360, all boxed, as new, great sound, Tel: 07771
775563 ( Reading) [ LA171
LP12, Grace 707 £500, TD160 SME 3009 £200,
Denon DL304 unused £200, Shure V15 new stylus £85,
Mission 774, hens teeth £ 140, Croft pre-amp unused
£275, Quad 22 andlls £350, Stirling Broadcast
LS3/5A, rosewood, hardly used £ 550, IMF Reference
Monitor IVs, astonish i
ng £ 1000, all excellent, ono Tel:
0161 2848651 (evenings), 07752 989461 (mobile)
[LA27]
Hi Fi Clearout £ Nordost Solar Wind cable 5m bi-wire
£250, Trichord Dino £ 140, AVI Pro Nine Plus £325,
Meridian 500 Transport, recent service £425, Rega RB
250 with MC10 Supreme cartridge £95, all items in
excellent condition, Tel: Julian 01455 212362 or
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BAT VK30 valve pre-amp, US spec, boxed, as new, remote

mint ((: 1000), Monarchy Model 22B DAC with Dip

£1295 ((:3450), BAT VK200 power amp, boxed, as new,

£525 ((: 1300), Finite Elemente HD12 £2750 mint

£1200 ((:3250), Naim CD3.5, £325, Arcam DV88 DVD

((:4050) email: baraka@europe.com [ MB32]

£250 Tel: 07767 766606/01932 872164 [ LA17]

Monitor Audio Studio 50, rosewood, perfect condition,

Tom Evans Newdesign Linear A, 25W/ch pure Class A

original boxes £ 1200, Tel: 01243 582411 (evenings)

Triode Amp, £2799 ((:3995) amazing & very musical,

(West Sussex) [ MB17]

Audio Valve Baldur 70W/ch black monoblocks, mint, has

B&W 704, walnut, 12 months old, mind condition,

SS bass with the triode midrange & excellent detail

approx 50 hrs used, boxed, original manuals, bungs grills

£1899 ((:3195), Walker Audio Velocitor S+ with maple

spikes etc, retails £ 1400 accept £850 ono, Tel: 07739

stand £ 1499 ((:2400), email: musik@btconnect.com

302719 [ MA14]

Tel: 07919211332 [ LA17]

Linn lsobarik Active, walnut, boxed stands inc Linn Aktiv

Monarchy SM-70 Class Aamplifier, mint, manual, boxed

Crossover and Dirak PSU + cables £450, LK100 (4)

£295, Tel: 01903 247779 ( Sussex) [ MA141

amps inc Active Cross modules £850, Wanted B&W 800

Chord SPM2000B 6-channel amplifier with four legs

Matrix, Tel: 00 353 12954076 [ MA141

£4399 ( rrp £6502), silver with gold knobs/badges,

Wilson 3.2 black, immaculate £3400 ((: 14000), Wilson

Witts Mk 1black £ 1450 (£ 12000) Genesis IV speakers

XG C90 cassettes used once £30, Target 20in stands

£95, ProAc Studio 150 £800, Tel: Carl 07765 015045

with bass amplifier, walnut, immaculate £2450

£40, Tel: 01306 887554 [A8]

email: carldebruyne@aol.com EAB26501

(£16000), Chord CPA 3200 pre £ 1800 (C3900)Chord

Mark Levinson 335 power amp, recent overhaul by

Sugden CD21 £725, ( 1049), Marantz PM14 Mk II KI

DSC 1100 DAC £750 (£3900), Tel: Bill 01993 851508

Madrigal, boxed £3600, excellent condition, Tel: 07796

£500, ( 1000+) PMC DB1+ cherry £285 ( 625) PMC

545031 EAC171

DB1 cherry £235 ( 575), Panasonic PT500 projector

• Michell Bronze Gyrodec with RB300 arm and QC PSU
[MA14]
£900, Black Cube phono box £ 100, Musical Fidelity A3

Shan Shimna speakers with matching stands £ 160, Croft

£525 ( 1200), Tel: 01295 275983 or 07908 850722

Super Micro AMk 4valve m-m pre-amp £300, Sound

(Banbury) [ AB14]

'dual mono amplifier £ 100, A3 24 bit CD player, £ 100

Factory tripod stands, three shelves £40, Tel: Alex 02380

Linn Isobariks, black with stands, as new in boxes £500

225239 or email: apm@noc.soton.ac.uk EAC171

ono, Nakamichi CR7E, black, boxed, first-class cond ition,

Bony KA 9000ES SACD player 1week old, list 2400,

Boulder 500AE stereo power amplifiers, two for sale

as new £500, Linn LP12 black, needs attention, offers,

absolutely mint, black, not going 5.1 Stereoph i
le Aplus

£2500 ono each, £4500 ono both, new £6000 each,

Tel: 07970 789969/07800 608656 [AB15]

rated £ 1550, Tel: 020 8951 3178 [ MA16]

boxed, instructions, immaculate, rare opportunity,

Krell CD player KAV 250 CD/2, excellent condition

Cyrus 8VS integrated amplifier, boxed, £550, vi ntage Denon

superb sound and condition, Audio Research

£2000 ono, PS Audio power and pre-amp 150W, good

DP-2000 Quartz D/Dtumtable with SME 309 arm, £450, or

interconnect 9metres £250, cost £ 1000, Tel: Bob on

condition with bi-wire speaker cables £ 1000 ono, Tel:

might split, Ruark Prologue One speakers, rosewood, mint

01604 720122 EAC171

07989 595890 [AB14]

Marantz SACD1 £ 1500ono, Stax SR MOO7T and head

Linn Kolektor pre-amp with remote, 10 inputs with

- Tel: 01628 623592 [ MA14]

• £325, Meridian 506/16, £295. Wanted: Pink Triangle
ventrical speakers, Tel: 01661 871010 [AFDC]

speaker (cost £2800) accept £ 1000 ono, Denon AVC

phono, will drive any power amp, mint, box and manual

AISR £750 ono, Pioneer DV- 757A1 £ 120 ono, Quad

(£600) £285, Tel: 01903 247779 ( Sussex) [AB14]

finished in black ash, absolutely immaculate, owned

606 amp £ 75 ono, Tel: 01253 892777 [AC17]

Williams Hart Active subwoofer, remote controlled, seas

since new, complete with original handset, cables,

Audio Innovations S-700 £375, NVA TI5 £375, Conrad-

aluminium cone driver, 140W, beech, ideal with

instructions and boxes, £ 1100 ovno, genuine enquiries

Joh nson MV- 55 £750, Avondale Zeta monos £250,

LS3/5A £230, IF dedicated speaker stands for LS3/5A,

only, Tel: 07870 293389 [ LA17]

Camelot Dragon Jitter Buster £ 175, Meridian 501.2,

solid ash, silver bars £85, Audioquest Diamond X3,

Pink Triangle LPT, RB300, AT110E £350, Nakamichi

£275, Pink Triangle Ventricle speakers external

solid silver interconnect 0.5 metre £ 145, Tel: 01274

cassette deck 2 £90, both boxed and vgc, ten TDK MA-

crossovers £300, Cary CAD 300B £800, Quad 33/303

632492 ( Bradford) [A13]

:Meridian DSP5000 loudspeakers Mark 1model,

Lumley Lampros 100/52, new competition prize, cost

Classifieds may be submitted by email. Send entries to: carole molloy@ipcmedia.com. For your security, do not include acredit card
number in any email. Please call our reader ad department on 020 8726 8321 with your credit card details or fax 020 8726 8399.
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The Market
£2000, open to offers, Mordaunt Short Avant 902,

Classé Delta CDP-100 CD player, CP-500 CD player, CP-

amplifier, vast sou ndstage and tremendous musicality,

maple, mint, boxed £ 100, Tel: 01706 873538 mobile:

500 pre-amp & 2CA- M400 power amps, retail £ 14000,

six months old, little use, boxed as new, black finish

07932 330269 ( Bacup, Lancs) [A8]

sell for £6500, Focal JM lab 25th Anniversary Electra

£2795 ovno, email: steve-byrne@ntlworld.com Tel:

Loth-Xhigh-sensitivity bookshelf speakers, cherry finish

13E937 speakers, only 300 manufactured, five of which

01638602319 ( Home), 07956 222919 ( Mobile),

with three pillar stands, will suit low power amps in

are in UK, finish in classic, unused & boxed, retail

01638 731888 (Work) EAC171

particular £320, Tel: 020 8572 2504 [A8]

£3900, sell for £2000, 2xB&W subs, Model ASW

Perpetual Technologies P-1A/P-3A interpolating

Altec Lansing dual-concentric Horn Studio Monitors

750s, 12in, cherry, 1000W, unused &boxed, retail

upsampler/DAC/PSU £ 725, Marantz CD 17 MkIIK I

15in woofers, awesome £800, Audio Research SP9 Mk

£2500, sell for £ 1100, Tel: Hugh on 01224 484470

(unused part of package system purchase) £ 575,

3, mint, manuals £750, Mark Levinson pre ML10 A,

EAC1251

demonstrations with pleasure ( mid Derbyshire) Brian

mint, £700 bargain Tel: 01487 814015 (Cambs)

Selection of High End Cables for all of the above ( most

01773 831830 EAC171

Naim 82 pre-amp, unused since full Naim service, serial

unused & boxed) Atlas Electra interconnects, Atlas Ichor

Krell KSA50 power amp £800, Audio Research SP8

no. 128673, boxed, mint £ 1170, Totem Arro speakers,

speaker cable, Harmonic Technolog FantaCy AC10 &

valve pre-amp £650, Marantz CD17 KI
Signature CD

cherry, beaks, grills, boxed £ 500, Tel: 01825 722936

PRO-AC11 CLs power cords, Magic Link One, Pro-Si lway

player £550, all boxed, excellent condition, Tel: 01224

(East Sussex) [A81

Mk II & Truth- Link Interconnects, Kimber Cable, Audio

826372 evenings [AC17]

HiFi News 1979 to 2005, complete run, free to agcod home

Cable & Rumour Cables, retail approx £ 10000, sell at

Conrad-Johnson Premier Bmono valve amps, 300W/ch,

(except fortransport costs), Tel: 01543 579126 email:

1/3 of price, Tel: Hugh on 01224 484470 EAC1251

recently fitted GE6550 valves, one of the greatest amps,

j.middlehurst@homecall.co.uk (Cannock, Staffs) [A8]

Audio Synthesis DAX Discrete Variable, black, fully

stunning sound £7500 ono, Conrad-Johnson Premier

Primare A201 integrated amplifier, brand new, virtually

loaded, mint, boxed £3300, Tel: 01626 333871 [AB14]

16Ls valve pre-amp, superb sound, one of the greatest

unused, one year warranty, superb build/sound, forced

Exposure pre-amp 21 and two 18 power amps, ideal for

pre-amps £3995ono, all in excellent condition, boxed

sale, retail £ 750, asking £500 ono, contact Lee on 020

bi-amping, excellent condition, original boxes and

with manuals, very reluctant sale, genuine reasons, Tel:

8372 1998(A8]

remote control £2700 new, sell £ 1400ono, Tel: 07752

Rod on 01462 700536 [AC2650]

Krell KAV 300i amplifier, remote controlled, integated

039587 ( Leics) [A8]

Wadia 301 CD player £ 1875 (£3650), Hegel power

amplifier, 150W into 8ohm, 300W into 4ohm, all original

Advantage M300 monos, lovely sound, boxed £ 1600,

amplifier 150W/ch £875 (£2500), Linn LP12 turntable

packaging, good condition, price £ 1200, Tel: 01793

Advantage pre P1 match for M300 £800, Audio Note

£340, American Acoustic Developments E48 slim,

771286 (daytime), 07785 951330 (mobi le) [A81

Ed.speakers with Audio Note stands, tiger eye,.buyer to

three-way floorstanding speakers £225 (£600), Tel:

Meridian 1018/105s, re-capped, ultra low impedance

collect, Tel: alon on 01395 275698 ( Devon) [A8]

01202 767873 ( Dorset) EAC171

capacitors and Black Gates, dark matter zero crystal

Linn Sondek, black, Cirkus, Lingo, Ittok LVI I £995,

Hi-fi for sale, second system, Accuphase DP- 75V

interconnects £ 595, Garrard 401 £295, NBS

Conrad-Johnson AV10 £395, Musical Fidelity F22 pre

Precision 24/196 upsampling disc player, email for

Statement speaker cables (£ 1200) £400, Yamamura

£395, Nordost Blue Heaven 3m bi-wire cable £300, all

Stereoph i
le report, 18 months light use, Rolls Royce

M4000 interconnects (£950) £325, Tel: 01642

excellent and boxed, Tel: 01270 874216 [A8]

build quality £3950, Accuphase DG28 digital voicing

644064/email: solderjunky2005@yahoo.co.uk [A9251

SME 10 turntable with SME Mk IV arm ( 14 months old)

equaliser with leads, plug in remote, mike, tunes the

Ultimate Gaincard Concept monoblocks, Black Gate NX

with Lyra Helikon cartridge ( brand new) immaculate,

room/recording in the digital domain 1/6th octave 20Hz-

original boxes and manuals £2695 ovno (4380 new),

20kHz, four presets £ 1950, serious fun, Accuphase

Super EHi-QShinkoh tantalum resistors including
attenuator WBT RCAsWonderSolder Stealth Diodes
custom M7 valve line stage, Teflon capacitors, Shinkoh
tantalum resistors, including attenuator £495, Tel: 01642
644064 email: solderjunky2005@yahoo.co.uk [A925]
Accuphase DP90 transport £2500 (£6000), Micromega
CD3 transport £500, Audio Physic Virgo 2 £ 1000
(£3000), Audio Synthesis original DAX, £450 (£2000),
AudioQuest Onyx silver lm RCA interconnect £ 100
(£250), VdH Royal Jade speaker cable 2m pair, £30
(£80), LFD power cord £50 (£ 160) each, two available,
Tel: 07791 361 620 ( London) EAC171
Tannoy Canterbury 15HE £4000, ( RRP £8500), Tannoy
ST-200 supertweeter £450, ( RRP £950) REL Strata Ill
subwcofer £250 ( RRP £ 550), Nordost Red Dawn 2m
single speaker cable £200, banana plugs attached RRP
£530, Tel: 07764 156157 EAC171
Complete system £ dCS Verdi La Scala ( upsampling
SACD transport) & dCS Elgar plus DAC (stereo to digital
converter) Hi Fi Choice review 'the best digital audio
player in the world', unused &boxed, retail £ 19,000, sell
for £7500, Classé Omega Mk 3two- box pre-amp,
unused & boxed, retail £ 13,500 sell for £4900, ATC
SCM100 ASL speakers, piano black, unused & boxed,
retail £9500, sell for £4500, 3xPS Audio Regeneration
power plants, 2xPS 1200s, unused & boxed, 1x
PS300, pristine, very slight use, retail £ 11000, sell for
£3600, Tel: Hugh on 01224 484470 fAC1251
Classé Delta System, unused & boxed, comprising of
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could separate but sounds fantastic together Tel: 01285

DP- 70-V exceptional build 52Ibswt analogue sound

(Cirencester) 810233 [A8]

£1250, Accu phase t108 FM tuner, remote £550, ProAc

Pathos TT-RR, legendary hybrid integrated (£3600)

Response 2s, good condition, very natural, Conrad-

£1650, Audio Magic ST1speakers/stands, like QLNs

Joh nson Premier 11 valve power amp, 70W/ch, recently

(£3800) £950. Wanted: valve amp, eg, GRAAF, Jadis,

revalved £ 1295, Cardas Golden Ref 1.5m RCA, mint

Audio Research, Cary, etc. exchanges considered, Tel:

£600, Cardas Gold Ref 0.5m xlr £300, Synergistic

0131 6610126 mobile: 07811 335060 [A8]

Research digital XLR with active shield and power

Nordost Valhalla power, 2m (£ 1800) £ 1100/1m £600,

coupler special £ 550 ono, Audio Note SPX Ref silver

Valhalla 1.5m bi-wire (£3750) £2000, Brahma 0.75m

cables 4x17 metre pairs £250 p.p. Siltech Octopus

boxed £300, Wanted: valve amp, eg, GRAAF, Jadis,

Schuko high power mains distribution with four shuko

Border Patrol, etc, exchanges considered, Tel: 0131

plugs, removes noise-prone 13amp fuses £350 email:

6610126 mobile: 07811 335060 [A8]

philngil@aol.com Tel: 01706 813987 / Mobile 07780

Technics 110 with cover, SME 3009, AT MC 32

698650 [AC67]

cartridge, vgc £220, Technics SL150, cover, SME 3,
Shure «MR, spare stylus £260, buyer collects, Tel:

Wanted

01903 247779 (Sussex) [AB14]

Quadropod stands for the ESL-63, these are the stands

Slate Audio spiked amplifier stand, as new, offers around

that Quad produced themselves for the 63s, will pay way

£100, buyer collects, Tel: 07956 62547 or email:

over the market rate for mint condition ones, email:

mcangusjetetiscali.co.uk [AB141

zijafferji@yahoo.co.uk or call on 07921 044254 [ KD34l

ATC SCM100A SL Active speakers, American cherry,

Tenoral 12001 cartridge with or without stylus. Please

mint condition, boxed, plus stunning Kudos stands

write quoting price and postage to Mr JR Parr, 94A

£3000, Tel: Bernard on 07710 080113 or email:

Imperial Avenue, Shirley, Southampton, Hampshire

dooling.family@virgin.net [AB141

S015 8PX [ KL14]

Kelly KT3 speakers 95dB, mint, boxed, brilliant with

Pi nk Triangle integrated amplifier, one-box CD player ancVor

valve amps or 200W power amps £500, Tel: 01432

DAC. Contact RCollingson 01873 858969 EMB171

275203 [A8]

Rogers, Harbeth, KEF or similar, one pair of BBC LS3/5A

GRAAF GM5013, highly acclaimed valve integrated

speakers, private buyer, Tel: 01394 388399 fAB141

Audio's Gone at..

www.choice-hifi.corn
Faster... Safer.... Cheaper...

‘eir

Choice
hi-fi
Buy/ Sell/ Part Exchange
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Insured Delivery
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Tel: 020 8392 1959
Mobile: 07768 720456
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Power Ameba
Accuphase M2000 mono
£12995
Accuphase P700
£4000
Patti AAS Power 1
£2150
Nora ST 1101
£995
Aloia ST 1501
£1095
/vegan 8008 mk2
£1500
Audia Flight Right 100
£4495
Aedo Right Right One Integrated
£3495
Audio Research M300 Monoblocks
£50(10
Prude Research Ref 600 Mel
£12995
Audio Valve Assistant 20s Integrated
£995
Audio Valve Baldur 200
£3495
Audio Valve Balder 70
£1795
Audiole 8000 P/C
£785
Auctialab 8003a mk111
£300
BAT. e600se
£5995
Beard M1000 monoblocks
£1900
Beard M70 Mmonoblocks
£1250
Bel Canto Evo 2Gen 2
£2300
Bel Canto Evo 21 integrated
£1900
Bel Canto BIO 4
£2995
Bel Canto eVo4
£2499
Boulder 1060
LV995
Boulder 500 AE
£2250
Boulder 500 AE Monos
£4650
CAT JL2
£6995
Caner A500x
£395
Carver TFM-42
£360
Cary 572 SE MONOBLOCKS
£1200
Cary SLA 70
£995
Cello Duet 350
£4995
Chard Electronics SPM 1200C
£2395
Chord Electronics SPM 4(11
£5495
Consonance MI 00S Plus
£650
£695
Counterpornt NP100 ( 56100)
Dared -Vacuum Tube amp MP-60
£1250
Daird -Vaud
arpiP-20 SL 2030A1
£1850
Dual mono block- 200w 235
£2200
EXPOSURE 21 PRE/ 18 POWER
£1350
Exposure 0MB Monoblocks
£995
£475
Eniosure XVI Power)
E20 K1(face rod)
£550
Gamut D100 midi
£1395
Gamut 8500 midi'
£3395
Halcro DM 38
£9995
Haman Karns(' AP2500/F'A2200
£395
KEF KSA 100S
£2000
Krell FPB 700 cx(600 U/graded)
£09101
Krell FPB 750 mcx
£22250
Krell FPB 750mcx Monoblocks
£13550
Krell FP13-700CX
£9995
Krell KAV 300
£1295
Krell KAV 400xi
£2250
Krell KrS.A 150
£1295
Krell KSA 80 Ballanced
£1295
Linn actve system
£4500
£1750
Lumley Reference M120
Mark Levinson ML434 Monoblocks
£4995 Mark
Levinson ML436
£7975
McIntosh MC352
£3250
McIntosh MC,501 Mcnoblocks
£4995
Metas 402 Gold Monoblocks
£2495
mercero lntrare 6
£850
Meridian Audio 557
£850
Meridian Audio 559
£1600
Musical Fidelity A300 £13
£1095
Musical Fidelity NuVista 300 power
£2495
Mr:iced FoHty NuVeta M3 Slgf nlegraled anaifer £ 1795
Nairn Ordo SOI. System
£6975
Nairn Aedo DBL Active System
£19750
Naim Audio NAP 180
£650
Pnmare A30.2
£595
PS Audio HCA 2Pwrii2) &PCA2 Pre
£1800
PS Audio HCA-2
£750
Roksan rocksan kandy kat
£450
Soros Faber Museo integrated
£995
Tag Avantgarde 1130x4
£1295
Tesserac TAMP 60
£999
XTC power one
£1300
YBA Passion Monablocks
£6995
Power Condiboners
Accusce Arts Amp 2
£3495
Power Plant 3oa
£1195
PS Audio P500 Powerplant Multwave II+
£1250
Pre Amens
Accustic Arts Re 1
£1495
Actylai Modus
£1295
Aloia PST 11.011
£1450
Nora PST 11.01i
£995
Aragon aurum
£1150
Aedo Flight Right Pre
£3495
Audio Note M3
£1795
Aude Note M3 Ultimate
£2795
Audio Refinement Pre 5
£395
Audio Research LS 2
£895
Audio Research LS 5mk I
£1595
Audio Research LS9
£995
Aude Research SP11 miro
£1395
Audio Research SP8
£850
Audio Research SP9 MIOII
£950
Audio Synthesis PatiOrl 13m
£850
BAT lik(31
£1095
Bel Canto Pre 6
£2895
Boulder 1012
£8495
Boulder 2010 Pre
£9995
CAT St 1Signature MK Ill
£2995
CAT Ultimate Reference
£5995
Chad Electronics 3203 E
£2200
Chord Electrcnics cpa3200e
£2100

Conrad Johnson PAS Pre Amp
£595
Densen DM 20
£595
bposure »3Pre
£450
EZO Nanda (face nord)
£550
Gryphon Sonata Allegro
£5500
Halcro DM 10
£7995
Jade JP 80mm
£3595
Krell KRC HR
£2495
Mark Levinson No. 32
£7995
Meridian Audio 562v
£450
Meridian Audio 002
£1100
Passlabs 82.5
£1295
Tact RCS 2.0DD
£1995
Tesserac TALA Pre
£495
Torn Evans The Vibe
£1995
YBA 2Alpha
£995
YBA Passco Pre
£3995
Loudspeakers
Acoustic Labs [torero
£495
P508 mkIl
£995
Arcam One
£300
ATC ATC 20SL passive
£895
Audn Physic Libra
£1695
Audio Physic Minos Subwoofer
£2500
Audio Physic Padua
£1999
Audio Physic Spark 3
£999
Audio Physic Tempo SE
£1595
Audio Flyse Virgo Ill
£2750
Audiovector M3signature active
£2100
Definitive Technology BP3000
£2500
Dynaudro Contour S54
£2950
Eggleston Works Fontaine
£2850
EV» Jet (1310 Jet
£550
Genelec 205 Active Matrices
£395
Hales concept 5
£2200
Homing FIX
£1095
Infinity Remus Centre speaker
£60
JMLab Dera Utopia
£5900
JMLati Micro Utopia BE
£2850
JMLab Micro Utopia BE
£2850
JeAtab Micro Utcpia BE Stands
£3600
JMLab Micro utopia be with stands
£2695
KEF 105 mml
£450
NU Coda 80
£60
teem SPLX12 sub-woofer
£650
Lumley Loudspeakers Lampros 400 S2
£3750
Magneplanar MG 20x
£8500
Malin Logan Quest
£2200
Marlin Logan Sb3
£1395
Meridian Audio dsp 33
£1450
Meridian Audio dsp5000c
£995
Mirage FRX 9
£600
NHT 2.0
£395
Perigee R<1 Loudspeaker
£2995
PMC Loudspeakers BB5
£6995
Pensar Studio 150
£800
Proac Tablettes miel
£250
Quad ESL 57
£695
REL 020136
£350
REL Stadium Ill
£995
Revel bisa subwoofer
£1800
Revel M20 Perfume
£895
Sonus Faber Panas Homage
£7850
Satin Faber Conterto Grand Piano
£950
Sows Faber Cencertos + VW Stands
£795
ScondLab Al
£8990
Talon Kite Centre
£750
Tannoy »nerd 12
£5750
Triangle Australe 260 Stabs
£2100
Velodine FSR 10
£495
Vrbe Alpha 2sub
£250
Vienna Acousbcs BERG
£475
Vienna Acoustics Mahler
£4500
wharledale diamond 81
£70
Men Auctro MA» 2
£28990
Wilson Audio System 51
£5900
Wilson Audio System 7
£12995
%%on Audio WattRuppy 51
£6495
Wilson Audio Wrtt
£3495
Wilson Audicry/e are not official Wilson Audio Deal
Wat13/Puppy2 £4250
M Players and DA*
Accustic Arts Drone 1
£
2250
Arcam 5
Aucha Right CD1
£3795
Aud»Aero Capitole 6.1 se
£1500
Audio Research CD 2
£ 1795
Arista Research 83
£ Midi
£3550
Audromecal Pierre Lunte Darnnation
£565
BOW Technorogies
24/192)
£3300
Bumester 001CDP
£4995
CEC DX 51 DAC
£ 1095
dCS Boar 24/192
£2650
dCS Elgar PlusVeronaiPurcelWerth
£ 14995
EAD DSP 9000 Pro Ill
£ 1795
Exposure 2010
£375
Gamut CD 1m141
£ 1495
kenwood DPF-J5010
£90
Krell KA8300CD
£ 1450
Knell IlPS 20 nL
£4250
Krell KPS 25s
£9995
Marantz CD 600 KS»
£280
Meant CD 6000 se limted edition £ 145
Marantz CD12
£ 1195
Mark Levinson ML 390s
£3495
Mark Levinson ML39
£2450
Mendran Audio 508
£725
MICROMEGA DUO CD 11
£600
Muse Mod9 DOD/CD
£ 1450
Orim NES-111:0+CDMSB-11£0 recerder £500

Nhir
Moneer PD F1009
Sony Serti
Tag CDT2OR-T2L
Teac eos 20
Theta Data II Transport
Theta Data II Transport
Theta DS Pro Gen III
Theta Pro Prime 2
Theta Progeny
Renard GENESIS

£120
£1795
£675
£895
£1395
£400
£1195
£695
£495
£250
£1785
£2895

TtrirtablesJAnns/Cartndgcs & Ph000stagos
Ant»,
£3013
£1195
Audio Res, a• •
£1350
Audio Synthts • xt Equallser
£395
Basis Debut Go,: •
£4995
Breuer Type 8
£2000
Clear Audio Accurate
£2395
HENLEY DESIGN HMC100 PHONOSTAGE
£200
Koetsu Rosewood Sig. Mat
£3250
Kuzma Stall S
£825
Linn LP12/ARO/Amegedon
£2495
Ming Da M-Star Phono
£300
Origin Live Encounter
£750
Ortofon 540
£85
Ortofon Jubilee
£1000
Ortofon Kontrapunkt B
£550
Roksan Xerxes 10/DS1.5/ArtemiÉJubilee
£3500
SME 20/28 Turntable and Non
£4250
SME 31.028 Turntable & Arm
£10495
SME Senes 10A
£2795
SME Series VAnn
£1400
Systemdek 118E900
£350
MINT 4+ Rokport Pain
£6500
Mull Memel Amps
Bryston 98 ST
£1995
Denon avc 10se
£600
Krell KM 250 a/3
£2495
Krell KAV 250 A3
£2250
Parasound 051
£2895
Roneer VSA-E07
£375
Mull gunnel Spiel Spam
creative 7700
£150
Defintve Technology BP 3000 -r-LCR
£3250
Genelec 205 Active Maiden
£195
JVIab Sib 8Cub 5.1
£450
s• -us Faber Solo Centre
£200
• , tAcousbcs 3Weeny? Berg/ Subson
£2650
AV Processors
£2395
£1800
Knell HIS
£3995
Lexicon MC12 Rev 4
£9500
Lenox' MC12B
£3995
Lexicon MC8
£4150
Meridian Audio 565
£695
Meridian Audio 565 dit dts
£595
Parascond Halo Cl
£4500
Halo C2
£2995
• ,OSD
£1995
AV Run-Ives
. :2011-S
£450
OVO Playas
Atc,air,d,79
£850
Lexiœn RI 10
£1395
555
38556
£150
Pr o¡eutus
£19990
TV /
K isco./ 11:0
£1995
£3500
Pan,
HDPW118
£1995
liA Obta
banc •
£3750
f.
£2150
GRAAi . / rt
£2895
Musical Fidelity 13 Tuner
£250
Musical Fidelity XCan 83
£140
Musical Fidelity £3PSU
£160
Senherser 98050 Headphones
£150
Sax 41340 system
£0
Cables
Audio Note AN SPX Silver 2metres Bi Wire Banana
£1450
Ecosse Reference MS 215
£ 150
Ecosse Reference MS 2.3
£ 150
Ecosse Reference Quartet MS2
£ 160
MIT Digital Reference Sane AES/EBU
£395
Nordost SFM Speaker cable and Ouattiofil interconnect
£1650
Ncedost Valle» Digital 1
m
£750
Siltech Cables balanced
£200
Transparent Aralia Efigilink
£ 125
Transparent Pudic Muce Wave
£ 150
Transparent Aidio N'ousc Wave 1
Oft B
I
Wore
£350
Trareknt Aucto Rd WM Speer Cattle £12990
van den hid revelation £350
van der ,hul the 2nd / 3metres Bal
£ 150
Stands
•
cc Raang Shelf 8Genes £400
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01634 880037
info@rochesterhi-fi.co.uk

i
JUPITER solid silver
high power cord
1m from £ 385.00

46

STRATOS solid silver
power cord 1m £ 145.00

TITAN high power
entry level cord.
1 metre - £ 72.00

1%

Full no quibble money back guarantee
POWER CORDS e MAINS BLOCKS • INTERCONNECTS
SPEAKER CABLES • MAINS FILTERS • ACCESSORIES

Hi Fi World & Hi -Fi Choice reviewed power cords

WWW.KRYSTAL-KABLES.COM
Tel: 01579 362189

ADVANTAGE, ARCAM, ATACAMA, AUDICA, AUDION, AUDIOPHILE BASE,
AVI, BOULDER, CAIRN, CLEARAUDIO, CYMBOL, DALI, GAMUT, GOLDRING,
GRADIENT, GRADO, GRAHAM SLEE, GRAVES AUDIO, JMLAB, LOEWE,
MERLIN, MUSIC MAKER, NAD, NOTTINGHAM ANALOGUE, OPTIMUM,
PARTINGTON, PURE, TRANSFIGURATION, TIVOLI, QUADRASPIRE,
STELLO, USHER, VINCENT
CALL NOW TO UPGRADE YOUR SYSTEM

WANT TO HEAR MORE MUSIC?

Then get rid of the noise!
NC - the total
solution to mains
noise and
interference

IAN EDWARDS

MAKERS OF FINE HANDMADE FURNITURE

Clock 4 and ' •,.">( •
'Never Connected' power supply to
improve the performance of your CD or
DVD player. Let us undertake the work
for you in our Modification Workshop.
_.oiltdcl us now io see now

vvu

an help you to reduce th
lose in your system:
TRiChORd RESEARCh

TH

+ 44 ( 0)1684 311600

Fax + 44 ( 0)1684 311928

sales@trichordresearch.com
www.trichordresearch.com
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Ter: 01423 500442 Fcq: 01423 705200
www.iansdespokefurniture.co.uk

"Music is the movement of sound
to reach the soul..."

[
Plato]

If you love your music, you'll play it
through Beauhorn loudspeakers
Single- driver horns give the clarity, dynamics
and imaging of electrostatics. But they're
easy for valve amplifiers to drive. And the
unique styling of the Beauhorns shows that
these are not run- of- mill conventional
speakers, but hand crafted objects of beauty
as well as unrivalled music reproducers.
If you know what live instruments sound like,
you'll want nothing else
Find out why Beauhorn users enjoy their
listening so much - just ask for a
demonstration

Beauhorn
website: www.beauhom corn email: infon@beauhom.com Hastings TN35 4NB England

Telephone: +44 (0)1424 813888

TURNTABLE
GROUP TEST
Pro-Ject yNAD yGoldring
ON TEST...
Quad 303 revamps
•

Meridian 5200 speakers
EXCLUSIVE! Denon 1500AE
Japanese cartridges

PLUS:
Classic kit • Atlas cables • Q&A • AudioVision
Hi -Fi News, February 2006 issue is on sale Friday, 6January 2006
JANUARY 2006 • www.hifinews.co.uk 145
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FAVOURITE THINGS

Albums
of all time

Garry Coward -Williams was The Stranglers' unofficial
photographer and even featured in the lyrics of the band's

Hanging Around track. Here he picks his 10 favourite LPs...
Original Recordings
DAN HICKS AND HIS HOT LICKS
Epic: 1969
A sumptuous blend of Paris Hot Club jazz
and 1940s- cowboy swing, that becomes
as addictive as musical heroin. Hick's
witty and profound lyrics are delivered
with saddle weary
authenticity. The
standout track,
'How Can IMiss
You When You
Won't Go Away'
perfectly reflects
Hick's unique style.

Roy Buchanan

Chirpin'

ROY BUCHANAN

THE PERSUASIONS

Polydor: 1970

Elektra: 1977

Roy Buchanan could count

This 1977 album was

Jimi Hendrix and John

the finest hour for

Lennon among his biggest

New York's premier

fans. Using an early 1950s
Fender Telecaster, Buchanan generated aclear,

accapella group. They
make asound so pure and spiritual it

biting sound, drawing precise musical patterns

will grip your soul. The standout track,

into pure blues with aCajun country twang. This

'Looking for an Echo', tells the story

LP features his best-known song, ' Sweet Dreams'.
.
_

of their early years singing on street

And The Hits Just
Keep On Comin'

corners in the 1950s. Lead singer Jerry
Lawson's handling of Jackie Wilson's ' To
Be Loved' is simply breathtaking.

MICHAEL NESMITH

Burglar
FREDDIE KING
RSO: 1975

RCA: 1972
Post The Monkees, Nesmith

The Stranglers
IV - Rattus
Norvegicus

Freddie King

made four criticallyacclaimed country rock albums. Unfortunately,

THE STRANGLERS

started as a

they didn't sell. Next he made a simple record

United Artists: 1977

singer and

with just him on acoustic guitar. Despite the

then became a

title, this didn't sell either. But he didn't have to

popular blues
instrumentalist, but his career dived

worry about money; his mother invented liquid
paper and left him $ 25m in her will.

before resurfacing in the blues boom
of the late ' 60s. This is his finest and
last studio recording, with afunky,

the subjects of the lyrics.

EDDIE GUITAR SLIM
JONES

is heart wrenched and technically

Speciality: 1954

perfect. You can feel every note.

Jones created the link

DOLLS
Mercury: 1973
Their brash brand

'Hanging Around' is astandout for me, but

between gospel and blues.

Men Opening
Umbrellas Ahead

His distorted, pained, guitar -runs mixed with a

VIVIAN STANSHALL

southern- gospel devil dammed- voice makes
for the finest R&B ever. Every track resonates,

Warner Bros: 1974
An extraordinary blend

but ' Suffering Mind' is the standout.

of reggae, African

T- Bone Jumps Again
T-BONE WALKER

of 1970s rock and

Charley R&B: 1981

roll mixed with

T- Bone's fusion of

'Shangri-La-inspired' street- trash

jazz- blues- swing, combined

sentiment, was loved by the new wave,

with his ability to do the splits

if not by the critics. Shambolic, dynamic

and play the guitar behind his back ( Jimi who?)

and raw, this album was their last. Their

made him one of the most popular nightclub

manager left to form The Sex Pistols,

acts of his era. His signature tune, ' Stormy
Monday' is still ajazz/blues standard.
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sound of anything that preceded it.
then it would be special as twas one of

brass injected, mid -1970s feel. His

THE NEW YORK

oors-inspired repertoire with swirling
eyboards and the most up front bass

The Things I
Used To Do

voice is passionate, his guitar playing

Too Much,
Too Soon

great debut which
erfectly captured the mood of the band's

rhythms, and British
music hall. The fact
that it was deleted on
day of release because ahideously drunk
Stanshall overturned atable on the board
of directors of his record company, Warner
Bros, makes it all the more bizarre. The
standout track is ' Yelp, Bellow, Rasp Et
Cetra', in which Stanshall suffers afull
nervous breakdown. The real blues.
n

-

a solic

foundation

A transparent musical source is the foundation of afine audio system. Recent advances

in analog and digital technology are allowing music lovers to get so much more from
their favourite records, compact discs and high resolution digital formats.
At Symmetry we are proud to announce the availability of these fine new components.

Allowing you to experience the music you love and experience it as never before.

C-5xe Universal Player
Introducing a giant leap forward in digital
playback technology-the Ayre C-5xe universal
stereo ( U2) player. The first of it's kind, this no
video, no-compromise design plays all existing
optical disc formats. The C-5xe is for those of us
who value the enjoyment of music above all else.

X-01 SACD/CD Player
The Esoteric X-01 establishes a new benchmark for
digital replay, from it's propriety and exclusive
VRDS-NEO mechanism to it's high precision 24 bit,
dual monaural digital decoding system. The X-01 is
the ultimate source for the finest high end systems.

Titan iMoving Coil Cartridge
The Lyra Titan iis an improved version of the widely
acclaimed Lyra Titan. More than just a refitment the new
Titan iis equipped with adifferent suspension and damping
system. Tracking ability has been substantially improved,
bass performance is lifted to new levels of refinement and
speed, low level resolution and dynamics has gained a
marked improvement. Finally the Titan ihas been voiced by
master craftsman Yoshinori Mishima, who builds and
painstakingly adjusts each and every cartridge by hand.
For the finest playback of your favourite records.

Cb LYRA )

symmetry
Ayre Acoustics, Cello, Esoteric,

t: 01727 865488

Grand Prix Audio, Lyra, Mark Levinson, Stax,

e: info@symmetry-systems.co.uk

Stereovox, Sumiko, System Audio & Thiel

w: www.symmetry-systems.co.uk

"This amplifier can blow your house over but
loses nothing from the music"

"
1141-7
-.
"Combining clarity with control is virtually a
three word encapsulation of the KAV400xi"
1.1100LICI 0,14 MR

roams

Your Guide to Hi Fi and Home Cinema, January 2004, Stan Curtis

AY- 4(JDzi

Hi Fi Choice, November 2003, Alvin Gold

•
KAV400xi

"The new player not just delights
with the still quite rare SACOs, it
also knows how to please with CDs"
Audio, Germany, September 2003

"If I
had to choose one SACD
player, (regardless of price),
I'd go for the Krell."

"A unit capable of delivering
performance at the very top in the
reproduction of CD and SACO"

Stereophile, December 2003, Michael Fremer

Audio Review, Italy, November 2003, Franco Guida

"The 'Standard' is aplayer with...guts"
Diario de Noticias, Portugal, September 2003, JVH

SACO Sta.-x=1.3rd
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•

•

•

•

•

•

•
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mars ANGELS THE NEXT CHAPTER
From its arrival with asingle power amplifier in 1980, Krell sexclusive product range has evolved into atotal
system concept. Because it is now recognised as the premier high- end audio and home theatre brand, Krell
has been compelled to create the ultimate in audio- only and audio- video systems from front to back. Its
range of amplification devices have been augmented
Krell FPB 700cx

over the years by CD transports, digital converters and

and arange of loudspeakers suitable for pure music or

"There's a
timeless quality to
all-round excellence, and the
FPS 100cx has just that"

multi- channel cinematic pleasure.

Hi Fi News, June 2003, Martin Colloms

audio/video processors. In 2004, the concept reaches
fruition with the ascendancy of both definitive source
components

the SACO Standard and the OVO Standard —

Krell has also expanded its catalogue vertically, with the KAV and Showcase ranges for entry-level and midlevel systems, and the rare and exotic Reference Series for systems without limit. Regardless of the model,
however, acomponent must attain the highest standards of sonic performance, ergonomic excellence,
superior build quality and long-term dependability before its front panel is graced with the Krell badge.
Krell - apremier high- end company by excellence .

,11
absolutesounds ltd.

58 Durham Road, London SW20 OTW

T:

44 ( 0)20 89 71 39 09

F:

44 ( 0)20 88 79 79 62

www.absolutesounds.com

info@absolutesounds.com

